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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation develops a theory of minimality and 

foot structure in metrical phonology and prosodic morphology. 

Central to the theory is the proposal that whl~ther foot 

structures may be satisfied by a minimum of phonological 

content is determined by specifying binary values for a 

parameter, the Minimal structure Parameter. 

The theory of minimali ty is embedded wi thin a larger 

theory of prosody which construes metrical footing as mapping 

to templates. Under this view, metrical templates are subject 

to the same universal principles, Template satisfaction and 

Maximisation of Association, which constrain association to 

templates in morphological foot mapping and syllabification. 

The dissertation argues that the Minimal structure Parameter 

together with these principles provides a uniform account of 

diverse metrical phenomena, 

principled treatment of the 

and offers in addition a 

fact that morphological foot 

structuras as well as those in metrical systems may permit 

subcanonical exemplars of feet. 

In addition to the parallel just noted, the dissertation 

finds two unexpected differences between metrical and 

morphological foot structures. First, while metrical feet 

must specify head elements, morphological feet do not require 

them. One argument is based on templatic asymmetries between 

metrical and morphological surface foot inventories. The 
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occurrence of certain foot structures in metrical systems but 

not in morphology (e.g. trisyllabic feet [a a a), Revised 

obligatory Branching feet [a~~ a) is explained under the 

theory of minimality and headship developed within. 

Second, the minimal constraint on metrical feet is either 

one or two morae, whereas the minimum for subcanonical feet in 

morphology is two morae. This is also made to follow from the 

head/no-head distinction: a metrical foot can be no smaller 

than the smallest head permitted by the language. In 

morphology where feet do not specify heads, Minimal structure 

defaults to the universal inventory of feet and imposes as the 

minimal criterion the smallest foot template defined by UG-

the bimoraic foot. 

This work contributes to prosodic theory in (i) aligning 

theory with data, (ii) aligning metrical theory in particular 

with theories of templates in morphology and syllabification, 

and (iii) defining ~ore precisely one constraint on templatic 

association. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Current linguistic theory refers to prosodic constituents 

selected from a constrained, hierarchically ordered set. 

structures in this set required in the analysis of phono-

logical and morphological processes are hypothesised to 

display the same properties. This work explores the 

consequences of this hypothesis for one type of prosodic 

structure, the foot. 

Foot is the name given to a group of syllables or morae 

functioning systematically as a unit for the purpose of a 

metrical or morphological process. The concept of foot 

structure was introduced into metrical theory by Liberman 

(1975).1 Metrical theory refers to a collection of theories 

sharing the basic assumption that alternating stress in 

languages should be characterised in terms of hierarchical 

structures which organise strings of syllables and morae into 

prominent and weaker units. Models which appeal to foot 

structure have been standard in metrical theory since its 

inception (Hayes, 1981, 1985, 1987, 1991a; Hammond, 1984, 

1986, 1990; Halle and Vergnaud, 1978, 1987a (henceforth, EOS 

Prince (1980) ascribes the first use of the term foot 
with respect to metrical structure to Selkirk (1977). 
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for Essay on stress), 1987b; Kager, 1989; Halle, 1990).2 

The first published work to explicitly discuss the 

existence of nonmetrical feet was Broselow and McCarthy (1983-

4) . A later work, Prosodic Morphology, incorporated this 

finding into an articulated theory of the behaviour of 

prosodic templates in morphology (McCarthy and Prince, 1986). 

This work and its sequel (McCarthy and Prince, 1990), show 

that constituents composed of syllables and morae similar to 

those posited in the analysis of metrical phenomena are 

referred to by morphological rules. 3 I will refer to the 

theory developed in McCarthy and Prince (1986, 1990) as the 

theory of Prosodic Morphology, or simply Prosodic Morphology. 

1.1 Minimality and Templates in Metrical and Morphological 
Footing. 

The need for enquiry into the properties of the foot is 

particularly important since theories of morphology and 

phonology maintain that foot structures are derived through 

different mechanisms: Prosodic Morphology claims that feet 

are formed through mapping to templates. A template defines 

the structural outlines of a prosodic unit without referring 

to segmental content (Ito, 1989). In Prosodic Morphology, 

2 However, see Prince (1983) and Selkirk (1984) for 
alternatives which posit a metrical grid. 

3 See also Archangeli (1983, to appear), Crowhurst 
(1991), Ishihara (1990), Lombardi and MCCarthy (1991), Mutaka 
and Hyman (1990), Peng (1990), Poser (1990), Spring (1990). 
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association to templates is governed by two universal 

conventions, the Template satisfaction Condition and 

Maximisation of Association, stated in (1). 

(1) 
a. Template Satisfaction Condition. Satisfaction of 

templatic constraints is obligatory and is determined by 
the principles of prosody, both universal and language 
specific (McCarthy and Prince, 1990:209). 

b. Maximisation of Association. Associate as many 
phonological elements as possible (Archangeli, to 
appear, p.5). 

By contrast, theories of metrical phonology claim that 

phonological strings are divided into foot-sized constituents 

by parsing rules. 

This dissertation explores the hypothesis that foot 

structures in different grammatical components (metrical 

phonology and morphology) are the "same" by adopting as its 

initial premise the view that metrical footing, like morpho

logical footing, is construed as mapping to templates. This 

premise is stated as the Metrical Template Hypothesis in (2). 

(2) 
Metrical Template Hypothesis. Metrical footing proceeds 
under association to templates. 

The Metrical Template Hypothesis is consistent with the claim 

of McCarthy and Prince (1990) that metrical footing is 

equivalent to prosodic circumscription. The most important 

consequence of (2) for this work is that metrical footing, 
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like morphological footing, is governed by Template 

satisfaction and Maximisation of Association in (1). 

Under the view that metrical footing is template mapping 

the hypothesised "sameness" of metrical and morphological feet 

is found to be correct in one important respect and incorrect 

in other ways. What is interesting is that similarity is 

encountered where the literature leads us to expect dis-

similarity. Likewise, dissimilarities emerge where similarity 

is expected. 

The most important, unexpected similarity between 

metrical and morphological feet explored in this work is 

summarised in (3).4 

(3) 
a. Similarity: Both morphological and metrical feet may be 

satisfied subcanonically. 

b. Expectation: Only metrical feet may be satisfied 
sUbcanonically. Morphological feet are obliged to 
satisfy all elements specified in a template (McCarthy 
and Prince, 1986, 1990). 

A canonical (prosodic) structure exemplifies the largest 

permissible result of mapping to a particular template. Thus, 

the term subcanonical in (3a) refers to (i) structures smaller 

than the canonical structure, and (ii) phonological strings 

4 A metrical foot is a foot structure resulting from the 
application of a metrical rule, usually in deriving stress. 
Similarly, a morphological foot is a foot resulting from a 
template mapping operation which derives a morphological 
contrast. 
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which contain insufficient material to satisfy a template 

canonically. 

concerning the expectation with respect to metrical feet, 

most work in metrical theory agrees that at least a wellformed 

metrical head (the element which bears prominence) must be 

present in a metrical foot. s Whether the foot is maximised up 

to its canonical shape depends on whether the available 

phonological string can provide a suitable nonhead in addition 

to satisfying the head. As an example, in a language like 

Tubatulabal (N. uto-Aztecan), where the canonical foot is an 

uneven iamb [~ [~~]], subcanonical feet are tolerated and may 

be as small as one mora (e.g. two monomoraic feet, ['an] and 

[g1], are derived in ['anl[naNN1:1[liI16:1[g11[ba'attl; codas 

are light; see Chapter 3, §3.1.4). However, Hayes (1991a) 

shows that not all metrical systems tolerate subcanonical 

feet. In Pintupi (Australian) for example, disyllabic 

trochees are constructed from left to right. In forms 

containing an odd number of syllables, the final syllable is 

never stressed; compare [tjamu] [limpal [t;uNkul 'our relation' 

and [puliNl[kalaltju 'we (sat) on the hill' (examples are from 

Hayes, 1991a:52, who cites Hansen and Hansen, 1969:163). 

Based on the pattern illustrated, Hayes (1991a) argues that 

Pintupi tolerates only canonical disyllabic feet, and that 

S See especially Hammond (1990). Rice (1991) also makes 
this point. The exception is Hayes (1987) which proposes that 
degenerate feet are special in that they have no heads. 
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monosyllabic feet are banned. 

The argument that morphological feet may be satisfied 

subcanonically consists of showing that the contrast 

demonstrated above for metrical feet is also attested with 

morphological feet. An example of a morphological process 

which requires that a foot template be satisfied canonically 

is the formation of diminutives and augmentatives in Mexican 

Spanish. A stem preceding the diminutive and augmentative 

morphemes is prosodically constrained to a minimum of two 

syllables. This condition is easily satisfied in longer stems 

such as pajar-ito, pajar-ote 'little/big bird' « stem pajaro) 

and chamagu-ita, chamac-ota 'little/big girl' « chamaca). 

However, with monosyllabic stems, epenthesis supplies a light 

syllable to satisfy the template, a disyllabic foot. Examples 

are pan-ec-ito, pan-es-ote 'little/big bread' « pan) and rev

ec-ito, rev-es-ote 'little/big king' « rev). The Spanish 

facts and their analysis are discussed in Chapter 4. The 

contrasting case, also discussed in Chapter 4, is found in 

Axininca (Arawakan; Spring, 1990), where a Prosodic Word 

mapped to a verb stem is satisfied by two syllables. After 

mapping, the Prosodic Word is copied adjacent to itself. If 

the stem contains at least two syllables, then the Prosodic 

Word is mapped only to the verb stem, as in no-koma=koma- « 

koma, stem for 'paddle') and no-kaawosi=kaawosi- « kaawosi 

'bathe'). In the forms just cited, the prefix before the stem 
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is not reduplicated and is therefore ~ssumed to be external to 

the Prosodic Word. If a verb stem has less than two syllables 

then a prefix is mapped to the Prosodic Word, if present, and 

the stem and prefix are reduplicated together, as in !lQ:: 

naa=no-naa-waiti (*no-naa=naa-waiti < naa 'chew'). However, 

if a stem contains less than two syllables and no prefix is 

available, as long as the stem is bimoraic, then all that maps 

to the Prosodic Word is the bimoraic stem: naa=naa-waitaki « 

naa 'chew'). Finally, if an unprefixed stem contains less 

than two morae, epenthesis applies--however, epenthesis 

supplies only up to two morae: naa=naa-takina « n 'see'). 

spring (1990) concludes from this pattern that in Axininca, if 

two syllables are available from the representation, then the 

template is mapped to two syllables. If less than two 

syllables are available, the template is satisfied by an 

absolute minimum of two morae. Furthermore, in cases where a 

subcanonical structure is tolerated, epenthesis supplies only 

enough material to satisfy the bimoraic minimum. 

In this work I argue that subcanonical feet, where 

permitted, must meet a baseline, minimal requirement. Whether 

or not minimal association to the template is permitted is 

determined by setting a parameter, the Minimal structure 

Parameter in (4). 

(4) 
Minimal structure Parameter. Templatic constraints may 
be satisfied by minimal structure. 
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The specification for Minimal structure may be construed as an 

instruction to Template satisfaction. An.Qn setting is inter

preted by Template satisfaction as meaning that association to 

only one of the terminal elements of the canonical template is 

sufficient (e.g. in Tlibatulabal, Axininca). In this case, I 

will say that minimal association, or more specifically FootMIN 

is permitted. An off setting is interpreted as meaning that 

minimal association is not sufficient to satisfy the template. 

In this case, where FootMm is excluded, at least two of the 

terminal elements of the template must be associated to 

segmental material (for example, two morae would be required 

for [~ ~~], or both syllables would be required for [a a] as 

in Pintupi and Spanish). The predictions of Minimal structure 

for metrical feet are examined in Chapter 3 for binary feet, 

and Chapter 5, which deals with ternarity. Chapters 4 and 5 

discuss the implications of Minimal structure for 

morphological feet. 

Having introduced the point that feet in both metrical 

systems and prosodic morphology may permit subcanonical 

exemplars, the first dissimilarity concerns a difference in 

the minimum quantity constraint on FootM~ in each case: 6 

6 How this difference follows will be discussed shortly. 



(5) 
a. Difference: Metrical FootMm is equivalent to the 

smallest permissible head in a language. FootMN in 
morphology is bimoraic. 
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b. Expectation: Metrical FootMm is universally bimoraic or 
disyllabic, depending on the foot (Hayes, 1991a). 
Morphological feet always conform to the canonical 
template, therefore minimality is irrelevant (McCarthy 
and Prince, 1986, 1990). 

The smallest possible head universally, HeadMN , is equivalent 

to one mora. Whether HeadMm or *HeadMm (i.e. the smallest 

permissible head is bimoraic) is specified metrically varies 

process-specifically (this point is made in the discussion of 

Eastern Ostyak in Chapter 3). To return to an example 

discussed above, FootMm may be monomoraic in TUbatulabal (cf. 

['anl[naNN1:1[lill6:1[g11[ba'attl) only because HeadMm is 

permitted. A language in which FootMm is bimoraic, corre-

sponding to the smallest possible head, is Hixkaryana. Here, 

the metrical foot is an uneven iamb, footed iteratively from 

the left. In the forms [k-hana:l[nlhl-<no> « k-hananlh-no) 

and [ml-ha:l[nanlhl-<no> « ml-hananlh-no», a light syllable 

in the head undergoes vowel lengthening (the ultima is extra-

metrical). Whether heads are required to dominate two morae 

or may be satisfied by only one mora is determined by the 

Minimal structure Parameter. Under the view that metrical 

feet are templates, a head assigned to the foot is also a 

templatic element, and therefore subj ect to Template 

Satisfaction. 
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The bimoraic constraint on FootMm in morphology is 

demonstrated by Axininca, discussed earlier. Recall that in 

subcanonical forms, only two morae are absolutely required, 

and epenthesis supplies only enough material to satisfy this 

minimum (cf. naa=naa-takina, *na=na-takina « n). 

I argue that the difference in the minimal constraint on 

metrical and morphological FootMm follows from the second 

difference between metrical and morphological feet in (6). 

(6) 
a. Difference: Metrical feet require heads; morphological 

feet do not. 

b. Expectation: If metrical and morphological feet are 
drawn from the same universally specified inventory then 
both should have heads, under the assumption that feet in 
this inventory have the same properties. 

The specific proposal here is that feet in the inventory 

of feet provided by Universal Grammar (UG) (see §2.2.1) are 

not specified with heads. Heads are assigned to foot 

structures uniquely and obligatorily by metrical rules. 

Morphological rules do not assign heads to feet. 7 This 

hypothesis is stated as the Obligatory Metrical Head 

Hypothesis in (7).8 

7 A similar proposal ~'1as made by Hammond (1989a). 
Hammond proposed that some languages use headless "parsing 
feet" as an alternative to metrical tier conflation in EOS. 

Head projection is equivalent to assigning a head. 
The reason for the projection metaphor is made clear in 
Chapter 2. 



(7) 
Obligatory Metrical Head Hypothesis. 

a. Primitive foot structures are not specified with 
heads. 
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b. Every metrical foot must surface with a wellformed 
metrical head. 

The difference in the minimum quantity constraint on 

metrical and morphological FootMlN follows from the presence of 

a specified head in a metrical foot versus its absence from a 

morphological foot. The logic is as follows. The constraint 

on any structural constituent is at least equal to the minimal 

constraint on any obligatory subcomponent of the constituent 

(independent of the terminal elements of the unit). The head 

is an obligatory subcomponent of the metrical foot. There-

fore, any constraint on the head is likewise a constraint on 

FootMlN • However, under arguments to be presented, a morpho-

logical foot has no obligatory sUbcomponent (i.e., a head). 

I propose that in this case, minimal content is determined by 

defaulting to the primitive inventory of foot structures (to 

be introduced later) and pulling out the smallest template in 

the inventory--the bimoraic foot [~ ~]. When Minimal 

structure permits FootMlN , whatever is associated to FootMlN is 

matched against [~ ~]. 

represented in (8). 

These concepts are schematically 



(8) 

Inventory 
of foot 

structures 

[J.£ J.£] 

Metrical System 
I 
I 

ASSIGN HEAD 
I 

HeadMlN =J.£ 
*HeadMIN = ILIL 

Morphology 
I 

NO HEAD 

MIN = [J.£ IL] 

FOOT <metrical> 

= [[a]HO"]p 

FootMlN = Head 

FOOT < morpbological > 
= [0" O"]p 

FootMIN = (IL IL] 
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The universal claim is that a metrical foot may not be smaller 

than the smallest permissible metrical head (for a given 

process), and a morphological foot may not be smaller than the 

smallest foot template defined by UG. The bimoraic constraint 

on morphological feet is absolute because no monomoraic foot 

template is universally specified. 

The claim that heads are assigned in the phonology but 

not in the morphology is a large claim. It must be asked, 

first, from what does such a claim follow, and second, what 

empirical facts can the concept be used to explain'? That 

metrical constituents require heads follows from extra-

grammatical principles associated with the nature of rhythm. 

It is generally agreed that metrical constituents are units of 

linguistic rhythm (Liberman, 1975; Liberman and Prince, 1977; 

Hayes, 1981, 1985, 1991a; Prince, 1980, 1983; Hammond, 1984, 

1990; EOS). Work on rhythm in music theory reveals striking 
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similarities with metrical constituency in languages. While 

there are differences between language and music, musical 

phrasing also involves the organisation of increasingly more 

inclusive units into hierarchical structures (Lerdahl and 

Jackendoff, 1983). At the lowest level in the hierarchy are 

units of meter, each containing an entity more perceptually 

prominent than all others within the constituent--a beat. In 

the words of Lerdahl and Jackendoff (1983): 

"When hearing a piece, the listener naturally 
organizes the sound signals into units such as 
motives, themes, phrases, periods, theme-groups, 
sections, and the piece itself. [ .•. ] At the same 
time, the listener instinctively infers a regular 
pattern of strong and weak beats' to which he 
relates the actual musical sounds. The conductor 
waves his baton and the listener taps his foot at a 
particular level of beats." (Lerdahl and 
Jackendoff, 1983:12) 

While this dissertation is not intended to provide a theory of 

rhythm, it is an important point that extra-grammatical 

properties of rhythmic units provide a functional reason why 

we should expect to find differences between objects which 

serve rhythmic functions, and those which do not. That is, we 

should not assume that constraints on rhythmic elements will 

necessarily hold on nonrhythmic elements, however similar in 

form. In particular, given that metrical feet in languages 

are required to have heads for extra-grammatical reasons, it 

does not follow that foot structures which serve nonmetrical 

(morphological) purposes are also required to have heads. Of 
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course, linguistic as well as extra-grammatical arguments are 

required to support the claim, which follows from the 

Obligatory Metrical Head Hypothesis, that morphological feet 

have no heads. Three arguments are presented in this work, 

summarised below: 

Argument 1. If morphological feet have no heads, then 

the different minimal foot constraints in phonology and 

morphology can be given a principled explanation. 

argument is based on discussions in Chapters 3 and 4. 

This 

Argument 2. If morphological feet have heads, then 

unconfirmed predictions follow. We expect to find feet in 

prosodic morphology where one syllable is always required to 

be heavy while the weight of the other syllable is not 

restricted (Revised Obligatory Branching (ROB) feet, Hammond, 

1986). Such feet occur metrically but are unattested as the 

result of a prosodic operation in morphology. 

Argument 3. The third argument takes as its premise that 

all footing is maximally binary. This premise is stated as 

the Maximal Binarity Hypothesis in (9). 

(9) 
Maximal Binarity Hypothesis. All foot construction is 
maximally binary. 

In Chapter 5 I argue that ternary feet occur in metrical 

systems when a metrical head is forced to incorporate two 

syllables to satisfy a bimoraic constraint. When a nonhead is 
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also mapped to the foot, Foot~ is three syllables (cf. Old 

English [[weru]du] 'troops', [[f~rel]du] 'journeys' with 

disyllabic heads, vs. [[ hea] fu] [ [des]] , head, gen. sing.'). 

There is no evidence that ternary feet exist in morphology.9 

If morphological feet have no heads, then the non-occurrence 

of ternary feet in morphology is predicted: the reason is that 

morphological feet have no internal bracketing. Hence, the 

association of a third syllable to a morphological foot would 

necessarily violate maximal binarity. 

The final difference between metrical and morphological 

feet, which follows from the argument just summarised is the 

following: 

C10} 
a. Difference: 

exemplars. 
Metrical feet may have trisyllabic 

Morphological feet are strictly binary. 

b. Expectation: The same templatic options should exist for 
both metrical and morphological feet if the templates 
have the same requirements. Thus, ternary morphological 
feet are also expected. 

To summarise, the points discussed above can be divided 

among three related but separate issues. The main focus of 

the dissertation concerns the Minimal structure Parameter. In 

particular, I seek to address the following three issues: Ci} 

how much structure is required to satisfy a foot template, 

9 McCarthy (1984), McCarthy and Prince (1986, 1990) have 
argued that the formation of habilitatives in Cupefio requires 
a trisyllabic template. Cupefio is reanalysed in Chapter 5. 
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(ii) under what conditions, and (iii) what phenomena follow 

from the theory of minimality developed. The chapters which 

develop the theory of minimality for metrical and morpho

logical foot templates are Chapters 3 and 4 respectively. The 

contribution of arguments concerning minimality to prosodic 

theory is to show that (i) different standards can be set for 

Template satisfaction by rules, and (ii) the standards are not 

necessarily the same in phonology and morphology. By making 

this issue clear and attempting to express it formally, this 

work contributes to prosodic theory by helping to define 

"templatic constraints" included in the statement of the 

Template satisfaction Condition in (1). 

Second, the theory of minimality developed in this work 

is embedded within a larger theory of templates. In contrast 

to other metrical theories (e.g. Prince, 1983; EOS; Kager, 

1989), this work formally expresses metrical (as well as 

morphological) footing as mapping to templates (see the 

Metrical Template Hypothesis in (2». The mechanics of 

templatic metrical footing are introduced in Chapter 2. I 

argue that by appealing directly to Template satisfaction and 

the Minimal Structure Parameter, the templatic metrical theory 

is able to provide a more consistent treatment of diverse 

metrical phenomena than other theories. More general contri

butions of the templatic theory of metrical footing to 

prosodic theory are (i) to establish a consistent view of foot 
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structure in morphology and metrical phonology and (ii) to 

bring theories of metrical foot structure into line with other 

prosodic theories which posit template mapping (for example, 

templatic syllabification in Ito, 1986, 1989). 

The final point, linked to template mapping, is the 

presence of heads in metrical feet as opposed to their absence 

from morphological feet (see the Obligatory Metrical Head 

Hypothesis in (7». This theme surfaces in each of Chapters 

3 (metrical feet), 4 (morphological feet), and 5 (ternarity). 

The contribution of this point to a theory of templates in 

particular is to show that a template does not have the same 

requirements in all contexts. Rules in different components 

of the grammar may impose requirements on structures 

independently of the basic endowment of UG. 

1.2 An Outline f~r the Dissertation. 

In the remainder of Chapter 1, I present an outline for 

the rest of the work. 

Chapter 2 sketches the theoretical background for the 

work. First, I present the templatic theory of metrical 

footing. Second, the inventory of primitive foot structures 

I adopt is discussed. Finally, the theory of Prosodic Morpho

logy is discussed in more detail, and related to the claims 

with respect to minimality and the "no-head" hypothesis. 

Chapter 3 explores the implications of the Minimal 
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structure Parameter and Template satisfaction for metrical 

footing. I show not only that the theory accounts for basic 

data, but also that less straightforward phenomena (e.g. vowel 

lengthening in head position; the tolerance or exclusion of 

monomoraic feet; "window" effects in non-iterative footing) 

are "built-in", requiring little if any stipulation. 

In Chapter 4 I explore the implications of Minimal 

structure for morphological footing. I motivate the bimoraic 

constraint on FootMm in morphology and argue that this 

difference from metrical FootMm supports the view that morpho

logical foot structures do not contain specified heads. 

In Chapter 5 I make two points. First, I show how 

ternary metrical effects follow from the theory of templates 

and template mapping motivated in the work. Secondly, I argue 

that if morphological feet have no heads, then the presence of 

ternary feet in phonology as opposed to their absence in 

morphology can be explained. 

Predictions of the theory developed in the first five 

chapters are compared in Chapter 6 with the predictions of 

other proposals in the literature. 

Finally, Chapter 7 provides a summing up and conclusion 

and discusses implications for further research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

TEMPLATE MAPPING IN METRICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL FOOTING 

The purpose of Chapter 2 is to present the theoretical 

models adopted in this work. In §2. 1 I introduce a new 

metrical theory in which metrical footing is construed as 

mapping to templates. In §2. 2 the inventory of primitive foot 

structures adopted in the thesis is introduced. Highlights of 

the theory of Prosodic Morphology (McCarthy and Prince, 1986, 

1990) and two refinements motivated in this thesis are 

discussed in §2.3. The chapter closes with a summary of the 

main points of the chapter. 

2.1 Metrical Footing as Template Mapping.! 

Metrical theories have consistently assumed that metrical 

feet are constructed by rules which parse phonological strings 

into ideally binary, headed constituents (Liberman, 1975; 

Halle and Vergnaud, 1978, 1987; Hayes, 1981, 1987, 1991a; 

Hammond, 1984, 1986, 1990; Kager, 1989; Halle, 1990; Prince, 

1991; Prince and Smolensky, 1991).2 Here I develop a 

I owe a debt of inspiration to Ito (1986, 1989) who 
argues that a template mapping theory of syllabification is 
superior to an approach in which syllable structure is 
assigned by parsing rules (steriade, 1982; Clements and 
Keyser, 1983; Levin, 1985). Some of Ito's ideas are directly 
reflected in the approach to metrical footing developed here. 

2 The claim that constituency is necessary to account 
for stress assignment has been challenged by Prince (1983) and 
Selkirk (1984) who generate metrical structure by assigning 
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competing approach in which metrical footing maps phonological 

units to a foot template selected by the rule from an 

inventory of primitive structures defined by UG (see §2.2). 

The main idea is that the foot and the metrical head are 

templatic elements and are thus subject to Template 

Satisfaction and Maximisation of Association, as has been 

claimed for prosodic templates in morphology (McCarthy and 

Prince, 1986, 1990). The reason for proposing the templatic 

approach is that conceptually, only a template mapping 

approach to metrical footing is consistent with the view of 

foot structure in the evolving theory of prosodic morphology. 

The organisation of §2.1 is as follows. The essential 

elements of templatic metrical footing are presented in 

§2.1.1. Templatic metrical footing is illustrated with data 

from Lenakel. Predictions of the theory with respect to 

minimality and ternarity will be filled in through discussions 

in Chapters 3 and 5 respectively. comparisons with other 

theories are left for later chapters after elements of the 

theory proposed in this thesis have been fully discussed. 

2.1.1 The Proposed Theory. 

The templatic approach to metrical footing I propose has 

the following elements. First, a metrical rule selects a foot 

template from an inventory of primitive foot structures 

unconstituentised metrical grids to phonological strings. 
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defined by UG (see §2.2). In the theory developed here, the 

template selected does not contain a specified head. The foot 

template is introduced into the metrical representation where 

it is associated to a phonological element at an edge of the 

metrical domain. The foot template is then satisfied and 

maximised. This usually involves incorporating no more than 

a second element, where possible. After mapping to the foot 

is complete, constraints on the metrical head are satisfied. 

Direction of association and the location of the head within 

the foot are determined parametrically. In addition, whether 

a template can be satisfied by minimal structure is also 

determined parametrically (see §2.1.1.1). These points are 

summarised in (1). 

( 1) 
a. Select foot template. 
b. Insert template into representation. 
c. Associate template. 
d. satisfy/Maximise template. 
e. Project head; satisfy all relevant constraints. 
f. Parameters determine: 

i. direction of association. 
ii. location of head. 
iii. minimal/nonminimal association to the template. 

The points in (le) and (lfiii) (underlined) are unique to the 

template mapping theory developed here. The remaining points 

are required in other metrical theories. 

steps in the derivation of metrical foot structure are 

illustrated using data from Lenakel verbs (Austronesian; 

Lynch, 1974; Hammond, 1986,1990). The forms in (2) show that 
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stress occurs (i) on the penult and (ii) on odd-numbered 

syllables from the left edge, excludng a syllable immediately 

preceding the stressed penult. The rightmost stress is 

primary (the distinction between primary and secondary stress 

is henceforth ignored). The data and basic analysis are due 

to Hammond (1986). The symbols [0, a, 1,0, E) represent lax 

vowels. 

(2) 
r-6s 
ar-Ow 
y-ag-ya-gon 
n-Ym-aliwOkh 

k-an-am-ar-ganIm 
t-y-ag-am-ar-olgE~gEY 
t-In-ag-am-ya-sINovYn 
na-d-y-ag-am-Edw-adamnfman 

'he took it' 
'to follow' 
'we eat it' 
'you walked' 
'they have been pinching it' 
'we will be liking it' 
'you will be copying it' 
'why I am about to be shaking' 

The stress pattern illustrated in (2) is derived by applying 

two separate metrical rules. The first maps a single di-

syllabic foot at the right edge of the stem and projects a 

trochaic (= left) head (the Right Edge Rule). The second rule 

maps the same foot (a disyllabic trochee) iteratively from the 

left edge (the Left Edge Rule). 

A metrica 1 derivation is begun by inserting a foot 

template into the representation. The foot template initially 

introduced is an unarticulated template represented simply as 

~. Template insertion under the Right Edge Rule is 

illustrated with the Lenakel form tYnagamyasInavIn in (3). 

Recall that the foot specified is a disyllabic foot. 



(3) 
a. Base. 

a a a a a a a 
tinagamyasinavin 

b. Right Edge Rule: Template. 

F 

a a a a a (J a 
tinagamyasinavin 
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Like all templates, F must be satisfied through associ

ation to a phonological string. How Template Satisfaction 

proceeds depends on (i) the canons of the foot specified by 

the metrical process and (ii) language-specific requirements. 3 

Direction of mapping to the template, including the site 

of initial association, is determined by setting the parameter 

in (4) (see also Liberman, 1975; Liberman and Prince, 1977; 

Hayes, 1981, 1991a; Prince, 1983, 1991; Hammond, 1984, 1990; 

EOS; Kager, 1989; Halle, 1990). 

(4) 
Directionality: whether footing proceeds from the RIGHT 
or from the LEFT edge of a metrical domain. 

Thus, Template satisfaction begins with the association of F 

to the first syllable at either the right or the left edge of 

the metrical domain, depending on the setting for (4). 

setting the direction of template association parametrically 

is consistent with proposals in Ito (1986, 1989) and 

Archangeli (to appear). Right-to-Ieft mapping is illustrated 

3 That metrical rules determine the structure of the 
foot they refer to is consistent with each of the metrical 
theories cited above which posit constituent structure. 



with tYnagamyasYnavYn in (5). 

(5) 
Associate Template. 

F 
I 
I 

(J (J (J (J (J (J (J 

tYnagamyasYn8vYn 
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Following initial association, F is expanded to 

incorporate the largest foot consistent with the foot template 

selected by the rule by mapping the template to a second 

syllable, if available, in the specified direction of 

association. In some cases, additional mapping is required by 

Template Satisfaction (see (1a) in Chapter 1) and the speci-

fications of the metrical rule (see the discussion of the 

Minimal Structure Parameter in §2.1.1.1). In such cases, the 

foot is illformed if it cannot incorporate a second syllable. 

In other cases, additional mapping is not necessary to satisfy 

templatic requirements, but is required by a second principle, 

Maximisation of Association, stated in (6) (repeated from 

(1b), Chapter 1). 

(6) 
Maximisation of Association. Associate as many 
phonological elements as possible. (Archangeli, to 
appear) 

The convention in (6), assumed implicitly in most versions of 

metrical theory, was first stated explicitly in McCarthy and 
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Prince (1986:105).4 Maximisation of the right-edge foot in 

trnagamyasYnavYn is illustrated in (7). 

(7) 
Maximise Foot. 

F 
/ \ 

(J (J (J (J (J (J (J 

tYnagamyasYno vYn 

steps (5) and (7) are conceptually equivalent to mapping a 

syllable template to a segmental string in Ito (1986, 1989). 

By definition, every metrical foot requires a metrical 

head. This is stated as the second clause in the Obligatory 

Metr ical Head Hypothesis in (8) (repeated from Chapter 1, 

figure (7». 

(8) 
Obligatory Metrical Head Hypothesis. 

a. Primitive foot structures are not specified with 
heads. 

b. Every metrical foot must surface with a wellformed 
metrical head. 

Once the foot template has been satisfied and maximised, 

a metrical head is supplied to the foot by projecting a head 

node from F to dominate a terminal of the foot, as in (9a). 

To save space, (9a) will usually be represented as (9b) 

throughout this dissertation. 

4 See also the statement in Spring (1990). 



(9) 
a. 

F 
/ \ 

o 0 => 

F 
/ \ 

H \ 
/ \ 

o 0 

b. 

F 
/ \ 

o 0 => 

F 
/ \ 

[0] 0 
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The location of the head within the metrical foot is 

determined by the Headedness parameter in (10). 

(10) 
Headedness: constituents are (LEFT/RIGHT) headed. 

The assumption of a Headedness parameter in (10) is consistent 

with Hayes (1981), Hammond (1984, 1990), and EOS. 

One additional point is necessary with respect to the 

specification of head elements. The hp.ad projected from the 

F template in (9a) in this theory is itself a template. If 

the domain for head projection is the foot, then the head must 

be projected from a peripheral element in the foot, just as a 

template is associated to an element peripheral in the 

metrical domain. This makes sense because in this theory feet 

are maximally binary (see §2.2). Hmllever, it is notable that 

the requirement that heads be peripheral precludes primitive 

amphibrachs (feet with the shape [. x .]) such as those 

permitted in EOS. I return to this point in the discussion of 

ternarity in Chapter 5. 

In the metrical rule(s} assigning feet to Lenakel verbs 

the Headedness parameter is set for LEFT. Head Projection is 

illustrated with tlnagamyasYnavYn in (11). 



(11) 
Project Head. 

F 
/ \ 

a a a a a [aJ a 
tYnagamyasY na vYn 
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Finally, I assume with Hayes (1981, 1987, 1991a) and 

Hammond (1984, 1990) that whether footing is iterative or 

noniterative is determined by setting the Iterativity 

parameter in (12). 

(12) 
Iterativity: whether foot construction EXHAUSTS a 
metrical domain (up to the limits imposed on the foot), 
or whether a SINGLE FOOT is constructed at the edge of 
the metrical domain (Hayes, 1987, 1991a). 

Once all of the steps in foot mapping illustrated above have 

been completed, an iterative footing rule may begin its second 

iteration. The Right Edge Rule is noniterative, and does not 

apply again. The iterative Left Edge Rule may now apply. 

Iterativity is motivated by the presence of two stresses on 

odd syllables counted from the left in tYnagamyasYnavYn. The 

critical evidence that the Left Edge Rule applies second is 

that stress occurs on the penult regardless of the number of 

syllables preceding the penult in the forms in (2). If the 

Left Edge Rule applied first, there would be no evidence for 

prior right-edge footing. Iterative footing with the Left 

Edge Rule in this form is illustrated in (13). 
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(13) 
a. Left Edge Rule, b. Associate. 

Iteration 1: Template. 

F F F F 
/\ I /\ I 

a a a a a [aJ a a a a (j a [aJ a 
tYnagamyasY no vYn tYnagamyasY no vYn 

c. Maximise. d. Project head. 

F F F F 
/\ /\ /\ /\ 

a (j a a a [aJ a [aJ a (j a a [aJ a 
tY nagamyasY no vYn tY na gamyasY no vYn 

e. Output of 2nd iteration. 

F F F 
/\ /\ /\ 

[aJ a [aJ a a [aJ a 
tY na gam ya sY no vYn 

In the output of the second iteration of the Left Edge Rule, 

a single unfooted syllable remains in tYnagamyasYnavYn. The 

absence of stress on this syllable (cf. *tYnagamyasYnavYn) can 

be taken as evidence that FootMm (one syllable; see below) is 

not permitted. On a third iteration, a template is associated 

to the remaining syllable, as usual. However, because 

templatic requirements specified by Minimal structure (in this 

case, that F must dominate two syllables) cannot be satisfied, 

F is automatically delinked before a head is projected. Foot 

delinking (or defooting) is forced automatically under two 

conditions. The first is when Template Satisfaction fails 

because a quantity constraint on the foot has not been 
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satisfied (see §2.1.1.1 below). This is expressed as 

Subminimal Foot Delinking in (14a).s The second context for 

defooting is if a metrical foot surfaces without a head, 

expressed as Headless Foot Delinking in (14b). 

(14) 
a. b. 
Subminimal Foot Delinking. Headless Foot Delinking. 

F F F F 
I I 
I I 

ex => ex ex => ex 

Where ex is subminimal. Where ex ¢ H. 

Except for the statement associated with the rules in (14a,b), 

the statements of delinking are identical. Importantly, 

(14a,b) apply at different points in a derivation: Subminimal 

Foot Delinking applies when a foot template is mapped to a 

string, before a head is projected. Headless Foot Delinking 

applies after head projection, and is triggered by the rule 

Subminimal Head Deletion in (14c), which deletes the head from 

the foot when minimal quantity constraints on the head cannot 

be satisfied (again, see §2.1.1.1). 

s Following Spring (1990), the term subminimal refers to 
a string which is insufficient to satisfy a prosodic 
constraint, or to a prosodic constituent which does not meet 
minimal quantity requirements. 
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(14) 
c. Subminimal Head Deletion. 

F 
I 
I 
H 
I 
I 
a => 

F 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
a Where a is subminimal for H. 

Headless Foot Deletion in (14b) is triggered automatically by 

Subminimal Head Deletion because no metrical foot may surface 

without a head. 6 

Returning to the derivation of tYnagamyas1nav1n, 

defooting is shown in (15). 

(15) 
a. Output of 3rd iteration. e. Defoot (rule (14a» • 

F F F F F F F F 
/\ /\ I /\ /\ /\ /\ I 

[a] a [a] a [a] [a] a [a] a [a] a a [a] a 
t1 na gam ya S1 na v1n t1 na gam ya s1 na v1n 

After defooting the unassociated template is stray-erased from 

the representation at the end of the cycle (Ito, 1986 1989). 

Equally compatible with the surface facts would be an 

al ternati ve in which the template is not associated to an 

insufficient base in the first place (the no-association 

account). However, although the no-association alternative 

appears more economical in requiring one step less than the 

de footing account, in fact two costly assumptions are 

6 Another option would be for headless feet to be 
deleted just prior to surface structure. 
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necessary. First, in the r&o-association account, the metrical 

process must be able to evaluate the string prior to template 

association. Second, the metrical rule must specify that in 

this language, association is blocked in case the string just 

evaluated is subcanonica1. Concerning the first assumption, 

the ability to evaluate a string prior to association 

increases the power of the theory, with a corresponding loss 

of restrictiveness. Second, no evidence from template mapping 

operations in morphology suggests that templates fail to 

associate in subcanonica1 contexts. Rather, the pattern is 

that templates are associated and then augmented through 

spread or epenthesis as necessary (see McCarthy and Prince, 

1986, 1990; cases discussed in this thesis are Spanish and 

Sierra Miwok, Chapter 4; Cupefio, Chapter 5). Neither of the 

above assumptions are necessary in the defooting account which 

assumes (uncontroversia11y) that association of a template is 

universal. Defooting if the template cannot be satisfied is 

cost-free, forced by Prosodic Licensing. For these reasons, 

the defooting account is superior to the alternative. 

To emphasise an important point, the sequence of events 

in the temp1atic theory are (i) map foot structure, (ii) 

satisfy head constraints, (iii) move on. This means that 

constraints on the metrical head are satisfied after the foot 

template has been satisfied. The cases in the thesis which 

moti vate this point are Hixkaryana, Seminole, and Eastern 
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Ostyak (Chapter 3) and Old English (Chapter 5). Second, it is 

not the case that a metrical rule maps foot templates exhaus-

tively to a string and then assigns heads. The case which 

crucially motivates this point is Old English. 

2.1.1.1 The Minimal structure Parameter. 

The Minimal Structure Parameter is important in 

determining constraints on templates in the theory of foot 

mapping proposed in this thesis. The Minimal Structure 

Parameter (or simply Minimal Structure) is included in the 

statement of rules and determines whether or not mapping to 

the template for a specific process tolerates minimal 

association. The Minimal Structure Parameter is stated in 

(16) (repeated from Chapter 1, figure (4». 

(16 ) 
Minimal Structure Parameter. Templatic constraints may 
be satisfied by minimal structure. 

Minimal Structure can be construed as an instruction to the 

Template Satisfaction condition in (17) (repeated from Chapter 

1, figure (la». 

(17) 
Template satisfaction Condition. satisfaction of 
templatic constraints is obligatory and is determined by 
the principles of prosody, both universal and language 
specific (McCarthy and Prince, 1990:209). 

Under an on setting, the foot may be minimally associated 
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(i.e. FootMm is permitted) and it is sufficient for the foot 

to be associated to a single terminal element (a mora or a 

syllable) of the foot template specified by the metrical rule 

(thus, [ta]p is wellformedi see §2.2). An off setting, on the 

other hand, forbids minimal association (thus, *FootMm and 

*[ta]p). In this case, the template must be associated to 

more than one (i.e. at least two) terminal element(s) of the 

foot template. When a phonological string can satisfy only 

one terminal of the foot, then under a FootMm:off specifica

tion either (i) an augmenting process applies to satisfy the 

template (Le. [ta]p might become [taah, [tatah if F = [JL JL], 

[a a] respectively) or (ii) no foot surfaces. In the second 

case, a foot template associated to a peripheral element is 

del inked when F cannot be satisfied and no augmenting process 

can apply. No additional rule is required to achieve this 

resulti delinking follows from Template Satisfaction. 

In the theory developed here a metrical head is a 

templatic element like the foot itself, and is therefore also 

subject to Minimal Structure. In this thesis, the structure 

dominated by the metrical head is realised in terms of morae. 

Thus, a HeadMm:on specification for Minimal Structure permits 

a head to be associated to a single mora ( i . e. HeadMm is 

permitted). Where HeadMm is forbidden under HeadMm:off a head 

must dominate two morae (i.e. *HeadMm). Nothing prevents a 

metrical rule from specifying different settings for the foot 
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and head. That is, Minimal structure might specify on for the 

foot and off for the head, yielding the result FootMIN , 

*HeadMIN , or the reverse: *FootMIN , HeadMIN • Thus, for any 

metrical rule, the content of FootMIN is not determined solely 

by the Minimal structure specification for the foot template, 

but by the combined specifications on both foot and head. The 

logic of this claim is as follows. 

The head is a constituent required by and dependent on 

(i.e. occurring uniquely within) the metrical foot. Since the 

head must meet requirements on content independent of require-

ments on the foot template F, whatever satisfies the head 

surfaces as FootMIN • This is represented schematically in 

(18), where (18a) translates to either (18b) or (18c), 

depending on whether Minimal strucure specifies HeadMIN:on or 

HeadMIN:off for the rule (a in (18a) is a terminal element of 

the foot, a syllable or mora; *HeadMIN in (18c) represents the 

case where a monomoraic head is excluded). 

(18) 
Metrical FootMIN • 

a. b. c. 
Footr.nN FootMIN FootMIN FootMIN 

I I I I 
I I I I 
I => Head HeadMIN *HeadMIN I 
I I I / \ I I I 
a a IJ. IJ. IJ. 

Specific consequences and predictions of the claim that the 

size of metrical FootMIN is determined by the head are examined 
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in Chapters 3 and 5. 

Although this thesis focusses on the implications of 

Minimal structure for foot structure, ideally Minimal 

structure should be universal, stated as part of every 

template mapping operation. In syllabification, for example, 

Minimal structure could be used to derive obligatory onset 

requirements. An on setting for the syllable would permit 

syllables consisting only of rhymes, minimally V (one mora). 

An off setting would insist that all syllables have onsets. 

The role of Minimal Structure in morphological footing is 

discussed in §2.3.2. 

Minimal structure completes the information which must be 

stated as part of metrical rules under the theory outlined 

here. Throughout the thesis, metrical rules will be expressed 

using the formalism in (19), which specifies the foot template 

selected by the metrical rule and settings for each of the 

parameters discussed in this section. 

(19) 
Formal Statement of Metrical Rules. 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 

Template: 
Directionality: 
Headedness: 
Iterativity: 
Minimal structure 

FootMIN : 

HeadMIN : 

(F) 
(right to left/left to right) 
(left/right) 
(iterative/noniterative) 

(on/off) 
(on/off) 

Using this formalism, the Right Edge and Left Edge rules which 

derive stress in Lenakel verbs are stated as in (20). 



(20) 

Template: 
Directionality: 
Headedness: 
Iterativity: 
Minimal structure 

FootMIN : 
HeadMIN : 

Lenakel Verbs. 

Right Edge Rule. 

F = 0' 0' 

right to left 
left 
noniterative 

on/off 
on (i. e. J..I.) 

Left Edge Rule. 

F = 0' 0' 

left to right 
left 
iterative 

off (i.e. 0' 0') 

on (i. e. J..I.) 
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The Left Edge Rule and the Right Edge Rule differ demonstrably 

only in their values for Iterativity and Directionality. 

Recall that the evidence for FootMIN:off in the Left Edge Rule 

is the gap between the penultimate stress and the stress on 

the third syllable in tYnagamyasYnavYn. A setting FootMIN:on 

would predict *tYnagamyasYnavYn. There is no conclusi ve 

evidence that the Right Edge Rule specifies either FootMm:off 

(i.e. * [O']p) or FootMIN:on (permitting [O']p) since stress on 

monosyllabic words like r6s 'he took it' could result either 

from footing or from word tree structure without footing. 

In §2.1.1.2 I discuss aspects of the theory which are not 

stated as part of metrical rules, but which must be assumed by 

any metrical theory. 

2.1.1.2 Additional Metrical Assumptions. 

The theory developed here incorporates in addition to the 

above certain assumptions which are necessary in any theory of 

metrical footing. 
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First, any metrical theory which posits constituency must 

enforce a one-to-one relationship between constituents and 

metrical heads. Hammond (1990: 28) expresses this requirement 

as Monoheadedness constraint, stated in (21).7 

(21) 
Monoheadedness Constraint: Each foot has only one head. 

The Monoheadedness Constraint rules out feet such as [tata] in 

which both syllables are stressed. 

Second, every metrical theory must require that heads of 

feet be equal or greater in quantity to nonheads in quantity 

sensitive (QS) systems (Hayes, 1985, 1987, 1991; Kager, 1989; 

Hammond, 1990; Prince, 1991). Hammond (1990:28) states this 

as the Headship Prominence Principle, in (22) (see also 

McCarthy and Prince (1986». 

(22) 
Headship Prominence Principle: The heads of metrical 
feet must be at least as prominent as the other syllables 
of the string. 

The Headship Prominence Principle has implications for the 

Headedness parameter in (10) which is required to account for 

the existence of both trochaic (left-headed) and iambic 

(right-headed) disyllabic and bimoraic feet (examples are 

reviewed in §2. 2) . This possibility is excluded for the 

uneven feet [iJ.iJ. iJ. ] and [iJ. iJ.iJ.]: under Headship Prominence, 

7 See also the Bijectivity condition in Hayes (1991:33). 
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structures such as [taata] or [tataa] in QS systems are 

forbidden. s In keeping with this finding, I assume that the 

Headship Prominence is universal and overrides the Headedness 

parameter in (10). This is not to say that a setting for (10) 

is not always selected, only that a setting which violates 

Headship Prominence has no effect. 

Finally, every theory of metrical footing must include a 

statement which guarantees a strict dominance relation between 

levels of prosodic structure. I assume a principle, Prosodic 

Integrity in (23), which subsumes earlier principles known as 

the Free Element Condition (Prince, 1983; Kager, 1989) and 

Syllable Integrity (Prince, 1975; Rice, 1990; Halle, 1990). 

(23 ) 
Prosodic Integrity: If elements [a •.. S] are included in 
a prosodic constituent Pi at a prosodic level L, then: 

i. [a •.. S] are also included in any prosodic 
constituent P' which dominates Pi at level L+1, and 

ii. There is no unit PjI a sister of Pi at L, which 
includes any element in [a ••• G]. 

(An element a is included in a constituent if the constituent 

directly or indirectly dominates a.) Prosodic Integrity has 

two important general consequences. First, the clause in 

(23i) enforces strict dominance between prosodic constituents 

on different prosodic tiers by stating that there is no 

An uneven foot combines a light with a heavy element. 
By contrast, in an even foot (e.g. [~~], [a a]) both elements 
are identically specified. 
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element p which is included in Pi but is not included in units 

which dominate Pi. (23i) admits the possibility that pI and 

Pi have the same labelling, as in (24a) which illustrates an 

adjoined foot structure. (24a) is instantiated in (24b). 

(24) 
a. F (PI) b. F (PI) 

I \ I \ 
I F (Pi) I F (Pi) 

I I \ I I \ 
T ex 0 u [u] u 

po the Do 

Prosodic Integrity rules out the structures in (25a) and (25b) 

where the strict dominance relation between hierarchical 

levels has been violated. (25a) represents a structure in 

which the morae of a heavy syllable are dominated by different 

terminals of a foot (head and non-head). In (25b) , the morae 

of a heavy syllable are split across feet (prosodic levels in 

(25) are rearranged for ease of exposition). 

(25) 
a. * F (PI) b. * F F (PI) 

II I \ I \ 
I H J.L J.L J.L J.L 

I I \ I I 
J.L J.L U (Pi) 
\ I 

U (Pi) 

In effect, Prosodic Integrity guarantees that feet are mapped 

to syllables, and never to morae in languages which represent 
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both morae and syllable structure. 9 

The second consequence of Prosodic Integrity is that 

under (23ii), overlapping structures such as that in (26) are 

excluded. That is, two prosodic structures on a single 

prosodic tier may not dominate a subset of the same elements. 

(26 ) 
* F 

/ \ 
a a a 

\ / 
F 

(Note that (23ii) says nothing about adjoined structures; thus 

there is no overlap with the clause in (23i).) 

Prosodic Integrity is not a new concept. It is simply an 

explicit statement of properties of a hierarchy with special 

reference to prosodic structure. Both clauses of (23) follow 

from a notion of strict dominance: units at lower hierarchical 

levels are exhaustively and uniquely dominated by units at 

higher levels. It is notable that strict dominance must not 

hold on segmental/featural representations. otherwise, 

assimilation processes and geminate structures (e.g. 

ambisyllabici ty) could not occur. 10 

9 Hyman (1985) argues that not all languages represent 
syllable structure. 

10 Prosodic Integrity differs from the strict Layer 
Hypothesis of Selkirk (1984) in two ways. The str~ct Layer 
Hypothesis requires that Ita category of level .!. in the 
[prosodic--MC] hierarchy immediately dominates a (sequence of) 
categories of level i-1 ( •.. ). (Assuming syllable to be level 
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2.1.2 Summary. 

Before moving on, the elements of metrical foot mapping 

unique to this work are the following: 

1. The proposal that metrical feet are unexpanded F 

templates which are satisfied and maximised according to (i) 

the canons of the primitive foot specified by the metrical 

rule and (ii) the Template satisfaction Convention. In 

Chapter 4 I show that the circumscription of a prosodic foot 

structure as a result of a morphological operation can be 

characterised in the same way. 11 The languages used to 

illustrate this point are Axininca (Arawakan) and Spanish. 

The proposal that Maximisation of Association is relevant to 

metrical footing is not unique to this theory; Hayes (1981, 

1987, 1991), Hammond (1984, 1990) and EOS all implicitly 

assume Maximisation. 

2. The Minimal Structure Parameter, which determines for any 

templatic context whether the template may be satisfied by a 

1, the others will be levels 2, •.. , n.)" (Selkirk, 1984:26). 
First of all, Prosodic Integrity but not the strict Layer 
Hypothesis (as described in Selkirk, 1984) entails strict 
dominance. Second, the Strict Layer Hypothesis but not 
Prosodic Integrity requires that all levels of the prosodic 
hierarchy must be eventually represented. However, we now 
know this claim to be false: Hyman (1985) has shown that 
languages which do not have syllables may nonetheless require 
foot structure. Similarly, I assume following Hammond (1990) 
that the metrical systems of some languages erect word trees 
in the absence of foot structure (see also Hayes, 1991). 

11 Thus, metrical footing can be viewed as prosodic 
circumscription. This point has been made by McCarthy and 
Prince (1990). 
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minimum of structure. A competing proposal that minimal feet 

in metrical systems are constrained to two morae (the 

Degenerate Foot Parameter of Hayes, 1991) is evaluated in 

Chapter 3. 

3. The proposal that metrical heads are (i) projected from 

foot templates (ii) after constraints on the foot have been 

satisfied. The mechanics of head projection were illustrated 

in §2.1.1. In Chapters 3 and 5 I show that this approach has 

advantages in the analysis of languages which insist on 

bimoraic heads. The case which shows that this approach is 

necessary and not merely convenient is Old English, discussed 

in Chapter 5. 

Two aspects of the theory which modify proposals in 

previous work are (i) the determination of trochaic vs. iambic 

headedness and (ii) Prosodic Integrity. In the theory 

developed here, the location of heads in even foot structures 

is determined parametrically; thus, heads in even feet may be 

ei ther trochaic or iambic. In uneven foot structures, 

quantity overrides the parameter, so that the heaviest element 

is always the head. Other metrical theories, by contrast 

determine the location of heads either (i) entirely by 

parameter (EOS, Kager, 1989), or (ii) by stating that even 

feet are always trochaic while in uneven feet, the heaviest 

element is made head (Hayes, 1987, 1991; Prince, 1991; Prince 

and Smolensky, 1991). The approach taken in this thesis is 
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consistent with the view, assumed implicitly or explicitly in 

all of the works cited, that in QS systems the head is at 

least as prominent as other elements of the foot (see the 

Headship Prominence Principle, figure (22». 

Prosodic Integrity (point (ii) above), stated explicitly 

in §2.1.1.2, expresses a view of strict dominance assumed by 

most theories which assume hierarchical representations (for 

related notions of syllable integrity, see Prince, 1975; 

Halle, 1990; Rice, 1990). 

Aspects of the present theory of metrical footing which 

are consistent with other theories are the notions that (i) 

direction of footing and iterative vs. noniterative footing 

are determined parametrically (Hayes, 1981, 1990; Hammond, 

1984,1990; EOS (for directionality); Kager, 1989), (ii) that 

every metrical foot requires a head, and finally (iii) that no 

metrical foot has more than one head. 

Having outlined the essentials of metrical foot mapping 

I turn now to a discussion of the foot structures available to 

metrical and morphological rules. 

2.2 An Inventory of Foot structures. 

In this section I introduce the inventory of primitive 

foot structures adopted in this thesis. A primitive foot 

structure is one provided by UG. 

The inventory of primitive foot structures I adopt is 
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presented in (27). All that is given by UG is the prosodic 

shape of the foot in terms of syllables and/or morae. The 

foot structures in (27) are available to both morphological 

and metrical rules. The first column in (27) contains a 

descriptive name for the foot. The canonical shape of the 

foot is shown in the second column. The third column contains 

an abbreviated symbol for the foot (this symbol will be used 

to designate unarticulated templates--"F" templates with 

different requirements) . 

(27) 
Inventory of primitive foot structures. 

I Name I Prosodic Shape I Abbreviation I 
Disyllabic [a a] Fa 

Bimoraic [J.L J.L] Fu 

Left-heavy [J.LJ.L J.L] FL 

Right-heavy [J.L J.LJ.L] FR 

Heavy [aJ.LJ.L aJ.LJ.L] FH 

The feet [a a], [J.L J.L], and [J.L J.LJ.L] in (27) are consistent with 

proposals by Hayes (1987, 1991), Prince (1991), Prince and 

Smolensky (1991), and McCarthy and Prince (1986, 1990). The 

foot [aJ.LJ.L aJ.LJ.L] has been proposed by Hammond (1990) to account 

for stress patterns in Lenakel verbs (see §2. 2 .3) and by 

Ishihara (1990) to account for a hypocoristic formation in 

Okinawan Japanese (see §2.3.3.1). The foot [J.LJ.L J.L] has been 

proposed by Crowhurst (1990) to account for a pattern of 

trochaic lengthening in certain stems in Ttibatulabal (uto-
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Aztecan). This foot has also been proposed in the analysis of 

metrical phenomena in Old English (Dresher and Lahiri, 1991; 

see Chapter 5) and Chugach (Rice, 1991). A morphological 

phenomenon in Sierra Miwok which requires a template [~~ ~] is 

discussed below in §2.3.3.2. 

The inventory in (27) includes three even foot 

structures, [~~], [a a], and [a~~ a~~] in which the terminals 

of the foot are identically specified. It is notable that the 

terminals of each even foot correspond to different types of 

syllable templates discussed by McCarthy and Prince (1986) 

(see §2. 3) • The two morae of the bimoraic foot may be 

distributed over two monomoraic syllables (e.g. [[taltal) or 

be dominated by a single heavy syllable (e.g. [[taa]]). The 

terminals of the QI disyllabic foot correspond to the syllable 

template a, while those of the heavy foot correspond to the 

bimoraic syllable template a~~.12 In addition, (27) includes 

two mixed structures, the uneven feet [~ ~~] and [~~ ~], which 

combine a light with a heavy element. 

Following Hammond (1990) and Prince (1991), I assume that 

all footing is maximally binary (see the Maximal Binarity 

Hypothes is, Chapter 1, figure (9».13 In the inventory in 

12 For more discussion of this point, see Hammond (1990) 
who proposes an inventory of metrical feet based on the three 
even feet just discussed. 

13 A stronger claim in Kager (1989) and Hayes (1991a) 
(for bounded feet) is that all footing is strictly binary. 
The requirement that foot structure be binary is a stipula-
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(27) binarity is encoded in each of the even feet. However, 

the uneven feet are ternarily specified with three morae. I 

assume that since maximal binarity is enforced, the structures 

dominating the three morae of the feet [~ ~~) and [~~ ~) must 

be binary at every prosodic level of representation dominated 

by the foot. Thus, the only possible representations of these 

feet will be [a~ [a~~]], [[a~~] a~] or [a~ [a~ a~]], 

[[a~ a~) a~] in cases where ternary metrical effects are 

attested. The derivation of ternary effects from binary 

structures is discussed in Chapter 5. 

The assumption here that maximal binarity is imposed by 

UG. Thus, in the theory proposed here metrical and morpho

logical rules referring to feet do not need to state 

explicitly that the result of foot mapping is binary. This 

rules out the existence of unbounded feet in metrical systems. 

Unbounded feet, which contain a peripheral head followed or 

preceded by an undetermined number of syllables (for example, 

[x .... ] or [ .... x)) have been posited by Hayes (1981, 

1991), Hammond (1984), and EOS (among others) mainly to 

characteri~e stress systems in which only a single peripheral 

stress surfaces in a word. I follow Hammond (1990) in 

assuming that "unbounded" metrical effects can be accounted 

for either by (i) applying an end rule and mapping a word tree 

(Prince, 1983) to forms without first assigning feet, as in 

tion, but one with powerful and explanatory consequences. 
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(28a), or (ii) by assigning a single foot at the periphery of 

the word, as in (28b). 

(28) 
a. b. w 

/~ 
w 

~~ 
a a a a a a [a] a a a a a 

crucially, no element of a primitive foot structure is 

designated as head. Following the Obligatory Metrical Head 

Hypothesis in (8) above, heads are projected exclusively by 

metrical rules. Thus, different surface results are predicted 

for metrical and morphological rules which select any of the 

foot templates in (27). The surface inventories predicted in 

each case are discussed in §2.2.1 and §2.2.2 below. 

2.2.1 Foot structures Predicted for Morphology. 

Each of the foot structures in (27) has been proposed in 

the analysis of a morphological phenomenon in different 

languages. (29) contains a summary chart of surface foot 

structures attested in prosodic morphology and languages in 

which each foot is exemplified (McCarthy and Prince is 

abbreviated MP in (29». 
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(29) 
Summary of examples: foot structures in morphology. 

[0" a] Kinande (Mutaka and Hyman, 1990), 
Kikuyu (Peng, 1990), 
Spanish (this thesis, Chapter 4), 
Axininca (Spring, 1990; this thesis, Ch. 4) 
Cupeno (this thesis, Chapter 5) 

[p. p.] Manam (MP, 1986, 1990), 
Arabic (MP, 1986, 1990), 
Japanese (Poser, 1990) 

[JL p.p.] Arabic (MP, 1986, 1990), 
Yawelmani (Archangeli, 1983, to appear), 
Choctaw (Lombardi and McCarthy, 1991) 
Sierra Miwok (this thesis, Chapter 4) 

[p.p. p.] TUbatulabal (Crowhurst, 1990a), Sierra Miwok 
(this chapter, §2.3.3.2) 

[up.J.£ ufJ.J.£] Okinawan (Ishihara, 1990; this ch., §2.3.3.1) 

Languages in (29) discussed in this thesis are Axininca, 

Spanish, Cupeno, Sierra Miwok, and Okinawan. 

2.2.2 Foot structures Predicted for stress systems. 

Metrical foot structures differ from the universally 

specified feet in (27) in that they contain heads. The 

Headedness parameter discussed in §2.1 predicts both trochaic 

and iambic variants of even foot structures. If the heaviest 

element of a canonical uneven foot is universally required to 

become head of the foot, then only a single metrical exemplar 

for the uneven feet [J.£J.£ J.£] and [p. J.£J.£] is predicted. The 

metrical foot structures predicted by the theory laid out in 

§2.1 and a few languages which exemplify them are presented in 

figure (30). 

Two variants each of the disyllabic foot, the bimoraic 
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foot, and heavy foot are predicted in metrical systems as 

opposed to only one variant each in morphology (see (29». 

This is because head elements may be introduced either on the 

left (trochaically) or on the right (iambically) in even 

metrical feet. 

(30) 
Summary of examples: metrical foot structures. 

Disyllabic [ [a] a] YidinY (Dixon, 1977a,b) , 
trochee Hungarian (Hammond, 1987a) , 

English (Liberman, 1975), 
Eastern Ostyak (Perez, 1990) 

Disyllabic [a [aJ] Mayo (Hagberg, 1989), YidinY 

iamb (Dixon, 1977a,b) , Weri (Boxwell 
& Boxwell, 1966) 

Bimoraic [ [I-'] 1-'] Cahuilla (Levin, 1988a), 
trochee Cairene (McCarthy, 1979), Kama 

(Everett, 1990), Ngardilpa 
(s:Jagst, 1975) 

Bimoraic [I-' [I-'J] S. Paiute (s:Sapir, 1930) , 
iamb winnebago (s:Hale & White 

Eagle, 1980) 

Uneven [I-' [1-'1-']] Odawa (s:Piggott, 1980), 
iamb Tiibatulabal (Hayes, 1981) , 

Aklan (Hayes, 1981) 

Uneven [[1-'1-'] 1-'] Germanic (Dresher and Lahiri, 
trochee 1991), Chugach (Rice, 1991) 

Heavy [[al-'I-'J al-'I-'J Lenakel (Hammond, 1990) 
trochee 

Heavy iamb [al-'I-' [al-'I-'J] predicted but unattested 

It is notable that the theory developed here does not 

posit an inventory of head templates in the same sense as the 

foot templates defined by UG. Universally, every metrical 

head requires at least one mora. Furthermore, quanti ty 
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constraints on the head are always stated in terms of morae, 

regardless of quantity requirements on the foot template. For 

example, I argue in Chapter 3 that when Head~:off is stated 

for a metrical rule employing a QI disyllabic foot template, 

the result is a foot with an obligatorily heavy head and an 

unrestricted nonhead that is, a Revised Obligatory Branching 

(ROB) foot (Hammond, 1986). It is not necessary to state the 

upper limit on the number of morae which may be dominated by 

a metrical head. This follows from syllable structure. If a 

language permits maximally bimoraic syllables (as is usually 

the case), then a monosyllabic head may dominate no more than 

two morae. 

Languages in (30) discussed in this thesis are 

Ttibatulabal, Southern Paiute, and Germanic (specifically Old 

English), Lenakel (immediately below), and Eastern Ostyak. 

Eastern Ostyak will be used to introduce a refinement of the 

inventory in (30) in terms of disyllabic feet. Eastern Ostyak 

employs a trochaic ROB foot (Hammond, 1986, 1989b) which I 

argue in Chapter 3 is derived from a disyllabic template. 14 

The most controversial foot in the metrical inventory is 

the heavy trochee. This structure is not admitted by most 

theories (e.g. Hayes, 1987, 1991ai McCarthy and Prince, 1986, 

14 Each language is followed by the first source for the 
relevant metrical analysis, where known, or by the main source 
for the language, prefaced with §. Most of these languages are 
discussed in Hayes (1981, 1991a), EOS, and/or Hammond (1990). 
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1990; EOS; Halle, 1990; Prince, 1991; Prince and Smolensky, 

1991). To justify its inclusion requires I review Hammond's 

argument for the heavy trochee in Lenakel verbs in §2.2.3. 

2.2.3 Exemplification: Lenakel. 

Quanti ty insensi ti ve stress in Lenakel verbs (Austro

nesian; Lynch, 1974; Hammond, 1986, 1990) was discussed 

earlier to illustrate the theory set out in §2.1.1 in which 

metrical footing is construed as mapping to templates. Here 

I return to Lenakel to exemplify a metrical rule which refers 

to the heavy template [(JIJ.IJ. (JIJ.IJ.). The evidence from Lenakel is 

important because Hayes (1991), Mccarthy and Prince (1986, 

1990), Prince (1991) and Prince and Smolensky (1991) claim 

that feet with the shape [(JIJ.IJ. (JIJ.IJ.) do not exist. 

The analysis followed here is that of Hammond (1990). 

The analysis can be summarised as followed. In verbs 

containing only short vowels, stress occurs on a single QI 

disyllabic foot mapped to the right edge of the verb. 

Following this, QI disyllabic feet are mapped iteratively from 

the left edge. In certain verbs the presence of long vowels 

interrupts the alternating QI stress pattern. These forms are 

accounted for by mapping heavy feet [(JIJ.IJ. (JIJ.IJ.) to sequences of 

long vowels prior to QI footing. 

The forms discussed earlier (e.g. tYnagamyasYn8vYn) 

contained only short vowels. The rules which accounted for 
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(31) 
Lenakel Verbs. 

a. Right Edge Rule. b. Left Edge Rule. 

Template: 
Directionality: 
Headedness: 
Iterativity: 
Minimal structure 

FootMIN : 
HeadMIN : 

F = a a 
right to left 
left 
noniterative 

on/off 
on ( L e • J.L ) 

F = a a 
left to right 
left 
iterative 

off (Le. a a) 
on ( L e. J.L ) 
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Forms containing underlyingly long vowels, exemplified in 

(32), pattern differently in that the long vowel (underlined) 

attracts stress. IS 

(32) 
a. 
b. 
c . 
d. 
e. 

ni-gii-nil-ar 
r-is-gan-aan 
ni-man-sii-nil-ar ..... -r-im-Edyaaw 
r-im-asOw-yaav 

'their hearts' 
'he didn't eat it' 
'their buttocks' 
'he arrived' 
'he went north' 

A final essential fact is that in sequences of underlyingly 

long vowels, stress alternates on every other one from the 

leftmost in the sequence. 

(33) 
a. r-~s-edyaaw-aan 
b. r-~m-edyaaw-yaav 
c. r-is-edyaaw-yaav-aan 

Examples appear in (33). 

'he didn't arrive' 
'he arrived in the north' 
'he didn't arrive in the 
north' 

IS I refer to stress on underlyingly long vowels as heaVY 
stress. Following Hammond (1986) these vowels are represented 
as geminates even though they surface as short and tense. 
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The rules in (31) for short-vowel forms do not generate the 

right results in (32) and (33). Deriving a disyllabic trochee 

noniteratively at the right edge (the Right Edge Rule, (31a» 

and mapping disyllabic trochees iteratively from the left (the 

Left Edg"i! Rule, (31b» predicts *nY-qii-nil-ar and *r-im-asOw-

yaav for (32a,e) instead of the attested ni-qii-nil-ar and 

r-im-asOw-yaav. Similarly, for (33c) *r-Ys-edyaaw-yaav-aan is 

predicted instead of r-Ys-edyaaw-yaav-aan. 

To account for heavy stress, Hammond (1990) proposes that 

prior to the Left Edge and Right Edge Rules, heavy trochees 

are footed from left to right. The heavy trochee rule is 

stated in templatic terms as (34).16 

(34) 
Heavy Stress Rule. 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 

Template: 
Directionality: 
Headedness: 
Iterativity: 
Minimal Structure 

FootM1N : 

HeadMIN : 

FH 
left to right 
left 
iterative 

on 
(off/on) 

16 The Minimal Structure setting for the head is irre
levant when the foot is heavy. See §3.4 for details. 

From now on, heavy foot template will be represented as 
FH (its abbreviation in chart (27» to distinguish it from the 
QI foot. The convention of using subscripts to indicate the 
prosodic requirement of the foot (Le., FI' = bimoraic foot, Fa 
= disyllabic foot, and so on) will be used where clarification 
is necessary. Heavy syllables in derivations of stress in QS 
systems are represented with a large sigma ~ for typographical 
reasons. A small sigma G is used in derivations to represent 
light syllables in QS systems and any syllable in QI systems. 
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Evidence that footing is iterative is the presence of two 

heavy stresses in r-Ys-edyaaw-yaav-aan, (33c). Evidence that 

Minimal structure specifies FootMrn:on is that the ultima in 

(32d,e) and (33c) surfaces with a heavy stress (i.e., since 

the feet are left-headed, there must be no non-head). 

Directionality must be set for right to left; otherwise, the 

penult in r-Ys-edyaaw-yaav-aan should surface with stress. 

Evidence that the terminals of the foot may dominate only long 

vowels is provided by forms like nl-gii-nil-ar: in order for 

the short penult to receive stress by the later Right Edge 

Rule it must not be incorporated into the previously assigned 

heavy trochee. stress in nl-gii-nil-ar is also consistent 

with an analysis in which the Right Edge Rule applies before 

heavy footing occurs. However, this alternative is ruled out 

by the forms in (35). 

(35) 
na-d-y-ag-am-ay-bageen 
na-d-y-Es-am-ar-OlgEygEy-aan 

'we are going to be jealous' 
'we aren't about to be liking 
it' 

In these forms a heavy stress is preceded by a stress on the 

antepenult and stress on odd-numbered syllables from the left 

edge, except for the pre-antepenult. This is consistent with 

applying the Heavy stress Rule (34), the Right Edge Rule and 

the Left Edge Rule, in that order. If the Right Edge Rule 

applies before the Heavy stress Rule, then one of two 

unattested patterns should occur. First, if the disyllabic 
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foot is truly quantity insensitive, then the penult should be 

stressed regardless of the location of long vowels. Later 

heavy stress and left-to-right disyllabic footing predict 

*r-Ys-edyaaw-yaav-aan (see other forms in (32), (33), and 

(35» • otherwise, if the disyllabic foot is actually 

bimoraic, then whenever a heavy stress occurs word-finally, 

the ultima should be stressed. Later stress rules predict 

*r-Ys-edyaaw-aan. 

The derivations for r-Ys-edyaaw-yaav-aan in (33) and 

na-d-y-ag-am-ay-bageen in (35) are given in (36). comment is 

required about the fact that although heavy trochees are 

mapped from left to right, the heavy stress surfaces many 

syllables from the left edge. I assume that in an iterative 

footing rule, a template tries successive anchoring sites on 

different iterations until it finds a site which satisfies the 

conditions for association, here--a heavy syllable. This view 

is consistent with the view of iterative rule application in 

Archangeli and Pulleyblank (in prep). 

(36) 
a. 

a a ~ ~ ~ 

rYsedyaawyaavaan 

Base. 

a a a a a ~ 
nadyagamaybageen 

b. Heavy stress Rule (34): Template FH• 

a a ~ ~ ~ 

rYsedyaawyaavaan 
a a a a a ~ 

nadyagamaybageen 
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c. Associate. 
(succeeds on 3rd iteration) (succeeds on 6th iteration) 

FH 
I 

a a 1: 1: 1: 
rlsedyaawyaavaan 

d. 

FH 
/ \ 

a a 1: 1: 1: 
rlsedyaawyaavaan 

e. 

FH 
/ \ 

a a [1:J 1: 1: 
rlsedyaawyaavaan 

Maximise. 

FH 
I 
I 

a a a a a 1: 
nadyagamaybdgeen 

N/A 

Project head. 

FH 
I 
I 

a a a a a [1:J 
nadyagamaybdgeen 

f. Heavy stress Rule (34): final iteration. 

FH FH 
/ \ I 

a a [1:J 1: [1:J 
rlsedyaawyaavaan 

N/A 

g. Right Edge Rule (noniterative). 

F FH FH 
/\ / \ I 

[a] a [I:J I: [I:J 
rl sedyaawyaavaan 

F 

/\ 
FH 
I 
I 

a a a [a] a [I:] 
nadyaga maybdgeen 

h. Left Edge Rule (iterative). 

N/A 
F F F FH 

/\ I / \ I 
[aJ a [aJ [aJ a [1:J 
nadya ga maybdgeen 



L Defooting. 

N/A 

j. Surface. 

F 
1\ 

[a] a a 
nadya ga 

F 

I \ 
FH 
I 
I 

[a] a [l:] 
maybogeen 

" rYsedyaawyaavaan nadyagamaybogeen 
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The stress attracting property of vowels represented as 

geminates in (32), (33), and (35) could be construed as 

consistent with accent as well as with quantity. Thus, an 

alternative to the heavy trochee account is to represent the 

relevant vowels lexically with an accent diacritic instead of 

with length. Then, before disyllabic footing applies, a rule 

of stress clash resolution would remove the rightmost of two 

lexical accents starting at the leftmost accent in a sequence, 

thus: (Le., la .. . a .. . al > la .. . a .•. af) .17 Four arguments are 

presented against this alternative in Hammond (1990 and 1986) . 

First, in addition to their metrical behaviour, the vowels 

represented as long by Hammond fail to undergo a laxing rule 

which targets short vowels. This is explained if the vowels 

are long when laxing applies. Second, other vowels which 

truly require accent behave differently; for example, other 

accented vowels are laxed in the appropriate contexts. Third, 

17 A similar analysis is proposed in EOS. Hammond (1990) 
argues that the EOS account is flawed: it predicts that so
called accents will later be obliterated by conflation. 
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the location of long vowels is predictable, making them 

amenable to a rule rather than an accent analysis. Finally, 

an accent account creates problems for destressing. For 

additional details, Hammond (1986, 1990) should be consulted. 

This concludes the exemplification of the heavy foot 

[[uJLJL] uJLJL] in Lenakel verbs. Following Hammond (1990), 

[UJLJL UJLJL] is included in the inventory of feet proposed in 

(27). To briefly recapitulate the argument from Lenakel, in 

verbs containing only short vowels, stress occurs on a single 

QI disyllabic trochee mapped to the right edge of the verb. 

Next, QI disyllabic trochees are mapped iteratively from the 

left edge. In certain verbs the presence of long vowels 

interrupts the alternating QI stress pattern. These forms are 

accounted for by mapping heavy feet [UJLJL UJLJL] to sequences of 

long vowels prior to QI footing. 

2.2.4 Summary. 

To summarise, the inv~ntory of primitive foot structures 

adopted in this thesis was presented in (27). These 

structures are available to both morphological and metrical 

rules. The most striking feature of the primitive templates 

I adopt is that heads are not inherently specified. This 

represents a radical departure from other other metrical 

theories which posit constituency (with the exception of EOS) . 

The inventory in (27) differs from other inventories proposed 
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also with respect to (i) the treatment of quantity sensitivity 

and (ii) the number and shape of prosodic feet included. 18 A 

comparision with other theories is undertaken in Chapter 6, 

once the theory proposed in this work and its predictions are 

more fully developed. 

The templates in (27) are motivated entirely by the cases 

I know of which require feet with these shapes. The predicted 

variants of these feet in prosodic morphology and languages 

exemplifying them were summarised in figure (29). The 

structures predicted in metrical systems once heads have been 

assigned and languages exemplifying each case were summarised 

in (30). The most controversial foot structures included in 

(27) are the heavy foot [CTfJ.fJ. CTfJ.fJ.] (Hammond, 1990) and the 

left-heavy foot [fJ.fJ. fJ.] (Crowhurst, 1990; Dresher and Lahiri, 

1991). The role of the heavy foot in the stress pattern of 

Lenakel verbs (Hammond, 1986, 1990) was discussed above in 

§2 . 2 • 3 • An argument for the heavy foot in Prosodic Morphology 

based on Okinawan hypocoristics (Ishihara, 1990) is summarised 

below in §2.3.3.1. The left-heavy foot in the stress system 

of Old English (Dresher and Lahiri, 1991) is discussed in 

Chapter 5. An original argument for the left-heavy foot in 

Prosodic Morphology based on the templatic morphology of 

Sierra Miwok is presented below in §2.3.3.2. 

18 See Hayes (1987, 1990), EOS, Kager (1989), Hammond 
(1990), Prince (1991), and Prince and Smolensky (1991). 
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Two types of feet discussed in the literature which I do 

not adopt as primitive are ternary (trisyllabic) feet and ROB 

feet in metrical systems. The derivation of ternary feet is 

discussed in Chapter 5. ROB feet are shown to be derived from 

disyllabic templates in §3.3. 

Having made explicit the foot inventory assumed in this 

thesis, I turn in §2. 3 to a discussion of the Prosodic 

Morphology model and the refinements of the theory proposed in 

this thesis. 

2.3 Prosodic Morphology. 

In this section I (i) review important aspects of the 

theory of Prosodic Morphology, (ii) introduce the specific 

refinements argued for in this thesis, and (iii) provide 

examples of the feet [a~~ a~~] and [~~ ~] in prosodic 

morphology. An overview of Prosodic Morphology is presented 

first since the refinements presented in this thesis build 

directly on the model. 

2.3.1 Highlights of the Prosodic Morphology Model. 

The Prosodic Morphology model (McCarthy and Prince, 1986, 

1990) proposes a formal account of templates in morphological 

domains. The inventory of templates adopted by McCarthy and 

Prince (1986:7) appears in (37). 



(37) 
Prosodic Hierarchy. 

'prosodic word' 
'foot' 
'syllable' 
'light (monomoraic) syllable' 
'heavy (bimoraic) syllable' 
'core syllable' 
'mora' 
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In addition to the foot F, critical elements in (37) for a 

theory of foot structure are the syllables a, a~~, a~, and the 

mora ~, since foot templates in the proposed inventory in (27) 

explicitly refer to these units. 19 The inventory of syllable 

templates is more developed in (37) than an inventory of 

possible F-types. This has been attended to by explicitly 

stating in (27) the range of possible foot structures. 

A significant contribution of Prosodic Morphology has 

been to demonstrate the existence of templatic morphemes 

specified in terms of units in (37) in addition to the 

segmentally specified morphemes traditionally recognised in 

morphology. The relationship between the units of prosodic 

structure in (37) and templates is stated as the Prosodic 

Morphology Hypothesis in (38). 

19 It is interesting that no foot template explicitly 
refers to the core syllable. McCarthy and Prince (1986) 
acknowledge that it may not necessary to include the core 
syllable in (38) since the requirement that onsets associate 
to templates in some cases may be due to a language specific 
rather than a universal constraint. In §2.1.1.2 I suggested 
a connection with the Minimal structure Parameter. 



(38) 
Prosodic Morphology Hypothesis. Templates are 
def ined in terms of authentic units of prosody: 
mora (~), syllable (G), foot (F), word (W), and so 
on. (McCarthy and Prince, 1990:209) 
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Critically, the Prosodic Morphology Hypothesis excludes 

templates expressed in terms of skeletal C, V, and/or X 

slots. 20 This is a radical departure from earlier theories in 

which templates were expressed only in terms of segmental 

structure (e.g. Marantz, 1982; Steriade, 1982; Archangeli, 

1983; Clements and Keyser, 1983; Levin, 1983, 1985). 

A reason for specifying templates in terms of prosodic 

units is that segmental theories of the template overgenerate 

and undergeneralise. Segmental theories which refer to C/V 

elements overgenerate in predicting unattested permutations of 

C and V positions in templates. For example, while templates 

with the shapes CVV, CVCVC are attested, templates such as *CC 

and *CVVV are not. This brings us to the second point: 

segmental theories undergeneralise in overlooking the fact 

observed by Moravcsik (1978) that the result of a templatic 

operation always conforms to some prosodic structure, a 

syllable, foot, or prosodic word. Thus, templates like *CC 

and *CVVV are excluded because they are prosodically 

20 In fact, McCarthy and Prince (1986, 1990) exclude the 
skeleton from their theory altogether. Whether or not the 
skeleton is redundant in a theory which assumes prosodic 
structure is a topic of ongoing debate (see Archangeli, 1988b; 
Crowhurst, 1988; and Schlindwein, 1991; etc.). 
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illformed. Templatic theories which refer to X slots (e.g. 

Levin, 1983, 1985) attempted to correct another inadequacy of 

e/v templates. The kind of problem noted by Levin (1983) was 

that in some languages a three-position template could surface 

as either evv (e.g. taa) or eve (e.g. tat) depending on the 

base string. This is a problem for e/v templates, since the 

final segment must be specified as either e or V, not both. 

Levin noted that templates which are satisfied as either eve 

or evv reflect properties of syllabification of the relevant 

languages, and proposed that templates should incorporate 

rhyme structure, as in (39). 

(39) 
R 
1\ 

X X X 

A disadvantage of the template in (39) is that it mimics 

syllable structure without explicitly referring to syllable 

wellformedness conditions. For example, the presence of the 

first X element predicts that an onset should always surface 

before the rhyme. Thus, if no melodic segment is available to 

associate to the first position, either (i) the position mus~ 

be stray erased after association, or (ii) epenthesis is 

predicted. However, the option selected is determined 

independently by the syllable wellformedness conditions of the 

language. If syllables must have onsets, then epenthesis 

occurs. If onsets are optional, on the other hand, stray 
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erasure is selected. In a theory of reduplication which 

assumes that templates are segmentally specified in terms of 

C/V or X positions these results must be specified 

redundantly, once for the reduplicative rule and once in 

expressing general principles of syllable wellformedness. 

The advantage of specifying templates prosodically is 

that the theory constrains the set of possible templates to 

the set of possible prosodic structures (hence, surface 

results such as *CC can never occur). Since skeletal slots 

are not specified, whether an onset associates to a template 

is determined by (i) whether an eligible segment is present in 

the base string, and (ii) by the prosodic wellformedness 

conditions of individual languages. 

To continue with assumptions of the Prosodic Morphology 

model, association to templates is governed by two 

conventions, the Template satisfaction Condition and 

Maximisation of Association. Template satisfaction, stated at 

the beginning of Chapter 1 and restated in (40a), requires 

that wellformedness constraints on templates be satisfied. As 

mentioned above, this thesis argues that Template Satisfaction 

and Maximisation of Association constrain foot mapping in 

metrical systems as well as in morphology. Maximisation of 

Association, stated above in (3), is repeated in (40b). 
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(40 ) 
a. Template Satisfaction Condition. satisfaction of 

templatic constraints is obligatory and is determined by 
the principles of prosody, both universal and language 
specific. (McCarthy and Prince, 1990:209) 

b. Maximisation of Association. Associate as many 
phonological elements as possible. 
(Archangeli, to appear) 

Template Satisfaction is always obligatory. How templates are 

satisfied depends on how templatic constraints are defined 

(for example, whether Minimal Structure specifies on or off 

settings). If insufficient material is available to satisfy 

a template, then an augmenting operation such as (i) spread 

(e.g. Cal => Ca'a'al with a template [a a] in Axinincai see 

Chapter 4), (ii) epenthesis (e. g. pan => pane in Spanish, 

where the template is [a a]i see Chapter 4), or (iii) re

copying (e.g. ~ => swaswa in Kinande, with a template [a a]i 

see Mutaka and Hyman, 1990) is employed. Spring (1990) argues 

that augmenting processes result in only the minimum structure 

required by Template satisfaction. Once Template Satisfaction 

has occurred, Maximisation applies to derive the maximum 

possible templatic configuration. Maximisation is obligatory 

if melodic segments are available for association following 

satisfaction. Otherwise, Maximisation does not require the 

augmentation of templates (see Spring, 1990). The division of 

labour between Template Satisfaction and Maximisation of 

Association can be summarised simply as follows. Template 

satisfaction ensures that minimum constraints on prosodic 
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elements are fulfilled. In other words, Template Satisfaction 

says "at least ~ must be present". If less than the quantity 

~ is present, then addi tional material up to ~ must be 

provided. Maximisation, on the other hand, is an optimising 

convention which takes over after Template satisfaction. 

Maximisation operates on a principle stated most simply as 

"(i) y is best; (ii) anything between ~ and y is better than 

~; therefore, (iii) incorporate up to y if possible". 

As a final point, Prosodic Morphology claims that foot 

structures in morphology perform two functions. First, they 

occur as templates (affixes specified for prosodic but not for 

segmental structure). Second, they may be circumscribed from 

a morphological constituent (i) to serve as a base, or (ii) 

for removal from a base. A base in prosodic morphology is 

defined as a domain available to template association and 

affixation. 21 Both functions of the morphological foot will 

be exemplified shortly in the derivation of hypocoristic forms 

in Okinawan. 

To summarise, this section has introduced (or restated) 

the most important aspects of the theory of Prosodic 

Morphology for the ideas pursued in this thesis. The 

inventory of prosodic constituents assumed in McCarthy and 

Prince (1986, 1990) was presented in (37). The Prosodic 

21 Bases may be delimited in prosodic terms, as described 
here, or in morphological terms. 
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Morphology Hypothesis, which states that templates are 

expressed in terms of units of the prosodic hierarchy was 

stated in (38). Several advantages of a prosodic theory of 

templates were discussed, comparing the prosodic model to 

earlier models which posited C and V or undifferentiated X 

skeletal slots. The Template Satisfaction and Maximisation of 

Association conventions, which are central to any theory of 

template mapping were discussed. Finally, the functions of a 

morphological foot as an affix and base were distinguished. 

In §2.3.2 below, I discuss the contribution of this thesis to 

the theory of Prosodic Morphology. 

2.3.2 Refinements to the Theory of Prosodic Morphology. 

This thesis adds two refinements to the Prosodic 

Morphology model as discussed in §2.3.1. First, I argue in 

Chapters 3 and 5 that morphological feet are not assigned head 

elements. Second, I argue that the Minimal Structure 

Parameter discussed in §2.1 for metrical feet holds also in 

morphology and has different effects from Minimal Structure in 

metrical systems. 

Recall from §2.1 that in metrical systems, the size of 

FootMIN is equivalent to the smallest permissible metrical head 

for the language in question. The head determines the size of 

metrical FootMIN because the head is the only constituent 

uniquely required by and dependent on the metrical foot. 
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Because morphological feet have no heads, Minimal 

structure constrains the satisfaction of foot templates only. 

I argue in Chapter 4 that in the absence of heads, Foot~ in 

morphology is equivalent to the smallest foot specified by UG, 

that is, [~~]. In other words, if Foot~ cannot be defined 

by the question "what is the smallest metrical head in 

language x?" then the relevant question becomes, "what is the 

smallest available foot defined by our inventory?". Thus, 

(41) illustrates the correspondence between Foot~ (the 

canonical foot) and Foot~ for every morphological foot 

structure. 

( 41) 
Max: 

Min: 

[a a] [~ ~~] [~~ ~] 

~/~ 
[~~] 

The finding that feet containing less than two morae are 

impossible in morphology casts new light on claims that 

languages may be subject to minimal word requirements of two 

morae (McCarthy and Prince, 1986, 1990). Since prosodic word 

templates must dominate feet in a strictly hierarchical 

representation, the result is that WordMm constraints really 

reflect FootMm constraints in morphology.n 

A final detail is the statement of morphological foot 

22 McCarthy and Prince (1991) make a point similar to 
this one. 
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mapping rules in this thesis. Information which must be 

included in every such rule is (i) the template selected, (ii) 

the direction of association, (iii) whether the base is 

prosodic or morphological--and if prosodic, which prosodic 

constituent, and finally, (iv) a setting for the Minimal 

structure Parameter, specified on the foot. The formalism to 

be used is stated in (42). 

(42) 
Formal statement for Morphological Foot Mapping Rules. 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

Template: 
Direction of Mapping: 
Base: 
Minimal structure 

FootMIN : : 

(F,./F,JFdFR/FH) 
(left to right/right to left) 
(prosodic/morphological) 

(on/off) 

This concludes the exposition of the Prosodic Morphology 

model adopted in this thesis. Template mapping in morphology 

is illustrated in §2.3.3 with hypocoristic formation in 

Okinawan and verbal templates in sierra Miwok. 

2.3.3 Exemplification: o~inawan and Sierra Miwok. 

There are two reasom; each for discussing Okinawan and 

sierra Miwok at this point in the thesis. First, these cases 

exemplify the templates [a~~ a~~] and [~~ ~] admitted by the 

primitive inventory adopted in this thesis, but not admitted 

by McCarthy and Prince (1986, 1990), Hayes (1991a), and Prince 

(1991a,b) , or by Hammond (1990) in the case of [~~ ~]. Second, 

both cases exemplify the process of mapping to foot templates 
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in morphology. An additional reason for discussing Okinawan 

is that Okinawan demonstrates the role of a circumscribed base 

in template mapping. 

2.3.3.1 Okinawan Hypocoristics. 

In this section I review the analysis of a type of 

hypocoristic found only in the Okinawan dialect of Japanese, 

introduced and analysed by Ishihara (1990). Examples of 

Okinawan hypocoristics are given in (43) (the items are proper 

names; thus no glosses are provided). In each hypocoristic 

form, the melody of two heavy syllables corresponds to that of 

the first two syllables in the full name (coda segments in 

Japanese occupy moras; Ito, 1986) .23 Forms in (48a) and (48b) 

differ in having a geminated medial cluster or long first 

vowel, respectively. Note that the hypocoristic for Wakako 

may surface as ei ther wakkaa or as waakaa. Thus, this 

difference appears to be optional. 

(43 ) 
a. 
Name 
Tetuyosi 
Hitosi 
Mituo 
Satosi 
Wakako 

Hypocoristic 
tettuu 
hittoo 
mittuu 
sattoo 
wakkaa 

b. 
Name 
Akira 
Satoko 
Mayumi 
Tomoko 
Wakako 

Hypocoristic 
aakii 
saatoo 
maayuu 
toomoo 
waakaa 

~ Ishihara (1990) notes that in rare cases, and only in 
masculine names, the hypocoristic corresponds to the last two 
syllables of the base, as in yaatyoo from Yasutosi. 
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Ishihara (1990) accounts for hypocoristic formation by 

(i) circumscribing as a base two morae at the left edge of the 

stem; for example, [Tetuhueyosi, (ii) mapping the circum-

scribed base to a template specified for two heavy syllables, 

[a~~ a~~], and (iii) stray erasing material not mapped to the 

template. 

The first step, circumscription of the prosodic base 

[~~], is illustrated in (44) with the form tettuu. 

(44) 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

II II II II II II II II 
t e t u y 0 s i => [t e t u] y 0 s i 

Name Circumscribe [~~] 

Next, the template [a~~ a~~] is introduced. The first 

syllable of the template is satisfied by associating the first 

mora of the circumscribed base to the template. Assuming left 

to right association, the result is that the leftmost mora of 

the base is linked to the leftmost mora of the template. 

These steps are shown in (45). 

(45 ) 
F 

I \ 
a a 
~~ ~~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

I I I I I I I I 
[t e t u] y 0 s i => 

I 
a 
~~ 
I 
I 

~ 

II 
[t e 

F 

\ 
a 
~~ 

~ ~ ~ 

II II II 
t u] y 0 s i 

Template Associate L-R (first ~ of base) 
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The second mora of the base cannot associate to the 

second mora of the template since the result, illustrated in 

(46), would be an illformed syllable. 

( 46) 
* F 

I \ 
a a 

J,L J,L J,LJ,L 
I I 
I I 

J,L J,L J,L J,L 

II 1\ II II 
[t e t u] y 0 s i 

To produce a wellformed result, the second mora of the base 

[tetu] must associate to the second syllable of the template. 

The result is illustrated in (47). 

(47) 
F 

I \ 
a a 
J,L J,L J,L J,L 
I I 
I I 

J,L J,L J,L J,L 

II II II II 
[t e t u] y 0 s i 

Associate L-R (2nd J,L of base) 

In the structure in (47), the first mora of each syllable 

in the template is linked. However, neither heavy syllable of 

the template is satisfied since the second mora in each case 

is unassociated. The second heavy syllable of the template is 

always satisfied by spreading the root node of the second 

vowel of the base rightward. The first heavy syllable of the 
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template is satisfied differently in the forms in (43a) and 

(43b). In the forms in (43a), exemplified by tettuu the 

second consonant of the base is spread backward to the empty 

mora, as in (48). Finally, material not dominated by the 

template is stray erased, as in (49). 

(48) 
F 

~ a a 
1LJ1. J1.J1. 

I \ II 
IL \ J1.1 J1. J1. 

/ I \ / I / / I / I 
[t e t u] y 0 s i => 

Template satisfaction 

F 

(J/"-..(J 
J1.J1. J1.J1. 

I \ II 
J1. \ ILl 

/ I \ / 1/ 
[t e t u] 

stray Erasure 

In the forms in (43b), exemplified by aakii, the first vowel 

of the base is spread rightward (not illustrated here). 

Ishihara notes that an alternative in which the two morae 

of the base are mapped to a higher order constituent 

containing two bimoraic feet could not account for the data. 

since elements of a base associate one-to-one to templates (by 

convention) without skipping templatic elements, both moras of 

the base would associate to the first bimoraic foot under this 

alternative, leaving nothing to satisfy the second syllable. 

The result predicted by the alternative is pictured in (49) 

(Co stands for colon, a unit which dominates two feet; 

Hammond, 1987aj 1989a). 
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(49) 
Co 

/ \ 
[ IJ IJ ] [ IJ IJ ] 
/ I / I 

[t et u] yosi 

satisfaction of the first bimoraic foot in (49) is possible 

because the bimoraic terminals of the template do not specify 

information concerning syllable structure. In order to ensure 

the correct outcome tettuu, the alternative must stipulate 

either (i) that each vowel mora in the base associates to the 

first mora of each bimoraic foot in the colon, or (ii) edge-in 

association (for problems with edge-in association as a single 

process, see Archangeli and Pulleyblank, in prep.). Under the 

account proposed by Ishihara, where the template contains two 

heavy syllables, such stipulations are not necessary: the two 

morae of the base cannot associate to the same terminal of the 

template because the result would not be a wellformed 

syllable. The template proposed by Ishihara with the shape 

[CIJ.LIJ CIIJIJ) is a heavy foot. The same template was discussed in 

§2.2.3 with respect to heavy stress in Lenakel verbs. 

The function of a base, whether morphologically or 

prosodically defined, is to delimit a domain which is affected 

by a prosodic or affi>dng process. Here, the two morae 

circumscribed from the full name Tetuyosi function as a base 

in delimiting the domain of template satisfaction. Material 

outside the base is never included in the hypocoristic form. 
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A prosodic unit may be excluded from a base, defining as the 

domain everything in a representation not including the 

prosodic unit. A case discussed in Chapter 5 is Cupefio, where 

I argue that melodies not dominated by a metrical foot are 

mapped to a disyllabic template. 

2.3.3.2 The sierra Miwok Fourth Stem. 

The Penutian language Sierra Miwok (Freeland, 1951; 

Callaghan, 1987) is characterised by a morphological system in 

which a single lexical root occurs in a variety of prosodic 

shapes in different contexts. The proposal for such 

behaviour, associated with root-and-pattern morphologies, has 

been to map the melody of the root to a template. The nature 

of the template is determined by the semantic and morpholo

gical context. other well-known languages which exhibit this 

property are Hebrew, Arabic (McCarthy, 1979) and another 

Penutian language, Yawelmani (Archangeli, 1983, 1984, to 

appear) . Since the templatic system of Sierra Miwok is 

discussed in Chapter 4 I do not linger on the details here. 

The relevant point for the present discussion is that the 

prosodic shape associated with roots in the so-called fourth 

stem in verbs is [~~ ~]. 

Examples of Sierra Miwok stems are given in (50). In the 

second column the stem is cited in the prosodic form specified 

by the root itself in the primary stem (present time). In the 
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third column, the fourth stern is cited. The first column 

designates the class or "type" to which the root belongs. 

Types are determined based on (i) the number of consonants and 

vowels in the root and (ii) the template selected by the root 

in the pr imary stern (see Chapter 4).24 

( 50) 
Primary stern 4th stern Gloss 

Type 1: pola:N- po INa- 'to fall' 
'eta:l- 'etla- 'to return' 
kala:N- kalNa- 'to dance' 
hYwa:t- hYwta- 'to run' 

Type 2: Celku- Celku- 'to fall! 
lutSe- lutSe- 'to return' 
koypa- koypa- 'to dance' 
wirnki- wirnki- 'to run' 

Type 3: harnrne- ham'e- 'to quit' 
'oyya- 'oy'a- 'to go out' 
tYyye- tYy'e- 'to suck' 
liwwa- liw'a- 'to spear' 

Type 4: lu:S- luS'u- 'to win' 
ha:t- hat'Y- 'to step on' 
we:l- wel'Y- 'to take' 
lo:t- lot'u- 'to catch' 

The pattern apparent in the fourth stern can be accounted for 

by mapping roots to a left-heavy template, [J.LJ.L J.L]. with 

subcanonical roots in Type 4 {e.g. hat'Y « /hat/) epenthesis 

satisfies the template, showing that the Minimal structure 

Parameter specifies FootMlN : off. The location of epenthesis at 

24 The symbol ['J in cited forms spells a glottal stop. 
[tJ represents a postdental coronal voiceless stop in Freeland 
(1951) . 
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the right edge indicates that mapping to the template is from 

left to right. 

Derivations for ham/e- in Type 3 and luS'u- in Type 4 are 

shown in (51). The third mora of the template is satisfied by 

epenthesising [1] in the fourth stem. After round vowels, [1] 

is harmonised to [u]. The uneven templates do not specify 

syllable structure. I assume that syllabification occurs as 

part of the template mapping process. An obligatory onset 

requirement is satisfied by epenthesising a glottal stop ['] 

in biconsonantal roots. 

(51) 
a. Root. 

hame 

b. Template. 

hame 

c. Associate/Syllabify. 

a a 
1J1.J1. J1. 

/ II I 
h am' e 

d. Template satisfaction. 

a a 
/J1.J1. 1J1. 

/ II / I 
h am I e 

IuS 

IuS 

a 
1J1.1-L I-L 

I II 
I uS 

a a 
1J1.J.i. 1J1. 

I II / I 
I uS I 1 
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e. Surface. 

ham'e- luS'u-

Note that because syllable information is not represented in 

the template here, glottal epenthesis is not inserted to 

satisfy the foot template, but to satisfy syllable 

requirements. 25 

This completes the illustration of a case where a 

morphological process refers to a left-heavy template. Cases 

of mapping to the right-heavy template [~ ~~] in Sierra Miwok 

are discussed in Chapter 4. 

2.3.4 Summary. 

In §2.1 I introduced the elements of a new theory which 

claims that metrical structure is derived through mapping to 

templates. The theory was illustrated in §2.2.3 using as an 

example the derivation of stress in Lenakel verbs. In §2.2 I 

discussed the inventory of primitive foot structures adopted 

in this thesis. Two foot structures less often discussed in 

the literature, the heavy foot [a~~ a~~] and the left-heavy 

foot [~~ ~] were illustrated in §2. 3 using as examples 

morphological processes in Okinawan Japanese and in Sierra 

25 The primary stem in Type 3 differs from the fourth 
stem in that the onset is satisfied through spread. This can 
be accounted for by applying a spread rule in some morpho
logical contexts and not others. If spread does not occur, 
then epenthesis is obligatory. 
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Miwok. comparisions between the metrical theory and the 

inventory of feet proposed here and other proposals in the 

current literature are undertaken in Chapter 6. Finally, in 

§2.3 highlights of the theory of Prosodic Morphology were 

reviewed, and two innovations argued for in this thesis were 

discussed. One of the innovations motivated in this thesis is 

the proposal that the Minimal structure Parameter determines 

whether or not a template may be satisfied through minimal 

association. In metrical footing, Minimal structure 

constrains the satisfaction of foot templates and of metrical 

heads. In morphological footing, Minimal structure constrains 

only foot templates. The reason for this is linked to the 

second innovation motivated in this thesis: morphological feet 

do not specify head elements. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE MINIMAL STRUCTURE PARAMETER IN METRICAL SYSTEMS 

In this chapter I develop the role of the Minimal 

structure Parameter in metrical footing. The Minimal 

structure Parameter in (1) (repeated from Chapter 2, figure 

(16» determines whether or not templates may be minimally 

satisfied. 

(1) 
Minimal structure Parameter. Templatic constraints may 
be satisfied by minimal structure. 

Minimal structure specifies settings for both the foot 

template and the metrical head. An on setting for Minimal 

structure in either case means that a template may be 

minimally satisfied. An off setting means that minimal 

structure is insufficient. When Minimal structure specifies 

Foot~:on it is sufficient for the foot to be associated to 

only one of the foundation elements of the template (a 

syllable or mora, depending on the template). In this case, 

I will say that FootMIN is permitted. Under a HeadMIN : on 

setting it is sufficient for the metrical head to dominate one 

mora. In this case, HeadMm is permitted. Under the 

specifications FootMm:off and HeadMm:off, FootMrn and HeadMm 

are forbidden, or excluded. In this case, the foot template 

must be associated to more than one of its foundations 

elements and the head must dominate more than one mora. In 
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metrical rules, Minimal structure specifies foot templates and 

metrical heads independently of one another, predicting the 

four logically possible combinations in (2). 

(2) 
FootMIN 

Off On 

Off a. * FootMIN b. FootMIN 
*HeadMIN *HeadMIN 

On c. * FootMIN d. FootMIN 
HeadMIN HeadMIN 

An important point made in this chapter is that when FootM1N is 

permitted (in cells (2a) and (2c» whether FootMIN surfaces 

with a minimum of one or two morae depends on the constraint 

on the head (i.e. whether or not HeadMIN is permitted). This 

follows from the universal requirement that every metrical 

foot must dominate a wellformed metrical head. 

This chapter discusses the logical possibilities in (2) 

for each of the five primitive foot templates adopted in this 

thesis (see §2.2.1) and shows how a number of empirical 

properties of metrical feet discussed in the literature follow 

from the Minimal structure Parameter. The predictions for 

uneven foot templates [~~ ~], [~ ~~] are discussed in §3.1. 

The even foot structures [~ ~], [a a], and [a~~ a~~] are 

discussed in §3.2, §3.3 and §3.4 respectively. 

A second point is that settings for Minimal structure are 

determined process-specifically. The language which 

demonstrates this point is Eastern Ostyak in §3.3. In this 
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language two rules employing a disyllabic template impose 

different constraints on the metrical head. 

After the points discussed above concerning Minimal 

structure have been made, I compare the Minimal structure 

Parameter with the Degenerate Foot Parameter in Hayes (1991a) 

which makes different claims about minimal foot structure in 

metrical systems. I argue that Minimal structure more closely 

predicts attested cross-linguistic metrical facts and is not 

itself predictable from other principles. 

Finally, the chapter concludes in §3.6 with a summary and 

discussion of the metrical phenomena which follow from Minimal 

structure together with Template satisfaction. I show that 

these fall into line as part of a "Satisfaction Conspiracy" 

which emerges most clearly only under the treatment proposed 

here. 

3.1 Uneven Iambic and Trochaic Feet. 

In this section I discuss predictions for foot structure 

made by combining different settings for Minimal structure 

when a metrical rule selects as a template an uneven iamb or 

trochee. Each cell in (3) indicates the surface foot 

structures permitted under the settings indicated. l 

For expository reasons the languages chosen to exem
plify points discussed in §3. 1 employ uneven iambs. Therefore, 
charts refer to feet based on [JL JLJL). The symbol "%" will be 
used to denote the mirror image case (i.e. the uneven trochee 
[JLJL JL). A language which employs an uneven trochee, Old 
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(3) 
Foot template = [~~ ~], [~ ~~] 

FootMIN 

off on 

off a. [~ [~~]] % b. [~ [~~]] % 
[ [~~] ] [[~~]] 

on c. [~ [~~]] % d. [~ [~~]] % 
[~ [~]] % [~ [~]] ~ 0 

[ [~~] ] [[~~]] 
[ [~]] 

It is important that as long as Minimal structure is 

stated to permit or exclude minimal (as opposed to maximal) 

structure, the theory predicts that a language which tolerates 

only canonical exemplars of an uneven metrical foot ([~ [~~]] 

or [[~~] ~]) is impossible. This is because specifying 

FootMrn:off for Minimal structure guarantees a minimally 

bimoraic foot; it does not insist on more than two morae. 

Whether the three morae of the canonical template are mapped 

to the foot depends on whether the phonological string 

contains sufficient material to permit maximisation. 

In (3a) and (3b) where Minimal structure is off for heads 

the head must dominate two morae. The nonhead, if present, is 

restricted to one mora by the foot template. Impossible feet 

on the surface in both systems are *[~ [~]] and *[[~]]. Feet 

of the types predicted by (3a,b) correspond to the Obligatory 

Branching (OB) foot proposed by Hayes (1981). Under 

English, is discussed in Chapter 5. A second such language is 
Chugach Alutiiq, under the analysis proposed by Rice (1991). 
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FootMN:off in (3a), the foot must be associated to more than 

one element of the template (i.e., more than one mora). In 

such a language, a heavy syllable is sufficient to satisfy 

both the head and foot (e.g. [[~~]]). A language of the type 

(3a) is Hixkaryana (Carib), discussed in §3.1.1. 2 

In a language exemplifying (3c) where Minimal structure 

specifies FootMm:off, FootMm is excluded (i.e. *F[~]). since 

Minimal structure specifies HeadMm:on, however, HeadMm (one 

mora) is permitted. The smallest exemplars of feet which may 

surface in a system of this type contain two morae. As 

always, the canonical foot (= FootMAX ) may surface. A 

language of this type discussed in §3.1.2 is Seminole 

(Muskogean). 

Finally, FootMm:on and HeadMm:on in (3d) predict that 

both FootMm and HeadMm are tolerated. A language of this type 

discussed in §3.1.4 is Tubatulabal (N. uto-Aztecan). 

3.1.1 Hixkaryana. 

A language which displays metrical behaviour consistent 

with the FootMm:off, HeadMm:off settings for Minimal structure 

in (3a) is Hixkaryana (Carib) (Derbyshire, 1985; Blevins, 

1990; Hayes, 1991a), in which metrical heads are obligatorily 

2 The difference between languages exemplifying (3a) and 
(3b) is subtle, and is discussed after Hixkaryana has been 
presented. A language exemplifying (3b) discussed in Chapter 
5 is Old English. 
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bimora.ic (i. e. *HeadMIN). 3 The analysis of Hixkaryana provided 

here follows Hayes (1981a) in relevant respects. 

Descriptively, secondary stress falls on closed syllables 

and on open syllables containing long vowels. 4 We may infer 

from this that metrical heads always coincide with heavy 

syllables, where heavy = eve, ev:. The key to the system is 

that vowel length is not contrastive in Hixkaryana but occurs 

only in strong metrical position. The forms in (4) show that 

underlyingly short vowels in open syllables are lengthened 

when they occur in an even-numbered syllable counted (i) from 

the beginning of the word, (4a), or (ii) from a preceding 

heavy syllable, (4b). As described above, secondary stress 

occurs on ev: and eve. The data showing the relevant 

morphophonemic alternations are from Hayes (1991a:170), who 

cites Derbyshire (1985). 

(4) 
a. 
/kY-hananYhY-no/ > khananYhno 
1subj-2obj-teach-immed. past 

/mY-hananYhY-no/ > mYhananYhno 
2subj-30bj-teach-immed. past 

> 

> 

khana.:nYhno 
'I taught you' 

mYha.:nanYhno 
'you taught him' 

3 Other languages which display metrical behaviour 
consistent with the settings for Minimal structure in 
Hixkaryana are Choctaw (Western Muskogean) (Nicklas, 1972, 
1975; Munro and Ulrich, 1984; Ulrich, 1986; Hayes, 1991a), 
Munsee (Goddard, 1979, 1982; Hayes, 1991a), and Menomini 
(Bloomfield, 1939, 1956; Hayes, 1991a). 

4 The placement of primary stress, which does not concern 
us i is determined by different principles. See Blevins (1990) 
and Hayes (1991a) for details. 



b. 
/owto-hona/ 
village-to 

/tohkurje-hona/ 
Tohkurje-to 

/ tohkurje-hona -haSaka / 
Tohkurje-to-f inally 

> 

> 

> 
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owtoho:na 
'to the village' 

tohku~e:hona:haSa:ka 
'finally to Tohku~e' 

The evidence that the long vowels in (4) are not long under

lyingly is that in the related pair khana:nYhno and 

mYha: nanYhno a different vowel in the morpheme /hananYhY/ 

surfaces as long. 

Hayes (1991a) accounts for the alternating pattern of 

stress and lengthening by constructing uneven iambs [~ ~~] 

i terati vely from the left edge and lengthening vowels in 

strong position if they are not contained in heavy syllables. 

I adopt these details of Hayes' analysis, and propose the 

footing rule in (5) for Hixkaryana. 

(5) 
a. Template: FR 
b. Directionality: left to right 
c. Headedness: right 
d. Iterativity: iterative 
e. Minimal structure 

L FootMIN : off (Le. at least ~~) 
iL HeadMIN : off (Le. at least ~~) 

Lengthening in head position can be stated as Head 

Lengthening in (6).5 

5 The rule in (6) differs from that in Hayes (1991a) in 
stating lengthening as an operation on the metrical head and 
in expressing lengthening as mora insertion followed by the 



(6) 
Head Lengthening. 

H 
I 

J.I. 

I 
o 

=> 

H 
1\ 

J.I. J.I. 

II 
o 
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(metrical head) 

(Root node) 

The settings for Minimal structure in (5) predict that 

the smallest foot structure tolerated in Hixkaryana consists 

of a bimoraic head. The foot template cannot remain linked 

solely to a light syllable under the FootMm:off setting in 

(5). Thus, delinking applies, bleeding the context for Head 

Lengthening (6). Essential to this argument is the behaviour 

of light ultimas and an unstressed penult preceding a light 

ultima. Each of the forms in (4) above shows that a light 

ultima is not lengthened or stressed. To explain the 

exemption of light ultimas from these regular metrical 

processes, Hayes proposes that final syllables are extra-

metrical. Thus, the representation for owtoho: na before 

metrical footing is owtoho<na>. The critical case showing 

that monomoraic feet are excluded is tohku~e:hona, in which 

the light penult is neither lengthened nor stressed. With 

final extrametricality, the pre-stress representation for this 

form is tohkurjeho<na>. The absence of length and stress on 

the penult in this case cannot be explained by extrametri-

cality since the penult is not peripheral. 

spread of vowel features. 
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The behaviour of the form tohkurje:hona is consistent with 

an analysis in which lengthening does not occur because the 

penult in this form is not footed. The theory developed here 

requires that (i) constraints on the foot (as specified by the 

template [J.£ J.£J.£J and by the FootMIN:off setting for Minimal 

structure) are satisfied as soon as F is associated to a base; 

(ii) once foot constraints are satisfied, head requirements 

are satisfied. If an F template cannot be satisfied, it is 

defooted immediately, therefore before head requirements are 

met. The result is that in this language, a light syllable is 

defooted before Head Lengthening applies. The derivation for 

tohku~e:hona under this analysis appears in (7) (recall that 

~ designates a heavy syllable). 

(7) 
a. 

c. 

e. 

Base 

~ a a a a 
tohkurje-hona 

output of 1st iteration 

F 
I 

[~] a a a a 
tohkurje-hona 

Associate 

F F 
I 
I 

[~J a a a a 
tohkurje-hona 

b. 

d. 

Extrametricality 

~ a a a <a> 
tohkurje-ho na 

Iteration 2: template 

F F 
I 
I 

[~] a a a <a> 
tohkurje-ho na 

satisfy Foot. 

F 
I 
I 

F 
/ \ 

[~] a a a <a> 
tohku rje-ho na 



g. 

i. 

k. 

m. 

Project head. 

F F 
I I \ I 

[~] a [~] a <a> 
tohku rJe-ho 

Iteration 3: 

F F F 
I \ 

na 

template. 

[~] a [a] a <a> 
tohku rje: - ho na 

satisfy foot. 

FAILS: Domain 
exhausted. 

Surface: 

h. 

j. 

1. 

satisfy head. 

F F 
I \ 

[~] a [~] a <a> 
tohku rJe: -ho na 

Associate. 

F F F 
I I \ 

[~] a [a] a <a> 
tohku rje: -ho na 

Defooting 

F F F 
/ \ 

[~] a [a] a <a> 
tohku rje: -ho na 
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It is important to note at this point that subminimal 

feet and subminimal heads are treated differently in (7). 

When insufficient phonological material is available to 

satisfy a foot template which has been associated to an 

element of the string, the foot template is del inked by the 

defooting rule (14b) in Chapter 2 (cf. steps (7k), (71), where 

[toh] [kurje:] [ho]<na> => [toh] [kurje: ]ho<na». A different 

result is obtained when a head is projected from an element of 

the foot which is quantitatively insufficient to satisfy the 

head. In this case, a light syllable dominated by the head 

undergoes vowel lengthening (cf. steps (7g) and (7h), where 

[[toh]] [ku[rje]]- ho<na> => [[toh]] [ku[rje:] ]-ho<na». In 
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other words, a subminimal foot is delinked, but a subminimal 

head must be satisfied. 

There are two reasons why the head must be satisfied. The 

first is that under the second clause of the Obligatory 

Metrical Head Hypothesis (Chapter 1, figure (6», a metrical 

foot may not surface without a wellformed head. 6 However, in 

order for the head to be wellformed (and therefore licensed), 

templatic constraints on the head must be met. This is 

possible in Hixkaryana because the language permits vowel 

lengthening. In other languages, different strategies may be 

used. Thus, in Old English (Chapter 5) a bimoraic constraint 

on the metrical head is met by incorporating two syllables 

into the head. In Eastern Ostyak (§3.4) a bimoraic constraint 

on the head of the main stress foot results in restructuring 

in certain cases. If the obligatory Metrical Head Hypothesis 

is correct, then if no strategy is available for satisfying a 

subminimal head, the head must be removed from the foot, and 

the resulting headless foot must also be delinked. 

The different treatment of subminimal foot templates in 

Hixkaryana, on the other hand, is possible because unlike the 

head, which is obligatory in a metrical foot, nothing in the 

theory requires that the foot be present. Therefore, nothing 

6 This requirement would account for cases of stress 
shift under deletion in Russian (EOS) and Vedic Sanskrit 
(Kiparsky, 1982bi EOS) and Bedouin Hijazi Arabic (Al-Mozainy 
et al., 1985). 
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forces the foot to be satisfied, and defooting is a 

consequence of Template satisfaction and Prosodic Licensing 

(Ito, 1986,1989): an illformed prosodic constituent (i.e. one 

which does not meet templatic requirements) may not be 

prosodically licensed. 

To summarise, Hixkaryana exemplifies a metrical process 

for which the Minimal structure Parameter insists that both 

heads and feet dominate non-minimal structure (i.e. two morae 

in each case). Exemplars of uneven iambic feet tolerated in 

this system are [[ J.LJ.L J] and [J.L [J.LJ.L J J • Exemplars with the 

shapes *[[J.LJJ and *[J.L [J.LJJ are excluded. The evidence for 

HeadMIN : off is that monomoraic syllables' in head position 

undergo lengthening. The evidence for FootMIN : off is more 

subtle • Initial stress in forms like tohkurje: hona and 

owtoho:na shows that single heavy syllables are footed. 

However, a single light penult in tohkurje:ho<na> cannot remain 

associated to a foot. If a monomoraic syllable could be 

footed, lengthening and stress should derive the surface 

result *tohkurje:ho:pa. Under the alternative setting 

FootMIN : on, exactly this result would be expected, since a 

monomoraic syllable could remain associated. Languages with 

this property discussed in Chapter 5 are Old English and 

Chugach Alutiiq (Leer, 1985,1989; Hewitt, 1991; Rice, 1991). 

Thus, the settings FootMIN : off, HeadMIN : off in (3 a) (e. g. 

Hixkaryana) and FootMIN : on, HeadMIN : off in (3b) predict no 
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difference in the foot exemplars permitted on the surface, but 

do predict a difference in the treatment of single light 

syllables before constraints on the head are satisfied. 

3.1.2 Seminole. 

seminole (Muskogean) (Jackson, 1987; Tyhurst, 1987; 

Hayes, 1991a) exemplifies a language in which Minimal 

structure specifies off for feet and on for heads (see (3c». 

These settings predict a system in which feet are minimally 

bimoraic (i.e. *FootMrn ) but heads may dominate a single mora 

(i.e. HeadMrn is permitted).7 seminole differs from Hixkaryana 

empirically in permitting feet with the shape [~[~]]. The 

analysis given here follows EOS (for the related dialect 

Creek, Haas, 1977) and Hayes (1991a) in relevant respects. 

According to Jackson (1987) and Tyhurst (1987), an accent 

occurs on the ultima or on the penult in Seminole simplex 

forms. 8 The forms in (8) illustrate accent on a light ultima 

separated by an odd number of light syllables from the 

beginning of the word, (8a), and from a preceding heavy 

7 Another language in which a metrical process displays 
a pattern consistent with the settings in seminole is Cayuga 
(Lake Iroquoian) (Michelson, 1988; Prince, 1983; Hayes, 1991a). 

simplex forms undergo only level 1 phonology (Jackson, 
1987; Tyhurst, 1987). For a discussion of stress assignment 
at later levels see especially Jackson (1987). 



syllable (= ev:, eVe), (8b).9 

(8) Accented light ultima. 

a. From beginning of the word. 

b. 

aci 'corn' J81 
coke 'house' T162 
cafocowa 'my navel' J81 

From preceding 
i:kana 
ta:skita 
nafkitika:yita 

heavy syllable. 
'ground' T162 
'to jump (sg. subj.)' J82 
'to hit (pl. obj.)' J82 

The forms in (9) show that a heavy ultima is accented. 

(9) 
HeaVY ultima 
nitta: 
yanowa: 
ti:ni:kti: 

'day' T162 
'cheek' T162 
'thunder' T162 

103 

Hayes (1991a) notes that the location of the accent is 

consistent with an analysis in which (i) uneven iambs are 

footed iteratively from left to right and (ii) accent occurs 

on the head of the rightmost foot. One example each from 

(8a), (8b), and (9) is represented with metrical foot 

structure in (10). 

9 Page locations in Jackson (1987) and Tyhurst (1987) 
are preceded by the author's initial to the right of forms. 
I differ from these authors in representing vowel length with 
a colon. 
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( 10) 
a. (8a) b. (8b) c. (9) 

F F F F F 
I \ I I \ I I \ I I 

(1 [(1] p:] (1 [(1] [(1] (1 [~] 

a ci ta:s ki ta ya no wa: 

Exemplars of the uneven iamb demonstrated in (10) are [[(1~~]] 

[~ [~]] and [~ [(1~~]]. 

The forms in (11) Shovl that a light ultima is not 

accented if it is separated from the beginning of the word or 

from a preceding heavy syllable by an even number of syllables 

(including zero). In this case, the penult, whether light or 

heavy, is accented. 

(11) Unaccented light ultima. 

a. 

b. 

From beginning of word. 
am-ifa 
am-apataka 

From heavy syllable. 
iCki 
kof6Cka 
ta:shokita 

'my dog' 
'our pancake' 

'mother' 
'mint' 
'to jump (dual subj.)' 

The failure of accent to surface on a light ultima in (11) is 

explained if monomoraic feet are excluded. The metrical rule 

for seminole under this analysis is given in (12). 

(12) 
a. Template: FR 
b. Directionality: left to right 
c. Headedness: right 
d. Iterativity: iterative 
e. Minimal structure 

i. FootMIN : off (i. e. at least ~~) 
ii. HeadMIN : on (i. e. at least ~) 
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Evidence that Minimal structure specifies HeadMm:on is that 

light open syllables in head position are not lengthened (cf. 

pom-osana, *pom-o:sana:). 

Metrical derivations for the forms ta:skita in (ab) and 

kof6Cka in (11) under this analysis are provided in (13). 

(13) 
a. 

b. 

I: CJ CJ 

ta:skita 

F 
I 
I 

[I:] CJ a 
ta:skita 

Base 

output of 1st iteration 

CJ I: CJ 

kofoCka 

F 
I \ 

a [I:] a 
ko foC ka 

c. 2nd iteration: template, associate, maximise 

F F 
I I \ I 

[I:] CJ a 
ta:ski ta 

d. 2nd iteration: defoot 

N/A 

e. 2nd iteration: project head 

F F 

I I \ 
[I:] CJ [a] 
ta:ski ta 

F F 
I \ I 

I 
a [I:] a 

ko foC ka 

F F 
I \ 

a [I:] a 
ko foC ka 

N/A 
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f. Accent 

F F F F 
I I \ I \ I 

[~] a [a] a [~] a 
ta:ski ta ko foC ka 

Alternative accounts for forms like kofoCka might be (i) 

to make a light ultima extrametrical before footing and 

accenting (i.e. kofoC<ka> => [ko[foCll<ka> => [ko[foCll<ka», 

or (ii) to make the final foot extrametrical after footing, 

before assigning accent (Le. [ko [ f oC 1 1 [ [ka 1 1 => 

[ko[foCl]<[[kall». Both alternatives are ruled out by forms 

like ta:skita derived above, in which a light ultima is 

accented. 

To summarise, the feet permitted by the specifications 

FootMrn:off and HeadMrn:on in seminole are [~ [~~]], [[a~~]] and 

[~[~]]. FootMrn is excluded by FootMrn:off (i.e. *[[~]]). 

In §3.1.4 I discuss Tubatulabal in which FootMm [[~]] is 

possible in addition to all the feet permitted by Seminole. 

However, before this I compare the Minimal structure account 

of the lengthening vs. no lengthening distinction between 

Hixkaryana and Seminole with a different treatment under the 

emerging theory of optimality proposed by Prince (1991) and 

Prince and Smolensky (1991). 
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3.1.3 Head Lengthening: Minimal structure or optimality? 

Hixkaryana and Seminole discussed above in §3.1.1 and 

§3.1.2 are metrically similar in employing an uneven iamb 

[~ ~~] as the foot template. In both languages strings are 

footed from left to right. However, an important difference 

is that monomoraic heads in Hixkaryana undergo vowel 

lengthening whereas lengthening does not occur in Seminole. 

Thus, in Hixkaryana, a different vowel in the morpheme 

/hananYhY/ surfaces as long in the related forms k-hana.: nYh-no 

'I taught you' and mY-ha.:nanYh-no 'you taught him' depending 

on the vowel's position in the foot (see figure (4)).10 In 

the forms cafocowa 'my navel' and kof6eka 'mint' from 

Seminole, no lengthening applies. The forms mY-ha.:nanlh-no 

and cafocowa are represented with foot structure in (14) 

(recall from §3.1.1 that final syllables in Hixkaryana are 

extrametrical and that eve is heavy in both languages). 

(14) 
Hixkaryana Seminole 

F F F F 
/ \ / \ / \ / \ 

a [a] a [a] a [a] a [a] 
mY ha.: na nl'.h no ca fo co wa 

In the theory developed here, vowel lengthening in 

monomoraic heads in Hixkaryana follows from the Minimal 

10 The final vowel [Y] of the morpheme /hananYhY/ is 
deleted, resulting in a closed, heavy syllable [nYh]. 
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structure Parameter and Template satisfaction straight

forwardly as part of the foot mapping process. Minimal 

Structure specifies HeadMm:off. This specification instructs 

Template Satisfaction that a metrical head must contain two 

morae to be wellformed. Under this account, lengthening is a 

strategy invoked by Template satisfaction to repair subminimal 

heads (those with fewer than two morae) . 

In the metrical theories proposed by EOS, Kager (1989), 

and Hammond (1990) lengthening does not follow from principles 

of foot construction because these models do not encode a 

systematic difference between languages like Hikaryana which 

insist on bimoraic heads, and Seminole or Tubatulabal (§3.1.4 

below) which permit heads to be monomoraic. In these models, 

therefore, lengthening from [ta[ta]] to [ta[ta:]] in 

Hixkaryana must be expressed as a rule which applies 

independently of metrical footing, missing the generalisation 

that lengthening applies specifically because heads are 

required to be heavy (heavy, closed syllables in head position 

do not undergo lengthening). 

In the model developed by Prince (1991) and Prince and 

Smolensky (1991) (followed by Hayes, 1991), on the other hand, 

the reason given for lengthening in head position is that it 

applies to derive an optimal uneven iamb [~ ~~]--one which 

reflects a weight asymmetry between the head and nonhead. The 

Optimality account is attractive because like the theory 
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developed here, optimality refers to properties of a prosodic 

configuration analogous to a foot template. The essence of 

optimality is that for any canonical foot, the possible 

exemplars of the foot are ordered hierarchically on a scale of 

"goodness". Thus, in the continuum in (15) which results when 

the canonical foot is an uneven iamb, [~ [~~]] is a better 

uneven iamb than [~ [~]] or [[~~]], and either of the last two 

is better than [[~]]. 

(15) 
[~ [~~]] » [ /.L [ ~]], [[ ~~] ] » [ [~]] 

The prediction of optimality is that when sequences [~ [~]] 

are formed languages will tend to optimise--that is, create [~ 

[~~]] (by lengthening, for example). There are three problems 

with the optimality account. 

First, optimality provides no explanation for why 

languages like Hixkaryana optimise the foot whereas others, 

like Seminole, do not. optimality may express the "likeli

ness" of certain outcomes (e.g. the derivation of a weight 

asymmetry between the terminals of an iambic foot), but 

Optimality does not provide a formal explanation for the 

difference between Hixkaryana and Seminole. In the theory 

which incorporates Minimal Structure, by contrast, the 

difference between the two languages is encoded formally by 

setting the Minimal structure Parameter differently. 

Both optimality and Minimal structure accounts must 
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stipulate the difference between Hixkaryana and Seminole at 

some level. optimality must stipulate that lengthening 

applies in Hixkaryana but not in Seminole. The Minimal 

Structure account must state that lengthening is how Template 

Satisfaction enforces the Minimal Structure specification 

HeadMIN:off in Hixkaryana. Under the same account, lengthening 

would not apply in Seminole (even though the language has long 

vowels) because Minimal Structure does not require it. Thus, 

both accounts of lengthening involve stipulation. However, I 

will show throughout this work that the Minimal Structure 

account is more explanatory than optimality in unifying a 

variety of phenomena associated with metrical footing. 

The second problem associated with optimality is that 

what is optimised is the foot, not a subcomponent of the foot. 

That is, [ta[ta]] is lengthened to [ta[ta:]] because [ta[ta:]] 

is a better foot in this language, not because H[J,LJ,L] is a 

better head (as in the Minimal Structure account). Because 

the foot is the important unit in the Optimality account, 

Optimality predicts that a language could epenthesise a light 

nonhead into a foot with a heavy head where the phonological 

string was unable to provide an appropriate nonhead (e. g. 

[Eta:]] => [ta[ta:]] %). To my knowledge, no such language 

exists. The Minimal Structure account does not predict this 

result for the following reasons: A minimum structure 

constraint may be imposed on the foot and/or the head, but 
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never on the nonhead. 11 Furthermore, since two morae are 

always sufficient to satisfy both the foot and the head under 

any logically possible combination of Minimal structure 

settings (see (3» when the foot is [~~~] (%), nothing can 

force the epenthesis of a nonhead if two morae are already 

present in the head. Thus, here Minimal structure, but not 

optimality, predicts the results attested cross-

linguistically. 

The third problem for the model proposed by Prince 

(1991), Prince and Smolensky (1991) is posed by so-called 

obligatory Branching (OB) feet in which the head is 

obligatorily heavy and the domain obligatorily light (Hayes, 

1981; see also Hammond, 1984, 1986). OB feet have been 

proposed to account for cases where a foot is formed only if 

the word contains a long vowel. A well-known example is 

Khalkha Mongolian (street, 1963) in which the leftmost long 

vowel is stressed, (16a), otherwise the leftmost syllable, 

(16b) (examples are from Hayes, 1981). 

(16) 
a. 
bosguul 
bariaad 
garaasaa 
xoyordugaar 

'fugitive' 
'after holding' 
'from one's own hand' 
'second' 

11 Processes discussed by Prince (1989b, 1991) in which 
nonheads are shortened (e.g. Latin [[e]go:] => [[e]go]) 
exemplify cases where the nonhead is constrained to one mora. 
It is important to realise that this is a constraint imposed 
by the requirements of the foot template ([~ ~] in Latin) not 
on the nonhead in particular. 



'which' 
'leadership' 
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The occurrence on the leftmost long vowel regardless of its 

position in the string creates the impression that the rule 

"scans" the word for a long vowel. 

The resemblance between the OB foot and the uneven foot 

is clear--both are based on [# [##]] (%). However, because 

heads in OB feet map only to heavy elements, OB feet 

contradict the usual view that uneven feet combine a light 

nonhead with any syllable in head position (i.e. [# [a]] %, 

where G = G# or G##) .12 Furthermore, OB feet do not fit into 

the optimality scale for uneven feet in (15): possible OB feet 

are [# [##]] (%) and [[M£]]. However, there is no level in 

(15) at which these possibilities are defined, due to the 

claim that [[##]] and [# [#]] are always equivalent. The 

usual treatment of OB feet is to propose a specific OB foot-

type, missing the similarity with uneven feet. 

In the theory which appeals to Minimal structure, on the 

other hand, OB feet are characterised as uneven feet where 

Minimal structure specifies HeadMN:off, so that the head must 

dominate two morae. Under this view, both Khalkha and 

12 This is the view taken by Hayes (1985, 1987, 1991), 
McCarthy and Prince (1986, 1990), Prince (1991), Prince and 
Smolensky (1991). The view taken in this thesis is slightly 
different in that the foot is based only on morae, and the 
syllable structure is predictable as a consequence of 
asymmetry (right or left) and maximal binarity. 
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Hixkaryana employ OB feet. In fact, footing in Khalkha can be 

characterised by the same rule as in Hixkaryana, repeated in 

( 17 ) ( from (5». 13 

(17) 
Hixkaryana/Khalkha Footing. 

a. Template: FR 
b. Directionality: left to right 
c. Headedness: right 
d. Iterativity: iterative 
e. Minimal structure 

L FootMIN : off (Le. at least J.LJ.L) 
iL HeadMIN : off (Le. at least J.LJ.L) 

Khalkha and Hixkaryana contrast only in how the bimoraic 

constraint on the head is satisfied. In Khalkha a foot is 

successfully mapped only if the word contains a long vowel. 

That is, the constraint on the head can be satisfied only by 

an element already present in the string. In Hixkaryana, a 

vowel is lengthened to satisfy a subminimal head only after 

the foot has been mapped to the string. The difference can be 

accounted for if Khalkha does not permit vowel lengthening. 

Therefore, in Khalkha, if the foot template is mapped to a 

sequence of short vowels the bimoraic constraint on the head 

cannot be satisfied and the foot and head must be delinked. 

Because the rule is iterative, mapping is re-attempted until 

the string is exhausted. At this point, all long vowels will 

be mapped to feet. In this way the effect of scansion is 

13 The Khalkha data is also consistent with FootMIN:on. 
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achieved with an iterative footing rule. Foot mapping in 

Khalkha is illustrated with the form xoyordugaar in (18) 

(unsuccessfully footed syllables are parenthesised). 

(18) 
First Iteration: 

F 

a a a ~ 
xoyordugaar => 

Template 

FAILS: head 
too light. 

Satisfy Head 

=> 

Second Iteration: 

F 

a a a I: 
(xoyiJr)dugaar => 

Template 

SUCCESSFUL => 

Satisfy head 

F 
/ \ 

a a a ~ 
xo yordugaar 

Satisfy Foot 

(xoyor) dugaar 

Defoot 

F 
/ \ 

a a a I: 
(xoyiJr)du gaar 

Satisfy Foot 

xoyiJrdugaar 

Surface 

F 
/ \ 

a [a] a ~ 
=> xo yordugaar => 

Project Head 

F 
/ \ 

a a a [~] 

=> (xoyiJr) du gaar => 

Project Head 

Finally, stress on the leftmost long vowel (cf. garaasaa) or 

leftmost syllable in the absence of a long vowel (cf. 

x5tiJbiJriJ) is accounted for may be derived by assigning stress 

through applying End Rule Left (Prince, 1983; Hayes, 1991a). 

This necessitates the assumption that not every head receives 
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stress when more than one long vowel is present. 14 

To summarise, the templatic theory which refers to the 

Minimal structure Parameter and Template satisfaction has 

three advantages over the theory of Optimality developed by 

Prince (1991), Prince and Smolensky (1991). The templatic 

theory (i) provides an explicit formal account of lengthening 

in head position in languages like Hixkaryana but not in 

languages like Seminole, (ii) explains why heads but not 

nonheads may be augmented in languages, and (iii) 

characterises OB feet in languages like Khalkha Mongolian as 

a straightforward consequence of regular principles of foot 

mapping, plus the failure of an augmenting process 

(lengthening) to apply. 

3.1.4 Monomoraic Feet in Tubatulabal. 

In TUbatulabal (N. uto-Aztecan) (Voegelin, 1935, 1958; 

Swadesh and Voegelin, 1939; Hayes, 1981; Prince, 1983; 

Crowhurst and Andreas, 1989; Crowhurst, 1990a,b) metrical 

heads are permitted to dominate a single mora, and stress feet 

are not required to incorporate a nonhead element. Thus, the 

smallest metrical foot which surfaces in TUbatulabal is a 

light syllable, [[~]]. This is consistent with the settings 

M I suggest this as an alternative to Conflation (EOS, 
Halle, 1990). 
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FootMIN : on and HeadMIN : on for Minimal structure in (3d) .15 

Demonstrating that TUbatulabal permits a foot [[~]] is 

critical because the wellformedness of monomoraic feet is 

challenged in Hayes (1991a). Sequences corresponding to 

monomoraic feet in the analysis given below are consistently 

marked with stress in voegelin (1935) (e.g. ['an] and [gl] in 

the form ['an][naNNa:][lill6:][gi][ba'att]). However, 

superficially, it appears that a process of gemination 

supplies a second mora to monomoraic feet (cf. the foot ['an] 

in the above form). If this were consistently the case, then 

gemination could be interpreted as support for Hayes' claim. 

However, I demonstrate that this is not necessarily the case: 

when the context for gemination is not satisfied, monomoraic 

feet are not affected by the process (cf. the foot [gl] in the 

above form). In these cases, feet which contain a single mora 

in surface structure nonetheless bear stress. Thus, evidence 

from TUbatulabal will be important in §3. 5 where I argue 

against Hayes' (1991a) position. I turn now to an exposition 

of the facts. 

In sequences of short vowels, stress is assigned to odd 

numbered vowels from the right edge of the phonological word, 

15 The analysis given here is consistent with that in 
Hayes (1981). It is not compatible with the claims of Hayes 
(1991). Another language whose metrical system is consistent 
with these specifications is Odawa (Piggott, 1980a,bi EOSi 
Hayes, 1991a). 



as in (19) .16 

(19) 
/pa:Na-ta:-l/ 
/ha'ibi'-at/ 
/cambaha-l/ 
/hani:-ulu/ 
/anaN-apuw-at/ 

/Ym-piNw-iba'-at/ 

paNNattal 
ha' ibi' ftt 
cambahal 
hanni'ullu 
'annaNNappuwatt 

, ImbiNwiba'att 
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'the god' 73 
'he is joking' 62 
'the carrying net' 
'your (pI.) house' 74 
'he seems to be 
crying' 70 

'he is wanting to roll 
string on his thigh'76 

In (19) and later figures underlying representations are 

included in the leftmost column for completeness. Surface 

forms (column two) cited throughout reflect regular phono

logical and phonetic patterns discussed in Voegelin (1935). 

Most importantly, all rules affecting vowels such as 

lengthening (e.g. hallay'inna:anatt < /halay'-in-an-at/ in 

(20) below), shortening (e.g. paNNattal < /pa:Na-ta:-I/ in 

(19» and epenthesis (e.g. pa:labattal < /pa:-l-ab-ta-l/ in 

(18) below) have applied before metrical footing. Therefore, 

the stress pattern is based on the vowel count in the surface 

form. On the other hand, gemination reflected in surface 

forms applies after metrical footing and does not affect the 

stress pattern. 17 Gemination will be discussed shortly. 

However, a full discussion of processes affecting vowels would 

16 Numerals refer to page locations in Voegelin (1935). 
I follow Swadesh and Voegelin (1939) in representing diph
thongs as long or short vowels followed by a glide /w,y/. 

17 Gemination is represented according to the description 
in voegelin (1935:61). Voegelin (1935) does not transcribe 
gemination except in one narrowly transcribed text. 
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take us far afield. 

The forms in (20) show that stress is quantity sensitive. 

Long vowels attract stress, disrupting the regular right-to

left alternation demonstrated in (19) (coda consonants are 

weightless) .18 

(20) 
/o-polo:N-an/ 
red (past)-hit (tr)-ben. 
'to hit it for him' 68 

/a:-ca:ya:w-in-iba'-at/ 
red (past)-yell-tr.-want-prog 
'he wants to yell at him' 

/halay'-in-an-at/ 
wet-tr.-ben-prog 
'he is wetting him for her' 103 

/o:-yo:lin/ 
red (past)-plow 'to plow' 69 

'6ppoll6:Nan 

'a:dza:ya:winni:ba'att 

hallay'inna:anatt 

'6:y6:li:n 

/ma:yg-ala-iduw-at/ 
go-go along-'-prog 

ma:ygllli:duwatt 
'he is racing' 107 

/a-naN-ala-ilo:k-iba'-at/ 'annaNNa:lill6:giba'att 
red (past)-cry-go-pretend-want-prog 
'he wants to go pretending to cry' 71 

The metrical pattern illustrated in (19) and (20) is 

consistent with an analysis in which uneven iambs [~ ~~] are 

mapped iteratively to words from right to left. Evidence that 

heads may dominate a single mora is that two light syllables 

18 Long vowels are sometimes rearticulated phonetically 
in Tubatulabal. Voegelin (1935) transcribes rearticulated 
vowels as a long vowel followed by a short vowel. I follow 
this convention here (e.g. [hallay'inna:anatt]). 

Abbreviations in glosses are as follows: ben = benefac
tive; tr = transitive; Irr..Qg = progressive; red = reduplicated. 
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may form a stress unit (cf. the ultima and penult in 

ma:ygYl11:duwatt). The stress rule for Tubatulabal is given 

in (21). 

(21) 
a. Template: FR 
b. Directionality: right to left 
c. Headedness: right 
d. Iterativity: iterative 
e. Minimal structure 

L FootMIN : on (Le. at least J..I.) 
iL HeadMIN : on (Le. at least J..I.) 

The result of applying (21) to four quantity sensitive forms 

is shown in (22) (the forms in (22) do not reflect gemination 

since gemination follows metrical footing; see below). 

(22) 
F F F F F 
1/\ / \ 1/\ 

[a] a [I:] a [I:] [a] a [a] 
'a na Na: Ii 16: g1 ba 'at 

F F F 
I I I 
I I I 

[I:] [I:] [I:] 
, 6: y6: 11: n 

F F F 
1/\ / \ 

[I:] a [I:] a [a] 
ma:ygy 11: du wat 

F F F 
/ \ / \ I 

a [a] a [I:] [a] 
ha lay 'i na: nat 

Note that in the first form 'anaNa:li16:giba'at in (22), a 

monomoraic foot [gil flanked by proper iambic feet is 

represented with stress. Parallel forms are cited in (23) 

(the monomoraic foot in each case is underlined) .19 

" 19 The last vowel of the stem /Yxkowa/ 'wind' in 
'Yxkkowa'1ba'att is accented. 



(23 ) 
ja:-ha:y-aminj 
'he stirred it there' 60 

'a:hayyammin 

jCa:mi-yi-iNj ca:ID1vYY'fN 
'your acorn gravy (obj.)' 65 

ja:na:-uluj 'a:na'ullu 
'your (pl.) father' 74 

jpa:-I-ab-ta-Ij pa:labattal 
'the Yokuts' 90 

jne:'-in-iwkaNj 
'he used to depend on him' 

ne:'inniwkkaN 
107 

,. 
jYxkowa'-iba'-atj 'Yxkkowa~ba'att 
'the wind wants to blow' 117 

jma:ncu'-an-axtay-atj 
'he is taming him' 115 

ma:nccu'-ann-axttay-att 

jtaN-i:ba'-apuwj taNNi:iba'appuw 
'he looked as though he got ready to kick him' 117 

120 

The forms with stressed monomoraic feet in (23) are 

representative. Barring certain clitics which are added after 

stress has been assigned, stress on monomoraic feet is regular 

and widely documented in Voegelin (1935) .20 

3.1.4.1 Laxing Under stress. 

Additional evidence that monomoraic metrical feet are 

wellformed is that vowels in monomoraic feet display the same 

behaviour under stress as short vowels in binary (disyllabic) 

20 The medial position is important since Hayes (1991a) 
claims that stress on degenerate feet (in Hayes' model) in 
peripheral positions is only an impression due to final 
lengthening. Hayes' claims are reviewed in §3.6. 
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feet with respect to laxing. Short vowels /i,u,o/ have lax, 

centralised variants [I,U,O] respectively which surface in 

stressed position. 21 The lax variant of /0/ surfaces only 

before the glide /w/. Alternations are illustrated in (24). 

(24) 
[u] - [0] 
/ka:dzu-l/ 
/ka:dzu-la/ 

[i] - [I] 
/a:s-in/ 
/a:s-in-iw-at/ 

ka.:dzY-l 
ka.:dzy-lla. 

'a.:s-.!n 
'a.:s-inn-l:w-att 

'the clay pot (subj.), 
'the clay pot (obj.)' 

'to bathe him (tr.)' 
'he is being bathed' 

'the many shoes in one 
place' 

/o-woNgo-l-u:'-isa/ 'Q-woNgo-ll-u:'-iSa. 'he will make shoes' 

[0] - [I] 
/o-woNgo-l/ 'Q-wwoNgo-l 

Note that each lax vowel in the second column in (24) occurs 

in a monomoraic foot. The forms in (25) show that lax, 

stressed vowels also occur in proper disyllabic feet. 

(25 ) 
['6-] [wopO-l] 
[ 'e: ] [y-amin] 
['u:-] [gu:] [l-amin] 
[tulOm'-] [tulu:] [m-at] 

'the many gooseberries in one place' 
'he won it here' 
'he played here' 
'it is tangled' 

Thus, in Tubatulabal, where is laxing a correlate to stress on 

short vowels, we see from (24) and (25) that the stressed, 

laxed vowel may occur either in a foot containing two light 

syllables or in a monomoraic foot. Since short vowels in 

21 The vowel /a/ also has a lax variant [0] which 
sometimes surfaces in stressed position (in this case, /0/ and 
/ a/ are neutralised). However, laxing with / a/ is unrel iable. 
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monomoraic feet display the same phonological correlates to 

stress as short vowels in disyllabic feet, we may infer that 

monomoraic feet are wellformed. 

In order to complete the argument that monomoraic feet 

are freely permitted in Tubatulabal it is necessary to show 

that no process applies after metrical footing to increase the 

size of a monomoraic foot to two morae. It has been proposed 

that in some languages, monomoraic feet are supplied an extra 

mora through gemination or restructuring (see Rice, 1991, for 

an argument concerning Chugach Alutiiq). Hayes (1991a) 

proposes that monomoraic feet are affected by a process of 

gemination in Tubatulabal. Next, I demonstrate that while 

gemination is a productive process in the dialect of 

Tubatulabal reported in Voegelin (1935), monomoraic feet are 

not affected in all contexts. Hence, it cannot be argued that 

gemination is a foot-repairing process in this language. 

3.1.4.2 Gemination after Light Open Syllables. 

Gemination is a general term used for processes which 

lengthen a consonant or a vowel. Relevant here is a process 

which lengthens certain consonants regularly after a short, 

open syllable. Such processes are frequently weight 

sensitive, applying after light open syllables but not after 

open syllables containing a long vowel. For this reason, 

Hayes (1989, 1991b) proposes that in consonant gemination, a 
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mora supplied to a light syllable is satisfied by spreading an 

onset consonant backward to the preceding rhyme. The 

Tubatulabal facts are consistent with this analysis. 22 

Gemination is illustrated in (26) with voiceless stops 

and affricates Ip,t,k,c,C/, (26a), nasals Im,n,N/, (26b), and 

Ill, (26c). Gemination occurs after both stressed and 

unstressed syllables, showing that the process is not stress

related. 23 

(26) 
a. Voiceless stops and affricates. 

After an unstressed o. 
mapP.il 
'ahattaPRa:agim 
tl1hatta(gi) 

'now' 188 
'stuck (mov.), 184 
'water snakes I' 186 

22 Voiceless stops and affricates are also geminated when 
they occur (i) in an onset following a closed syllable, and 
(ii) word finally. Ihl is geminated when it closes a medial 
syllable, unless the following onset contains a voiceless stop 
or affricate. The effects just described are also apparent in 
forms cited in the text. These effects are not consistent 
with weight-sensitivity, and seem unrelated to the process 
discussed in the text. For example, the effects described 
here are observed across clitic boundaries; true gemination is 
not. The effects described here are probably due to a late 
process of fortition (strengthening of voiceless consonants). 

23 The stressed-unstressed contrast could not be 
demonstrated for Ill. Clitics not participating in the 
phonology of the preceding stem are parenthesised. Initial 
consonants of such clitics do not geminate, and the clitics 
display a stress pattern independent of the preceding stem. 

All of the geminated forms in figure (26) onward are 
cited with gemination in the narrowly transcribed text "The 
Power of Jimsonweed" (Voegelin, 1935:183-188). 



After a stressed u. 
, Ycclxkkatnl'YN 
wYccl'as 
'ahattappa:agim 
, iwikki (ki) 

b. Nasals. 

'is pricking my' 185 
'with' 185 
'stuck (mov.)' 184 
'threw away, I am saying' 186 

'dreamed' 183 
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After an unstressed u. 
tummu:uga 
tu:ganna:widammi 'in the middle of the night' 184 

After a stressed u. 
'l'fnnYhf-i 
pinn1"ikk 

c. Laterals. 

After an unstressed u. 
haIIY:'~tt 
'Y:bYIIY:Yla 

'got sick' 184 
'all' 185 

'am sitting about' 184 
'she arrived' 183 

Voegelin (1935: 61) notes that fricatives /h, S/ and glides 

/y, w / are geminated in a slightly different context from 

voiceless stops and affricates: /h,S,y,w/ are geminated only 

after a short stressed vowel in an open syllable. Gemination 

after a stressed vowel is illustrated in (27a), failure to 

geminate after an unstressed vowel in (27b) (no example of /y/ 

after a short, unstressed vowel could be found) .24 

(27) 
a. After a stressed vowel. 
'ihhlgftt 'here, she says' 183 
hayyi " 'no' 184 
ttWWIIIY:iba'a(-kictta) 'to tamper it, they want, qt.' 187 

24 Lengthening of /k,t/ in the quotative particle (obj.) 
/-kicta/ in kuhaSC-kkictta) is not due to gemination. Note 
that lengthening here follows a consonant (see footnote 13). 
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b. After an unstressed vowel. 
kuhaS(-kkiCtta) 'and not (qt.) they' 187 
'a:dzo~a:la 'the shamans (obj.)' 187 

The forms in (28) show that voiced consonants, (28a), and 

['], (28b), are not geminated after a short vowel. 

(28) 
a. Voiced stops: 
wuba: 
'ihh:igftt 
tlww:igftt 
tu:ganna:wigammi 
tuhattagi 
'ogon 

b. Glottal ston: 
'Icc:ixkkatn:i'tN 
wfcc:i~as -
wa'adiN 
, (~)gin 

*vcc 

*V' , 

'whipped' 185 
'here, she says' 
'Good, is saying' 
'in the middle of 
'water snakes I' 
'modal' 186 

183 
186 

the night' 
186 

'is pricking my' 185 
'with' 185 
'of that' 184 
'she swung up at' 184 

184 

The forms in (29) show that gemination does not occur 

after a long vowel. 

(29) 
a. Laterals: *V:ll 
't:b:illf:la 
'a:dzowa:la 
'a:liCC 

b. EnL: *V:hh 
ti:bo:hiStta 

c. Glides: *V:yy, 
tu:ganna:~idammi 
ha:yisa 
'o:yannas 

'she arrived' 183 
'the shamans (obj.)' 187 
'my own bow' 185 

'medicines (obj.)' 188 

*V:ww 
'in the middle of the night' 
'never' 187 
'more than' 187 

d. Nasals: 
mo::mo:htta 
'o:no:ban 

*V:nn, *V:mm 
'Jimsonweed (obj.)' 188 
'outside' 186 

184 



e. Voiced obstruents 
, 1:gYwf 
tu:ganna:wldamml 
tl:126:histta 
'a:dzowa:la 
halli:~att 

and [' J : *V: CC 
'better' 186 
'in the middle of the night' 
'medicines (obj.)' 188 
'the shamans (obj.)' 187 
'am sitting about' 184 
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184 

Examples with voiceless stops and affricates are not available 

since members of this set are always voiced after a long 

vowel. Obstruent voicing bleeds the context for gemination. 

A form which demonstrates the failure of an underlyingly 

voiceless stop to geminate when it precedes a long vowel on 

the surface is 'Y:-dYwY 'better' « I'Y:-tYwYI 186). The stop 

[d] in the second morpheme surfaces as It I when not following 

a long vowel (cf. tfwwY-gftt 'good, is saying' 186; unfortu-

nately, no example could be found in which the initial 

consonant of tYwwY- is geminated). 

To summarise, voiceless stops and affricates Ip,t,k,c,C/, 

nasals Im,n,N/, and Ill, are always geminated after a light 

open syllable, whether stressed or unstressed. Gemination 

with glides Iw,YI and fricatives Is,hl is less systematic but 

occurs most regularly after a stressed light open syllable. 

That gemination occurs regularly after short vowels but 

not after long vowels suggests that gemination is a weight-

supplying process which targets light syllables. The 

gemination rule for voiceless stops and affricates, nasals and 

III can is stated formally in (30). 
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(30) 
[-continuant] Gemination. 

(] (] (] (] 

IlL I IILIL I 
I I I I I \ I I I 

C V C => C V C 
I I I 

[-cont] [-cont] 

To account for the gemination of fricatives and glides 

intervocalically after a short, stressed vowel, we might posit 

a second rule of gemination whose description does not refer 

to [-continuant]. This more general rule, stated in (31) , 

would be ordered after ( 30) under the Elsewhere Condition 

(Kiparsky, 1982a:8). 25 

(31) 
Gemination. 

(] (] (] (] 

IlL I IlL IL I 
I I I I I \ I I I 

C V C => C V C 

voiced stops, which are never geminated, can be exempted by 

the language-specific wellformed condition in (32), which 

forbids a doubly linked [+voiced] specification. I assume 

that only voiced obstruents are represented with [+voiced]. 

This feature is absent in sonorant classes (see Archangeli and 

Pulleyblank, 1986; in prep.; Peng, in prep.). Hence, 

25 An alternative would be to include only rule (31) in 
the grammar, and then degeminate fricatives and glides when 
the preceding short vowel is unstressed. Which of these 
analyses is correct is inconsequential here. 
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sonorants are not similarly restricted even though their 

phonetic representation includes voicing). 26 

(32 ) 
* c c 

\ I 
[+voiced] 

The effects of [-continuant] Gemination (30) are 

illustrated in (33) with the form hallf:'att (from (26c». 

(33) 
(] (] (] (] (] (] 

IJl. IJl. Jl. IJl.\ IJl. Jl. IJl. Jl. IJl.\ 
I I I II I I \ I I \ I II / I \ I I I I 

h a 1 J. a t => h a 1 J. a t 

Base Gemination 

Hayes (1991a) suggests that monomoraic feet are forbidden 

on the surface in Tubatulabal and are repaired, where derived, 

by gemination. There are two critical points in arguing 

against gemination as a process which amends monomoraic feet. 

First, gemination does not affect all light syllables. In 

particular, light syllables preceding a voiced obstruent, 

glottal stop, or occasionally a glide are exempt. Each of the 

critical forms in (34) contains a medial monomoraic foot 

(bracketed) which is not affected by gemination; yet in each 

26 The gemination-voicing interaction here is phonologi
cally interesting since if the analysis given is correct, a 
rule which refers to prosodic information is limited by 
segmental factors. However, further exploration of the issue 
is beyond the scope of this dissertation. 
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case, the monomoraic foot surfaces with stress. 

(34) 
tu:ganna:[wi]dammi 
tfwwYllf:[ba]'akictta 
'0: [bo]wYkaN 

'in the middle of the night' 184 
'to tamper it, they want, qt.' 187 
'has power' 187 

The second point is that in cases where gemination does 

apply, its expression does not require reference to the foot 

(see the rules in (30) and (31». Thus, gemination may occur 

after the first syllable of a disyllabic foot (e. g. the 

bracketed (e.g. [mappil] from (26a» or even across foot 

boundaries (e.g. [wfc] [cY'as] from (26a». The conclusion 

from this is that gemination is not a process which repairs 

metrical feet which are too small, as required by the model 

presented in Hayes (1991). 

The conclusion consistent with the facts presented in 

this section is that monomoraic feet are freely tolerated in 

Ttibatulabal. In the theory presented here, this is possible 

only when Minimal structure specif ies FootMIN : on and HeadMlN : on. 

To summarise, TUbatulabal exemplifies a system in v/hich 

there are no minimal weight restrictions on the foot or the 

metrical head. Both FootMlN and HeadMlN are tolerated by the 

process which maps stress feet to the phonological word. For 

this process, Minimal structure is on for both the foot and 

the head. 
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3.1.5 Summary. 

In this section I have shown that varying binary settings 

for Minimal Struct·ure for foot and head structure predicts 

metrical systems which tolerate different exemplars of uneven 

iambs and trochees on the surface. The languages discussed or 

referred to with respect to e~ch predicted system are 

summarised by the chart in (35) .27 

(35) 
Foot template = [~~~], [~~~] 

FootMIN 

off on 

off a. Hixkaryana (I) b. Chugach (T) 
Cayuvava (T) (Ch. 5) Old English (T) 

HeadMIN 

(Menomini (I» (Ch. 5) 
(Choctaw (I» 
(Munsee (I» 

on c. Seminole (I) d. Tiibatulabal (I) 
(Cayuga (I) ) (Odawa (I) ) 

Interestingly, the surface exemplars of uneven feet tolerated 

by languages in each of the cells in (35) are not a random 

selection of the possibilities, but form continuous subsets of 

possible foot exemplars. Each pair of settings for Minimal 

Structure in (3)/(35) determines a different cut-off point on 

the continuum below which minimum requirements for specified 

settings of Minimal Structure are not satisfied. The cut-off 

points for cells (35a), (35c), and (35d) are shown in (36) on 

v A capital ~ or T indicates that the language employs 
uneven iambs, trochees respectively. 



the continuum of iambic feet. 

(36) 
[tt [tttt)) > [ [tttt] ] > 

I 
I 

Hixkaryana 
Menomini 
Choctaw 

Munsee 
(35a) 

[tt [tt)) 
I 
I 

Seminole 
Cayuga 
(35c) 

The generalisations are the following. 

> [[tt]] 
I 
I 

TUbatulabal 
Odawa 
(35d) 
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First, a language 

which is FootMm:on, HeadMm:on (e.g. TUbatulabal) has no cut-

off point. Second, no language with a FootM,N:off setting 

tolerates [[tt]]. Third, no language with a HeadMIN : off setting 

tolerates either [tt [tt]] or [[tt]]. Languages which exemplify 

the settings FootMm:on, (35b) tolerate 

monomoraic feet at a stage of foot mapping before the head is 

satisfied. On the surface, such a system tolerates the same 

foot exemplars as languages like Hixkaryana. 

The predictions concerning cut-off points when the foot 

is an uneven iamb (or uneven trochee) differ explicitly from 

a recent proposal by Prince (1991) and Prince and Smolensky 

(1991) to the effect that on a scale of optimality or 

"goodness", a heavy syllable is always equivalent to two light 

syllables. However, this is not so when a head is required to 

dominate two morae: in that case, a heavy syllable is clearly 

"better" than two light syllables, which are not even an 

option in this case. This result falls out naturally in the 

approach which incorporates Minimal Structure as part of the 
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theory. Prince (1991) and Prince and Smolensky (1991) do not 

accommodate this result. 

This concludes the analysis and exemplification of uneven 

metrical feet and Minimal structure in this chapter. Before 

proceeding to a similar discussion of bimoraic metrical feet 

in §3. 2, I first discuss some advantages of the theory in 

which metrical footing is construed as template mapping. 

3.2 The Bimoraic Foot. 

When a metrical process selects a bimoraic template 

[~ ~], the logically possible settings for Minimal structure 

predict the systems represented by the cells in (37). 

(37) 
Foot template = [~ ~] 

off on 

HeadMIN off a. [ [~~] ] b. [ [~~] ] 

on c. [~ [~]] % d. [~ [~]] 9.,-
0 

[ [~~] ] [[~~]] 
[ [~]) 

The foot predicted by FootMIN:off, HeadM~:off in (37a) 

consists entirely of a bimoraic head. Feet which are not 

possible in such a system are * [[~]] (excluded by both 

FootMIN:off and HeadMIN:off) and *[~ [~]] (%) (excluded by 

HeadMIN : off). The same foot [[~~ll is predicted by FootM1N : on, 

HeadMIN:off in (37b). In this case, the feet *[[~]] and 
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*[~ [~]] (%) are ruled out by HeadMm:off. The settings in 

(37a) and (37b) predict two possible outcomes. The first is 

that a metrical rule can convert a metrical domain into a 

string of metrical heads. To my knowledge, no such language 

has been discussed. It is possible that such a language would 

be metrically disfavoured, given pressures on metrical systems 

toward rhythmic alternation (see Liberman, 1975; Hayes, 1985, 

1987, 1991). The second possibility under the settings in 

(37a,b) would be unbounded foot effects resulting from heavy 

syllable scansion, as in Khalkha, discussed earlier. 

The settings FootMm:off, HeadMm:on in (37c) predict the 

foot [ ~ [ ~]] ( %) • Monomoraic feet * [[~]] are excluded by 

FootMlN : off. The parenthesised foot based on a heavy syllable, 

[[~~]], is possible for the following reason: the upper size 

of the foot is limited by the template. However, nothing in 

our theory of constraints on metrical heads limits the upper 

size of a metrical head. The lower limit on the size of the 

head is imposed by Minimal structure. However, there is no 

reason why a language which permits monomoraic heads should 

not also permit bimoraic heads. such a language discussed in 

§3.1 was Tiibatulabal, which permits feet with the shapes 

[ta[ta]] and [ta[taa]] (cf. [tu:] [ganna:] [wi] [dammi]; recall 

that only vowels count for stress). A language whose metrical 

behaviour is consistent with the system predicted under (37c) 

is Wargamay, reviewed in §3.2.1. 
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Finally, Foot~:off, HeadMm:off in (37d) predict that 

Foot~, [[~JJ, will surface in addition to the feet possible 

under (37c). A language consistent with these predictions is 

Southern Paiute (§3 • 2 .2) . This example is particularly 

important because it contrasts with Tubatulabal in showing 

that FootMm is possible not only with uneven feet, but with 

even foot structures as well. 

The remainder of §3.2 is devoted to discussions of the 

relevant processes in Wargamay and Southern Paiute. 

3.2.1 Wargamay. 

Wargamay (Australian) (Dixon, 1981; Hayes, 1991) is 

discussed as an example of a metrical system which employs a 

bimoraic foot [~ ~J and permits monomoraic heads but excludes 

monomoraic feet (* [[~]]). This is possible under FootM1N : off 

and HeadMm:on, as in (37c). Trochaic heads are assigned, 

predicting the feet [[~J ~] and [[~~]] are possible. The 

analysis followed here is that of Hayes (1991a). 

In Wargamay, stress occurs on every other mora counted 

from the right edge, as in (38). The leftmost stress is 

primary. The forms in (38b) show that an initial light 

syllable adjacent to a stress does not receive stress (the 

forms cited are from Dixon, 1981:20,21). 



(38) 
a. 
bada 
mUNan 
gidawiilu 
yawuymbari 

b. 
gagara 
duragay-miri 

'dog' 
'mountain (abs.)' 
'freshwater jewfish' 
'male kangaroo' 

'dilly bag' 
'Niagara-Vale-from' 
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The forms in (39) show that an initial long vowel is stressed. 

An even-numbered mora from the right unexpectedly fails to 

receive stress when adjacent to an initial long vowel (vowel 

length is restricted to word-initial position). 

(39) 
mu:ba 
du:lnduRun 
gi:bara 

'stone fish' 
'navel' 
'fig tree' 

Following Hayes (1991a), Wargamay stress is accounted for 

by mapping bimoraic trochees [[~] ~] iteratively from left to 

right. The appropriate rule in the templatic theory is stated 

in (40). 

( 40) 
a. Template: F" 
b. Directionality: right to left 
c. Headedness: left 
d. Iterativity: iterative 
e. Minimal structure 

i. FootMIN : off (i.e. at least ~~) 
ii. HeadMIN : on (i. e. at least ~) 

A foot cannot be successfully mapped to the initial syllable 

of the forms in (38b) after the syllables to the right have 
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been footed because FootMm:off requires at least two morae. 

The derivation of duragay-miri under this account in (41) ends 

with the assignment of primary stress by applying End Rule 

Left (the head foot is bracketed) (the location of primary 

stress will be important later). 

( 41) 
a. 

c. 

e. 

g. 

i. 

Base 

u u u u u 
duragay-miri 

Satisfy foot 

F 

/ \ 
u u u u u 

duragay-mi ri 

2nd iteration 

F F 
/ \ / \ 

u [u] u [u] u 
du ra gay-mi ri 

Defooting 

F F 
/ \ / \ 

u [u] u [u] u 
du ra gay-mi ri 

Surface: duragay-miri 

b. 

d. 

f. 

h. 

1st iteration: Template 

F 

u u u u a 
duragay-miri 

Project head 

F 
/ \ 

a u u [u] a 
duragay-mi ri 

3rd iteration: template, 
satisfy foot 

F F F 
I / \ / \ 
a [a] u [a] u 

du ra gay-mi ri 

End Rule Left. 

w 
I 
I 

[F) F 
/ \ / \ 

u [u] u [a] u 
du ra gay-mi ri 
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It is notable that because FootMm:off insists that the foot 

template be associated to more than one terminal element of 

the moraic template, the metrical rule appears to insist on 

the canonical foot. This "canonical effect" does not occur 

with the templates [~~ ~] and [~ ~~], which specify three 

morae. 

To account for the fact that the peninitial syllable is 

not stressed in forms with an ini tial long vowel, Hayes 

(1991a) applies a rule which deletes the grid mark of a non-

primary stress when two stresses occur on adjacent syllables. 

The templatic theory requires the defooting rule in (42). 

Bracketing at every level of (42) indicates prominence. The 

mirror image symbol indicates that the foot of least 

prominence is removed in a clash between any two stressed 

syllables (see Hammond, 1984, 1990). 

(42) 
Defooting. 

[F] F 
I I 
I I 

[G] [G] => 

[F] 
I 
I 

[G] G 

% 

(G = any syllable) 

Defooting in (42) has the effect illustrated in (43) in the 

form gl:bara. 

(43) 
W W r---- I 

I 
[F] F [F] 

I / \ I 
I I 

P~] [G] G [~] G G 
gi: ba ra => gi: ba ra 
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Evidence that Defooting applies adjacent to a primarily 

stressed long vowel in trisyllabic forms is that when native 

speakers articulate the form 91: bara slowly, a secondary 

stress is produced on the second syllable, as in ~ bara. 

The argument that FootMm is forbidden in Wargamay is as 

follows (after Hayes, 1991a). Defooting occurs after primary 

stress has been assigned. Primary stress occurs on the 

leftmost foot. If FootMm were wellformed, we would expect 

forms like *duragay-miri (before defooting) instead of the 

attested duragay-miri. Defooting should then derive *duragay-

miri. The correct result duragay-miri is possible if no foot 

is mapped to the initial syllable at the time the word tree is 

derived. The other possibility would be to foot the initial 

syllable (i.e. duragay-miri), and then de foot the leftmost of 

the two adjacent stressed syllables (i. e. duragay-miri), 

followed by primary stress, deriving the surface form duragay-

miri. However, this would not derive the correct results in 

the long vowel cases (cf. gi:bira => gi:blra => *gi:b1ra). 

The simplest analysis is therefore the one in which FootMm is 

not permitted and which includes only one defooting rule, that 

in (42) .28 

28 A more complicated alternative is available if FootMm 
is permitted. The alternative would include both (42), which 
follows primary stressing, and a prior defooting rule, which 
would apply before primary destressing to derive duragay-miri 
=> duragay-miri. The prior rule would target specifically the 
leftmost of two adjacent stressed syllables and must not apply 
if the target syllable contained a long vowel. Thus, this 
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To summarise, Wargamay has been discussed as an example 

of a language in which a metrical rule employs an even foot 

template, for which Minimal structure specifies FootMIN : off and 

HeadMIN:on. The result in this language is that the foot 

template requires two morae, but the head is satisfied by only 

one mora. The foot structures tolerated in such a system are 

[[~] ~] (%) and [[~~]]. 

3.2.2 Southern Paiute. 

Southern Paiute (Numic) (Sapir, 1930; Harms, 1966) is 

discussed as an example of a system which employs bimoraic 

iambs and in which the settings for Minimal structure are 

FootMIN:on, HeadMIN:on «37d) in the chart at the beginning of 

the section): in addition to bimoraic feet, monomoraic feet 

(and heads) are tolerated. 29 The foot in Southern Paiute is 

bimoraic, demonstrating the existence of monomoraic 

constituents in a system which employs even feet. 

Sapir (1930:39) states that stress occurs on every other 

(i.e. even numbered) mora counting from the left edge of the 

prior rule would not affect a pre-surface representation 
gi: bira. However, the analysis which excludes FootM1N and 
requires only one defooting rule is formally simpler. 

29 The analysis of S. Paiute proposed here is not 
consistent with Hayes (1991a). Other languages displaying 
behaviour consistent with the settings FootMIN:on, HeadMIN:on 
are Cahuilla (Seiler, 1977; Levin, 1988a) and Cupefio (Hill, 
1968; Hill and Hill, 1968; Hill and Nolasquez, 1973; see also 
Chapter 5). 
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word. Odd numbered morae are unstressed. The alternation of 

stress on morae is apparently unaffected by syllable 

structure. 30 Metrically weak vowels are devoiced when they 

precede a voiceless geminate obstruent /pp, tt, cc, ee, kk, 

qq, kkw, qqw, ss, SS/, and are thus easily identified in this 

context. 

Examples from Sapir (1930) appear in (44) (secondary 

stresses have been added since Sapir marks only primary 

stress; devoiced vowels and glides are capitalised).31 

(44) 
a. tooqqWAhqaNU 

pAXqa ?Numpa? aNWA 
aNqappaaNUxqwieieiNWI 
(tlh)tf~WI(p)pla~aIhpla~I 

b. paav?aaxxI 
tooqqWAhqaNU 
aNqappaaNUxqwieieiNWI 

'several become black' 33 
'will kill him' 
'red-stream people' 69 
'their former countries' 42 

'over the water' 39 
'several become black' 33 
'red-stream people' 69 

30 Sapir's description and subsequent discussion clearly 
indicate that the morae of a heavy syllable may be split 
between feet, in current terms. If long vowels and diphthongs 
are really tautosyllabic, then S. Paiute provides a counter
example to Prosodic Integrity. However, since we believe 
Prosodic Integrity to be a universal independently motivated 
by hierarchical principles, there can be no counterexamples. 
A possible solution is that S. Paiute is an example of 
languages discussed by Hyman (1985) whose formal systems do 
not require syllables to be represented. In this case, morae 
would be mapped directly to feet in S. Paiute. I assume that 
this is the case in S. Paiute. However, more work is 
necessary to determine the full implications of this choice. 

31 I differ from Sapir (1930) in representing long vowels 
as geminates to properly demonstrate stress on different 
morae. Note that a voiceless obstruent preceded by aspiration 
([h) or a raised [x) is derived from a geminate. The symbol 
[N) represents a velar nasal, not a voiceless nasal. Elements 
elided after stress assignment are enclosed in parentheses. 



c. tYvwiNuqqWA 
tYvwiNU{q)gwaih 

'ask pl. abs.' 58 
'several ask' 58 
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The forms in (44a) demonstrate devoicing in weak metrical 

position before a voiceless geminate. The forms in (44b) show 

that a vowel surfaces as voiced in the same context when 

metrically strong. An alternation within the same morpheme is 

demonstrated in (44c). A further point is that a final mora 

not followed by aspiration is always devoiced (e.g. 

tooqqWAhqaNU and so on). Final devoicing does not occur if 

the mora is not peripheral because of the final aspirate [h] 

(e.g. tYvwiNU(q)qwaih). 

The remarkable property of S. Paiute, which demonstrates 

that stress is assigned to morae and not to syllables, is that 

the second mora but not the first of a heavy syllable is 

devoiced in the appropriate context. Second-mora devoicing is 

illustrated in (45a) (Sapir, 1930:36) with long vowels and in 

(45b) with diphthongs. 

( 45) 
a. 
/mancaa-/ 
/ma+tooqgwa-/ 

mancaAXqah 
mar60xgwa (i)y' YqqWA 

'to hold out one's hands' 
'I stretch it' 

'looked for trail' 40 
'their former countries' 

{= (44h» 

Devoicing has been discussed because it provides a means 

of identifying unstressed morae in a string. Only odd-
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numbered morae are devoiced. This is consistent with an 

analysis in which bimoraic iambs are assigned from left to 

right. The forms nampussa=yaIlplpY=yah in (45) and tooggWAhgaNU 

in (44) are illustrated in (46) with metrical structure under 

this analysis (forms in (46) represent the stage at which 

metrical structure is introduced). Hayes (1991a) proposes 

that final devoicing can be accounted for by making a 

peripheral vowel at the right edge extrametrical. In this 

case, it is possible to characterise final devoiced vowels 

also as metrically weak. 

( 46) 
a. b. 

F F F F F F 
/ \ / \ / \ I /\ / \ I 

/-L [/-L] /-L [/-L] /-L [~] [/-L] /-L [/-L] /-L [/-L] 
nam puS Sa 'Ya ip pl. 'Yah to oq qwah qa N<u> 

Support for left-to-right stressing is that the contrast 

between (46a) in which two stresses occur at the end and (46b) 

in which stresses are evenly spaced is predictable only if 

stress iterates from the left. The metrical rule which 

produces the representations in (46) is stated in (47). 

(47) 
a. Template: FI' 
b. Directionality: left to right 
c. Headedness: right 
d. Iterativity: iterative 
e. Minimal Structure 

i. FootMIN : on 
ii. HeadMIN : on 
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The setting FootMm:on for Minimal structure in (47) predicts 

that monomoraic feet are possible in S. Paiute (a monomoraic 

foot is represented in (46a». The critical evidence is that 

a penultimate vowel preceding a final extrametrical vowel is 

not devoiced before a voiceless geminate obstruent in forms 

like tYvwlNUggWA. Since devoicing is absolutely regular in s. 

Paiute, this is possible only if the vowel is metrically 

strong. The metrical representation for tYvwiNuggWA is given 

in (48). 

(48) 
F 

/ \ 
p. [p.] 

tY vwl 

F 
I 
I 

P. 
Nuq qW<A > 

In conclusion, s. Paiute has been discussed as an example 

of metrical footing in which a setting HeadMIN : on permits 

monomoraic feet when the template is an even foot [p. p.]. S. 

Paiute contrasts with Wargamay above, in which the setting 

FootMm:on prohibited monomoraic feet. Second, S. Paiute shows 

that a system which employs an even foot structure may 

tolerate monomoraic feet. 

3.2.3 Summary. 

Languages exemplifying different settings of Minimal 

structure for bimoraic feet are summarised in (39). 
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( 49) 
Foot template = [~ ~] 

FootMIN 

off on 

off a. ? b. ? 

on c. Wargamay d. S. Paiute 
(Ngardilpa) (Cahuilla) 
(Winnebago) (Cupeno) 

Wargamay in (49c) and S. Paiute in (49d) were discussed 

in this section. The only feet which may occur in languages 

like Wargamay which specify FootMIN:off, HeadMrn:on are [~ [~]] 

(iambic) or [[~] ~] (trochaic) and [[~~]] if the language has 

heavy syllables. Heavy syllables stand alone as feet in a 

bimoraic system because Prosodic Integrity does not permit the 

morae of a heavy syllable (if syllables are represented) to be 

divided across feet. A foot [[~~]] may also result if a 

monomoraic word is lengthened to conform to the foot 

template. 32 

The foot structures predicted in languages like S. Paiute 

under the settings FootMIN:on, HeadMIN:on are [[~]], [~ [~]] 

(iambic) or [[~] ~] (trochaic), and [[~~]] when a heavy 

syllable is footed. 

Systems predicted by (49a) and (49b) in which phono-

logical strings are converted into sequences of heavy heads 

[[~~]] are so far unattested. It was suggested in the 

32 Such cases are also consistent wi th the WordMrn 
phenomenon discussed by McCarthy and Prince (1986, 1990). 
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introduction to §3.2 that such systems should be disfavoured 

(but not necessarily nonexistent) because of pressure on 

metrical systems to derive rhythmically alternating sequences 

of strong and weak elements (Hayes, 1985, 1987, 1991). 

3.3 The Disyllabic Foot. 

The chart in (50) displays the feet predicted under 

different settings for Minimal structure when the template is 

a QI disyllabic foot [a a]. 

( 50) 
Foot template = [a a] 

FootMlN 

off on 

HeadMIN 
off a. [ [aJLJL] a] % b. [[aJLJL] a] % 

[[aJLJL]] 

on c. [[a] a] % d. [[a] a] % 
[ [a]] 

Because the template is quantity insensi ti ve, FootMIN 

under a FootMIN : on setting is one syllable. wi th FootM1N : off 

«50a) and (SOc» all feet are disyllabic. Languages 

consistent with FootMIN:off, HeadMIN:on in (SOc) are Pintupi 

(Hansen and Hansen, 1969; Hammond, 1986; Hayes, 1991a), in 

which all feet are quantity insensitive disyllabic trochees 

[[a] 0] and YidinY (Dixon, 1977a,b) in which feet may be 

trochaic or iambic, but no monosyllabic feet are permitted 

(i.e. *[[a]]). A language consistent with FootMIN:on, 
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HeadMN:on in (SOd) is Hungarian which differs from Pintupi in 

permi tting FootMN [[ (J]] in addi tion to [ [(J] (J] under the 

analysis proposed by Hammond (1987a). other languages in 

which QI monosyllabic feet are constructed are English and 

spanish (secondary stress). 33 since the facts concerning 

these languages are accessible and I have already illustrated 

the effects of FootMN:on, HeadMN:on for an even foot structure 

(the bimoraic foot) in §3. 2, arguments in terms of the 

disyllabic foot are not repeated here. 

The most interesting prediction for disyllabic feet in 

the theory developed here concerns the HeadMm:off setting in 

(SOa) and (SOb). In the templatic theory metrical heads are 

themselves templates and may always be subject to quantity 

requirements even when the foot template is quantity 

insensitive. Thus, the HeadMN:off setting in (SOa) and (SOb) 

imposes a bimoraic requirement on a disyllabic foot. The 

predicted foot structures correspond to the Revised Obligatory 

Branching (ROB) feet proposed by Hammond (1986, 1989b), in 

which "the head must dominate a heavy syllable but nonheads 

are unrestricted" (Hammond, 1986:187). Languages claimed in 

33 Both English and Spanish destress after a monosyllabic 
foot, and most analyses claim that an adjoined ternary foot is 
constructed after destressing. The fact that the monosyllabic 
foot is mapped to the stem and receives stress at all is evi
dence that English and Spanish secondary stress feet have the 
setting foot:on for secondary stress. For the facts concer
ning English see Hayes (1981), Hammond (19B4, 1987b, 1989c). 
For the Spanish facts see Harris (1983) and Roca (1988). 
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the literature to require ROB feet are Klamath (Hammond, 

1986), Polish (Hammond, 1989b) and Eastern Ostyak (Perez, 

1990).~ Eastern Ostyak is discussed in §3.3.1. 

ROB feet appear to be quite rare cross-linguistically. 

A reason for this in terms of the present framework might be 

that the quantitative restriction on the head of the ROB foot 

conflicts with the quantity insensitive nature of the 

disyllabic template [0" 0"]. In spite of this tension, there is 

no reason to rule out ROB feet by independent principles since 

the heavy head does not violate the basic structure of the 

disyllabic template: it requires neither (i) that the foot be 

systematically larger than the foot specified by the template 

(see §3.2) nor (ii) that the head of the foot be systernati-

cally smaller than a permitted nonhead (see §3.4 below). 

Minimal structure defines the two disjoint continua in 

(51a) and (51b) with the cut-off points for the different 

cells at the locations indicated. 

(51) 
a. 

b. 

[[O"~~] 0"] 
[0" [O"~~]] 

I 
I 

(50a) 

[[0"] 0"] 
[0" [0"]] 

I 
I 

(SOc) 

> 

> 

[[O"~~]] 

I 
I 

(SOb) 

[[0"]] 

I 
I 

(SOd) 

~ Hammond (1986) also proposes that verb stress in 
Lenakel requires ROB feet, but reanalyses this case in terms 
of heavy feet in Hammond (1990). A description of the Lenakel 
facts was provided in Chapter 2. 
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The remainder of §3.3 is concerned with an exposition of 

ROB feet in Eastern Ostyak. 

3.3.1 ROB Feet in Eastern Ostyak. 

Eastern Ostyak (Siberia; Finno-Ugric) (Gulya, 1966; 

Perez, 1990) exemplifies a language in which the main stress 

rule employs a disyllabic HeadMm:off trochee--in other words, 

an ROB foot. There is no evidence to establish whether the 

value for FootMm is on or off. Thus, the Eastern Ostyak facts 

are consistent with either (50a) or (50b) in the chart above. 

A second reason for discussing Eastern Ostyak is that stress 

in this language demonstrates that Minimal Structure can 

specify independent settings for different metrical processes 

within the same language. Below I show that after a single 

ROB stress foot has been mapped, additional stresses are 

assigned iteratively to disyllabic feet. Minimal Structure 

specifies HeadMm:on for the post-ROB feet. Therefore, there 

is no quantity requirement on the head in this case. The 

description and analysis reported here are the work of Perez 

(1990). The facts are as follows. 

The location of main stress depends on the weight of the 

first two syllables in the word. Examples appear in (52) (the 

data in (52) are from Perez (1990) who cites Gulya (1966). 

Following Perez, heavy vowels are underlined.) 



(52) 
a. Hea~-hea~. 

" t!!-ysskill 
.... 

C1P~nilNni 

" n1Pik~l' i 

b. Heaw-light. 

gmtilr 

k~tiltna 

k~lil"pllnil 

c. Light-hea~. 

... 
till!lilkiltil 

< ... 
pilsl!nil"iln 

kanC!"silt~ 

d. Light-light. 

s6')'I1lilt 

kantil"j~" 

patkil iakilti! 

'he bought those' 

'woman doctor' 

'booklet' 

'small pond' 

'in the houses' 

'by a grandchild' 

'to begin shouting' 

'table' 

'to write' 

'birch' 

'the Ostyak people' 

'night begins to fall' 
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If the first two syllables are heavy, as in (52a), or if the 

first syllable is heavy and the second light, (52b), main 

stress falls on the initial syllable. If the first syllable 

is light and the second heavy, as in (52c), main stress falls 

on the second syllable. Finally, if the first two syllables 

are light, as in (S2d), stress again falls on the first 

syllables. 
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The generalisation governing primary stress is the 

following: stress the leftmost heavy syllable occurring in the 
, 

first two syllables of the word. (The forms [CipanaNni] and 

[k~la~pllna] show that a long vowel elsewhere in the word does 

not receive primary stress.) If neither the first nor the 

second syllable is heavy, stress the initial syllable. 

Secondary stress occurs on every other syllable to the right 

of the primary stress. 

Perez (1990) accounts for the data in (52) by building a 

trochaic ROB foot if one of the first two syllables can serve 

as a head. This accounts for stress on heavy syllables in 

(52a) , (52b) , and (52c). A second rule constructs QI 

disyllabic trochees iteratively from the left. A trochaic 

word tree is assigned, promoting the leftmost stress to 

primary. 

The rule required for the ROB foot in the present theory 

is stated in (53). The fact that only the weight of the first 

two syllables is important shows that the foot is mapped from 

the left. That only one foot is constructed shows that the 

rule is noniterative. The HeadMIN:off setting insists that the 

head aominate two morae. 
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(53) 
ROB Footing. 

a. Template: Fu 
b. Directionality: left to right 
c. Headedness: left 
d. Iterativity: noniterative 
e. Minimal structure 

i. FootMIN : (off/on) 
ii. HeadMIN : off 

In initial heavy-heavy and heavy-light sequences, (52a) and 

(52b) respectively, foot mapping is straightforward since the 

initial syllable is an eligible trochaic head. The ROB foot 

in [c1P~naNni] (52a) is derived in (54). 

(54) 
F F 

I 
~ ~ (J ~ ~ ~ (J ~ ~ ~ (J ~ 

CiP~naNni => CiP~naNni => Cip~naNni => 

Base Template Associate 

F F 
/ \ / \ 

~ ~ (J ~ [~] ~ (J ~ 

ci p~naNni => Ci p~naNni 

Maximise Assign Head 

An ROB foot is derived in the same manner in the forms in 

(52b) with an initial heavy-light sequence. No ROB foot can 

be mapped to the forms in (52d) which begin with light-light, 

and iterative disyllabic footing accounts straightforwardly 

for the initial stress. 

The rule which maps disyllabic feet iteratively to the 
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stem is stated in (55). Forms like [k~lo~pllno] and 

" [C1P~noNni] show that heavy vowels following the ROB foot may 

be either stressed or unstressed. Forms like [k~totna] and 

~ " " [pdtkolokot1!.] show that a final syllable is stressed even when 

it is the only syllable following the ROB foot. This is 

consistent with the presence of a monosyllabic foot. These 

facts motivate a quantity insensitive (disyllabic) trochaic 

foot with Minimal structure set for FootMm:on, HeadMm:on. 

(55) 
Disyllabic Trochee Rule. 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 

Template: 
Directionality: 
Headedness: 
Iterativity: 
Minimal structure 
i. FootMm : 
ii. HeadMm : 

Fer 
left to right 
left 
iterative 

on 
on 

Rule (55) must follow ROB foot mapping for the effects of the 

ROB foot to surface. ROB footing followed by the application 

of (55) yields the metrical representations in (56) for the 

forms [c1P1!.naNni] and [k~totna] (the metrical derivation for 

[c1P1!.naNnil was begun in (54». 

(56) 
F F 

/ \ / \ 
[L] L [0"] L 
ci p1!. noN ni 

F F 
/ \ I 

[L] 0" [0"] 
kg tat na 

The problem cases are those in (52c) which begin with a 

light-heavy sequence. A trochaic ROB foot cannot be mapped to 
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the first two syllables because the initial syllable is not an 

eligible head. However, because ROB footing is noniterative, 

if mapping fails on the first application, the rule should not 

reapply to map the foot to the second and third syllables. 

The alternative Perez suggests is that ROB footing rule is 

sensitive to the quantity of syllables within a window two 

syllables wide. Thus, if the first syllable is light, an ROB 

foot begins on the second syllable. However, this account is 

stipulative and provides metrical rules with undesired power: 

rules can evaluate strings or portions of strings before they 

apply. There is also the problem of restricting "window" 

sizes, once we permit windows in the theory. 

The template mapping theory provides a solution which 

accounts for the two-syllable window effect noted by Perez. 

In this approach, the ROB rule maps a disyllabic foot to the 

first two syllables of every form. When a head is projected 

after the [a O'J template has been satisfied, the light 

syllable in trochaic position in (52c) is insufficient. The 

second terminal of the template is heavy, however, and 

therefore an eligible head. I propose that headship is 

shifted to the heavy second syllable. 3S An iambic· foot has 

now been derived in a trochaic system. This forces the first 

~ This results in a kind ·of stress shift within the 
foot, directly parallel to cases of stress shift under 
deletion, in Bedouin Hijazi Arabic (AI-Mozainy et al., 1985), 
Russian (EOS), and Vedic Sanskrit (Kiparsky, 1982b; EOS). 
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syllable of the foot to be delinked. The template is then 

maximised in the direction of association to incorporate the 

third syllable (maximisation is crucial to generate the 

correct secondary stress pattern). 36 The derivation for 

[tall1akata] under this account is given in (57). 

(57) 

a ~ a a a 
ta lilaki)ta 

Base 

F 
/ \ 

a ~ a a a 
ta lilakata 

Maximise 

F 
/ \ 

a [~] a a a 
ta 1i 1akata 
Shift head 

=> 

=> 

=> 

F 

a ~ a a a 
ta lilakata 

Template 

F 

/ \ 
[a] ~ a a a 
ta lilakata 

Assign Head 

F 
I 
I 

a [~] a a (] 
ta li lakata 

De1ink Initial (] 

=> 

=> 

=> 

F 
I 
I 
a ~ a a a 

talilakata 

Associate 

FAILS: light 
syllable; no 
lengthening 

=> 

rule => 

Satisfy Head 

F 
/ \ 

(] [~] (] (] (] 

ta li 1akata 
Maximise 

The advantages of the templatic approach are that (i) it 

does not require that the string be pre-evaluated by the 

metrical rule, (ii) does not stipulate a second iteration of 

the ROB rule just in case a light initial syllable is followed 

36 Alternatively, the first syllable could be delinked 
before the head is assigned. In this case, whether the foot 
is maximised before or after head assignment is 
inconsequential. 
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by a heavy second syllable, and (iii) it predicts that 

"windows" must always be limited to two peripheral syllables. 

Metrical theories proposed by Hammond (1984, 1990), EOS, Kager 

(1989), Hayes (1991), Prince (1991) and Prince and Smolensky 

(1991) are unable to account for this effect. 

The window effect under the templatic account is due to 

the foot delinking from a syllable incompatible with templatic 

requirements and then maximising to incorporate another 

syllable in the opposite direction. The foot is able to 

"adjust" itself in this manner only because it dominates an 

eligible head. In a form like [kanta~j~~] from (52d) in which 

an initial light-light sequence is followed by a heavy 

syllable, an ROB foot cannot be mapped to the third syllable 

because the third syllable is out of range of the disyllabic 

template. In this case, the ROB foot is del inked totally from 

the stem, and rule (55) derives a quantity insensitive 

disyllabic foot. The derivation of the light-light form 

[patko l8kotl] in (52d) is shown in (58) . 

(58) 
F F 

/ \ 
(] (] (] (J (] (] (] (] (] (] (] (] (] (] (] 

potka lokat~ => patkalakatii => pat kalokotii => 

Base Template Associate/Maximise 
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F FAILS: light F 
/ \ syllable; no / \ 

[a] a a a a lengthening a [a] a a a 
pCJtkCJlokCJtil => rule => pot kCJ lCJkCJtil => 

Assign Trochaic Satisfy Head Shift Head 
Head 

FAILS: light F F F 
syllable; no / \ / \ I 

I 
lengthening a a a a a [a] a [a] a [a] 

rule => pCJtkCJlCJkotil => pat ko 10 ko til 

Satisfy head Delink F, Head Disyllabic Trochees 
(3 iterations) 

Before concluding, an al ternati ve analysis which accounts 

for most of the E. ostyak facts would be one in which the rule 

assigning primary stress selects an uneven iamb [~ ~~] and 

specifies FootMrn:on, HeadMrn:off for Minimal structure. The 

result would be a foot with an optional light domain and an 

obligatory bimoraic head. Under this analysis, alternating 

stress to the right of the leftmost primary stress is 

consistent with QI disyllabic iambs footed from left to right. 

This alternative analysis accounts for all of the forms in 

(52a,b,c). However, it does not account for the light-light 

forms in (52d) (cf. patkaiakadi). However, the quantity 

sensitive foot under this analysis is not compatible with the 

two initial light syllables. The fact that a light-light 

initial sequence is possible shows that it not the case that 

the QS foot is mapped to the stem, followed by lengthening in 

If no quantity sensitive 
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foot is mapped to a light-light sequence, then left-to-right 

'" " disyllabic iambs predict *potkolokota. I conclude that only 

the ROB analysis successfully accounts for all of the E. 

Ostyak stress facts. 

3.3.2 Summary. 

In conclusion, the languages discussed or referred to in 

this section which exemplify the logically possible settings 

for Minimal structure with a disyllabic template are 

summarised in (59). 

(59) 
Foot template = [u o u] 

FootMlN 

off on 

HeadMIN 

off a. E. Ostyak ? b. E. Ostyak ? 
(Polish) 

(Klamath) 

on c. Lenakel QI d. (Hungarian) 
(Pintupi) E. Ostyak 
(YidinY) (English) 

(Spanish) 

Eastern Ostyak, in which different metrical rules exemplify 

(59b) and (59d) was discussed above. References for the other 

languages were given in the introduction to this section. 

3.4 The Heavy Foot. 

The feet predicted by the Minimal structure Parameter 

when the canonical foot is [u~~ u~~] are shown in (60). 
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( 60) 
Foot template = [u~~ u~~] 

FootMlN 

off on 

off a. [[u~~] u~~] % b. [[u~~] u~~] % 
[[u~~] ] 

on c. [[u~~] u~~] % d. [[u~~] u~~] % 
[ [u~~]] 

The only foot which satisfies the FootMm:off setting in 

(60a) and (60b) is the canonical foot because *FootMm requires 

that the template be associated to two terminal elements of 

the templates. In the heavy foot, each of the terminal 

elements is a heavy syllable; thus, in (60a), a foot *[[u~~]] 

is excluded. Under the setting FootMm:on in (60b), the foot 

exemplars [[u~~]] and [[u~~] u~~] (trochaic systems) or [u~~ 

[u~~]] (iambic systems) are possible. 

The foot exemplars predicted by the settings in cells 

(60c) and (60d) are exactly the same as those in (60a) and 

(60b). impossible. The monomoraic heads normally predicted by 

HeadMm : on are not possible here because the template cannot: be 

satisfied by monomoraic elements. Thus, feet with the ~hapes 

*[[~] u~~] (%) and *[[~]] are ruled out, even though Minimal 

structure would permit them. A foot such as *[ [~] u~~] (%) in 

which the head is smaller that the nonhead would be ruled out 

independently by principles discussed at length by Hammond 

(1990), Hayes (1991a,b) , Prince (1991), and Prince and 

Smolensky (1991) since heads are systematically required to be 
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at least as heavy as domains in quantity sensitive systems. 

I do not suggest that the HeadMm:on setting in these cells is 

itself ruled out, merely that the effect of the HeadMIN:on 

setting will never be apparent for the reasons given above. 

The only language in which heavy metrical feet are 

attested to my knowledge is Lenakel, discussed in Chapter 2. 

The Lenakel facts are consistent with the setting FootMIN:on, 

HeadMIN:on in (GOa). since the Lenakel facts were presented in 

Chapter 2, this discussion is not repeated here. 

The settings in (GO) combined with the specifications of 

the primitive foot [a~~ a~~] define the continuum in (G1) for 

heavy feet and the cut-off points indicated for languages 

exemplifying cells (GOa) and (GOb). There is no difference 

between the foot exemplars tolerated under the two different 

settings. 

( G1) 
[[a~~] a~~] 
[a~~ [a~~]] 

I 
I 
? 

(GOa) 

> [ [a~~]] 

I 
I 

Lenakel 
(GOb) 

This concludes the discussion of predictions of surface 

foot inventories predicted by Minimal structure for foot 

templates. The discussion will be continued in Chapter 5 

where I propose an account of ternary metrical effects. In 

the following section, I compare the predictions of the 

Minimal structure Parameter with those of the Degenerate Foot 
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Parameter in Hayes (1991a). 

3.5 The Degenerate Foot Parameter Hayes (1991a). 

The templatic model of metrical footing developed in this 

thesis differs from the revised parametric model proposed in 

Hayes (1991a) in the approach adopted toward minimal foot 

structure and toward constraints on heads. concerning minimal 

structure, Hayes' (1991a) position is quite simply that 

languages universally avoid degenerate foot structures. with 

respect to metrical heads, bimoraic constraints on heads are 

treated in terms of (i) language particular rules, if a vowel 

lengthens in head position, and (ii) special obligatory 

Branching (OB) foot structures if the head of a foot dominates 

only a vowel which is long at the time the rule applies. In 

the remainder of this chapter I compare Hayes' position with 

the position taken in this thesis. The main points are that 

(i) the Degenerate Foot Parameter is too strong in excluding 

structures which are freely derived in some languages, §3. 5.1, 

and (ii) in Hayes' model, constraints on minimal structure and 

on heads are unconnected so that their mutual dependency, 

demonstrated in this chapter, are accidental. This second 

issue is tackled in §3.5.2. The conclusion will be that the 

templatic model in which the dependency between minimal foot 

structure and head constraints follows straightforwardly, is 

preferred. 
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3.5.1 Against the Illformedness of Degenerate Feet. 

A degenerate foot in Hayes (1991a) is defined as a foot 

"that consist[s] of a single mora in languages that respect 

quantity, [a foot] of one syllable in languages that do not" 

(Hayes, 1991a: 1) .37 Hayes claims that feet which meet this 

definition of degeneracy are either strongly or weakly 

prohibi ted in languages. This claim is expressed as the 

Degenerate Foot Parameter in (51) (Hayes, 1991a:76). 

(51) 
Degenerate Foot Parameter. Foot parsing may form 
degenerate feet under the following conditions: 

a. strong prohibition: absolutely disallowed. 

b. Weak prohibition: allowed only in strong position; 
i.e. when dominated by a higher grid mark. 

Hayes claims that a third setting for the Degenerate Foot 

Parameter, Nonprohibition in (51c), is not supported by 

evidence from the metrical systems of the world. 

( 51) 
c. Nonprohibition: Degenerate feet are freely allowed. 

The Degenerate Foot Parameter is designed to accommodate the 

important observation that in many languages, minimal 

structure is systematically excluded, where the degenerate 

foot is minimal. I argue that the Minimal structure Parameter 

discussed in this thesis accommodates this observation in a 

37 The wellformedness of degenerate feet has been 
challenged also by Kager (1989). 
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way which is more in line with attested facts. 

Hayes notes that languages in which the analysis of 

secondary stress requires degenerate feet presents a challenge 

to his version of the Degenerate Foot Parameter. There are 

two critical contexts in which this situation arises. The 

first is stress on a peripheral, odd-numbered element where 

the primary stress is located at the opposite end from the 

peripheral element (this is important since under weak 

prohibition a degenerate foot is permitted if dominated by a 

higher grid mark). The theory presented here predicts this 

resul t when even trochaic or iambic feet are mapped from 

either direction. (52a) illustrates the predictions with 

trochees footed from left to right and from right to left. 

(52b) illustrates the predictions with iambs. The same 

predictions are made for both bimoraic and disyllabic feet, 

though only bimoraic feet are represented in (52). Primary 

stress is denoted with an asterisk. 

(52) 
a. Even trochees. 

i. Left to right. ii. Right to left· 

* * 
F F F F F F 

/ \ / \ I I / \ / \ I I 
[1-'] I-' [1-'] I-' [1-'] [1-'] [I-' ] I-' [1-'] I-' 
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b. Even iambs. 

i. Left to right. ii. Right to left. 

* * 
F F F F F F 

/ \ / \ I I / \ / \ I I 

J.L [J.L] J.L [J.L] [J.L] [J.L] J.L [J.L] J.L [J.L] 

The most critical of the structures in (52) for Hayes' theory 

are those in (52ai) and (52bii) where there is no possibility 

that destressing occurs to resolve a stress clash. The 

representations in (52b) are not predicted in Hayes' model, 

since in Hayes (1991a) even feet may not be iambs.~ 

An example of (52ai) in a system which employs bimoraic 

trochees is Cahuilla (Cupan, uto-Aztecan) (Seiler, 1977; 

Levin, 1988a; Hayes, 1991a). Representative examples from 

Levin (1988a:340-341) appear in (53)." 

(53) 
welnet 
nasweti 
takalicem 
papentuleqaleveh 

'mean one' 
'smoke tree' 
'one-eyed ones' 
'where I was grinding it' 

An example of (52ai) with disyllabic trochees is found in 

Hungarian (Hammond, 1987a) (cf. tEri:t0:vEI 'with tablecloth', 

38 Hayes (1991a: 223-5) admits that languages which 
require an even bimoraic iamb (e.g. S. Paiute) may exist, but 
claims that they can be analysed in terms of the uneven iamb. 

39 The last form in (53) contains two separate metrical 
domains. The primary stress marks the beginning of a domaill 
which includes the stern plus all suff ixes. Preceding the 
stern, any prefixes together form a unique domain, thus 
[papen[tuleqaleveh]]. 
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fe:lEmElEttn 'on mezzanine'). Hayes (1991a) suggests that 

final (odd-numbered) syllables in languages which pattern like 

(52ai) (Cahuilla, Hungarian) are only apparently stressed (cf. 

nasweti and papentulegaleveh in (53». According to Hayes, 

the impression of stress is due to the (possibly universal) 

phonetic lengthening of a final syllable: "the relevant 

syllable would be subject to final lengthening; and this, 

together with the natural analytic tendency to extrapolate the 

binary pattern, could lead to a perception of final stress" 

(Hayes, 1991a:88). 

While Hayes' "impressionist" account as an alternative to 

degenerate feet may be plausible for languages like Cahuilla 

and Hungarian which exemplify the pattern in (52ai), it does 

not apply to any of the other patterns in (52). Consider the 

pattern illustrated in (52bi) in which stress on a degenerate 

foot occurs adjacent to a stress. An example discussed 

earlier in this chapter was Southern Paiute (§3.2). In 

Southern Paiute, bimoraic iambs are mapped from left to right. 

The final syllable is extrametrical if open, and stress always 

surfaces on the penultimate mora in this case: 

pAXga'Numpa'aN<WA>, tooggWAhga<NU>. If the stressed 

penultimate mora is odd-numbered, counting from the left, then 

the preceding mora is also stressed: pAXga'Numpa'aN<WA>. A 

final phonetic lengthening explanation cannot account for 

stress on the penult in this case since the penult is not 
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final. Appeal to the listener's tendency to extract binary 

patterns is equally unsuccessful, since the two stresses in 

pAXga'Numpa'aN<WA> are adjacent, disrupting the binary 

pattern. In fact, if the tendency of a listener to extract 

binary patterns is very strong, we should always expect 

destressing in this context. 40 Finally, a final phonetic 

lengthening account cannot explain an impression of stress on 

an initial degenerate foot, as in (52aii) and (52bi). 

The second crucial context for degenerate feet is 

predicted by the right to left mapping of uneven iambs, with 

primary stress on the ultima. Right to left mapping is 

critical because when uneven iambs are mapped from left to 

right, degenerate feet are not predicted, except in final 

position where they would be amenable to the final lengthening 

analysis described above. Right to left iambic footing is 

illustrated in (54). 

(54) 
Uneven Iambs. right to left. 

* 
F F F F 
I / \ I / \ 

[a] a [~] [a] a [a] 

Hayes' "impressionist" account of stress on degenerate feet 

40 The application of a destressing rule is not evidence 
that the destressed foot is illformed, only that adjacent 
stresses are forbidden. For a theory of metrical destressing 
and its consequences see Hammond (1984). 
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does not apply to languages which pattern as in (54). The 

challenge for Hayes' model presented by languages in which 

stress is assigned to uneven iambs footed from right to left 

is that depending on the location of long vowels, degenerate 

feet can occur anywhere in a string, ruling out peripheral 

lengthening as a source of perceived stress. Thus, in order 

to maintain the Degenerate Foot Parameter in (51), Hayes must 

claim that whenever degenerate feet are derived in systems 

where stress is assigned to uneven iambs as in (54) they are 

amended systematically either by (i) destressing, or (ii) 

being provided with an extra mora. Hayes claims that the 

repair of degenerate feet is universal; -therefore a single 

counterexample is sufficient to falsify the claim. 

Just such a counterexample is TUbatu1aba1, discussed in 

§3.1.4. The critical examples are surface forms like 

['an] [naNNa:] [lil16:] [gil [ba'att] in which degenerate feet 

(here ['an] and [gil) are derived in non-final position, and 

where one of the feet, [gil, is monomoraic in surface 

structure (not having been affected by gemination). Languages 

like southern Paiute and TUbatu1aba1 show that Hayes' argument 

that feet are universally avoided is inadequate. For this 

reason, I conclude that some languages freely permit the 

derivation of monomoraic or monosyllabic feet. 

Armed with this counterevidence, I conclude that the 

Degenerate Foot Parameter as stated in Hayes (1991a) is too 
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strong in forbidding structures which do occur. At the very 

least, the Degenerate Foot Parameter would need to be modified 

to include the option nonprohibition in (51c). 

3.5.2 Problems for the Degenerate Foot Parameter. 

with the inclusion of the option nonprohibition, it would 

be necessary to state for every metrical rule which of the 

following three settings for the Degenerate Foot Parameter is 

selected: exclude monomoraic/monosyllabic feet (i) always, 

(ii) if not primarily stressed, (iii) not at all. 

The Degenerate Foot Parameter encounters problems whether 

or not prohibition, the third option, is included. The first 

of these is redundancy. The Degenerate Foot Parameter is 

independent of other requirements of the foot and thus says 

nothing about the intimate relationship between FootMIN and 

constraints on the foot and head. As an example, under the 

Degenerate Foot Parameter it is an accident that in languages 

like Hixkaryana where heads must be bimoraic, monomoraic feet 

are excluded at the same time. In languages like Hixkaryana, 

therefore, the Degenerate Foot Parameter is redundant, since 

monomoraic feet are independently ruled out by the bimoraic 

constraint on the head. 

The forced inclusion of the option nonprohibition 

seriously weakens the predictive power of the Degenerate Foot 

Parameter. Without nonprohibition, the Degenerate Foot 
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Parameter makes a strong claim about the minimum of structure 

associated with wellformed metrical constituents. However, 

with nonprohibition, the Degenerate Foot Parameter makes no 

predictions and explains nothing. As an example, consider 

Ttibatulabal and seminole, discussed in §3.1. Both languages 

employ an uneven iamb and tolerate monomoraic heads. The 

languages differ only in that TUbatulabal but not Seminole 

permits monomoraic feet. This difference is not predicted by 

the Degenerate Foot Parameter, but must instead be stipulated 

as part of the metrical rule in each language. However, this 

stipulation on metrical rules follows from nothing. 

Thus, the Degenerate Foot Parameter as stated in Hayes 

(1981) encounters three serious problems. First, it predicts 

the non-existence of languages like TUbatulabal and Southern 

Paiute in which monomoraic feet surface with stress. Second, 

the exclusion of monomoraic feet is redundant in systems where 

metrical heads are required to dominate two morae. Third, 

settings for the Degenerate Foot Parameter must be stipulated 

and do not follow from independent principles. Despite these 

shortcomings, the observation the parameter is designed to 

accommodate is an important one: in many languages, minimal 

foot structure is forbidden. 

The templatic model accounts for the observation just 

noted without explicitly placing a lower limit on the size of 

foot minima. That is, the templatic model has no statement 
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which like the Degenerate Foot Parameter rules out specific 

structures. Instead, the occurrence and nonoccurrence of 

monomoraic feet, monosyllabic feet is predicted by settings 

for the Minimal structure Parameter for the foot template and 

metrical head. It is true that settings for Minimal 

structure, like those for the Degenerate Foot Parameter, must 

be stated as part of the metrical rule. However, in the case 

of Minimal structure, the settings which determine FootM~ also 

predict whether heads must dominate two morae. The difference 

between TUbatulabal and Seminole in tolerating monomoraic feet 

is also explained by different settings for Minimal structure. 

Since Minimal structure is required anyway to account for 

independent aspects of the grammar (heads, ROB feet), the 

power of the model in contrasting TUbatulabal and Seminole is 

cost-free. Thus, Minimal structure does more work than the 

Degenerate Foot Parameter. Furthermore, I argue in Chapters 

4 and 5 that Minimal structure also makes predictions for foot 

mapping in morphology and can account for ternary metrical 

effects. 

A templatic theory which incorporates Minimal structure 

encounters none of the problems faced by a theory which 

includes the Degenerate Foot Parameter. In line with the 

facts, the templatic model predicts the existence (not the 

non-existence) of languages like TUbatulabal and Southern 

Paiute in which monomoraic feet are wellformed. Second, 
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whether monomoraic or monosyllabic feet are permitted in a 

language is not stated in isolation from other metrical 

requirements but follows instead from independently motivated 

constraints on the foot and head. Since the same templatic 

constraints account for several metrical phenomena, the theory 

which incorporates Minimal structure is more explanatory than 

a theory which includes the Degenerate Foot Parameter which 

governs only the distribution of monomoraic or monosyllabic 

feet. For these reasons, I conclude that the Minimal 

structure Parameter is superior. 

3.6 The Satisfaction conspiracy. 

This chapter has developed a theory of minimality which 

claims that whether or not a metrical foot and head may be 

minimally associated is determined (separately) by setting a 

parameter, the Minimal structure Parameter. The setting for 

Minimal structure functions as an instruction to Template 

satisfaction: this convention must ensure that quantitative 

constraints imposed by Minimal structure are satisfied. 

It is possible to maintain the conception that Template 

satisfaction enforces constraints imposed by Minimal structure 

because the theory of minimality developed here is embedded 

within a larger theory which views metrical footing as mapping 

to templates. Under this view, metrical footing is 

obligatorily subject to Template Satisfaction and Maximisation 
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of Association. This was stated as the Metrical Template 

Hypothesis in Chapter 1. 

The Metrical Template Hypothesis is not necessary to the 

theory of minimality: that is, if the Metrical Template 

Hypothesis were falsified, it would still be necessary to 

explain the facts accounted for in this chapter under the 

Minimal structure Parameter. However together, Minimal 

structure and the Metrical Template Hypothesis result in a 

cohesive system with a number of advantages, discussed in this 

section. 

First, under the Metrical Template approach, metrical 

footing is brought into line with other current theories of 

prosody. It has been argued that foot mapping (among other 

operations) in prosodic morphology (McCarthy and Prince, 1986, 

1990) and mapping to syllable templates (Ito, 1986, 1989) is 

subject to the Template satisfaction and Maximisation of 

Association. Thus, the claim that foot mapping in metrical 

systems is constrained in the same way makes a powerful claim 

about the uniformity of prosodic processes in general--i.e., 

that all the outcome of all prosodic processes is governed by 

the same small set of universal principles. 

Second, the notation used to represent metrical structure 

in this thesis is explicitly templatic in the sense that 

association to templates is shown directly, and rules which 

apply to satisfy templatic constraints, where association is 
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insufficient, are formalised in terms of templates (see, for 

example, the rule of Head Lengthening in Hixkaryana, §3.1). 

This has a cosmetic and psychological benefit: if metrical 

representations look like representations of foot structure in 

prosodic morphology (insofar as both use templates), we are 

better able to evaluate similarities and differences between 

foot structures in these different prosodic domains. 

Third, the Metrical Template approach enables a more 

explanatory account of unrelated metrical phenomena than is 

possible in other theories. Under the Metrical Template 

Hypothesis it emerges that different phenomena associated with 

metrical footing conspire to satisfy metrical templates (the 

satisfaction conspiracy). Each of the phenomena in the 

satisfaction conspiracy can be shown to follow from (i) the 

Minimal structure Parameter, (ii) the Template Satisfaction 

and Maximisation of Association, and (iii) the set of 

templates adopted. No such unified account for the same 

phenomena exists in other current metrical theories. 

Phenomena which participate in the satisfaction 

Conspiracy are listed in (31). 

(31) 
a. Monomoraic feet (e.g. Tlibatulabal, S. Paiute) as opposed 

to no monomoraic feet (e.g. Seminole). 

b. Lengthening in head position (e.g. Hixkaryana). 

c. scansion for heavy syllables (e.g. Khalkha Mongolian). 
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d. No metrical system using [~~ ~], [~ ~~] insists on the 
canonical foot, while systems employing [~ ~] or [0 0] 
may. 

e. ROB footing (e.g. E. Ostyak). 

f. Disyllabic windows in non iterative footing (e.g. E. 
Ostyak) • 

Each of the items in (31) is discussed briefly below. 

The first phenomenon which falls out under the Metrical 

Template Hypo"thesis, in (31a), is that some QS metrical 

systems tolerate monomoraic feet whereas in other QS systems 

a metrical foot may be no smaller than two morae (cf. 

Tiibatulabal [paN] [Nattal] , [hallay] [:inna:a] [natt], vs. 

seminole [ta:] [shoki] ta, * [ta: ] [shoki] [ta l). Monomora ic feet 

are tolerated only when Minimal structure permits both FootMm 

and HeadMm . Minimally bimoraic feet arise in any case where 

HeadMm is not tolerated, forcing a metrical head to dominate 

at least two morae (also when the foot is quantity insensi-

tive). with the foot templates [~ ~], [~~~], and [~~ ~] a 

minimally bimoraic foot is required when FootMm is forbidden, 

even when HeadMm is permitted. These generalisations are 

expressed in the chart in (32). 

(32) Tolerance for Monomoraic feet in QS footing. 

Template HeadMm:on HeadMm:off FootMm:off 
FootMm:on HeadMIN:on 

[~ J.£] [[J.£]] [ [J.£~]] , *[[~]] [ [~] ~] , *[[~]] 
[~J.£ ~] % [[J.£]] [ [J.£~]] , *[[J.£]] [ [~] ~] , *[[~]] 
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The second phenomenon which falls out, in (31b) is vowel 

lengthening in light syllables in head position in languages 

like Hixkaryana (e.g. /tohkurje-hona-haSaka/ > 

tohkurje:hona.:haSa.:ka) . Lengthening follows from Template 

satisfaction and the requirement under HeadMm:off that the 

metrical head dominate two morae. 

Third, Obligatory Branching (OB) effects also follow from 

Template satisfaction and a HeadMm:off specification. 

Specifically, in languages like Khalkha Mongolian, primary 

stress falls on the leftmost long vowel, if present, 

regardless of its position in the string (cf. garaasaa, 

xoyardugaar). This creates the impression that a metrical 

rule is "scanning" a string for a long vowel. In the earlier 

literature, cases like Khalkha have been accounted for by 

positing (i) a special OB template which specifies an 

obligatorily heavy head and a light nonhead and (ii) 

incorporating the notion that strings may be scanned from 

either direction (e.g. Hayes, 1981). The OB template is 

identical to an uneven template under HeadMIN : off. The 

difference between Khalkha and Hixkaryana which also uses an 

uneven template and HeadMIN : off is that no rule of vowel 

lengthening applies in Khalkha. Thus, a foot associated to 

two light syllables in Khalkha must be delinked because the 

language employs no devoice to satisfy a subminimal head. 

Once the entire string has been parsed, only feet in which the 
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head is mapped to a heavy syllable may receive associated. 

stress may be assigned by End Rule left in Khalkha, deriving 

the stress on a leftmost long vowel. 

Fourth is the fact that no metrical system which employs 

an uneven foot [~~ ~] or [~ ~~] insists on a canonical foot. 

This is because while FootMm:on permits association to one 

templatic element--a mOra in these cases--FootMm:off insists 

on association to more than one templatic element (i.e., at 

least two). Likewise, a HeadMm:off setting insists that a 

head dominate more than one mora, but it cannot insist on the 

presence of a nonhead. Thus, no setting requires that the 

foot template be associated to the three morae specified by 

the canonical foot.41 By contrast, the even templates [~ ~] 

and [a a] specify only two terminal elements. In these cases, 

F must be associated to two morae or two syllables 

respectively under FootMm : off. The result is an apparent 

requirement that the foot be satisfied canonically. 

Fifth, Revised Obligatory Branching (ROB) effects in 

languages like Eastern Ostyak (cf. [tg~gs]kal, [k~tat]na) are 

derived when a disyllabic foot template is used and the head 

requires two morae under HeadMm:off. 

The final phenomenon discussed in this chapter which 

follows under the theory developed here is the effect of 

41 In cases where the head is required to be heavy, the 
constraint on the head is always sufficient to satisfy the 
foot as well. 
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skipping an initial light syllable to assign a trochaic head 

to a heavy peninitial syllable in Eastern ostyak. If both the 

initial and the peninitial syllables are light, then a heavy 

syllable further to the right is not assigned the head. This 

metrical behaviour creates the impression that a metrical rule 

can evaluate syllables within a disyllabic window and assign 

a head to the heaviest of the two. In the templatic approach 

the window effect is derived by mapping the foot template to 

both initial syllables, through regular association and 

maximisation, then assigning the head to the leftmost 

syllable, if heavy, otherwise, the rightmost syllable, if 

heavy (review the treatment of E. Ostyak in §3.3.1). 

The ability of the templatic model to provide a coherent 

explanation of the varied phenomena discussed here is strong 

support for the model. Additional points following from the 

templatic approach which concern ternary foot effects will be 

discussed in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 4 

FOOTMm AND HEADLESS FEET IN PROSODIC MORPHOLOGY 

In this chapter I argue that the assumption of McCarthy 

and Prince (1986, 1990) that morphological feet are specified 

with heads is incorrect. The argument consists of demonstra

ting that (i) the Minimal structure Parameter has different 

effects in morphology from those discussed for metrical 

footing in Chapter 3, and that (ii) Minimal structure effects 

in morphology are not consistent with the presence of heads 

and constraints on heads. 

Discussions of morphological foot mapping in Axininca, 

Spanish, and Sierra Miwok are used in this chapter to show 

that as in metrical systems, the Minimal Structure Parameter 

determines whether or not a template may be minimally 

satisfied. The discussions ofAxininca and Spanish focus on 

processes which require that a QI disyllabic foot Fa be mapped 

to a verb stem. Axininca permits FootMm while spanish does 

not. As in Chapter 3, this difference is accounted for here 

by specifying the setting FootMm:on for Minimal Structure in 

Axininca and FootMm : off in Spanish. The language which 

demonstrates that Minimal Structure is determined process

specifically is Sierra Miwok (the analogue for metrical 

footing discussed in Chapter 3 was Eastern Ostyak). Two 

processes are discussed, each requiring that a prosodically 

unspecified root melody map to a template [J,L J,LJ,L]. The surface 
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result of the processes differs in that one insists on the 

canonical foot while the other tolerates FootMm . 

Before turning to these cases, I explore the conceptual 

difference between metrical and morphological footing with 

respect to Minimal structure. 

4.1 Minimal structure in Morphology. 

In Chapter 3 I argued that when Minimal structure permits 

FootMm , the size of FootMm--one or two morae--is equivalent to 

the smallest possible metrical head for the language in 

question. ' Thus, in Hixkaryana where Minimal structure 

specifies HeadMm:off, FootMm = [[~~]], whereas under HeadMm:on 

in Tubatulabal, FootMm = [[~]]. 

In this chapter I argue that contrary to expectation, 

FootMm in morphology requires two morae regardless of the 

quantitative requirements on the foot template. I will show 

this finding to be incompatible with the theory of constraints 

on heads developed in Chapter 3 . However, if FootMm in 

morphology is incompatible with properties of metrical heads, 

then it follows that FootMm in morphology cannot be 

constrained under headship, but under different principles 

instead. I argue that in the absence of a metrical head, the 

This is true unless templatic factors intervene. For 
example, in a heavy foot [C1~~ C1~~] a monomoraic head is 
impossible even if Minimal structure specifies HeadMm : on 
because the template permits only heavy syllables. 
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size of FootMm in morphology is defined as equivalent to the 

content of the smallest foot template in the primitive 

inventory--the bimoraic foot [~ ~]. 

The way in which a morphological process determines the 

size of FootMm in this case can be conceptualised as follows. 

First, the foot template specified by the rule is inserted 

into the representation. Second, if Minimal Structure 

specifies FootMm:on, the template must be associated to one 

terminal element of the template as usual. Third, it is 

determined that the foot does not dominate a head element. 

Fourth, the inventory of primitive foot structures is re-

accessed and the smallest template in the inventory, [~~], is 

retrieved and matched against the representation. Template 

Satisfaction must ensure that the base can satisfy [~~]. If 

fewer than two morae are present, Template satisfaction 

requires that morae are inserted up to a total of two. The 

compar ison with metrical footing is diagrammed in ( 1) (a 

represents the content of FootMm). 

(1) 
HeadMm:on a = ~ 
HeadMm:off a = ~~ 

FMm YES 
I Check Head I 
a NO 

(Inventory) 
a = ~~ 

retrieve [~~] 
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Another way at looking at how minimality in foot structure is 

determined is to imagine that two questions are asked. If a 

head is present, then the relevant question is "What is the 

smallest head?". In morphological footing where this question 

has no answer, the relevant question becomes "What is the 

smallest foot template?". 

In mapping to the foot, FootMm is satisfied first, then 

the foot is maximised to satisfy Foot~ (the canonical foot) 

if enough melody remains in the representation. 2 In the 

examples in (2) the template supplied by the rule is [0 oJ. 

In (2a), the representation provides two light syllables, 

tata. Here, FootMm and Foot~ are satisfied at the same time. 

In (2b), the base specifies a heavy syllable followed by a 

light syllable, taata. In this case, FootMIN is satisfied 

first, under left-to-right mapping. Mapping to Foot~ 

continues because sufficient melody remains in the base. 

Finally, in (2c), only a heavy syllable, taa, is provided. In 

this case, mapping to the first syllable of the template 

satisfies the FootMm requirement. The second unassociated 

syllable of the canonical template in (2c) is not prosodically 

licensed (Ito, 1986, 1989) and must be stray erased after 

template mapping. 

2 This approach was inspired by discussion with Diana 
Archangeli. 
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(2) 
a. base provides tata. b. base provides taata. 

F F 
I \ I \ 

(] (] (] (] (FootMAX ) 

IlL IlL IlL IL IlL (FootMIN ) 
I I I I I II I I 

I I I 
t a t a t a t a 

c. base provides taa. 

F F 
I \ I 

I 
(] (] (] (FootMAX ) 

IlL IL => 111- 11- (FootMIN ) 

I II I II 
t a t a 

The contrasts arising under FootMIN:on illustrated in (2a,b,c) 

are found in Axininca (§4.2). If Minimal structure specifies 

FootMIN:off, the foot must be associated to both elements of 

the foot, and a representation such as (2c) is not permitted. 

This situation is exemplified by spanish diminutive and 

augmentative constructions (§4.4). 

I now turn to a discussion of a reduplicative process in 

Axininca which permits FootMIN . 

4.2 Axininca Reduplication. 

In this section I review a process of verbal redupli-

cation in Axininca Campa (Arawakan) (Payne, 1981; Payne, 

Payne, and Sanchez, 1982; Payne and Spring, 1989) discussed 

extensively by spring (1990). Axininca is crucial for three 

reasons. First, the reduplicative process normally satisfies 
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a disyllabic foot Fa' but tolerates FootMIN in subminimal 

cases. 3 Second, Axininca critically shows that the bimoraic 

constraint on FootMIN is not compatible with the presence of a 

head within the morphological foot. Third, the way in which 

different subminimal forms are satisfied shows that the FootMIN 

constraint is specified in terms of morae and not as a heavy 

syllable. This is necessary to motivate the claim that FootMIN 

in morphology is equivalent to a bimoraic foot. 

The analysis ofAxininca reduplication reviewed here is 

due to Spring (1990). The facts can be summarised as follows. 

Reduplication targets unsuffixed verb stems and supplies an 

iterative or intensifying meaning to a construction. 4 The 

base, a Prosodic Word (P-Word), is copied adjacent to the verb 

stem. The usual minimal requirement for the P-Word is two 

syllables (i. e. a disyllabic foot). However, in certain 

subminimal cases, what surfaces instead is a bimoraic syllable 

(i. e. FootMIN). 

The forms in (3) show that in reduplication a disyllabic 

3 Following Spring (1990), the term subminimal refers to 
cases in which insufficient material is available to satisfy 
minimal requirements on a template. 

4 spring discusses two dialects ofAxininca which she 
refers to as Axininca 1 and Axininca 2. wi th respect to 
reduplication the two dialects differ in that Axininca 2 is 
more permissive. For example, in Axininca 2, as long as the 
verb stem contains at least two syllables, whether the prefix 
is copied is optional. Thus, both no-koma=koma- and no
koma=no-koma- are possible in Axininca 2 while only ~ 
koma=koma- is possible in Axininca 1. Unless otherwise 
indicated, forms cited are from Axininca 1. 
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or trisyllabic verb stem is repeated. 5 Note in particular 

that prefixes are not copied in (3). 

(3) 
a. 
koma 
kaawosi 

b. 
kintha 
thaaNki 

no-koma=koma
no-kaawosi=kaawosi-

no-N-kintha=kintha-waiti 
no-n-thaaNki=thaaNki -wai ti 

'paddle' 
'bathe' 

'tell' 
'hurry' 

The forms in (4) show that when the verb stem is 

monosyllabic, the prefix no- is reduplicated with the verb 

stem, if present. The prefix is copied regardless of whether 

the verb stem contains one or two morae. That *no-naa=naa-

waiti is not an option for 'chew' shows that copying the 

prefix is obligatory. 

no-n-tho=no-n-tho-wai ti 
no-na=no-na-waiti 
no-naa=no-naa-waiti 
*no-naa=naa-waiti 

'kiss' 
'carry' 
'chew' 

The critical points about the forms in (3) and (4), as 

Spring notes, are that n(i) what reduplicates is always 

minimally two syllables; (ii) what reduplicates can be more 

than two syllables; and (iii) it is only in the case that the 

verb is not at least two syllables that the prefix 

5 The unsuffixed reduplicated forms in (3a) have the 
meaning 'to VERB more and more'. The forms ending in -wai-t
i- in (3b) mean 'I will continue to VERB more and more' 
(Spring, 1990:86,90). 
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reduplicates" (spring, 1990:91). Thus, the disyllabic foot Fa 

is the minimal unit (so far) in Axininca reduplication. 

spring accounts for the reduplicative pattern in (3) and 

(4) under the following analysis. First, the unsuffixed verb 

stem is syllabified. This step is shown with the stems no

kaawosi=kaawosi- and no-na=no-na-waiti- in (Sa-b). 

(5) 
a. 

J.£ J.£J.£ J.£ J.£ 

I 1/ I I 
no-ka wosi 

b. 

(1 (1 

/J.£ IJ.£J.£ 
I I I II I 

n o-k a w 

Base. 

Syllabify. 

(1 (1 

IJ.£ IJ.£ 
I I I I 

I I 
os i 

J.£ J.£ 
I I 
I I 

no-na 

(1 (1 

I J.£ I J.£ 

I I I I 
n o-n a 

Next, the syllabified verb stem is mapped to a P-Word template 

from right to left. Two syllables are required to satisfy the 

P-Word. If the stem contains at least two syllables as in no-

kaawosi=kaawosi- from (3), then mapping to the template is 

complete at this point. However, if two syllables are not 

available in the verb stem to satisfy the template as in no-

na=no-na-waiti- from (4), then a monosyllabic sequence before 

the stem is mapped to the P-Word prior to reduplication. Once 

constraints on the foot have been satisfied, the P-Word is 

maximised to include the entire verb stem excluding the 

prefix. P-Word mapping is shown in (Sc-d). 



(5) 
c. 

d. 

Map P-Word, satisfy FootMrn , FootMAX • 

p. p.p. 
I II 

no-ka 

F 
I \ 

a (] 
Ip. IJ1. 

I I I I 
w os i 

F 
I \ 

a a 
Ip. IJ1. 

I I I I 
n o-n a 

Map p-Word, maximisation. 

PW PW 
I I 
I I 
F F 

I I \ I \ I 
a a (] a (] 

1p.J1. IJ1. IJ1. IJ1. IJ1. 
I II I I I I I I I I 

I I I I 
no-k a w os i n o-n a 
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(FootMAX ) 

(FootMIN ) 

(FootMAX ) 

(FootMIN ) 

After maximisation, the P-Word is copied adjacent to 

itself (no evidence motivates copy either to the left or to 

the right in particular). Reduplication is followed by 

suffixation, if applicable. The remaining steps in the 

derivation of no-kaawosi=kaawosi- are shown in (5de-f). 

(5) 
e. Reduplication. 

PW PW PW PW 
I I I I 
I I I I 
F F F F 

I I \ I I \ I \ I \ I I 
a (] a a a a a a (] (] 

IJ1.J1. IJ1. Ip. IJ1.J1. IJ1. Ip. IJ1. IJl. IJl. /Jl. 
I II I I I I I II I I / I / I / I / I / I 

I I I I I I I I 
no-k a w os i=k a w os i n o-n a=n o-n a 

f. Suffixation 

N/A no-na=no-na-waiti 
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The important points are, first, that the template must 

be a P-Word to explain why three syllables are reduplicated in 

no-kaawosi=kaawosi-. Second, the difference between 

no-kaawosi=kaawosi- where the P-Word is mapped only to the 

verb stem and no-na=no-na-waiti- where the prefix is included 

to satisfy the P-Word makes an important point about the 

interaction of prosodic rules and morphological structure: 

these forms show us that template-mapping processes may refer 

to morpheme boundaries. In no-kaawosi=kaawosi-, mapping to 

the template stops at the morpheme boundary separating the 

stem and prefix. Template mapping crosses the morpheme 

boundary in no-na=no-na-waiti- because a templatic requirement 

has not been satisfied. Furthermore, for template mapping to 

cross the morpheme boundary, the prefix must be present at the 

time the P-Word is satisfied. This point is emphasised in an 

interesting way by the forms in (6). 

(6) 
osaNkina 
aasi 

n-osaNkina=saNkina-waiti 
n-aasi=n-aasi-waiti 

'write' 
'meet' 

In each form in (6), the vowel /0/ in the prefix no- has been 

elided before a vowel-initial verb stem (cf. no-na=no-na-

waiti-) . We may infer that the leftmost of two vowels 

juxtaposed across a morpheme boundary is deleted. The 

important observation here is that the truncated prefix is 

copied in n-aasi=n-aasi-waiti but not in n-osaNkina=saNkina-
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waiti. The reason is connected to the requirement that 

syllables in Axininca have onsets (Payne, 1981; Ito, 1989; 

spring, 1990).6 If a P-Word is mapped to each stem in (6), 

then the result will be a prosodic constituent whose initial 

syllable has no onset. with the verb root osaNkina- which 

contains four syllables, this result is avoided by excluding 

the root-initial vowel /0/ from P-Word (if /0/ were included 

we would expect the final /a/ in the stem to be elided after 

copy, yielding *n-osaNkin-osaNkina-). However, the option of 

excluding the root-initial vowel is not available with the 

verb aasi- since both syllables are required to satisfy the 

template Fa' In this case, the truncated pref ix n- is 

associated to P-Word to satisfy the onset requirement and is 

copied with the stem in reduplication. 7 

The interesting question is what happens in reduplication 

with verb stems of less than two syllables when there is no 

prefix: is it the case that augmenting processes apply to 

supply enough material to satisfy the two syllable requirement 

on the Prosodic Word? The forms in (7) show that with 

unprefixed monosyllabic verb stems containing two morae, only 

6 To be more precise, onsetless syllables are permitted 
initially in the morphological word. Ito (1989) notes that 
this fact does not follow from the templatic theory of 
syllabification she offers, and suggests that such a syllable 
could be licensed through extrametricality. 

7 The fact that template mapping operations may refer to 
morphological constituency resurfaces in the discussion of 
Spanish in §4.4. 
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the verb stem is copied; no epenthesis occurs (these examples 

from spring, 1990:148, are found in both Axininca 1 and 2).8 

(7) 
naa 
ii 

naa=naa-waitaki 
ii=ii-takina 

'chew' 
'be named' 

The form naa=naa-waitaki should be compared with no-naa=no-

naa-waiti/*no-naa=naa-waitaki in (4), where the prefix 

obligatorily surfaces in the reduplicant. As Spring notes, 

"the paradox is that a disyllabic foot is reduplicated 

whenever enough segmental material is available from the 

underlying representation, e.g. [no-naa=no-naa] '1st-carry', 

but the absolute minimal realisation of the prosodic word is 

a bimoraic foot" (Spring, 1990:153), as in naa=naa-waitaki in 

(7), when two syllables are not available from the underlying 

representation. In other words, the minimum P~W~rd 

requirement is a disyllabic foot; however, if two syllables 

are not present, a default of two morae is permitted. In 

terms of Minimal Structure this is possible only if the 

process which circumscribes the disyllabic foot from the stem 

contains the specification FootMm:on for Minimal Structure. 

The rule for Prosodic Word Formation in the Minimal Structure 

account is stated as (8) (here I depart from Spring, 1990). 

8 Unprefixed forms ending in -wai-t-ak-i ('continuative
epenthesis-perfective-nonfuture') mean 'he has continued to 
VERB more and more'; those ending in -t-ak-i-na ('epenthesis
perfective-nonfuture-1 sign. stative') mean 'I have continued 
to VERB more and more'. 



(8) 
Prosodic Word Formation. 

a. satisfaction: 
Template: 
Direction of Mapping: 
Base: 
Minimal Structure: 

FootMIN : 

Fu 
right to left 
morphological (verb stem) 

on (i.e. at least ~~) 
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b. Maximisation: associate to remainder of verb stem up 
to the stem-prefix boundary. 

Under the Minimal structure analysis, no epenthesis occurs in 

(7) because the heavy syllable satisfies FootMrn • FootMAX does 

not need to be satisfied under FootMrn : on. The partial 

derivation for naa=naa-waitaki in (9) shows foot mapping, P-

Word mapping, and reduplication (suffixation is not shown). 

(9) 

a 
I~~ 

I I I 
n a 

=> 

syllabified 
stem 

PW 
I 
I 
F 
I 
I 
a 

IJ1.~ (FootMrn ) 

I I I 
n a 

Map P-Word 
(Satisfy Foot) 

=> N/A => 

Maximise 

PW PW 
I I 
I I 
F F 
I I 
I I 
(J (J 

I~~ I~~ 
I II I II 

n a=n a 

Reduplicate 

A different situation obtains when the verb stem contains 

fewer than two morae. The forms in (10) show that when only 

an unprefixed verb stem containing a single monomoraic 

syllable is present, a second light syllable ta surfaces 



(Spring, 1990:148).9 

nata=nata-waitaki 
ita=ita-takina 
thota=thota -wai taki 

'carry' 
'precede' 
'kiss, suck' 
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However, the forms in (11) show that when a verb stem consists 

of no more than a single consonant, a heavy syllable surface,S, 

just as in the reduplicated forms in (7).10 

(11) 
n 
c 
p 

naa=naa-takina 
caa=caa-takina 
paa=paa-takina 
*pata=pata-takina 

'see' 
'enter' 
'give' 

The final pair shows that for the forms in (11), an option in 

which a light syllable is epenthesised is unavailable (cf. 

forms in (10».11 

It must be the case that the forms in (10) are augmented 

by inserting one mora, those in (11) by inserting two. 

9 A comparison between nata=nata-waitaki and no-na=no
na-waiti provide additional evidence that prefixes are present 
for template mapping. If the prefix were not available in no
na=no-na-waiti, then epenthesis should apply just as in 
nata=nata-waitaki. 

10 The forms in (10) are found in both Axininca 1 and 2. 
Those in (11) occur only in Axininca 2 (Spring, 1990:148-9). 

11 Spring notes that cases such as (10) and (11) in which 
a subminimal verb stem is augmented prior to reduplication 
provide the critical evidence that the P-Word template is 
mapped to the base and is not simply a requirement on the 
reduplicant. If the P-Word were only a reduplicative 
template, we would expect unattested forms like *na=nata
waitaki (or *nata=na-waitaki). 
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However, the problem as noted by spring is that in (10) 

syllabification of the inserted mora results in a second light 

syllable, while syllabification in (11) results in a heavy 

syllable. Any analysis ofAxininca must explain this 

seemingly anomalous difference. 

The solution proposed by spring (1990) is that inserting 

a single mora in (10) derives an environment for syllabifica-

tion whereas the insertion of two morae in (11) does not. 

spring's analysis relies on the further assumption that a mora 

may project its own syllable node only when adjacent to a 

syllabified mora. This criterion is met in (10) where the 

verb contains a syllabified mora, illustrated in (lla), but 

not in (11) where the verb has no morae, illustrated in (llb). 

( 11) 
a. (10) after ~ insertion. 

a 
/~ ~ 

/ I 
n a 

b. (11) after ~ insertion. 

a 
I J1. ~ 
I 
I 
n 

In (lla) the unsyllabified mora is adjacent to a syllabified 

mora and may project its own syllable node. In (llb) this 

condition is not met and the first mora may syllabify with the 

syllable already present. A problem with Spring's account is 

that as soon as the first mora is syllabified in (llb), the 

resulting representation is indistinguishable from (lla): the 

second mora in (llb) is now adjacent to a syllabified mora and 
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should be able to project its own syllable node. 

The problem just noted suggests that the solution lies 

not above the moraic tier, but below it. I propose an 

alternative which appeals to Template satisfaction with the 

additional critical assumption that after mora insertion, 

satisfaction of templatic elements in Axininca is strictly 

bottom-up. The alternative requires the following steps. 

First, P-Word and F templates are associated to the stem as 

usual, in (13b). Next, since the base is subminimal, the 

required number of morae are inserted, as shown in (13c). 

Third, default melodic features are inserted, represented as 

g in (13d) .12 Third, g is linked to an empty mora and spread, 

if necessary, to another empty mora, in (13e) .13 Direction of 

association is inconsequential in this case. I follow 

Archangeli and Pulleyblank (in prep.) in assuming that linking 

features proj ect intervening hierarchical structure where 

necessary (this is referred to as node generation by 

Archangeli and Pulleyblank). The steps described so far are 

illustrated in (13) with the stem na from (10) and the non-

moraic stem n from (11). 

12 In this case, [+low] is sufficient. 

13 Link-and-spread rules are formally expressed in the 
model of Archangeli and Pulleyblank (in prep.) as unrestricted 
iterative linking rules. For details, see the work cited. 
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(13) 
a. Syllabified stem. 

a a 
/J1. I 

I 

/ I I 
I I 

n a n 

b. Map P-Word, associate. 

PW PW 
I I 
I I 
F F 
I I 
I I 
a a 

/J1. I 
I 

/ I I 
I I 

n a n 

c. Map P-Word, Satisfy FootMIN ; Mora Insertion. 

PW PW 
I I 
I I 
F F 
I I 
I I 
a a 

/J1. J1. I 
J1. J1. I 

/ I I 
I I 

n a n 

d. Melody Insertion. 

PW PW 
I I 
I I 
F F 
I I 
I I 
a a 

/J1. J1. I 
J1. J1. I 

/ I I 
I I 

n a a n a 
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e. Association. 

PW PW 
I I 
I I 
F F 
I I 
I I 
(J (J 

IlL IL I IL IL I 

I I I I \ I I I I 
n a a n a 

Melody insertion in (13d) and association in (13e) have 

created different representations. The representation in the 

first column contains two short vowels while that in the 

second column contains a single long vowel. Assuming that two 

unsyllabified morae linked to the same root node surface as 

tautosyllabic in the unmarked case, both morae of the long 

vowel in the second column associate to the syllable already 

present in the next step of the derivation. I assume that two 

morae linked to distinct root nodes, as in the first column, 14 

are mapped to heterosyllabic structure in the default case. 

Thus, the second mora in the first column does not associate 

to the syllable already present in the representation, but 

projects its own syllable node and epenthesises [t] as an 

onset to the new syllable. ls Syllabification and onset 

14 The forms ita=ita-takina « i), thota=thota-waitaki « 
thO) in (10) show that the two root nodes need not be 
identically specified. 

IS The epenthesis of [t] to resolve heterosyllabic vowel 
clusters is widespread in Axininca, as a later-applying alter
native to vowel deletion (see the earlier discussion of vowel 
deletion from no- before a vowel initial verb stem). [t] 
epenthesis occurs in all the forms in (10) and is required to 
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satisfaction are shown in (13f-g). 

(13) 
f. Syllabification. 

PW PW 
I I 
I I 

F F 
I \ I 

I 

a a a 
I~ ~ I~~ 

I I I I II I I 

n a a n a 

g. onset satisfaction. 

PW PW 
I I 
I I 

F F 
I \ I 

I 

a a a 
I~ I~ I~~ 

I I I I I II I I 

n at a n a 

Once satisfaction is complete, reduplication copies the P-Word 

and suffixation derives the forms nata=nata-waitaki and 

naa=naa-takina (see the derivations in (6) and (7». 

It is important that both of the subminimal forms 

nata=nata-waitaki « na) and naa=naa-takina « n) derived in 

(13) are consistent with the bimoraic Minimal structure 

constraint on the foot. Mora insertion in both cases applies 

to satisfy the FootMN requirement, not the disyllabic foot. 

However, because the inserted mora in nata=nata-waitaki 

account for independent phenomena described by Payne (1981) 
and discussed by Levin (1985), Ito (1989) and Spring (1990). 
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projects its own syllable node, this form is also compatible 

with the disyllabic canonical foot. 

To summarise, in Axininca a disyllabic foot is normally 

required to satisfy a Prosodic Word copied in reduplication. 

In cases where a verb stem without a prefix provides two 

syllables, the foot and P-Word mapped to the verb stem do not 

include the prefix (only material mapped to P-Word is copied; 

cf. no-koma=koma- < Ikoma/, no-kaawosi=kaawosi- < Ikaawosi/). 

In other cases, two syllables can be associated to the foot 

only by including the prefix. If so, the prefix must be 

included (cf. no-naa=no-naa-wai ti, *no-naa=naa-wai ti < Inaaj) . 

If only one syllable is present in the representation, then 

epenthesis does not supply a second syllable, as long as two 

morae are present (cf. naa=naa-waitaki < Inaa/). When fewer 

than two morae are present, epenthesis supplies morae up to a 

total of two (cf. nata=nata-waitaki < Ina/, naa=naa-takina 

In/) . The fact that two syllables are mapped to the foot 

whenever the representation provides two syllables motivates 

F 11 as FootMAX • However, that only two morae are absolutely 

necessary when two syllables are not available motivates a 

FootMlN requirement of two morae. That a light syllable in the 

verb stem na is insufficient (> nata=nata-waitaki) shows that 

FootMlN here may not consist of only one mora. 
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4.2.1 Discussion: The Bimoraic FootMm and Headless Feet. 

One of the goals of this chapter is to argue that feet 

mapped to bases by morphological processes are not specified 

with heads. 16 The argument is based on showing that FootMIN 

effects in prosodic morphology and metrical phonology are 

different, and that FootMIN effects in prosodic morphology are 

not compatible with the theory of minimality and headship 

developed in Challter 3. Axininca is central to this argument. 

I argued in Chapter 3 that a bimoraic constraint on 

FootMIN in metrical systems is possible only when the Minimal 

structure Parameter requires that the head of FootMm dominates 

two morae (i.e. under HeadMm:off). The best example of 

bimoraic FootMIN discussed in Chapter 3 is found in Hixkaryana 

(§3.1.1) (cf. [[tah]] [ku[rje:] ]ho<na>, [kha [na:]] [ [nYh]] <no>; 

underlined sequences exemplify bimoraic FootMm). 

Given the argument that FootMIN in Axininca reduplication 

requires two morae, the striking property of this language is 

the following: while either syllable of a disyllabic foot is 

permitted to be heavy (cf. the bracketed sequences in [n2= 

naa]=[no-naal-waiti, no-n-[thaaNkil=[thaaNkiJ-waiti), neither 

syllable of the foot is required to be heavy (cf . no-

[komaJ=[komal-, [no-naJ=[no-naJ-waiti). This contrasts 

sharply with the metrical behaviour of E. Ostyak, which also 

16 A second argument leading to the same conclusion is 
made in Chapter 5. 
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employs a QI disyllabic foot [u u] (see Chapter 3, §3.3.1). 

Recall that E. Ostyak has an initial non iterative HeadM~:off 

(ROB) footing rule and a later disyllabic HeadM~:on (secondary 

stress) footing rule. For the ROB rule, Minimal structure 

results in a foot with an obligatorily heavy head. Because 

the foot template is quantity insensitive (i.e. [u u]), the 

nonhead may be either heavy or light. Relevant examples are 
..... 

[ [k~] to] tna , to [ [ 11] 10 ] koto (recall that the 

foot (bracketed) in E. Ostyak is trochaic and that heavy 

vowels are underlined). Axininca is not consistent with the 

bimoraic constraint on the head in this case because neither 

syllable in the Axininca foot (when both are present) is 

required to be heavy. 

Axininca disyllabic feet are like the disyllabic 

HeadMN:on (secondary stress) feet in E. Ostyak in that both 

permit (but do not require) either syllable to be light. 

Examples with bracketed secondary stress feet are 
, , ~ 

nlPi[ [k~] l' i], ClP~[ [noN] ni], toilio [ [kd] ta] . However, the 

bimoraic constraint on FootMN in Axininca is not consistent 

with the HeadMN:on setting in E. Ostyak: FootM~ in E. Ostyak 

secondary stress is permitted to dominate one mora (cf . 
.... 

k~tot[[no]]; the first two syllables belong to the ROB foot). 

Thus, the effects associated with FootMrn in Axininca are 

not consistent with analogous cases in metrical footing (i) in 

which the head of a foot is permitted to be light, nor (ii) 
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where the head of a foot is required to be heavy. The 

argument that the bimoraic constraint on FootMm in Axininca 

morphology is irreconcilable with the behaviour of heads 

demonstrated in Chapter 3 constitutes an argument that the 

morphological foot in Axininca does not dominate a head. 

The second part of the argument just made for Axininca 

amounts to an argument that the foot in Axininca reduplication 

cannot be an ROB foot, as in E. Ostyak primary stress. This 

argument also has cross linguistic validity: no morphological 

process discussed in the prosodic literature requires a foot 

in which one syllable is required to be heavy while the 

quantity of the other syllable is unrestricted. 

If the morphological foot does not dominate a head, it 

follows that the lower limit on the size of FootMm in the 

morphological foot cannot be determined by the size of the 

head, as in metrical systems. The approach taken here is that 

when the foot does not dominate a head, Minimal structure 

defaults back to the foot, enters the primitive inventory of 

foot structures, and pulls out the smallest available foot 

template--[~ ~]. Thus, in a language like Axininca where a 

template F is expanded under circumscription to the canonical 

shape [(J (J] (analogous to metrical footing), Minimal structure 

predicts that under FootMm:on, F must be associated at least 

to two morae. Two syllables will result only if sufficient 

material is present in the representation. 
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In the next section, I discuss two prosodic processes in 

Sierra Miwok which form bases by mapping root melodies to a 

template [~~~]. The processes differ in that one, but not 

the other, permits FootMrn to surface as a result of template 

association. 

4.3 Process Specific settings for the Minimal structure 
Parameter: sierra Miwok. 

In this section I discuss two morphological processes in 

Sierra Miwok (Penutian) (Freeland, 1951; Broadbent, 1964; 

Callaghan, 1987) which refer to the template [~~~]. I argue 

that the formation of the so-called second stem by mapping 

verbal melodies to [~ ~~] tolerates FootMm but that when the 

same template is mapped to verb roots in reduplication, 

minimal association is forbidden. Sierra Miwok is important 

for two reasons. First, it demonstrates that whether Minimal 

Structure permits FootMrn is not specified for the entire 

language but is determined process-specifically. 17 Second, 

the evidence from Sierra Miwok shows that a light syllable is 

insufficient to satisfy FootMrn • As in Axininca, FootMIN 

requires two morae. 

Before turning to the second stem I first outline a 

conceptual difference between types of templates used in 

prosodic processes discussed in this chapter. 

17 The language which demonstrated this point for 
metrical feet in Chapter 3 was Eastern Ostyak. 
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4.3.1 unarticulated versus Articulated Templates. 

It is important to note at the outset a difference in the 

types of templates used in sierra Miwok and in Axininca, 

discussed above. The templates employed in Axininca and in 

cases of metrical footing discussed in Chapter 3 were 

unarticulated templates, "F" (and in Axininca, P-Word) nodes 

which are "stretched" up to a maximal prosodic shape 

determined by (i) the foot specified by the rule (bimoraic F~, 

disyllabic Fa' etc.) and (ii) the melody available to 

associate to the template. This process is analogous to 

mapping a template Q. to a string in syllabification (Ito, 

1986,1989). By contrast, the templates used in sierra Miwok 

morphology are articulated templates. Articulated templates 

supplied by processes like root-and-pattern mapping (for 

example) are fully specified in terms of syllables and/or 

morae, and provide a "shell" to which base melodies associate. 

If unarticulated templates must be "stretched" to reach their 

prosodic potential only after they have been inserted into 

representations, then articulated templates are "prestretched" 

in that the full prosodic potential of the template is already 

specified when the template enters the representation. 

Templates are satisfied only to the extent that they are 

articulated (i.e. specified). For this reason, articulated 

templates (but not unarticulated templates) must be 

canonically satisfied if they remain in a representation. 
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Consideration of the various prosodic processes discussed 

in McCarthy and Prince (1986, 1990) suggests that whether an 

articulated or an unarticulated template is used depends on 

the type of process. McCarthy and Prince (1990) have shown 

that circumscripti_on operations in prosodic morphology are 

directly analogous to metrical footing. Thus, we may predict 

that circumscription operations, like metrical footing, always 

use unarticulated templates. Root-and-pattern operations, by 

contrast, apparently always use articulated templates. 

Reduplicative operations may apparently use either variety of 

template. As discussed above, Axininca uses unarticulated 

templates (another such language is YidinY (Dixon, 1977a,b; 

McCarthy and Prince, 1986, 1990). The evidence is that the 

sequence copied in reduplication is identical to a sequence in 

the stem (because the base for reduplication is circum

scribed) . Reduplicative operations in which the prosodic 

shape of the reduplicant does not match a sequence in the stem 

use articulated templates (see spring, 1990, for a typology of 

reduplicative operations which refers to this difference). 

4.3.2 Foot~ in the Second Stem. 

I begin by sketching a brief introduction to the 

morphology of simple verbs. In Sierra Miwok, the stems of 

simple verbs occur in the array of prosodic shapes illustrated 
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in (14) (Freeland, 1951: 95) .18 

(14) Sierra Miwok Simple Verbs (central dialect) 

Primary 2nd Stem 3rd Stem 4th Stem Gloss 

Type ka1a:N- ka1aN- ka11aN- ka1Na- 'dance' 
1 kiCa:w- kiCaw- kiCCaw- kiCwa- 'bleed' 

Type Ce1ku- Ce1uk- Ce11uk- Ce1ku- 'quit' 
2 koypa- koyap- koyyap- koypa- 'suck' 

Type hamme- hame'- hamme'- ham'e- 'bury' 
3 1iwwa- 1iwa'- 1iwwa'- 1iw'a- 'speak' 

Type 1u:S- 1uS- 1uSSu'- 1uS'u- 'win' 
4 na:k- nak- nakkY'- nak'Y- 'reach' 

It can be seen from the chart in (14) that third stems have 

two heavy syllables, a~~ a~~; and fourth stems always have a 

heavy syllable followed by a light syllable, a~~ a~. I 

propose that third and fourth stems are formed by mapping 

verbal melodies to the articulated templates [a~~ a~~J and 

[~~ ~] , respectively. with the exception of Type 4, all 

second stems have the prosodic shape a~ a~~. The second 

18 The primary source for Sierra Miwok is Freeland (1951) 
(the central dialect), the secondary source is Callaghan 
(1987) (the northern dialect). Earlier nonlinear treatments 
of the Sierra Miwok temp1atic system are found in smith (1985) 
and Goldsmith (1990). Page locations in Freeland (1951) and 
Callaghan (1987) are indicated by the author's initial fol
lowed by a numeral. The chart showing stem types below fol
lowing Freeland (1951) is simplified for expository reasons. 
variations on the template discussed below are discussed, 
though the actual prosodic shape of the stem is usually not 
affected. The dialect discussed by Callaghan (1987) provides 
evidence for one or two more templates including a disyllabic 
template [a a]. Transcriptions in this section follow 
Freeland (1951) except that I represent geminate consonants as 
doubled instead of with a postposed dot. The symbol [1:J 
represents a postdenta1 coronal stop transcribed by Freeland. 
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syllable is closed whether or not a following suffix begins 

with a consonant or a vowel (cf. kalaNN-ik- 'future dancer' 

F64, kalaN-tu- 'coming from dancing' F70). I argue below that 

the template in the second stem is [p.p. p.]. The column showing 

primary stems in (14) displays greater variation. The shapes 

which surface are ap. ap.p. in Type 1, ap.p. ap. in Types 2 and 3, 

and ap.p. in Type 4. 

The contexts in which primary, second, third and fourth 

stems surface are morphologically determined. Following 

Archangeli (1983, to appear), in cases where the prosodic 

shape of the stem is determined by morphological or semantic 

factors, I will say that the template is supplied. In 

contexts where no template is supplied, the primary stem of 

the verb surfaces. Primary stems are thus taken to be 

determined by the verb (i.e. the default case). 

The forms of present interest are the second stem forms 

in (14). Second stems always have the canonical shape ap. ap.p., 

except with biconsonantal roots containing only one vowel 

(i.e. CVC). In this case, a heavy syllable surfaces. A light 

syllable is insufficient. We may infer from the behaviour of 

these subcanonical forms first, that foot mapping in second 

stem formation tolerates FootMIN , and second, that FootMIN 

requires two morae. 

The second stem occurs with suffixes which express past 

and future time, among others (e.g. -g- 'recent past', -anY:-
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'distant past') and with the suffixes -nY- 'transitive', -ty

'coming from VERB-ing', -aSY:- 'perfect passive' and -nukku

'causative'; Freeland, 1951:96,97). Examination of the second 

stems in (14) for verb Types 1, 2, and 3 shows that second 

stems consist of a light open syllable followed by a closed 

syllable. The second syllable remains closed regardless of 

whether a following suffix is vowel-initial or consonant-

initial. The forms in (15a) show that before a vowel the 

third consonant of a second stem is geminated. Those in (15b) 

show that when the following suffix is consonant-initial, the 

third consonant is not geminated. 19 

(15) 
a. 
/ma'at + e/ ma'att-e: 'shoot-recent past' 97 
/ma'at + aSY:/ ma'att-aSY: 'shoot-perfective passive' 97 
/Sokuk + aSY:/ Sokukk-aSY: 'strip off-perf. passive' 75 
/puSel + aSY:/ puSell-aSY: 'blow-perfective passive' 75 

b. 
/koyow + nY/ koyow-nu 'to tell someone' 96 
/kalaN + tu/ kalaN-tu 'coming from dancing' 96 

The gemination as opposed to resyllabification of the 

third consonant of the second stem before a vowel-initial 

suffix (i.e. *[ma.'a.te], *[ma.'a.ta.SY:]) is consistent with 

a representation in which the third consonant occupies the 

second mora of a heavy syllable. This point is crucial to the 

claim that the template supplied to second stems is [~ ~~]. 

19 The vowel [u] in koyow-nu and kalaN-tu is derived from 
/Y/ by round harmony (Freeland, 1951:4). 
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Additional evidence that closed syllables are heavy in Sierra 

Miwok is that [CVC]u is metrically equivalent to [CV:]u. The 

forms in (16a) demonstrate initial primary stress when the 

first syllable is closed or contains a long vowel. Those in 

(16b) demonstrate peninitial stress after a light open initial 

syllable. All stressed syllables in Sierra Miwok are either 

[CVC]u or [CV: ]ui initial [CV]u[CV]u sequences are unattested. 

(16) 
a. 
le:ka:-N 
Sukkumi' 
huSSe:pi' 
we:llyyi' 
slttikkiniwa' 

b. 
'ama:-ti' 
taylSmu' 
klnat-mI' 

'stick' F18 
'owl' F7 
'water spirit' F7 
'he goes to get' F8 
'obsidian' F7 

'my grandmother' F8 
'jay' F7 
'on the buttocks' F22 

We may infer from the pattern illustrated in (16) that [CVC]a 

and [CV:]u are heavy for stress. An analysis consistent with 

the data is to map a single uneven iamb under FootMIN:on, 

HeadMIN:off at the left edge of the word. 

The evidence from stress establishes that consonants may 

be moraic. Evidence that consonants must occupy moraic 

positions is that a rule of Closed Syllable Shortening applies 

whenever a long vowel in a non-final syllable is followed by 

a cluster of two consonants. The forms in (17) demonstrate 

alternating vowel length in word-medial position. In the 

first column a vowel surfaces as long in an open syllable, but 
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is short in the second column (i) when the addition of a 

suffix derives a closed syllable, or (ii) when the following 

consonant is geminated (relevant sequences are underlined). 

(17) 
waka:ll.' 
leppana: 
k6:t-o-

wakal-ml.' 
leppana-ppu:t
k6tt-onunu' 

'creek/at the creek' F5 
'he/they finished me' F5 
'beyond/on the far side' F22 

Shortening may also occur when closed syllables in word-

final position become nonfinal. Word-final syllables in 

Sierra Miwok are unique in permitting long vowels even though 

closed by a consonant, as in the first column of (18). In the 

second column of (18), the same vowel surfaces as short when 

a following suffix begins with a consonant. 

(18) 
'l.wl.:Sa:k 
tuyyu:k 

'l.wl.:Sak-te' 
tuyyuk-ni' 

'he/I eating' F5 
'shaman-he/thou' F26 

Word-final length in the first column of (18) is explained if 

a final consonant is extrametrical. In that case, the 

consonant does not syllabify, and the syllable may license a 

long vowel. When a suffix follows, peripherality is lost, the 

final consonant can no longer be extrametrical and must be 

syllabified. If the following suffix is consonant-initial, 

then the previously extrametrical consonant associates to the 

syllable containing the long vowel, and the long vowel is 

shortened. 

Shortening in (17) and (18) and the moraic status of coda 
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consonants in general can be accounted for by the rule of 

Weight-by-Position in (19) (Archangeli, to appear). 

(19) 
Weight-by-Position. 

C] 

1\ 
#J. \ => 
1 \ 

ex {3 

C] 

1\ 
#J. #J. 
I I 
I I 
ex {3 

subj ect to [#J.#J. ] 0 

Archangeli's rule of Weight-by-Position in (19) states that a 

mora is assigned to any consonant which closes a syllable. 20 

The effects of closed syllable shortening illustrated in (17) 

and (18) follow from Weight-by-Position. Archangeli proposes 

that the assignment of a mora to a consonant following a long 

vowel automatically triggers vowel shortening. 

The effect of Weight-by-Position is illustrated in the 

derivation for tuyyuk-ni' in (20). The derivation begins with 

the syllabified stem tuyyu:k. 21 

20 Rule (19) differs from the rule of Weight-by-Position 
stated in Hayes (1989) only in that the consonant assigned a 
mora is associated to the syllable node in (19) at an earlier 
stage (for arguments, see Archangeli, to appear). 

21 The final glottal stop ['] is the subjective morpheme. 
The subjective -!,..- differs from other stem-final consonants in 
that it is never preceded by a long vowel. This can be 
explained if -,- is an exception to extrametricality. 



(20) 
(J (J 

IJ.£ J.£ IJ.£ J.£ 
I I II II 

t u y u <k> 

Syllabified stem 

(J (J (J 

IJ.£ J.£ IJ.£ J.£\ IJ.£\ 
I I II II \ I I \ 

t u y u k n i ' 

Syllabification 

=> 

=> 

(J (J 

IJ.£ J.£ IJ.£ J.£ 
I I II II 

t u y u k + ni + ' 

Affixation (remove <» 

(J (J (J 

IJ.£ J.£ IJ.£J.£ IJ.£\ 
I I II II I I \ 

t u Y uk n i ' 

Weight-by-Position 
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=> 

Under the analysis of tuyyuk-ni'/tuyyu:k given above, the 

ultima in tuyyu:k may contain a long vowel only because the 

final consonant is extrametrical and thus, unsyllabified. 

When the final consonant loses its extrametrical status 

through affixation, the consonant must be syllabified as a 

coda and shortening results from applying (19). 

The purpose of the preceding discussion was to establish 

t~at the third consonant in a second stem occupies a moraic 

position, motivating a representation of second stems in which 

a light open syllable is followed by a closed heavy syllable. 

The only foot template consistent with this representation is 

the foot [J.£ J.£J.£]. Having established the nature of the 

template used to form second stems, I turn to the derivation 

of second stems from roots in different primary stem classes. 

Second stems are reviewed in (21) (Freeland, 1951:94-5). 

Note that the forms in Types 1, 2, and 3 conform to the 

canonical foot while the forms attested in Type 4 consist only 
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of a heavy syllable. In (21), the root which maps to a verbal 

template is shown in the second column. 22 

(21) 

Root primary 2nd Gloss 
stem stem 

Type /polaN/ pola:N- polaN- 'fall' 
1 /'etal/ 'eta:l- 'etal- 'return' 

/kalaN/ kala:N- kalaN- 'dance' 
/h'iwat/ h'iwa:t- hYwat- 'run' 

Type /Celku/ Celku- Celuk- 'quit' 
2 /lutSe/ lutSe- luteS- 'go out' 

/koypa/ koypa- koyap- 'suck' 
/wimki/ wimki- wimik- 'spear' 

Type /hame/ hamme- hame'- 'bury' 
3 /'oya/ 'oyya- 'oya'- 'name' 

/t'iye/ tYyye- tYye'- 'sleep' 
/liwa/ liwwa- liwa'- 'speak' 

Type /luS/ lu:S- luS- 'win' 
4 /hat/ ha:t- hat- 'step on' 

/wel/ we:l- wel- 'take' 
/lot/ lo:t- lot- 'catch' 

In determining a formal statement for the rule of second 

stem formation, the following considerations are relevant. 

First, the second stems in Type 4 comprising a heavy syllable 

show that Minimal structure must specify FootMm:off so that 

FootMm is permitted. Second, the biconsonantal, bivocalic 

second stems in Type 3 have a final epenthetic glottal stop 

[']. The location of ['] (cf. hame') shows that mapping to 

22 It is possible that the initial glottal stops in 
/'etal/ and /'oya/ are not underlying, but are inserted to 
meet an onset requirement. All medial syllables have onsets 
in Sierra Miwok. 
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the template is from left to right. The base is the 

morphological constituent present in the representation. The 

rule for Second Stem Formation is stated in (22). 

(22) 
Second Stem Formation. 

a. 
b. 
c. 

d. 

Template: 
Direction of Mapping: 
Minimal Structure 

FootMIN : 
Base: 

[Jo' Jo'Jo'] 
left to right 

on 
morphological 

The triconsonantal, bivocalic stems in Type 1 contain 

sufficient material to satisfy the template [Jo' Jo'Jo'] straight

forwardly. Template mapping is illustrated in (23) with the 

stem 'etal- « /'etal/). 

(23) 

'etal => 'etal 

Base TMAX 

=> 

(J (J 

/Jo' /Jo'Jo' 

/ I / II 
let al 

Associate L-R 
(Satisfy TMAx ) 

The Type 2 and 3 stems which involve metathesis and epenthesis 

respectively will be discussed shortly. 

In contrast to Type 1 roots, the Type 4 roots in (21) are 

subcanonical, containing too few segments to satisfy [Jo' Jo'Jo']. 

In these cases what surfaces in the second stem is a closed 

syllable. Evidence that Type 4 second stems consist of closed 

(and therefore heavy) syllables is that the final consonant is 
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always syllabified as a coda, just as in the canonical forms 

presented in (15) (cf. wikk-e 'put-recent past' < Type 4 /wik/ 

F90, F97, C254). A problem is that a heavy syllable cannot be 

derived by associating to [~ ~~] from left to right. The 

output of association under this mapping is illustrated with 

luS- « fluS/) in (24a». In (24a), association to the 

template is accompanied by syllabification. 23 

(24) 
a. 

IuS => IuS 

Base Template 

=> 

a a 
/~ /J.LJ.L 

/ I / 
IuS 

Associate L-R 
(TMAX dissatisfied) 

The result of association in (24a) is a light open syllable 

plus an onset. Since this is not the surface result in this 

case, we may infer that a light syllable is insufficient to 

satisfy the minimal requirements on the foot: at least two 

morae are required for FootMm • 

I propose that when not even minimal templatic require-

ments are satisfied under the specified left-to-right mapping, 

Template Satisfaction requires the application of an operation 

of Template Substitution. In this case the articulated 

23 Syllable structure is not specified as part of the 
template since it is predictable under the requirement that 
the first element of the template be light, the second heavy. 
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template [~~~] (T~) is deleted from the representation and 

is replaced by a new articulated template [~ ~] (TMm ) which 

specifies the bimoraic requirement for FootMIN . 24 I propose 

that Template substitution, stated in (24b), is an option when 

mapping to an articulated template under FootMIN:on. 

(24) 
b. Template Substitution. When minimal templatic require

ments are not met through association to an articulated 
template (TMAx), TMAX is replaced by a template (TM1N ) 

specifying the minimal requirement. 

Then, the melody is reassociated to TMm from left to right, as 

usual. These steps are illustrated in (24c), which begins 

with the final stage of (24a). 

(24) 
c. 

a a 
/~ /~~ 

/ I / 
1 u S => 1 u S => 

1st Mapping Delete T~ 

1 uS => 

Insert TMm 

a 
/~p. 

/ 
II 
II 

1 uS 

Associate L-R 
(satisfy TMm ) 

The result of Template Substitution and reassociation is a 

heavy syllable: enough to satisfy rp.quirements on FootMm • 

Type 3 roots, like those of Type 4, are subcanonical. 

The derivation of Type 3 second stems differs from the 

derivation of Type 4 in one crucial respect. In Type 3 a mora 

24 I am grateful to Diana Archangeli for suggesting this 
approach. 
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left over after mapping to T~ is satisfied by epenthesising 

a glottal stop, even though two morae (the requirement on 

FootMm ) have already been satisfied. By contrast, two morae 

remaining after mapping to T~ in the Type 4 luS- are not 

satisfied through epenthesis. The insertion of the final 

glottal stop in hame'- shows that TMrn has not been substituted 

for T~ in Type 3. The derivation of hame'- « Ihame/) is 

given in (25). 

( 25) 
a a a a 

J.£ J.£J.£ IJ.£ IJ.£J.£ IJ.£ IJ.£J.£ 
I I I I I I I I I 

I I I I I 
hame => hame => h a m e => h a m e' 

Base T~ Associate L-R Satisfy TMAX 
(satisfy FootMIN ) 

The presence of the final glottal stop in Type 3 raises 

the following question: if a heavy syllable is sufficient to 

satisfy the foot in Type 4, then why are two light syllables 

not sufficient to satisfy the foot in Type 3? In other words, 

why is epenthesis obligatory in Type 3 but does not occur in 

Type 4 (i.e. *luSY', where [Y] is epenthetic)? The critical 

difference between Type 3 and Type 4 roots is that Type 3 

roots like Ihamel specify two vowel melodies while Type 4 

roots like IluSI have only one. Therefore, the root Ihamel 

but not IluSI satisfies the bimoraic minimal requirement on 

the foot on the first left-to-right mapping to TMAx • 

Epenthesis in hame'- but not in luS- can be explained if 
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template sUbstitution is triggered only when the FootMrn 

requirement has not been satisf ied. If the bimoraic con-

straint on the foot is met, T~ remains in the representation 

and must be satisfied--here, through epenthesis. 

It remains, for completeness, only to account for the 

second stems in Type 2. Like Type 1, Type 2 roots contain 

three consonants and two vowels, enough to satisfy TMAx • 

However, the third consonant and second vowel in Type 2 forms 

are differently ordered in primary and second forms (cf. 

Celku- (primary), Celuk- (second) 'to quit'). If the order of 

the melody in the primary stem reflects the lexically 

specified order of segments in the root, then the second stem 

must be derived through metathesis. 25 

Associating a root like ICelkul straightforwardly from 

left to right to TMAX yields the result in (26). 

( 26) 
(J (J 

p. p.p. Ip. 1 p.p. 
1 I 1 I 

I I 
Celku => Celku => C e 1 k u 

Root Template Associate L-R 

In (26) the third consonant Ikl is trapped. It cannot 

2S Al ternati vely , the order might be reversed in the 
lexical representation in which case the primary stem would be 
derived by metathesis. Because roots are always associated to 
a template, there is no way of discerning the true underlying 
order of the last two segments in a CVCVCICVCCV root. This 
ambiguity has no consequences for the point made here since 
triconsonantal verbs are attested in both configurations. 
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associate before lui since Sierra Miwok does not permi t 

complex onsets. Association to the final mora of the template 

is blocked by the link between lui and its dominating mora. 26 

Based on the evidence from stems like harne', we might 

expect the final mora to be satisfied through epenthesis and 

the trapped segment stray erased. Additional evidence that 

this should be an option comes from suffixed forms. An 

example discussed below shows that when the suffix -Se-

'recent past' follows second stems such as ma'at 'shoot' and 

wik 'put' the forms ma'atte-, wikke- surface, not the expected 

ma'atSe-, wikSe- (compare suffixation with a vowel final root 

'oti 'scatter'; the recent past form is" otisSe-) . These 

cases are accounted for by spreading the final consonant of 

the stem to a following syllable by rule (Onset Formation, see 

§4.3.3). The suffix initial /S/ does not then surface. 

However, epenthesis does not occur in Type 2 second 

stems, and /kl in ICelku/ is not stray erased, as described 

above for suffixed forms. Instead, the segments /ku/ are 

26 The metathetic alternation between forms with the 
shape CVCCV and CVCVC is robust in Sierra Miwok (see the 
fourth stem in (14». smith (1985) attempted to do away with 
metathesis by positing biplanar representations for conso
nantal and vocalic melodies in Sierra Miwok, following 
McCarthy's (1979) proposal for Semitic. However, Bat El 
(1988) argues that the occurrence of metathesis is not 
sufficient to motivate biplanar representations. The relevant 
evidence is that a process of metathesis in Modern Hebrew 
occurs after plane conflation has aligned consonants and 
vowels on the same tier. There is no other evidence for 
biplanar melodic representations in Sierra Miwok. 
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permuted to lukl and Ikl is associated to close the final 

syllable on the surface. What concerns us here is not the 

mechanism by which metathesis occurs but rather the principles 

which force it. Why is it that Ikl permutes with luI in the 

second stem, but lSI in the 'recent past' suffix -Se- does not 

permute with leI and associate as a coda, deriving *ma'atteS-? 

A solution to the above question can be found in a 

principle of Melody conservation, discussed in McCarthy (1979) 

and McCarthy and Prince (1986, 1990). Melody Conservation, 

stated informally in (27), requires that in systems where root 

melodies may be realised only through association to a 

template, association is obligatory for all available segments 

of a root. 

(27) 
Melody Conservation. In root-and-pattern mapping 
the melody of the root is exhaustively associated 
to the template. 

By root-and-pattern mapping I mean any operation in which 

morphological information essential to the interpretation of 

the root (e. g . word class, tense, etc. ) is provided by 

associating the root with a morphologically supplied 

template. 27 

27 Examples of languages claimed to instantiate root-and
pattern mapping are Semitic languages (Prince, 1975; McCarthy, 
1979; etc.), and Penutian languages, including Sierra Miwok 
and Yawelmani (Archangeli, 1983, 1984, to appear). 
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Melody Conservation has two effects in Arabic. First, it 

forces context specific modifications to the range of 

available prosodic templates, and second, the application of 

rules which would result in the loss of a segment from the 

root are blocked. The example provided for the first effect 

is that the template CVCCVC (i. e. [GJ.LJ.L GJ.LJ.L]) " ••• is not freely 

available --- it is the result of an association rule deriving 

medial gemination (kattab) that any analysis requires, or it 

arises under the force of the requirement that all root 

consonants be associated with some prosodic element (as in the 

quadriliteral verb daHrai)" (McCarthy and Prince, 1986:66; 

emphasis mine). The example illustrating the second effect is 

that the rule of gemination mentioned above does not apply in 

quadriliterals; thus, the rule is suppressed in verbs like 

daHraj and tarjam. 

For present purposes, there are two important points. 

First, in cases where the root segments must be licensed 

through linking to supplied templates and not by general 

prosodic rules such as syllabification, Melody Conservation 

guarantees that root segments are licensed through association 

to a specified template up to extrametricality, the second 

licensing operation (Ito, 1986, 1989). Second, Melody 

Conservation expresses an obligatory relationship between a 

supplied template and a prosodically unspecified root. 

The importance of Melody Conservation for Type 2 second 
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stems is that the third consonant in roots like ICelkul (here, 

Ik/) must be preserved for association to the template. 

However, to be licensed, Ik/ must be metathesised with the 

second vowel in order to associate. The final steps in the 

derivation of the Type 2 second stem Celuk- are shown in (28). 

(28) 
(J (J (J (J (J (J 

IJ.£ I J.£J.£ /J1. /J1.J1. 1J1. 1J1.J1. 
I I / I / I I I I I I II 

C elk u => C e 1 u k => C e 1 uk 

Associate L-R Metathesis Associate 

Melody Conservation says nothing about cases where the melody 

of the root has been copied or about the treatment of affixed 

melodies. This, then is why lSI in the suffix -8e- may be 

stray erased when it cannot associate to a template, in 

contrast to Ikl in ICelku/. 

To summarise, the main points of this section have been 

(i) that the second stem of Sierra Miwok simple verbs, derived 

by mapping root melodies to a template [J1. J1.J1.] (TMAx ), permits 

FootMm , and (ii) that FootMrn is two morae. The evidence that 

a foot of less than two morae is forbidden is that a light 

syllable expected when a subcanonical stem like /luS/ is 

mapped from left to right does not surface. I argued that 

when minimal constraints are not satisfied, TMAX is deleted, 

and a minimal template [J.£ J1.] (TMm) is inserted instead. Left-

to-right association proceeds as before, deriving a heavy 
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syllable. When other subcanonical roots like /hame/ are 

mapped to the template from left to right, the result is 

hame' -, wi th an epenthetic glottal stop. Epenthesis is 

obligatory in this case because mapping to [~ ~~] in hame'

satisfies FootMN and Template Substitution is not triggered. 

Thus, T~ remains in the representation and must be 

canonically satisfied. These were the most important points 

of the section. Also discussed, for completeness, were second 

stems in Type 2, formed by metathesising the last two segments 

of the root so that the root melody could be entirely accom

modated by the template. Metathesis is forced by a principle 

of Melody Conservation, stated in (27), which expresses an 

obligatory relationship between root melodies and morpho

logically supplied templates in root-and-pattern systems. 

A question which naturally arises from the discussion in 

this section is whether the option to tolerate FootMIN is 

specified as part of rules or whether it is a built-in 

property of Template satisfaction. The theory developed here 

claims that whether FootMN is tolerated is determined in rules 

by setting a parameter, the Minimal structure Parameter. The 

Minimal structure approach predicts that given a subcanonical 

melody (such as /luS/ in Sierra Miwok), whether FootMIN is 

tolerated should vary from process to process, within a single 

language or across languages. By contrast, an alternative in 

which Template satisfaction controls where FootMIN and FootMAX 
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surface predicts that a melody should map to FootMrn in every 

case; Footwx should be satisfied only if melody is left over 

after satisfying FootMrn . In other words, under this 

alternative, the difference between second stems kalaN- and 

luS- illustrated in this section should be attested 

universally. This issue is addressed in §4. 3.3 where I 

demonstrate that mapping to a foot template in a different 

process in Sierra Miwok always results in the canonical foot, 

even when the melody can satisfy FootMrn • 28 The evidence to be 

presented is therefore consistent with the specification of 

FootMrn/*FootMrn criteria as part of rules. 

4.3.3 progressive Reduplication in Sierra Miwok. 

In this section I discuss a process of reduplication 

which supplies a progressive or iterative meaning to Sierra 

Miwok verbs. 29 The object of specific interest is the base (a 

foot [~ ~~]) to which the reduplicative (0) is affixed. The 

treatment of roots like /luS/ in reduplication is different 

from their treatment in Second Stem Formation discussed in the 

last section: the reduplicative base does not permit FootMrn • 

Thus, the evidence from Second Stem Formation and 

reduplication together shows that within a single language 

28 The same point is evident in looking at how roots like 
/luS/ are mapped to other verbal templates in chart (1). 

29 For a comparative treatment of several different 
reduplicative processes in Sierra Miwok, see Pinar (1991). 
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individual processes determine differently whether a template 

may be minimally satisfied. 

In progressive reduplication, the reduplicative affix, a 

syllable, is affixed to stems with the canonical shape [~~~]. 

The template supplied to roots in this case is the same as 

that supplied in the second stem. The difference is that 

stems preceding reduplicated syllables discussed below always 

have the canonical shape: Foot~ is forbidden. 

Examples of reduplicated forms are given in (29). The 

first column in (29) contains the root, the second column the 

primary (default) stem, the third the reduplicated stem. Note 

that the reduplicated sequence in every case (underlined) 

corresponds to the last two segments of the root. 30 

(29) 
Root 

hYwat 
SYlet 
wakal 
lokot 

'ehel 

Primary 

hYwa:t-Y 
SYle:t-Y 
waka:l-Y 
loko:t-u 

'ehe:l-i 
( 'eh 

Reduplicated 

hiwatt-gtt-i 
Silett-~-i 
wakall-all-i 
lokott-ott-u 

Gloss 

'run/run about' 
'fly/fly about' C206 
'flow/ripple' 
'drop/rattle in a con-
tainer or aperture' 

'ehell-ell-i 'child/groan' C269 
'exclamation of children trying to urinate 
or have a bowel movement' C269) 

The forms in (29) are based on triconsonantal, bivocalic 

roots. The forms in (30) are based on biconsonantal roots 

with only one vowel (i.e. CVC). These forms differ from (29) 

30 All data in (29), (30) are found in Freeland (1951: 
112-3). Confirming page numbers in Callaghan (1987), if any, 
are indicated. 
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in that the last two segments of the root are repeated in the 

second syllable of the reduplicated form. 31 

(30) 
Root Unred. 
Cuy Cuyy-a 

lot lott-a 
sis siss-a 
'ep 'e:p-

yYt 13 

Reduplicated 
Cuyuyy-yyy-u 

lotott-Qtt-u 
sisiss-iss-Y 
'epepp-,rum.-Y 

yYtYtt-Ytt-Y 

gloss 
'pour (tr.) I to fall in a stream 

(of liquid or sand) 
'boil (tr.)/boil away' C137 
'scatter (tr.)/trickle' C198 
'spread out (of fire) I " over 
a flat (of water)' 

'shake (tr.) I shivering, 
shaking' CIOO 

The CVC roots in (30) are parallel to roots like IluSI 

discussed in the last section. The forms in the third column 

of (30) show that reduplication treats cve roots differently 

from Second Stem Formation. 

A word is in order about the vowels [Y,u] which surface 

finally in reduplicated and unreduplicated stems in (29) (cf. 

[Y] in hYwa:t-Y-, hYwatt-att-y-; or [u], in loko:t-u-, lokott-

ott-u-), and in reduplicated stems in (30). The vowel [Y] is 

the epenthetic vowel of the language; [u] is derived 

harmonically from [Y] (Freeland, 1951:3). These vowels are a 

paradigmatic regularity after consonant-final stems and before 

a number of consonant-initial suffixes. As an example from a 

different paradigm, the primary stems lu:S- 'win', lo:t-

'seize', and wYn- 'walk' become lu:Su, lo:tu, and wYnY in the 

present tense. I have included the final vowel because it is 

31 A vowel [a] in the unreduplicated stem in (29) marks 
transitivity and does not belong to the root. 
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represented by Freeland (1951) and Callaghan (1987). However, 

since the presence of these vowels is pervasive in the noun 

and verb morphology there is no evidence that the final vowel 

is connected to the process of reduplication discussed. A 

final [Y,u] is thus ignored in the following discussion. 

critical properties of reduplicated stems are the 

following. First, the copied sequence occurs in a heavy 

syllable. Second, the copied sequence is always preceded by 

a light followed by a heavy syllable (i.e. a~ a~~ + COpy). 

Third, the copied sequence matches the last two segments of 

the root. Finally, when the root contains only two consonants 

and one vowel as in (30), the copied sequence surfaces twice. 

The first property mentioned above can be accounted for 

if the reduplicative template is a syllable, a.32 The second 

property, the presence of the prosodic sequence a~ a~~ before 

the copied sequence can be accounted for if the reduplicative 

template affixes to a base formed by mapping the verb root to 

the articulated template [~ ~~]. The third property, the 

presence of a second copied sequence in (30), is accounted for 

if reduplication requires that the base [~ ~~] is satisfied 

canonically; in other words, the foot may not be satisfied by 

a heavy syllable, showing that FootMIN is forbidden. To 

satisfy [~ ~~], the subminimal roots in (30) are recopied and 

32 A template a~~ would also be consistent with the data. 
However, Weight-by-Position can just as easily provide the 
reduplicated consonant with a mora. 
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associated to the template a second time. The rule of 

reduplication stated in (31) has two parts: base formation, in 

which a stem with the canonical shape [~ ~~] is formed, and 

reduplication. 

(31) 
a. Reduplication. 

Template: 
position: 
Base: 

b. Base Formation. 

Template: 
Direction of mapping: 
Minimal structure 

FootMlN : 

(] 

suffixed 
prosodic, [J1. J1.J1.] 

[J1. ~J1.] 
left to right 

off 

I assume that (i) progressive reduplication supplies the 

articulated template [~ ~J1.] to the root in the same way that 

[J1. ~J1.] is supplied to form second stems in (for example) the 

recent past and perfective passive (see discussion in §4. 3 . 2) , 

and (ii) [J1. J1.J1.] must be satisfied as a prior condition to 

reduplicative affixation. The prior satisfaction of the base 

is analogous to processes in which a prosodic constituent is 

defined as a base for affixation. n 

The point of this sUbsection is to show that subcanonical 

roots are treated differently by reduplication than by second 

stem formation in that reduplication requires the base [J1. J1.J1.] 

33 As an example involving circumscription instead of 
root-and-pattern mapping, see the discussion of Ulwa in 
McCarthy and Prince (1990). 
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to be satisfied canonically (i.e. *FootMIN). To make this 

point directly, I proceed with the derivation of bases from 

the subminimal roots in (30) (these roots are parallel to 

/luS/ in the last subsection). In the derivation of Cuyuyy

uyy-u in (32), the root melody /Cuy/ is first associated to 

the template from left to right. 

(32) 
a. 

a a 
J.l. J.l.J.l. /J.l. /J.l.J.l. 

/ I / I 
Cuy => Cuy => C U Y 

Root Supply TMAX Associate L-R 

The result of association in (32a) is subminimal. Under 

FootMIN:off, there is no option to satisfy FootMm and Template 

Substitution is not triggered (as with luS-). Thus, TMAX 

remains in the representation and must be satisfied before the 

reduplicative template can be affixed to the base. This is 

accomplished by copying the root after the stem (copy 1) and 

associating from right to left to the second syllable. Right

to-left mapping in this case follows from the position of the 

templatic element to be satisfied (McCarthy and Prince, 1986). 

Copy 1 and right-to-Ieft association are illustrated in (32b). 
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(32) 
b. 

a (J a a a a 
IIJ. IIJ.IJ. IIJ. IIJ.IJ. IIJ. IIJ.IJ. 

I I I I I I II I I I II 
I I I II 

C U Y Cuy => C U Y Cuy => C U Y uy 

Copy 1 Associate R-L stray Erasure 

Association from right to left in (32b) is determined not by 

the rule in (31), but by the position of the empty prosodic 

unit at the right periphery. This is parallel to the standard 

treatment of suffixed templates (e.g. Marantz, 1982; McCarthy 

and Prince, 1986; etc.). 

Once the base [IJ. IJ.IJ.] has been satisfied, the reduplica

tive template a is affixed to the base and a language specific 

rule, Onset Formation, associates the final consonant of the 

base to the onset of a. 34 Next, the stem melody is copied 

beneath the template (Copy 2) and associated to the template 

from right to left. These steps are illustrated in (32c). 

(32) 
c. 

a (J + a a a + (J a a + a 
IIJ. IIJ.IJ. IIJ. IIJ.IJ. I IIJ. IIJ.IJ. I 

I I / I I / I / 11/ / I / 11/ I I I I I 
C U Y uy => C U Y uy => C U Y uy Cuyuy => 

Affixation Onset Formation Copy 2 

34 Onset Formation will be discussed shortly. 
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CJ CJ+ CJ CJ CJ + CJ 

I #J. I #J.JL ./ #J.#J. 
I I I II/' II 

I#J. I#J.#J. I#J.#J. 
I I I II I II 

C u y uy Cuyuy => C u y uy uy => Cuyyuy 

Associate R-L stray Erasure Surface 

After reduplication, a morphologically conditioned rule 

epenthesises a vowel [Y] which is harmonised to [u], to result 

in the full form Cuyuyy-uyy-u (Onset Formation applies again 

to provide an onset to the syllable containing the 

epenthesised [u]). The derivation of reduplicated forms from 

the canonical roots in (29) (cf. hYwatt-atCt-Yl-) is parallel 

to the derivation in (32) in all respects except that the root 

melody is sufficient to satisfy TMAX and Copy 1 is not 

required to augment the base. 

A step in the preceding derivation which must be made 

explicit is Onset Formation in (32c). The effect of this rule 

is to spread the final consonant of the stem to the onset of 

a following syllable. Onset Formation is stated in (33). 

(33 ) 
Onset Formation. 

CJ 

J.£ 
I 
I 
C 

CJ 

=> 

CJ CJ 

J.£ I 
II 
C 

Additional evidence for Onset Formation involves the behaviour 

of consonant-initial suffixes which follow the second stem. 

To repeat forms discussed in §4.3.2, when a second stem ending 
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in an unepenthesised consonant precedes a vowel initial 

suffix, as in (34a), the final consonant syllabifies as an 

onset with the initial vowel of the suffix, as expected. The 

example in (34b) shows that when a second stem which has a 

final epenthetic ['] in isolation precedes a consonant-initial 

suffix, the initial consonant of the suffix spreads to the 

stem (also not surprising). What is unexpected, however, is 

that when consonant-final stems (/wikl is a Type 4 subminimal 

root) precede a consonant-initial suffix, the final consonant 

of the stem again syllabifies with the vowel of the suffix 

even though the consonant-initial suffix could provide an 

onset. This case is illustrated in (34c) (the initials ~ 

and ~ in (34) stand for "perfective passive' and 'recent 

past'). 

(34) 

a. Ima'at + 

b. I'oti + 

c. Ima'at + 

2nd stem 
Unsuffixed Suffixed 

asY:I ma'at ma'att-aSY: 

Sel 'oti' 'oti-SSe-

Sel ma'at ma'att-e-

'shoot-p.p. , 

'scatter-r.p.' 

'shoot-r.p. , 
Iwik + Sel wik wikk-e- 'put-r.p. , 

The suffixed forms in (34c) are not consistent with simple 

syllabification from either right to left or left to right; in 

either case the initial consonant of the suffix lSI should 

syllabify. The forms rna' att-e- and wikk-e- are, however, 

consistent with the effects of the Onset Formation rule 
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posited for the derivations above. Onset formation in ma' att-

g- is illustrated in (35). 

(35) 
(J (J (J (J (J (J (J 

II-' II-'I-' II-' II-'I-' II-' II-'I-' II-' 
I I I II I I I II I I I II! \ I I II I 

m a , at => m a , at + S e => m a , at +S e 

2nd stem Suffixation Onset Formation 

The result of Onset Formation and associating the vowel leI is 

that the consonant lSI is trapped and cannot syllabify. The 

trapped consonant is stray erased at the end of the 

derivation; otherwise, syllabification and epenthesis would 

produce ma'attYSe. 

To conclude the discussion of Onset Formation, this rule 

is not posited as a convenience in the derivation of 

reduplicated forms, but is required independently in the 

grammar, applying also with second stems. As noted earlier, 

onset Formation also accounts for the gemination of the final 

consonant in surface forms (cf. Cuyuyy-uyy-u, hYwatt-att-Y) 

following final vowel epenthesis. 

To summarise, in derivations from subminimal roots such 

as Cuyuyy-uy, the melody of the base is copied twice (Copy 1 

and Copy 2) and after each copying operation, association 

proceeds from right to left. The derivation of the Cuyuyy-uy 

in (32) is unexceptional in all respects except that it is 

necessary to spread the final consonant of the base to the 
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onset of the reduplicative template {] (Onset Formation in 

(33». However, unless Onset Formation applies, right-to-Ieft 

association should yield the incorrect result with canonical 

roots, for example *hIwat-wat (no difference is predicted with 

subcanonical roots since in the augmented form, e.g. 

Cuyuyy-uy, the final consonant is a copy of the medial 

consonant). An alternative which appeals to edge-in-

association (i. e. link the leftmost copied segment, then 

associate from right to left) is equally unsuccessful: the 

predicted result is *hIwat-hat. 

As a third alternative, consider an account in which both 

reduplicative and base templates are introduced into the 

prosodic representation simultaneously. Under this 

alternative, if the prosodic sequence {]~ {]~~ + {] is present 

when the root is linked to the template, then spreading the 

stem-final consonant to the onset of the third syllable could 

apply as a consequence of Template satisfaction, since 

syllables in Sierra Miwok require onsets. The derivation in 

(36) shows that the correct results are generated for forms 

like hIwatt-at- under the alternative just described. 

(36) (hypothetical) 

hYwat => hIwat => 

Root Affixation 

{] 

I~ 
I I 

h I 

{] + {] 
I~~ I 

I I II 
w at => 

Associate L-RI 
Onset Formation 

{] {] + {] 
I~ I~~ I 

I I I II I 
h I w at hIwat 

Copy 

=> 



C1 C1+ C1 

I J1. I J1.J1. /J1.J1. 
I I 111/ II 

h I w at hlwat => 

C1 C1 + C1 

IJ1. IJ1.J1. IJ1.J1. 
I I I II I II 

h I w at at 
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=> 

Associate R-L stray Erasure Surface 

A problem with this alternative occurring with subminimal 

roots is that when the root is associated from right to left 

after Copy 1, there is no way of preventing ICI from 

associating to the template without stipulation. The problem 

is illustrated in the partial derivation based on the root 

ICuYI in (37). 

(37) (hypothetical) 

C1 C1 + C1 C1 C1 + a 
J1. J.LJ.L IJ.L IJ.LJ.L 

I I I I 
Cuy => Cuy => C U Y => 

Root Affixation Associate L-R 

C1 C1 + C1 C1 C1 + C1 C1 C1 + C1 

IJ.L IJ.LJ.L IJ.L IJ.LJ.L IJ.LJ.L IJ.L IJ.LJ.L IJ.LJ.L 
I I 

I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 

I I I I I I I 
C U Y Cuy => C U Y C uy => C U Y C uy 

Copy 1 Association R-L Stray Erasure 

An additional problem occurs when the remaining, heavy 

syllable in the representation must be satisfied. When a 

floating melody is associated to a template, it is associated 

from the edge furthest from the base (Marantz, 1982; McCarthy 

and Prince, 1986). In the output of (37) there is no clearly 

defined base; this then, will have to be stipulated {the edge 
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at which association begins must also be stipulated, but this 

depends on which sequence is taken to be the base). Such a 

contorted derivation and its attendant stipulations are 

unnecessary under the assumption of the proposed analysis that 

after the reduplicative template is affixed, Onset Formation 

applies. For the reasons given above, I conclude that only 

the proposed analysis generates the attested results in a way 

which is consistent with prosodic theory. 

To summarise, in this section I have shown that in 

progressive reduplication, a reduplicative template (J is 

affixed to a stem formed by mapping a verb root to a foot 

template [~~~]. The process which forms the reduplicative 

base does not tolerate FootWN • The way in which the template 

is satisfied when the root is subcanonical (i.e. SUbminimal) 

is by copying the melody of the verb root to the left of the 

associated sequence and mapping from right to left. In §4.3.4 

I conclude the discussion of Sierra Miwok by summarising the 

importance of the processes discussed in §4.3.2 and §4.3.3 

within the scope of the thesis. 

4.3.4 conclusion. 

This section has discussed two processes in Sierra Miwok 

in which a verb stem is formed by mapping a root melody to a 

template [~ ~~]. The two processes differ in that the outcome 

of mapping to the template in the second stem, §4.3.2, may be 
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FootMm while in forming the base for reduplication, §4.3.3, 

FootMm is not permitted. The evidence is that parallel 

subcanonical melodies fluS! and !Cuy! do not receive parallel 

treatments in second stem formation and reduplication. What 

surfaces in the second stem for the root fluS! is a heavy 

syllable luS- (Cuy- would also be predicted in this case). 

However, when the root !Cuy! is mapped to [~ ~~] to form a 

base for reduplication, a canonical foot surfaces Cuyuy- (and 

predicted luSuS-) (unreduplicated). 

The data discussed above is relevant to three points 

being made in this chapter. First, FootMm must contain two 

morae. In §4.3.2 I argued that roots are mapped to the second 

stem template from left to right. Support for this analysis 

was provided by the location of an epenthetic segment at the 

right edge. However, with the root !luS!, left to right 

mapping produces a light syllable followed by an onset. What 

surfaces, instead, is a heavy syllable. The approach adopted 

here was to derive the heavy syllable by deleting the 

canonical template [~~~] (T~) from the representation and 

reassociating the melody to a new template [~ ~] (TMIN) 

inserted in its place. Template sUbstitution is triggered 

only if insufficient material is present in a representation 

to satisfy minimal requirements, due to the requirement that 

processes which augment subminimal representations supply only 
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enough material to satisfy the minimal requirement. 3s 

Template sUbstitution is not triggered in hame' because the 

FootMm requirement is met. Thus, TMAX remains in the 

representation and triggers epenthesis of the final ['l. 

The second point was that the difference between luS- « 

fluSf) and Cuyuy- « fCuyf) shows that processes within a 

single language may specify differently whether FootMlN is 

permitted. In the theory developed in this thesis, this is 

accomplished by specifying different settings for the Minimal 

structure Parameter. 

Finally, the data discussed above support a theory which 

claims that whether FootMlN is tolerated is determined by rules 

and is not controlled by Template Satisfaction. The facts 

discussed in §4.3.2 show that a subcanonical root fluSf is 

capable of mapping to FootMm in second stem formation. 

However, in other paradigms, what surfaces is not FootMm but 

FootMAX (shown with the parallel subcanonical root fCuy/). 

Based on these data I conclude that constraints on minimal 

structure are set by rules and that Template Satisfaction 

satisfies prosodic units to the level of constraint specified 

by the rules. 

3S This point was made by spring (1990). In fact, 
template sUbstitution operations provide addition evidence for 
the limitation on augmentation just described. 
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4.4 Diminutives and Augmentatives in Mexican spanisb. 36 

In this section I argue that a prosodic condition on the 

formation of diminutive and augmentative forms in Mexican 

Spanish requires that the stem preceding the suffix comprise 

an absolute minimum of two syllables. 37 The discussion serves 

two purposes. First, spanish provides a new example of a 

point already made in the literature, that templates in many 

cases must be satisfied canonically. When a stem melody 

cannot satisfy the disyllabic template F", epenthesis supplies 

a light syllable. Thus, Spanish contrasts with Axininca 

reduplication (§4. 2) which also employs a template F", but 

where FootMm is permitted. Second, Spanish shows that 

settings for the Minimal Structure Parameter are independent 

of other prosodic requirements in a language. Like Axininca, 

Spanish has a bimoraic WordMm constraint on content words (cf. 

[te:] 'tea', [pan] 'bread'). Despite this, a heavy syllable 

is not permitted to satisfy the disyllabic template in Spanish 

(i. e. *FootMm). 

36 This section has benefitted from the input of Rosa 
Garcia, Raquel Mejia, Chip Gerfen, and especially Maria 
Eugenia Fernandez who patiently supplied and/or confirmed much 
of the data. The data reported have been checked with five 
nati ve Spanish speakers from the Mexican state of Sonora. 
Many of the items cited are Mexican or specifically Sonoran 
colloquialisms. 

37 Diminutive formation in Mexican Spanish differs from 
the Paraguayan dialect discussed by Jaeggli (1980) principally 
in that Paraguayan does not impose a disyllabic restriction on 
the stem. 
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In addition to the central points just noted, the spanish 

case also informs on the interaction between prosodic rules 

and morphological constituents. I argue that template mapping 

has access to the morphological boundary between stem and 

suffix, a point made also in the discussion ofAxininca in 

§4.2. Reference to a morpheme boundary is not necessarily 

expected in a process which refers to prosodic structure. 38 

The diminutive (DIM) and augmentative (AUG) suffixes used 

most productively in Mexican Spanish are - «el cl ita/- «el cl ito 

and -«elslota/-«els)ote respectively.~ For semantic 

reasons, the distribution of AUG is more limited than that of 

DIM. Thus, it will not always be possible to provide AUG 

forms corresponding to items cited in the diminutive. 40 The 

38 Archangeli and Pulleyblank (in prep.) show that other 
types of rules have access to this boundary, contrary to 
expectation. 

39 other DIM suffixes reported by Jaeggli (1980), are 
-ilIa /-illo (e.g. piecesillo 'little foot'), -ica/-ico (e.g. 
borrico ' little donkey'), and -in (Alfonsin ' little Alfonso') . 
The first two are not used productively in Mexico. However, 
different suffixes sometimes distinguish DIM forms from 
homophonous stems. For example, mesa means both 'table' and 
, flat-topped hill'. The DIM forms for these nouns are mesi ta, 
mesilla respectively. A less productive AUG suffix is -on 
(e.g. cajon 'chest' from caja 'box'). 

40 Not all nouns and adjectives can occur with DIM 
either. For example, the form estadiecito « estadio 
'stadium'; Jaeggli, 1980; Harris, 1983) was not possible for 
the speakers consulted, who use instead estadio pequeno. I 
have taken care to cite only DIM forms which are possible for 
my Mexican consultants to avoid problems with dialectal 
variation concerning which nouns can take the DIM suffix 
(judgements about DIM and AUG forms are apparently quite 
stable across Mexico; R. Mejia, private communication). 
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important point is that the phonological behaviour of DIM and 

AUG suffixes is identical. 

DIM -«e)c)ita/-«e)c)ito and AUG -«e)s)ota/-«e)s)ote 

each have a core element, -it- and -ot- respectively. The 

vowel [e] and the consonant [s] are epenthesised in contexts 

made explicit below. 41 The core of each affix is followed by 

a Terminal Element -g in feminine forms and -Q (DIM) or -g 

(AUG) in masculine forms. A Terminal Element in the sense of 

Harris (1991) is a final vowel specified as part of many 

stems, but which does not form part of the root. The quality 

of a Terminal Element is often correlated to gender; however, 

there are both systematic and idiosyncratic exceptions. For 

a full description and discussion, see Harris (1983, 1991). 

The suffix DIM affixes to both noun and adjective stems 

and expresses a variety of nuances, including delicacy, 

smallness, insignificance, cuteness, and the sense of Ita 

little bit". 42 Diminutives are also used as terms of 

endearment. Adjectives used in this way are nominalised (as 

in chapo 'short'/ los chapitos 'the little short ones'). AUG 

41 The vowel [e] is independently motivated as the 
epenthetic vowel of Spanish (Contreras, 1977; Harris, 1983, 
1991). 

The letter Q before g,i spells phonetic [s]. Elsewhere, 
Q spells [k]. If there is a preceding Q (i.e. [s]) in the 
stem, § replaces Q orthographically, as in dulcesita 'sweet, 
gentle, soft'. 

42 Multiple instances of the diminutive after a stem 
intensifies the diminutive meaning. Thus chiguitita « chica) 
means 'tiny little'. 
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occurs with count nouns and adds the meaning 'large'. Having 

discussed the productivity, form, and meaning of DIM and AUG, 

I now turn to an examination of the phonological data. 

4.4.1 Description and Analysis: crucial Data. 

Diminutive and augmentative suffixation with polysyllabic 

stems (i.e., containing at least three syllables) is 

illustrated in (38).43 A final Terminal Element is deleted in 

(38) and the truncated stem is followed by either -ito or 

-ita, depending on the gender of the original form. Nouns are 

identified by the presence of the definite articles el 

(masculine) and la (feminine) (where an item may be either an 

adjective or a noun the article is parenthesised). 

(38) 
stem Diminutive Augmentative Gloss 
el molacho molachito molachote 'toothless' 
(la) prieta prietita prietota 'dark 

skinned' 
la chamaca chamaquita chamacota 'girl' 
(la) moteada moteadita moteadota 'speckled' 
el mariachi mariachito mariachote 'mariachi' 
la can6a canoita (21 'canoe' 
chaparro chaparrito (21 'shorty' 
el huapanguero huapanguerito (21 'singer of 

huapangos' 
chinquechado chinquechadito (21 'bent over, 

squatting' 

43 Derived (e.g. chinguech-ado, huapangu-ero) as opposed 
to underived (e.g. prieta) status of the stem is unimportant. 
DIM and AUG forms can be made of transparently complex stems 
(e.g. des-corazon-ad-it-a 'disheartened' and dis-gust-ad-it-o 
'displeased'). 
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The examples in (39) illustrate the standard observation 

(e.g. de 1a Pena, 1898; Real Academia Espano1, 1931) that 

after monosyllabic stems, a sequence [es] not present in the 

unsuffixed stem surfaces before DIM and AUG. For Mexican 

speakers the presuffixa1 sequence [es] is obligatory; thus, 

*malito, *ma1ote, *tosita, *tosota, etc. are impossib1e.~ 

(39) 
1a voz 
e1 pan 
la tos 
e1 rey 
e1 pez 
e1 par 
e1 club 
e1 mal 
1a mie1 

vocesita 
panecito 
tosecita 
reyecito 
pecesito 
parecito 
c1ubecito 
ma1ecito 
mie1ecita 

vocesota 
panesote 
tosesota 
reyesote 
pecesote 

f2J 
f2J 
f2J 
f2J 

'voice' 
'bread' 
'cough' 
'king' 
'fish (live)' 
'pair' 
'club' 
'illness' 
'honey' 

The critical properties of diminutives and augmentatives 

in (38) and (39) are the following. When more than two 

syllables are present in the unsuffixed stem, as in (38), DIM 

and AUG have the forms -ito/-ita and -ote/-ota. In suffixed 

forms corresponding to monosyllabic stems, (39), a sequence 

[es] surfaces which is not present in the unsuffixed stem. A 

stem-final Terminal Element in (38) does not surface before 

the diminutive and augmentative suffixes. The generalisation 

which underlies the facts just described and which 

demonstrates the central point of this section is that the 

stem preceding DIM and AUG contains an absolute minimum of two 

44 

'bad'. 
There is a form ma1ito from the disyllabic stem malo 
Disyllabic stems will be discussed shortly. 
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syllables. If two syllables are not present in the stem, as 

in pan, epenthesis supplies enough content to satisfy the 

minimum requirement (cf. panecito). 

A less obvious characteristic is illustrated by the 

diminutive mielecita [mjelesita] « la miel 'honey') in (39). 

The diphthong [je] in this form surfaces only when the vowel 

in the underlying stem /mel/ is assigned cyclic word stress; 

thus, [mjel]. When the stem /mel/ occurs with disyllabic 

suffixes added before cyclic stress assignment (for example, 

-oso) , /e/ does not receive stress and the diphthong does not 

surface; thus, meloso [mel+6so] (similarly, bueno [bwen+o] 

, good', bondad [bon+dad] , goodness' ) . The presence of the 

diphthong [je], identifying a stressed vowel on an earlier 

cycle in mielecita, shows that the input to DIM is a Word-

level morphological constituent (Harris, 1983:128ff). stress 

shifts in forms like pescadito [pescaoito] (compare pescado 

[pescaoo]) show that main stress is reassigned after DIM and 

AUG have been affixed. No trace of the original primary 

stress remains on the penultimate vowel [a] in pescadito. 4s 

The account I propose is the fOllowing. First, DIM and 

AUG are represented with a floating disyllabic template Fa' as 

in (40) (the curly brackets denote the choice of Terminal 

4S Thus, Spanish contrasts with English in which primary 
stresses assigned on cycle n retain a lower degree of stress 
on cycle n+1. See Hammond (1989c). However, lexical details 
are peripheral to the main point illustrated here. A brief 
discussion is found in Harris (1983:125-128). 
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Elements, selected based on the gender of the stem). 46 

( 40) 
a. Diminutive b. Augmentative 

it + TE{o/a} ot + TE{e/a} 

Second, diminutive and augmentative morphemes are affixed to 

a noun stem (DIM and AUG) or adjective stem (DIM only) at the 

Word level. Third, the floating disyllabic foot Fa is mapped 

to the stem. crucially, melody from the affix is not mapped 

In other words, mapping does not cross the Word 

boundary between the stem and DIM or AUG. If the stem cannot 

satisfy Fa' epenthesis applies. Fourth, when syllabification 

applies, if the initial vowel of a DIM or AUG suffix is not 

syllabified, [s] is supplied as an onset. [s] Epenthesis is 

not a general rule of spanish and must be stated as part of 

DIM/AUG formation. Vowel epenthesis is forced by Template 

satisfaction and does not need to be stated. These steps are 

listed in (41). 

( 41) 
Diminutive/Augmentative Formation. 

a. Affix to noun (DIM, AUG) or adjective (AUG) stem at 
Word level. 

b. Map Fa to stem from left to right. 
c. [s] Epenthesis. 

46 The unarticulated template Fa is used here instead of 
the articulated template [0 0], indicating that the foot is 
circumscribed. Since Fa and [0 0] make the same predictions 
for Spanish, I use Fa to be consistent with Axininca (§4.2) 
which contrasts with Spanish in tolerating FootM~. 
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The ordering in (41) is crucial: affixation must precede 

template mapping to account for the fact that a final 

extrametrical consonant in roots like /mad<r>/ (> madre 

'mother') and /yuN<k>/ (> yungue 'anvil') are mapped to the 

foot template. This is possible because affixation revokes 

final extrametricality, by convention. These cases are 

discussed in §4. 4 • 2 • Whether or not [s] Epenthesis applies is 

determined by the result of template mapping. [s] Epenthesis 

will be discussed and formalised shortly. 

The rule which maps Fa to the form is stated as (42). 

The effect of constraining template association not to cross 

the boundary between stem and suffix (to be motivated) is 

captured by making the domain of template mapping the Word-

level morphological constituent. In this case, the Word 

boundary between the stem and suffix creates a barrier. 

(42) 
Template: 
Direction of association: 
Minimal structure: 

FootMIN : 
Base: 

Fa 
left to right 

off (i.e. aa required) 
morphological Word 

Finally, a rule deleting a Terminal Element before the 

suffix is required. I will show shortly that it is critical 

that the Terminal Element be present in the representation 

when template mapping occurs in order to satisfy Fa. The rule 

which deletes the Terminal Element is independent of DIM/AUG 

Formation, but intervenes between template mapping in (41b) 
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and [s] Epenthesis in (41c). 

The remainder of the section is divided into subparts 

which motivate different aspects of the analysis. In the rest 

of §4. 4.1 I discuss (i) the data in (38) and (39) which 

motivate the disyllabic constraint, (ii) diminutives and 

augmentatives formed from disyllabic stems ending in a 

Terminal Element and the rule Terminal Element Deletion, and 

finally (iii) [s]-Insertion, (41c). In §4.4.2 I deal with 

disyllabic stems ending in an epenthetic vowel. These data 

motivate the claims that (i) DIM and AUG suffixation precedes 

template mapping (the ordering (41a) and (41b), and (ii) that 

the melody of the suffix is not available to template mapping 

(i.e. template mapping may not cross the morphological 

boundary between stem and suffix). 

The forms which crucially motivate the disyllabic 

constraint on the stem are those in (39), exemplified by 

panecito where a vowel [e] never surfaces finally in the 

unsuffixed stem, but always surfaces in corresponding 

diminutives and augmentatives. The FootMm:off specification 

in (42) requires that the template be associated to two 

terminals of the canonical foot (i.e. two syllables). 

However, the stems in (39) are monosyllabic (e.g. pan) and 

therefore sUbminimal; the template Fa cannot be satisfied 

through association. Template Satisfaction requires that a 

syllable node be inserted to satisfy the foot, (43a), and that 
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a mora be inserted to satisfy the syllable, (43b). The mora 

inserted in (43b) at some point receives the features for [e] 

by default. 

(43) 
a. b. 
Syllable Insertion. Mora Insertion. 

Fa => Fa (%) (] => (] (%) 
I I I I I I I 
(] (] (] I I J.£ I 

C C 

The rules in (43a,b) are basic rules of augmentation required 

by Template satisfaction and apply any time the configuration 

to the left of the arrow arises. In particular, (43b) is 

available to regular syllabification. The mirror image symbol 

U%U indicates that whether the syllable or mora is inserted to 

the left or to the right depends on the direction of mapping. 

Steps in the derivation for panecito through Template 

satisfaction are shown in (44a). crucially, the location of 

the epenthesised vowel in (39) (e.g. panecito) shows that 

mapping to Fa proceeds from left to right. Evidence that the 

stem is syllabified in the input to DIM is the prior 

assignment of word stress (see the earlier discussion of 

[mjel], [mjelecita]). After Syllable Insertion, the final In/ 

resyllabifies as an onset to the inserted syllable and the 

mora originally occupied by Inl is deleted (evidence that In/ 

is moraic is that closed syllables are heavy for stress 

assigned at the right edge; cf. loca [loka] 'crazy', balcon 
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[balkon] 'balcony'). 

(44) 
a. 

(J 

/JI.JI. 
/ II 

[p an] 

stem 

Fa 
/ 

(J (J 

/JI.JI. 
/ II 

[p an] ito 

Insert (J 

=> 

=> 

(J 

/JI.JI. 
/ II 

[p an] ito 

Suffixation 

Fa 
/ \ 

(J (J 

/JI. / 
/ I / 

[p an e] ito 

Resyllabify 

=> 

=> 

(J 

/JI.JI. 
/ II 

[p an] ito 

Associate L-R 

Fa 
/ \ 

(J (J 

/JI. /JI. 
/ I / I 

=> 

[p an e] ito 

Insert JI. 

Following Template Satisfaction, the suffix is syllabified and 

[s] Epenthesis occurs, illustrated in (45b).~ 

(45 ) 
b. 

Fa 
/ \ 

(J (J (J (J 

/JI. /JI. JI. /JI. 
/ I / I I / I 

[p an e] it 0 

Syllabify 

=> 

Fa 
/ \ 

(J (J (J (J 

/JI. /JI. /JI. /JI. 
/ I / I / I / I 

[p an e) s it 0 => panes ito 

[s] Epenthesis Surface 

The derivation of panecito demonstrates the point that 

FootMIN is not tolerated in Spanish DIM/AUG Formation. If 

47 Rules not central to the analysis (e.g. cyclic and 
noncyclic stress) which apply to derive surface forms are not 
shown. 
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FootMm were possible in this case, then the unaugmented stem 

pan (a heavy syllable) would be sUfficient to satisfy the 

foot, as in Axininca (§4. 2). The epenthesis of [e] shows that 

the bimoraic stem pan is subminimal for this process. 

The rule which inserts [s] in panecito, stated in (46), 

supplies an onset to the syllable containing the initial vowel 

of DIM, AUG when the representation cannot provide an onset. 

( 46) 
[s1 Epenthesis. 

(J 

I 
I 

DIMlAUG[ V => 

a 
II 

DIM/AUG[ s V 

Onsets are optional in Spanish (cf . oia [0. i. a] 'heard'). 

This shows that [s] Epenthesis is not a general rule but is 

linked to the morphological context. 

The forms which show that [e] in panecito is not part of 

the suffix, but is epenthesised to satisfy a prosodic require-

ment on the stem are the forms in (38), exemplified by the 

diminutive chamaguita, in which the stem contains more than 

two syllables. In this case, the template Fa is satisfied 

straightforwardly through association, and epenthesis is not 

necessary. The derivation of chamaguita through satisfaction 

of the template is given in (47a). 
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(47) 
a. 

F.,. F.,. 
/ \ 

(] (] (] (] (] (] 

/1-' /1-' /1-' /1-' /1-' /1-' 
/ I / I / I / I / I / I 

[C am ak a] ita => [C am ak a] ita 

Suffixation Satisfy Foot (L-R) 

Following template mapping, the Terminal Element [a] of the 

stem is deleted by a morphological rule, Terminal Element 

Deletion. Then, when syllabification occurs, the initial 

vowel of the suffix is associated to the mora from which the 

Terminal Element was deleted (i.e., /i/ syllabifies with the 

now stem-final consonant). These steps, shown in (47b) , are 

an important part of the analysis, since they bleed [s] 

Epenthesis which requires that the initial vowel of the suffix 

not be syllabified with an onset (i.e. *chamaguasita). 

(47) 
b. 

F.,. 
/ \ 

(] (] (] 

/1-' /1-' /1-' 
/ I / I / I I 

[C am ak ] 

TE Deletion 

/ 
ita => [C 

F.,. 
/ \ 

(] (] (] (] 

/1-' /1-' /1-' /1-' 
I / I / I I I 
I I I I 
am ak] it a => N/A => Camakita 

Syllabify [s] Epen. Surface 

The rule which deletes a Terminal Element before a 

peripheral suffix (here, DIM and AUG) is stated as Terminal 

Element Deletion in (48). This rule (noncrucially) deletes 

only the vowel features, leaving behind the mora of the TE. 
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(48) 
Terminal Element Deletion. 

=> IJ.TE 
I 

{3 Where Q = {3 or Q ;c {3 • 

Terminal Elements, where specified, are present on Word-level 

constituents (Harris, 1991). Rule (48) applies because no 

Word can have more than one Terminal Element. 

It is worth noting that DIM/AUG Formation cannot be 

viewed as a process which infixes a suffix -it- or -ot- before 

a Terminal Element already present, obviating the need for 

rule (48), because the quality of the Terminal Element in the 

stem does not always match that of the suffix (cf. changote < 

/CaNgQ + ot~/, manita < /manQ + it~/, bichito 'nude' < /biCi 

+ itQ/; Terminal Elements are underlined). 

To summarise, the derivations of panecito in (45) and 

chamaguita in (47) provide the crucial motivation for the 

disyllabic constraint on the stem, showing that a vowel [e) is 

inserted before the suffix when the stem contains only one 

syllable, but not when the stem is longer. Some fine tuning 

is necessary to account for more complicated cases involving 

disyllabic stems. 

An apparent problem for the claim that there is a 

disyllabic restriction on the stem preceding DIM and AUG 

suffixes is presented by disyllabic stems which end in a 

Terminal Element. Consider the examples in (49). 



(49) 
el chango 
giiera 
la jefa 
la buqui 
(la) mocha 
(el) chapo 
la pocha 
(el) bichi 
la nena 
la monja 

changuito 
giierita 
jefita 
buquita 
mochita 
chapito 
pochita 
bichito 
nenita 
monjita 

changote 
giierota 
jefota 

f21 

f21 

f21 

f21 

f21 

f21 

f21 

'monkey' 
'fair skinned' 
'boss (f.)' 
'kid' 
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'armless, legless' 
'short' 
'bilingual Mexican'~ 
'naked' 
'baby girl' 
'nun' 

The forms in (49) are parallel to those in (38) in that a 

Terminal Element which surfaces finally in unsuffixed sterns 

does not surface in suffixed forms. A problem is that once 

the Terminal Element has been deleted in (49) the stern 

preceding the suffix contains only one syllable. However, I 

argued above that epenthesis in forms such as panecito in (39) 

motivates a minimal disyllabic restriction on stems preceding 

DIM and AUG. 

The forms in (49) present no problem if the Terminal 

Element is present when template mapping occurs. 49 In this 

case a stem like pocha has two syllables, enough to satisfy 

the foot and epenthesis is not required. Once Fa has been 

satisfied the Terminal Element is deleted. The derivation for 

pochita is given in (50). This derivation is parallel in 

every respect to the derivation for chamaguita given earlier 

48 A pocha/pocho is a bilingual, border-dwelling Mexican 
who uses English terms when speaking Spanish, and Spanish 
terms when speaking English. 

49 The alternative, that the Terminal Element is not 
present, will be considered shortly. 



in (47). 

( 50) 

(J (J 

/Jl. /Jl. 
/ I / I 

[p oC a] 

Stem 

Fa 
/ \ 

(J (J 

/Jl. /Jl. 
/ I / I 

[p o C 

=> 

ita 

TE Deletion 

=> 
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Fa 
/ \ 

(J (J (J (J 

/Jl. /Jl. /Jl. /Jl. 
/ I / I / I / I 

[p oC a] ita => [p 0 C a] ita => 

Suffixation Satisfy Foot (L-R) 

Fa 
/ \ 

(J (J (J 

/Jl. /Jl. /Jl. 
/ I / I / I 

I I I 
[p 0 C] i t a => N/A => pocita 

Syllabification [s] Epen. Surface 

Note that in (50), the ordering of the three steps preceding 

[s] Epenthesis is critical. Terminal Element Deletion must 

follow Template Satisfaction, otherwise an epenthetic [e] 

should surface (cf. *pochecita). Terminal Element Deletion 

must precede [s] Epenthesis, otherwise ungrammatical forms 

like *pochsita are predicted. 

The behaviour of the disyllabic stems in (49) crucially 

motivates the presence of the Terminal Element when template 

mapping applies in the account proposed here. The presence of 

the Terminal Element prior to suffixation (when the template 

is introduced) in turn necessitates Terminal Element Deletion 

after template mapping. The alternative to deletion is that 

a Terminal Element is added to a stem only after all 
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suffixation (except for the plural, cf. monjas, mon;itas) has 

occurred. In this case, a Terminal Element would not be 

available for Template satisfaction. This alternative raises 

serious problems for the prosodically conditioned analysis of 

DIM and AUG proposed above: if a Terminal Element is not 

present when suffixation occurs then disyllabic stems like 

pocha in (49) are monosyllabic when template mapping occurs. 

Template mapping should then treat pocha identically to a 

monosyllabic stem like pan. Epenthesis should apply in both 

cases to derive panecito and incorrectly, *pochecita. Thus, 

in the present analysis, the Terminal Element is required as 

part of the stem to which affixation occurs (i) to maintain a 

uniform account in which a template Fu is always satisfied by 

two syllables and (ii) to explain the failure of epenthesis to 

apply in pochita. 

The requirement that a Terminal Element be present in the 

stem prior to template mapping is not a stipulation whose sole 

purpose is to salvage the account of DIM and AUG proposed 

here. The presence of the Terminal Element when template 

mapping applies also enables an explanation for a phonological 

difference between DIM and AUG forms from which a Terminal 

Element is later (by hypothesis) deleted, and forms involving 

consonant-final stems which never surface with a Terminal 

Element. The forms in (51) show that after stems ending in a 

non-continuant consonant [n,r], a consonant [s] surfaces 
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before DIM or AUG. 50 

(51) 
el balcon balconcito balconsote 'balcony' 

*balconito *balconote 
la canci6n cancioncita fiJ 'song' 

*cancionita 
el pintor pintorcito pintorsote 'painter' 

*pintorito *pintorote 
el valor valorcito fiJ 'value' 

*valorito 

The presence of [s] after [n,r] can be accounted for by the 

same rule of [s] Epenthesis in (46) which accounts for the 

presence of [s] after an epenthetic vowel in panecito. 

The prosodic structure of the affixed sterns cancioncita and 

pintorcito prior to [s] Epenthesis is shown in (52). 

(52) 
F" F" 

I \ / \ 
a a a C1 

11\ 111\ 11\ 11\ 
[c a n cj 0 n] i t a [p i n tor] i t 0 

The structures in (52) represent the output of Template satis-

faction. When the suffix is syllabified later, resyllabifica-

tion of Inl is not forced by Template satisfaction as in 

panecito, and the context for [s] Epenthesis is met. 

The argument in favour of an analysis which deletes a 

50 The consonant Ir/ is a flap, therefore [-continuant]. 
The behaviour of /d/ with respect to [s] Epenthesis cannot be 
checked reliably because according to the speakers consulted, 
DIM and AUG cannot be suffixed to sterns ending in Id/. That 
is, neither *paredcita nor *paredita from pared 'wall' is 
possible; speakers use pared peguefia. 
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Terminal Element after Template satisfaction concerns the 

forms in (53). These forms differ from canci6n and pintor in 

(51) in specifying a Terminal Element after the final en] or 

[r], under the present account. The critical point concerning 

(53) is that [s] does not surface after [n,r] in these forms. 

(53) 
(la) giiera giierita giierota 'fair skinned' 

*giiercita *giiersota 
la corona coronita coronota 'crown' 

*coroncita *coronsota 
la nena nenita " 'baby girl' 

*nencita " 
Under the present account, the forms in (53) are parallel to 

the disyllabic stems in (49). Exactly as in those forms, the 

Terminal Element is deleted from the stem after Template 

Satisfaction, leaving in the representation a prosodically 

unlicensed syllable. The syllable is licensed by associating 

the vowel IiI in DIM (or 101 in AUG) to the mora from which 

the Terminal Element was deleted (see derivation (50». Under 

this account, the environment for [s] Epenthesis is not met in 

(53) because [s] Epenthesis applies only if the suffix-initial 

vowel does not have an onset. The successful derivations for 

cancioncita in which [s] epenthesis applies, and coronita in 

which epenthesis does not apply are given in (54). 
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(54) 
a. stem. 

a a a a a 
11\ 111\ II II II 

[k a n sj o n] [k 0 r o n a] 

b. Suffixation and Satisfy Foot (L-R). 

Fa Fa 
I \ I \ 

a a a a a 
11\ 111\ /1 , I II II 

[k a n sj o n] ita [k 0 r 0 n a] ita 

c. Terminal Element Deletion. 

Fa 
I \ 

N/A a a a 
II I I 

[k 0 ron ita 

d. Syllabification. 

Fa Fa 
I \ I \ 

a a a a a a a a 
11\ 111\ I II II II I \ II I 

[k a n sj o n] i t a [k 0 r 0 n] i t a 

e. [s] Epenthesis 

Fa 
I \ 

a a a a N/A 
11\ 111\ II II 

[k a n sj o n] s i t a 

f. Surface 

kansjonsita koronita 

Under the alternative, that a Terminal Element is not 
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added until after template mapping, stems which surface with 

a Terminal Element are phonologically consonant-final. In 

thus case, the predicted stem /coron/ (cf. corona) is 

phonologically parallel to cancion, and should display the 

same phonological behaviour under affixation. After template 

mapping associates the first two syllables in each form to Fu ' 

[s] epenthesis is predicted in both case, incorrectly for 

*coroncita. 

To complete the discussion of [s] Epenthesis, it is 

notable that in the examples in (55), [s] does not surface 

after a [+continuant] consonant [x,l]. (55) contrasts with 

(51) where [s] is epenthesised after non-continuant consonants 

[n,r] (i in reloj etc. spells a velar fricative [x]). 

(55) 
el reloj 

el burdel 

el giiipil 

relojito 
*relojcito 
burdelito 

*burdelcito 
gUipilito 

*gUipilcito 

relojote 
*relojsote 
burdelote 

*burdelsote 
giiipilote 

*giiipilsote 

'watch' 

'bordello' 

'scarf worn over 
shoulders' 

The failure of [s] Epenthesis to apply in (55) can be 

explained if (i) [+continuant] is specified on consonants but 

not on vowels,s1 and (ii) spanish has the wellformedness 

constraint in ( 56) forbidding adj acent sequences of 

S1 This assumption is consistent with theories of Radical 
Underspecification (Archangeli and Pulleyblank, 1986, 1989; 
Archangeli, 1988ai Abaglo and Archangeli, 1989) and Combina
torial Specification, Archangeli and Pulleyblank, in prep.) 
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[+continuant], imposed by the OCP. 

(56) 
* [+cont] [+cont] 

Under these assumptions, [s] is not inserted when the stem 

ends in a [+continuant] consonant as in (50); since [s] is 

also [+cont], insertion in this case would violate the OCp.52 

To conclude, the important point concerning [s] 

Epenthesis and consonant-final stems is that [s] epenthesis 

before DIM and AUG suffixes is regular after En] and [r] .53 

However, [s] Epenthesis never applies after En] or [r] in 

suffixed forms if the corresponding unsuffixed stem ends in a 

Terminal Element. This is successfully explained under the 

account proposed here, in which a Terminal Element is 

represented stem-finally when template mapping applies, and is 

subsequently deleted. The same account explains why 

epenthesis occurs after monosyllabic stems such as pan (cf. 

panecito) but not after disyllabic stems ending in a Terminal 

Element such as pocha (cf. pochita, *pochesita). 

52 Underlying [Is], [sl] sequences are permitted in 
Spanish (cf. bolsa, eslavo). In this case, the two consonants 
(both coronals) can be represented as partial geminates 
underlyingly, sharing a supralaryngeal node dominating place 
and the feature [+cont]. Thus, in this case, no OCP violation 
results. 

53 A few exceptions with /r/ final stems exist in the 
Arabic loan vocabulary; thus, azaharito from el azahar and 
bazarito from el bazar 'bazaar' (some speakers permit both the 
preceding forms and azaharcito and bazarcito as well, by the 
general rule). 
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4.4.2 DIMi~UG and Stem-Final Epenthesis. 

In this section I discuss the more complicated case of 

diminutives and augmentatives derived from stems whose 

unsuffixed forms surface with a final epenthetic vowel. These 

forms, exemplified by madrecita « madre) and comadrita « 

comadre), motivate the ordering of template mapping after 

affixation. This ordering in turn requires that template 

mapping is barred from crossing the morphological boundary 

between stem and suffix in DIM and AUG. The evidence is the 

treatment of stem-final extrametrical consonants with respect 

to vowel epenthesis under template mapping. 

The forms of interest are those in (57). The disyllabic 

unsuffixed stems in (57a) and the polysyllabic unsuffixed 

stems in (57b) are parallel in having a final vowel [el. 

However, (57a) and (57b) contrast in that [el surfaces also in 

DIM and AUG forms derived from disyllabic stems, but not in 

those derived from polysyllabic stems. The clearest contrast 

is between the related pair madrecita and comadrita. 

(57) 
a. 
el hombre hombrecito hombresote 'man' 
el yunque yunquecito yunquesote 'anvil' 
el paje pajecito pajesote 'page (court)' 
el jefe jefecito jefesote 'boss (m. ) , 
el monJe monjecito monjesote 'monk' 
verde verdecito " 'green' 
la madre madrecita " 'mother' 
el chiste chistecito " 'joke' 



b. 
el uniforme 
el tacuache 
la comadre 
(el) metiche 
el pediche 
el caribe 

uniformito 
tacuachito 
comadrita 
metichito 
pedichito 
caribito 

uniformote 
tacuachote 

" " " " 

'uniform' 
'raccoon' 
'godmother' 
'nosy' 
'beggar' 
'VW rabbit' 
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The non-occurrence of the stem-final vowel [e) in the DIM 

and AUG forms such as comadrita in (57b) is unexceptional (cf. 

parallel forms in (38), e.g. chamaguita). However, the 

retention of [e) in DIM and AUG forms in (57a) , exemplified by 

madrecita, is different from the results attested with 

disyllabic stems in (39), exemplified by pochita « pocha). 

If the stem-final vowel in forms like madre is a Terminal 

Element, then it should undergo Terminal Element Deletion 

after template mapping, parallel to the forms in (39) (cf. 

pochita < /poCa/). Thus, [e) does not behave like a Terminal 

Element. If stem-final [e) is not a Terminal Element, there 

are two alternatives: either (i) [e) is present underlyingly, 

or (ii) [e) is epenthetic. Following the traditional analysis 

(Harris, 1991; Roca, 1988) I treat the final [e) in the 

unsuffixed stems in (57) as epenthetic.~ 

The point of the following discussion is to account for 

the different behaviour of the epenthetic stem-final [e) in 

the suffixed forms in (57a) and (57b) (e.g. madrecita, 

comadrita) and for the difference between madrecita and 

~ An argument that [e] is not present in UR will be made 
at the end of the section. 
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pochita. To this end, I argue that a final [e] is not present 

in the unsuffixed stems in (57) when DIM/AUG Formation 

applies. Once this has been shown, it is possible to argue 

that epenthesis is required to satisfy the disyllabic foot in 

the suffixed forms in (57a), but is not required in (57b). 

According to Roca (1988) and Harris (1991), stem-final 

epenthesis in forms like metiche, madre is required to license 

an unsyllabifiable final consonant. That is, epenthesis 

applies because the unsuffixed stems in (57) end in a 

consonant which cannot be associated to the coda of the 

preceding syllable (e.g. Imetic/, Imadr/): non-coronals and 

clusters ending in consonants other than lsI are not possible 

codas. 55 Following Ito (1986, 1989) the rule of Mora Inser-

tion in (43b) should apply in the course of syllabification to 

insert a mora (which in this language receives the features of 

[e] by default). Syllabification and Mora Insertion, demon

strated with madre in (58), apply from left to right. 

(58) 
Left-to-right syllabification. 

(] a a a a a 
IJ.£J.£ IJ.£J.£ I 

IJ.£J.£ IJ.£ I 

I 
II 

I 
II I 

I 
II 

I 
I 

II II I II I 
madr => m ad r => m ad r => m ad r e => madre 

Template Associate Template, J.£ Insertion Surface 
Associate 

55 The form relo; [relox] in (55) is an exception. 
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Left-to-right syllabification is critical to derive the 

correct results in forms with clusters like madre. The 

consonant Irl is equally acceptable as a coda or an onset (cf. 

remar 'to row', puerta 'door'). Following Ito (1989), right-

to-left syllabification would result in epenthesis to the left 

of Irl with a stem Imadr/, as shown in (59) (/rl in (59) 

acquires a mora by weight-by-Position). 

(59) 
Right-to-left syllabification. 

(J 

madr => 

(J 

I 
I 

I 
mad r => 

Template Associate 

(J 

/J\ 
I \ 

mad e r => 

(J (J 

/J.L I/J/J 
I I I II 

m ad er => *mader 

/J Insertion Template, Surface 
Associate, W-b-P 

Lemus (1990) notes a problem with syllabifying from left 

to right as in (58) to derive the epenthesised vowel in madre: 

other evidence shows that Spanish syllabifies from right to 

left at lexical levels. First, forms like i.gle.sia 'church' 

and ne. frio tis 'nephritis' demonstrate onset maximisation, 

consistent with right-to-left syllabification, following Ito 

(1986, 1989). Second, unsyllabifiable consonants in word-

initial position are resolved by epenthesising [e] to the left 

of the consonant (Contreras, 1977; Harris, 1983, 1991), 

consistent with right-to-left syllabification. Examples from 

Harris (1983) appear in (60). In the first column, a morpheme 

beginning in an sC(C> cluster is preceded by a morpheme ending 
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in a vowel or a nasal. The forms in the second column 

correspond to lsI-initial morphemes in the first column. The 

appearance of [e] before lsI demonstrates that the morpheme-

initial cluster is unsyllabifiable; in each case, the vowel 

[e] is epenthesised to resolve the cluster. 

(60) 
No Epenthesis 

Yugo+slavo 
hemi+sferio 
tran+scribir 

'Yugoslav' 
'hemisphere' 
'transcribe' 

Left-Epenthesis 

gslavo 'Slav' 
esfera 'sphere' 
gscribir 'write' 

(Under the alternative to epenthesis, that an underlying vowel 

le/ is deleted, the pre-deletion context--nasals and vowels--

cannot be expressed as a natural class.) Since /s/ occurs as 

either a coda or onset segment (cf. sola ' alone', esfera 

'sphere'), left-epenthesis indicates syllabification from 

right to left. 

To summarise the problem, a stem like /madr/ contains an 

unsyllabifiable final cluster. The sequence is resolved by 

inserting a mora to the right of the final consonant, 

consistent with left-to-right syllabification, following Ito 

(1986,1989). However, other facts show that syllabification 

at lexical levels applies from right to left. Furthermore, if 

both members of the final cluster in /madr/ are available to 

prosodic rules lexically, then epenthesis to the left of Irl 

must apply, incorrectly deriving*mader. 

Lemus (1990) proposes a solution in which the final 
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consonant in such stems is marked extraprosodic, thus 

/mad<r>/. Under this assumption, the final consonant is not 

available to syllabification lexically, and epenthesis does 

not apply. Following Ito (1986), extraprosodicity is revoked 

postlexically. In Lemus' account, left-to-right syllabifica

tion epenthesises a vowel [e) to the right of the final 

consonant postlexically. Under this account a form like 

estuche 'case' in which epenthesis applies both lexically and 

postlexically would be derived as in (61). 

( 61) 
Lexical level: right-to-left syllabification. 

stu<c> 

Input 

a a 
I //J 
I / I 
st u<C> 

a Template 

=> 

a 
/J 
I 
I 

stu<C> 

a Template 

=> 

a 
//J 

/ I 
I 

=> st u<C> => 

Associate R-L 

a a 
/J\ //J 
I \ / I 
e st u<C> => 

/J Insertion 

Post-lexical level: left-to right syllabification. 

a a a a a a a 
/J\ //J /J\ //J I /J\ //J I 
I \ / I I \ / I I I \ / I 
I I I I I I I 
e st u C => e st u C => e st u C 

a 
//J 

/ I 
I 
e 

Revoke <> a Template /J Insertion 

The facts concerning epenthesis in lexical and post-

lexical syllabification in Spanish have been marshalled to aid 
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in motivating the claim that the stem-final [e] in forms like 

madre is not present when template mapping applies in DIM/AUG 

Formation. [e] is absent because postlexical (i.e. left-to

right) syllabification has not applied, epenthesising to the 

right of the rightmost non-extraprosodic consonant /d/. The 

argument that postlexical syllabification has not applied is 

based on pluralisation. It has been claimed (e.g. Contreras, 

1977; Harris, 1983) that the vowel [e] which surfaces before 

the plural -~ after consonant-final stems is also epenthetic 

(cf. cancion/ canciones 'song/s', papel/papeles 'paper/s', but 

dia/dias 'day /s', libro/ libros 'book/s'). Notably, pluralisa

tion follows DIM/AUG Formation (cf. cancionci tal cancionci tas) • 

Thus, epenthesis to the left of -~ shows that lexical (i.e. 

right-to-Ieft) syllabification is still in effect after 

DIM/AUG Formation. 

The first part of the argument just cited amounts to an 

argument that DIM/AUG Formation is not a postlexical process. 

Additional evidence that DIM/AUG Formation is lexical is that 

output forms are subject to the same lexical stress patterns 

as unsuffixed stems (cf. pescado, pescadito, hombre, 

hombreclto, and so on). The second part of the argument is 

that if DIM/AUG Formation is not postlexical, then no 

postlexical operation can precede DIM/AUG. Therefore, it 

cannot be the case that a stem-final vowel in madre 

epenthesised by postlexical (i. e left-to-right) syllabifi-
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cation is present when DIM/AUG Formation applies lexically. 

Therefore, following arguments presented above, the input to 

DIM in this case is /mad<r> /, and [e] in madreci ta is 

epenthesised to satisfy the template Fa under left-to-right 

mapping in DIM. 

The derivation for madrecita is given in (62). This 

derivation is parallel to that for panecito in (45) with the 

exception that in (62) the final consonant of the stems is 

extraprosodic. 56 When affixation occurs, the final consonants 

lose their extraprosodic status.~ 

(62) 

(] 

/J.£J.£ 

/ 
II 
I I 

[m ad<r>] 

stem 

=> 

(] 

/J.£J.£ 

/ II 
[m ad r] ita 

Suffixation 

=> 

Fa 
/ \ 

(] (] 

/J.£J.£ /J.£ 
/ II / I 

[m a dr e] ita 

Satisfy Foot 

=> 

56 It may be the case that all final consonants are 
extrametrical in Spanish. No differences in predictions 
result, but the derivations of panecito and cancioncita above 
would have to be modified accordingly. 

57 An exception is that non-count nouns do not pattern in 
the same way as forms like madrecita, derived in (62) (Rosa 
Garcia, private communication). Consider the items in (i): 
(i) la sangre sangrita *sangrecito 'blood' 

la mugre mugrita *mugrecita 'mud' 
el te tecito *tecesito 'tea' 
el hambre hambrita *hambrecita 'hunger' 

(Augmentatives cannot be made out of non-count nouns.) The 
failure of the monosyllabic te to epenthesise suggests that Fa 
is not mapped to stems in this class. other exceptions among 
count nouns (e.g. tigre/tigrito 'tiger', bebe/bebita 'baby') 
are explained by analogy with pochita if the final [e) in 
these cases is a Terminal Element. 
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Fa Fa 
I \ I \ 

(J (J (J (J (J (J (J (J 

IIJ.IJ. IIJ. IJ. IIJ. IIJ.IJ. IIJ. IIJ. IIJ. 
I II I I I I I I II I I I I I I 

[m adr e] ita => [m adr e] sit a => madrecita 

Syllabification [s] Epenthesis Surface 

To the extent that final extraprosodicity in stems like 

Imad<r>1 is well-motivated, the derivation of forms such as 

madrecita in (62) motivates the ordering of affixation before 

template mapping in DIM/AUG Formation (i.e. (41a) and (41b». 

Fa cannot be mapped to a stem Imad<r>1 before affixation 

because then the extraprosodic final consonant Ir/ would not 

be available for template association. In· this case, Template 

Satisfaction followed by suffixation would generate the 

incorrect result in (63). 

(63) 
(Hypothetical.) 

(J (J 

11\ II 

F., 
1\ 

(J 

II 
m a d<r> => m ad e => 

Base Map Template 

Fa F., 
1\ 1\ 

(J (J (J (J (J (J 

I I I I I I I I I I I I 
m ad e+ita<r> => *m ad e+s it a<r> 

Suffix Syllabify, [s] Epen. 

The extraprosodic consonant can be associated to the foot and 

syllabified with an epenthetic vowel to the right only because 

the presence of the suffix foll:>wing the stem has caused jrl 

to become non-peripheral. Once Irl is no longer peripheral, 

it loses its extraprosodic status and is available for 
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template association. The ordering of template mapping after 

suffixation motivates the restriction that template mapping 

may not cross the boundary between the stem and suffix in 

DIMI AUG Formation. The evidence is that a suffix-initial 

vowel IiI or 101 is not mapped to the foot in cases which 

require augmentation (e.g. panecito, panesota, madrecita). 

Having accounted for the behaviour of a stem-final 

epenthetic vowel [e] in disyllabic forms in (57a), I turn now 

to the polysyllabic stems in (57b), exemplified by comadrel 

comadrita (comadre is derived from madre). As noted earlier, 

DIM and AUG forms like comadrita, uniformote contrast with 

forms like madrecita, yunguesote in that an epenthetic [e] 

does not surface before the suffix (cf. *comadrecita, 

*uniformesote). Under the analysis proposed here, epenthesis 

does not apply in comadrita, uniformote because (i) the stem 

can satisfy the foot without epenthesis, and (ii) there is no 

unsyllabifiable sequence of consonants after affixation; when 

the vowel-initial suffix is added, Irl syllabifies as an 

onset. The derivation for comadrita is given in (63). 

(63) 
F" 
1\ 

a a a a a a a 
I I I I \ I I I I \ I I I I \ I 

[c om a d<r>] => [c om a d r] ita => [c om a dr] ita => 

stem Suffixation satisfy Foot 
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Fer 
I \ 

a a a a 
II 11\ I \ II 

[c 0 mad r] ita => N/A => comadrita 

Syllabify (R-L) [s] Epen. Surface 

The contrast between the forms in (39) (e.g. madrecita) and 

those in (56) (e.g. comadrita) is neatly explained if 

epenthesis occurs as part of foot satisfaction in DIM/AUG. 

This presupposes that the final vowel in the stems madre and 

comadre is epenthetic. The alternatives are either that the 

final vowel [e) is a Terminal Element or that it is a vowel 

represented in UR not interpreted as a Terminal Element. 

since comadre is derived from madre, a successful alternative 

to epenthesis must be able to account for the behaviour of the 

final vowel in both forms. 

The behaviour of the final [e] in comadre is consistent 

with that of a Terminal Element in that [e] deletes before DIM 

and AUG like the Terminal Element in chamaca (cf. chamaguita). 

However, under this analysis the final [e) in madre should be 

deleted too, parallel to pochita « pocha), to derive the 

unattested *madrita. 

The second alternative was that [e) might be a stem-final 

vowel represented underlyingly, not a Terminal Element. Forms 

containing underlying stem-final vowels do exist, and are 

limited to the loan vocabulary. In these forms, the final 

vowel is not deleted before DIM and AUG. Examples are 
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bambu/bambucito (cf. *bambuito), matine/ matinecito (cf. 

*matinito), and maraja/marajacito (*maraj ito) .58 The 

preservation of [e] in madrecita is consistent with this 

analysis, but the deletion of [e] in comadre is not. Thus, 

neither of the alternatives considered here accounts for the 

behaviour of the final vowel in both madre/madrecita and 

comdadre/comadrita (each alternative accounts for a different 

form). I conclude that the behaviour of the final vowel [e) 

in the related stems madre and comadre is consistent only with 

an analysis in which [e] is the product of epenthesis, as 

argued earlier. 

To briefly summarise, the critical points of the analysis 

of DIM and AUG proposed above are the following. First, the 

stem to which DIM and AUG affix must have two syllables. This 

was accounted for by including a template Fa in the 

representation for the affixes and mapping the template to the 

stem. The critical evidence for the disyllabic requirement 

was the application of vowel epenthesis in stems containing 

fewer than two syllables (cf. pan, panecito). There is no 

serious alternative to the prosodically conditioned analysis 

provided here. 59 A different account which deletes a suffix-

58 The rule [s] Insertion applies in these forms, as 
predicted. 

59 That is, there is no serious alternative to the 
disyllabic constraint. However, other aspects of the analysis 
could be treated differently with no consequences for the 
prosodic constraint. For example, the [s] - zero alternation 
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initial vowel [e] would have to be prosodically conditioned to 

forbid deletion after monosyllabic stems. Such an analysis 

would encounter problems in expressing the context for 

deletion, and in capturing the similarity between the [e] -

zero alternation in DIM, AUG and epenthesis triggered by 

syllabification. 

Second, a Terminal Element which occurs finally in many 

noun and adjective stems must be present when template mapping 

occurs. The Terminal Element serves two functions in the 

proposed analysis. First, the Terminal Element is required to 

satisfy the disyllabic constraint in stems like pocha before 

the Terminal Element is deleted by an independent rule. If 

the terminal element were not present, the stem should be 

treated like monosyllabic stems, undergoing epenthesis (cf. 

predicting *pochesita, like panecito). Second, the presence 

of the Terminal Element explains why [s] Epenthesis applies 

after a stem-final non-continuant consonant in stems like 

canci6n (cf. cancioncita) but not after a stem like corona 

(cf. coronita, *coroncita). If no terminal element were 

present in corona, then we would expect this form to be 

treated identically to canci6n. Finally, an [e] - zero 

alternation before DIM, AUG in madrecita, comadrita was 

could be handled in terms of deletion with few changes. 
Second, the constraint against crossing the stem-suffix 
boundary in template mapping could be handled differently. In 
expressing this constraint simply in terms of the boundary, I 
have chosen the most theoretically neutral approach. 
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explained in terms of environments for epenthesis. Minor 

points introduced along the way were that the template is 

mapped from left to right (motivated by the locus of 

epenthesis at the right edge of the stem) and that association 

to the template introduced by DIM, AUG may not cross the 

morphological boundary between the stem and suffix. 

4.4.3 conclusion. 

To conclude, Spanish exemplifies a case in which a 

morphological foot mapping process forbids minimal association 

to a template Fa" The evidence is that when only a heavy 

syllable is available to map to the template, as in pan or 

mad<r>, epenthesis supplies a mora to satisfy a second 

syllable. Formally, the constraint against FootMlN is achieved 

by specifying FootMlN : off for Minimal Structure. Spanish 

contrasts with Axininca in which the same disyllabic foot 

template could be minimally satisfied, resulting in a heavy 

syllable. It is interesting that both Spanish and Axininca 

have bimoraic minimal Word constraints (e. g. pan, *Q£ in 

Spanish; see §4.2 for Axininca). That FootMlN is tolerated in 

Axininca reduplication but not in Spanish DIM/AUG Formation 

shows that templatic constraints on rules are satisfied 

independently from other prosodic requirements in a language. 
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4.5 Against the Presence of Heads in Morphological Feet. 

One of the foci of this chapter has been to show that 

FootMIN constraints in morphology differ from FootMIN 

constraints in phonology. Specifically, while FootMIN in 

metrical systems is either one or two morae, depending on what 

counts as a well-formed metrical head for the process in 

question, FootMIN in morphology is two morae. The two cases 

discussed in this chapter in which a morphological foot 

process mapping was shown to permit FootMIN (a heavy syllable) 

were second stem formation in Sierra Miwok and reduplication 

in Axininca. 

I argued in §4. 3.2 that in Sierra Miwok where the 

template supplied in the second stem is [~ ~~], the expected 

result of regular left-to-right association to the template 

with eve roots should be a light syllable plus an onset. What 

surfaces instead is a heavy syllable (e.g. luS- as compared 

wi th the canonical resul t derived from longer melodies kalaN-, 

hame'-). This was taken as evidence that a light syllable was 

insufficient to satisfy the minimal requirements of the 

template. In this case, a heavy syllable was derived by 

delinking the root melody and reassociating to the template 

from right to left. After reassociation, the first light 

syllable of the template was not associated to segmental 

material and was stray erased. 

The more important case in demonstrating that FootMIN 
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constraints in metrical and morphological systems differ is 

Axininca. In Axininca a Prosodic Word (P-Word) mapped to a 

verb stem is satisfied by two syllables. The material mapped 

to P-Word is easily identified because after template mapping 

the P-Word is reduplicated adjacent to the verb stem. When at 

least two syllables are available from the representation, 

only the verb stem, or if necessary the verb stem and prefix 

(if the verb is monosyllabic) are mapped to the P-Word and 

reduplicated (cf. no-koma=koma- « koma-), no-kaawosi=kaawosi

« kaawosi), no-na=no-na-waiti « na». However, if the stem 

contains less than two syllables and no prefix is present, 

only two morae are reduplicated (cf. naa=naa-waitaki « naa». 

This was taken as evidence that in subcanonical cases, two 

morae is sufficient to satisfy the disyllabic foot required 

for P-Word. Further support is that when epenthesis must 

apply, in cases where less than two morae are present, 

epenthesis supplies only enough material to satisfy two morae 

(cf. naa=naa-takina « n». 

The second point of this chapter was to argue that 

morphological feet do not specify head elements. The argument 

turns on the evidence from mapping to Fa under FootM~:on in 

Axininca. The bimoraic constraint on the disyllabic foot in 

Axininca is not consistent with the behaviour of a disyllabic 

foot in metrical systems when minimal structure is tolerated: 

the metrical Foot~ with a disyllabic foot is one syllable 
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regardless of quantity. A disyllabic metrical foot respects 

a bimoraic constraint only in the rare case where the metrical 

head is required to dominate two morae under a HeadMIN : off 

setting (i. e. in ROB footing). In ROB footing, a single 

terminal of the foot (corresponding to the head) is required 

to be heavy. However, the Axininca forms no-koma=koma-, 

n-aasi=n-aasi-waiti, and no-naa=no-naa-waiti demonstrate that 

no terminal of the foot in Axininca is required to be heavy. 

In other words, a bimoraic constraint on a disyllabic foot is 

possible only under a particular analysis of the head of the 

foot, and the quantitative behaviour of the foot in Axininca 

is not consistent with this analysis. 

The fact that the behaviour of the foot in Axininca 

reduplication is not consistent with behaviour associated with 

heads in metrical feet (discussed in Chapter 3) supports the 

view that morphological feet do not specify heads. If 

morphological feet have no heads, then it cannot be the case 

that FootMIN in morphology is determined by HeadMIN , as in 

metrical systems. The proposal here is that in the absence of 

heads, the minimal constraint on morphological feet is defined 

by UG as equal to the quantity of smallest foot template in 

the primitive inventory--the bimoraic foot [J.L J.L]. This is the 

first argument made in the thesis that morphological feet do 

not specify head elements. A second argument based on 

ternarity is made in Chapter 5. 
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The predictions made by the Minimal structure Parameter 

for metrical and morphological feet when the foot is [u u] are 

compared in the chart in (64). 

(64) 
Sum of Predictions of Minimal structure for template [u u]. 

Morphological Metrical 

FootMIN:on [J-L J-L] HeadMIN:on [[J-LJ] 

(E. Ostyak 2ndary) 

(Axininca) HeadMIN:off [ [u J-LJ-L J] % 

(E. Ostyak primary?) 

[u u] HeadMIN:on [ [u] u] ~ 
" 

(Pintupi) 

(Spanish) HeadMIN:off [[UJ-LJ-L] a] 
% 

(E. Ostyak primary?) 

It is notable that in both metrical and morphological 

footing, the size of FootMIN is determined in terms of morae 

even though the canonical template is quantity insensitive. 

This is because constraints on the head are specified in terms 

of morae ill metrical systems, and in morphology, the 

constraint on FootMIN is determined in terms of the bimoraic 

foot. 

Comparisons between disyllabic feet are made because the 

comparisons are most striking in this case. A FootMIN : off 

setting requires that a template be associated to two terminal 
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elements. Thus, when the canonical template is [~ ~], there 

is no difference in predictions for FootMrn:on and FootMrn:off. 

The same is true with an unarticulated uneven template FL or 

FR--in either case, the foot is required to "expand" to the 

size of at least two morae. However, the discussion of Sierra 

Miwok second stems showed that when an articulated template 

[~~ ~] or [~ ~~] is used, there is a difference in 

predictions: Template substitution may apply under FootMrn:on, 

but not under FootMrn:off. Thus, in Sierra Miwok Second Stem 

Formation, under FootMrn:on, either shape a~~ or a~ a~~ was 

possible. Under FootMrn:off in reduplication, only a~ a~~ was 

possible. 
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CHAPTER 5 

TERNARY EFFECTS AND STRUCTURAL BINARITY: 
ADDITIONAL PREDICTIONS OF THE MINIMAL STRUCTURE P~~ETER 

The discussion of ternarity in this chapter serves two 

main purposes. The first is to show how ternary metrical 

effects follow from the theory of minima1ity and template 

mapping developed in Chapters 2 and 3. Earlier discussions of 

metrical footing in these chapters focussed on cases where 

metrical feet dominate no more than two syllables. However, 

the existence of trisyllabic metrical feet has been demon-

strated repeatedly in the literature (e.g. Everett and 

Everett, 1984; EOS; Levin, 1988a~Dresher and Lahiri, 1991; 

Rice, 1991). Thus, it is necessary to demonstrate not only 

that the template mapping approach can accommodate ternary 

feet, but that the templatic approach can claim advantages not 

shared by other approaches. 

Second, I argue that the absence of ternary effects in 

morphological footing supports the view that morphological 

feet are not specified with heads. Two prior arguments are 

critical to this second point. First, I argue that ternary 

effects in metrical footing (where ternary means trisyllabic) 

are derived systematically only when the head of an uneven 

foot dominates two syllables.) This occurs when (i) Minimal 

A similar proposal is made by Prince (1989a). 
Prince's treatment of ternarity differs from that argued for 
here in permitting the nonhead to branch instead of the head. 
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structure specifies HeadMIN:off, imposing a bimoraic constraint 

on the head, and (ii) when the language does not permit a 

bimoraic head to be satisfied by lengthening a vowel. It is 

possible for the head of an uneven foot to dominate two 

syllables because the uneven templates [/J./J. /J.] and [/J. /J./J.] 

specify only morae, and not syllables. The templatic approach 

to ternary metrical footing as just described is demonstrated 

using Old English as an example. Other languages discussed 

briefly which use the same strategy for satisfying a 

HeadMIN:off constraint are Chugach Alutiiq (Leer, 1985a,b, 

1989; Halle, 1990; Rice, 1990a, 1991; Hayes, 1991; Hewitt, 

1991) and Cayuvava (Key, 1967; EOSi Levin, 1988b). 

The second crucial point, by way of demonstrating the 

absence of systematic ternary effects in morphology, is that 

no known morphological phenomenon requires a trisyllabic 

template. McCarthy (1984) and McCarthy and Prince (1986, 

1990) have argued for the opposing view that the Cupefio 

habilitative is just such a case. I argue in §5.2 that the 

Cupefio facts are more explanatorily accounted for in terms of 

a disyllabic template. 

Once the two points outlined above have been made, the 

Branching nonheads are impossible under the view of ternarity 
argued for here. 
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argument against heads in morphological feet is as follows. 2 

Ternary effects in metrical footing are attested because the 

head of a binary metrical foot [[~~] ~] or [~ [~~]] may itself 

be disyllabic: when the morae of a bimoraic head are dominated 

by distinct syllables, the result is a trisyllabic foot. By 

contrast, if morphological feet have no heads, the association 

of a third syllable to a foot template would violate maximal 

binarity. Hence, morphological feet can be maximally 

disyllabic under the hypothesis that morphological feet have 

no heads. 

5.1 Deriving Ternary Metrical Effects from Binary Templates. 

The template mapping theory proposed here assumes that 

footing is maximally binary.3 Trisyllabic metrical feet are 

derived when a binary foot incorporates a third element 

resulting in a foot with the structure in (1). 

(1) 

2 The argument rests on the assumption that all footing 
is maximally binary. Under this view, unbounded metrical 
effects are due either to non iterative foot construction or to 
the application of an End Rule (i.e. stress by grid promi
nence, not by foot structure; see Hammond, 1990; Hayes, 1991). 

3 This view is consistent with Hammond (1990) and to 
some extent Hayes (1987) who like the Minimal structure theory 
permit monosyllabic, monomoraic feet. Maximal binarity is not 
compatible with the view of strict binarity in Hayes (1991) 
and Kager (1989), under which monomoraic feet are banned. 
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The structure in (1) can be derived in two ways. The first is 

exemplified by cases where an unfooted syllable (here 9) is 

stray adjoined to a binary foot, creating a ternary 

constituent. In this case, a and P are both foot nodes and 

either 1 or 0 is the head of P, and consequently, also of a. 

Adjunction is illustrated in (2) with the English word potato. 

Metrical adjunction processes are discussed by Kiparsky 

(1979), Hayes (1981), Hammond (1984, 1989c), among others. 

(2) 
F Adjoined foot (= a) 

/ \ 
/ F Metrical foot (= P) 

/ / \ 
a [a] a Metrical head 

/ I / I / I 
p a the 0 0 

The more interesting way in which (1) can be derived 

occurs in languages which employ an uneven (trimoraic) 

template [fJ.fJ. fJ.] or [fJ. fJ.fJ.] and where Minimal structure 

specifies HeadMm:off, imposing a bimoraic constraint on the 

head. In cases where only a light syllable occurs in head 

position, such a language has two options. The first is to 

assign headship to the light syllable and then to lengthen the 

head (as in Hixkaryana, §3 .1.1) . The second option is to 

incorporate a second syllable into the head. The foot can 

then be maximised to include a nonhead element. In this case, 

P in (1) is the binary head of the foot a. The symbols 1 and 

o represent elements (either syllables or morae) dominated by 
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the head, and e is the nonhead of the foot. Dresher and 

Lahiri (1991) have argued that the Germanic Foot exemplifies 

exactly this structure. An example /werudu/ 'troops' from Old 

English appears with metrical structure in (3) (adapted from 

Dresher and Lahiri's figure (13». 

(3) 

F Metrical foot (= 0:) 

/ \ 
H \ Metrical head (= (3) 

/ \ \ 
(] (] (] , 

du we ru 

wi th respect to the structure in (3), the templatic 

theory differs from other approaches in the literature 

(Hammond, 1990, 1991; Hayes, 1991; Hewitt, 1991) in claiming 

that ternarity follows from the structure of templates inde

pendently required by the theory and from regular processes of 

foot mapping without appealing to external devices. (3) is 

possible only with the templates [~~ ~] and [~ ~~] since these 

specify three morae but no syllable structure. since two 

morae are dominated by the head, the nonhead of a foot in a 

system permitting (3) can only be a light syllable. The 

template approach to ternarity is compared with proposals made 

by Hammond (1990, 1991), Hayes (1991), and Hewitt (1991) 

following the account of Old English in §5.1.1. 
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5.1.1 Old English. 

To my knowledge, the clearest case in the literature of 

a metrical system which permits the structure in (3) is the 

Germanic foot, discussed by Dresher and Lahiri (1991) with 

special reference to Old English. Thus, the discussion of 

ternarity in this section focusses on Dresher and Lahiri's 

analysis. There are two other reasons for discussing Old 

English. First, this language motivates the algorithm 

"satisfy foot, satisfy head, move on" so far assumed in this 

dissertation. 4 Second, Old English exemplifies a metrical 

process which employs the template [IJ.IJ. IJ.] not admitted in 

other metrical theories (e.g. Hammond, 1990; Hayes, 1991; 

McCarthy and Prince, 1986, 1990; Prince, 1991; and Prince and 

Smolensky, 1991).5 

Following Dresher and Lahiri (1991), the foot in Old 

English is trochaic with an obligatorily heavy head. Nonheads 

are obligatorily light (Dresher and Lahiri, 1991:256). Feet 

are mapped from left to right, and primary stress always falls 

on the initial syllable. The two possible canonical foot 

structures under this analysis, exemplified by /heafudes/ 

4 Examples of other possible sequences excluded follow
ing the argument to be presented here are (i) "map all feet, 
then assign heads" as in EOS, and (ii). "map foot and head 
simultaneously, then move on" as in Hammond (1990), Hayes 
(1991), and so on. 

However, recall from Chapter 2 that [IJ.IJ. IJ.] is mapped 
to roots to form the fourth stem in Sierra Miwok templatic 
morphology. 
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'head (gen. sing.)' and Iwerudul 'troops', are shown in (4) 

(adapted from Dresher and Lahiri's (13); (4b) = (3». 

(4) 
a. b. 

F F F 
I \ I I \ I 

[~] a [I:] [a a] a 
des 

". 
du hea fu we ru 

Dresher and Lahiri argue that the foot structure they 

propose accounts for (i) sites for high vowel deletion, (ii) 

the location of secondary stress, and (iii) poetic meter in 

Old English. 6 Here I review only the high vowel deletion and 

secondary stress facts. 

The forms in (5) demonstrate the deletion of a short 

vowel lui in an open syllable. 7 Deletion occurs after an 

initial sequence of one heavy syllable, (5a), two light 

syllables, (5b), a light followed by a heavy syllable, (5c), 

and two heavy syllables, in (5d) (codas are heavy). 

6 The authors argue that the same foot is compatible 
with the effects of Sievers' Law in Gothic as well. 

7 Data from Dresher and Lahiri (1991) are supplemented 
by forms from Sweet (1965) in order to properly motivate 
points not necessarily dealt with by Dresher and Lahiri 
(1991). Sweet deals specifically with the early West Saxon 
dialect, which deleted le,ol as well as lui in the context 
described (cf. engeles => engles 'angel, gen. sg.'). In many 
cases, deleted 101 corresponded to lui (compare heafudes => 
heafdes 'head, gen. sing.' (Dresher and Lahiri) and heafodu => 
heafdu 'head, pl.' (Sweet, 1965:12). Forms from Sweet (1965) 
are identified by author's initial and page number. 
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(5) 
L 

a. /god + u/ god 'good, nom. pI. , 
/heafud + est h~afdes 'head, gen. sing. , 
/word -I- u/ word 'words' 

b. /werud + u/ weorud 'troops' 
tweeter + u/ wceter 'water, nom. pl.' S12 

c. /feereld + u/ fafrelt 'journeys' 

d. /fulwiht + u/ fulwiht 'baptisms' 

The forms in (6) show that /u/ is not deleted from a 

closed syllable, (6a), after a single light syllable, (6b), 

and after an initial heavy-light sequence, (6c). 

(6) 
a. /word + u + m/ wordum 'words, date ' 

/lof + u + m/ lofum 'praise::;, date ' 

b. /werud + u/ weorud 'troops' 
/lof + u/ 16fu 'praises' 

c. /n'iten + u/ nTtenu 'animals' 
/heafod + ul heafdu 'head, nom. pI. , S12 

Dresher and Lahiri argue that if the metrical foot in Old 

English is trochaic, has a light domain and an obligatorily 

heavy head, the context for deletion is characterised simply 

as the nonhead of a foot [[~~] ~]. These authors posit the 

rule in (7).8 

8 Although the rule is called High Vowel Deletion, 
Dresher and Lahiri discuss only cases where luI is elided. 



(7) 
Foot-based HVD. (Dresher and Lahiri, 1991:255) 

Delete a high vowel in a weak branch of F. 

V =>" I 
I 
I 

[+high] 

F 
\ 
w 
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Since deletion occurs after two light syllables, as in 

Iw~terY/, the claim is that the first two syllables as well as 

the third are included in the foot. Dresher and Lahiri 

propose that if a single syllable cannot satisfy the bimoraic 

head, the head is "resolved" (in the terminology of these 

authors) by incorporating a second syllable. Thus, the 

maximal foot is one which dominates three syllables. Such a 

foot is represented above in (2b). 

Each of the representations for 
/ 

[ [hea] fYJ [ [des] and 

[[weru]dy] presented above in (2) contains a site for high 

vowel deletion (underlined; compare the surface forms in (5». 

Only the final vowel is deleted in weorud « Iwerud+u/), (2b), 

since the first luI is protected in the head. The final luI 

in /fulwiht+ul is deleted following two heavy syllables, each 

incorporated into a separate foot. The first heavy syllable 

stands alone as a foot because a foot with a wellformed 

metrical head does not require a domain. The presence of two 

feet showing that footing is iterative. The derivation for 
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flllwiht is given in (8) • 

(8) 
F F F F 
I I \ I I 
I I I 

[I:] [I:] (] [I:] [I:] 
fulwihtu => ful wihtu => ful wiht 

stem Footing HV Deletion 

No deletion occurs in w6rdum from (6a) and the second 

vowel in weorud from (6b) because luI occurs in the head of a 

foot. Deletion fails in nTtenu from (6c) because the final 

luI is not dominated by foot structure at all. The preceding 

heavy-light sequence footed from left to right forms a foot. 

The remaining light syllable is insufficient to form a head. 

Pre-deletion representations for w6rdum, weorud « Iwerud+u/) , 

and n!tenu are given in (9) «9a) and (9c) are adapted from 

Dresher and Lahiri's (12a) and (12c) respectively). 

(9) 
a. b. c. 

F F F F 
I I I \ 1\ I I 
H H H \ H \ 
I I I \ \ I \ I I I 
I: I: (] (] a I: a (] 

wor dum we ru du ni te nu 

The forms nTtenu and h~afdu are the cases which motivate 

left-to-right footing. Under the right-to-left alternative, 

the final vowel would occur in the domain of a foot and should 

be deleted. A final extrametricality account cannot explain 

the failure of deletion to apply in this form since deletion 
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occurs finally in weorud « /werud+u/). 

The Old English data are consistent with a foot [[~~] ~], 

mapped iteratively from left to right. The foot has an 

obligatorily bimoraic head and a light domain. The only 

obligatory element of the foot is the bimoraic head. The Old 

English footing rule is stated in templatic terms as (10). 

(10) 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 

Template: 
Directionality: 
He:adedness: 
Iterativity: 
Minimal structure 
i. FootMIN : 

ii. HeadMIN : 

F .. 
left to right 
left 
iterative 

on 
off 

Foot mapping in /werudu/ proceeds as follows. F is 

associated to the leftmost syllable and maximised, as 

demonstrated for binary feet in Chapters 2 and 3. These steps 

are illustrated in (11) with the form /werud+u/. 

(11) 

F F F 
I / \ I 

(] (] (] (] (] (] (] (] (] (] (] (] 

we ru du => we ru du => we ru du => we ru du 

Base Template Associate Maximise 

When the head is assigned under HeadMIN : off, the entire 

disyllabic sequence is resolved into head position, since the 

leftmost syllable contains only one mora. Resolution may 

apply if a language does not permit vowel lengthening to 
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satisfy the head. As with Head Lengthening in Hixkaryana 

(§4.1.1), Resolution is stated as a language-specific rule 

which refers to metrical structure. I propose the rule in 

(12) (Dresher and Lahiri do not formalise Resolution). 

(12) 
Old English Resolution. 

H 
I 
I 

C11J. C1 => 

H 
/ \ 

C11J. C1 

Reaolution is triggered when the head node projected by the 

foot dominates a light syllable (i.e. a subminimal head) and 

associates a syllable on the right (in the direction of 

mapping) to the head. Resolution specifies neither (i) 

whether the syllable to the right is linked to F, nor (ii) the 

moraic content of the syllable to the right. Reasons for this 

will be made clear shortly. 

Following Resolution, the foot can be maximised to 

incorporate a light syllable to the right as a nonhead. 

Maximisation occurs whenever possible to create the maximal 

binary foot. The metrical derivation of /werud+u/ is 

continued in (13) • 

(13) 
F F F 
1\ I / \ I 
H \ H H \ 
I \ / \ / \ \ I 

C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 

we ru du => we ru du => we ru du 

Project Head Resolution Maximise 
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Turning to the stress facts, I have already noted that 

primary stress falls on the first syllable of the word (see 

(5) and (6». The secondary stress facts, not yet discussed, 

are consistent with the foot structure motivated by high vowel 

deletion. Following Campbell (1959), Dresher and Lahiri 

(1991) note that secondary stress occurs "on any heavy 

syllable after a heavy syllable (H) or its equivalent (L X) 

[where X is any syllable--MC] when it becomes internal by 

addition of an inflection" (Dresher and Lahiri, 1991:259-60). 

This description predicts stress as indicated in (14). 

(14) 
a. stressed heavy after initial heavy. 

L h , 
operne 
rlhtwTsnes .. ~ hliefdlge 

, other, acc. s·g. masc.' 
'righteousness' S9 
'lady' S10 

b. stressed heavy after initial light-light. 

~pelinges 
sweotolilnge 
cynel~ce 

'prince, gen. sg.' 
'sign' S52 (eo is short) 
'kingly' S57 

The foot structure predicted by the description of secondary 

stress is illustrated with ~berne and cynelTce in (15). 

(15) 
F F 
1/\ 

[I:] [I:] a 
o per ne 

F F 
I / \ 

[a a] [I:] a 
cyne Ii ce 

Secondary stress does not occur "on a final syllable 

( ... ) or on a syllable following an initial light syllable ... " 
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(Dresher and Lahiri, 1991: 259-60). The predicted patterns are 

shown in (16). 

(16) 
a. No stress (on heavy) after initial light. 

gSTninges 
JEthelredes 
wesende 

'king, gen. sg.' 
'Ethelred, gen' S59 
'to be, pres. part.' 

b. No stress on heavy ultima . 
.L'. 
~er 
cepeling 
ft1lwiht 

'other' 
'prince' 
'baptisms' 

Dresher and Lahiri (1991) account for the absence of final 

secondary stress on a heavy syllable otherwise expected to 

surface with stress in (16b) by final destressing, in (17). 

(17) 
Final Destressing. Defoot a final weak nonbranching foot 
(that is, a foot with no W branch). 
(Dresher and Lahiri, 1991:260). 

The final heavy syllable in ft1lwiht and rihtwIsnes is deleted 

under (17). However, the non-final, heavy stressed syllables 
./ ~ of the same forms and hlcefdlge do not occur in the defooting 

context and are not destressed. To amplify Dresher and 

Lahiri's discussion, the failure of the medial syllable in 

rihtwTsnes to destress is particularly important, since stress 

on an initial monosyllabic foot could be retained by virtue of 

having primary stress. Final Destressing is illustrated with 

ft1lwiht in (18). 



(18) 
F 

I 
[I:] 
ful 

F 
I 
I 

[I:] 
wiht 

Metrical form 

=> 

F 
I 

[I:] 
ful 

I: 
wiht 

Final Destressing 
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Evidence that the final foot was constructed in the first 

place is that High Vowel deletion elides a final luI earlier 

in the derivation (see figure (8». 

To summarise the main point of the preceding discussion, 

the location of Old English secondary stress as described by 

Campbell (1959) is correctly predicted by the metrical foot 

structure posited by Dresher and Lahiri (1991) to account for 

High Vowel Deletion. 9 

As a final point, I motivate the claim that Minimal 

structure specifies FootMm:on for Old English, permitting F to 

be satisfied by a single mora. For the most part, the licence 

for FootMrn is obscured by the bimoraic constraint on the head. 

The critical forms motivating FootMrn:on are those in (19), in 

which a heavy syllable follows a light syllable in the 

metrical head. 

(19) 
If~reldul 
berende 
JEthelredes 
magister 

(> f~relt) 'journeys' (= (5c» 
'fruitful, productive' S108 
'Ethelred, gen.' S59 
'master, teacher' Sl18 

9 This concludes the review of Dresher and Lahiri' s 
(1991) discussion. The remaining arguments are my own. 
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" The forms ~thelredes and f~reldu are represented with metrical 

structure (before defooting) in (20). 

(20) 
F F F 

/ \ I / \ I 
H \ H H \ 

/ \ \ I / \ \ I 
a I: a I: a I: a 
ee pel re des fee reI du 

The forms in (19) are anomalous: even though the template 

specifies only three morae, the initial foot in each case, 

illustrated in (20), is quadrimoraic. 

Initial quadrimoraic feet in (19) are derived as follows. 

When F associates to the initial syllable, it cannot be 

maximised because the second syllable is heavy. Association 

would create a light-heavy sequence, violating the left-heavy 

constraint imposed by the canonical template (f.I.f.I. f.I.]. However, 

FootMm:on permits F to remain associated to the initial light 

syllable. Subsequently, HeadMm:off forces the application of 

Resolution, to bind the peninitial syllable into the head. In 

order for the head to be satisfied in the templatic theory, 

the F template must be present; no head could be projected 

otherwise. 1O Finally, maximisation results in the association 

10 The application of Resolution in (21) is the reason 
for not specifying the moraic content or prosodic affiliation 
of the second syllable in the rule for Resolution, (12): the 
second syllable is not initially mapped to the foot which 
contains the head, and the second syllable dominates more 
content than is actually required to satisfy the head. 



of a third light syllable as a domain. 

derivation for /f~reldu/ is shown in (21). 

(21) 
F 

(J I: (J 

f~reldu 

Template 

F 
I 
I 
H 

/ \ 
(J I: (J 

f~ reI du 

Satisfy Head 

=> 

=> 

F 

I 
(J I: (J 

f~reldu 

Associate 

F 
I \ 

H \ 
1\\ 

(J I: (J 

f~ reI du 

Maximise 

=> 
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The metrical 

N/A => 

Maximise 

The evidence that the foot is maximised to include the final 

light syllable after the head satisfaction is that High Vowel 

Deletion later deletes luI from this position, deriving 

f~relt. To correctly derive initial stress in f~relt, it is 

critical that mapping is from left to right so that the 

initial syllable is included in the foot. Under the 

alternative right-to-left mapping, the foot structure derived 

would be *f~[[rel]du]. The head would be satisfied by the 

medial heavy syllable, and there would be no motivation for 

including the initial syllable in the foot, predicting medial 

stress: *f~relt. 

Finally, it must be explained why the quadrimoraic feet 

in (19), (20) are permitted to exceed the trimoraic limit 
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defined by the canonical foot. After all, it was claimed in 

Chapter 3 that association to a bimoraic template F~ should 

never exceed two morae (for a different view, see Hammond, 

1990). The licensing of quadrimoraic feet in Old English can 

be explained under the assumptions that association to a 

template may not violate maximal binarity, and in particular, 

may not violate the constraints of symmetry on a template. 

That is, associating a third mora to a bimoraic foot, an even 

foot structure, would create an asymmetric foot and is there

fore forbidden. However, incorporating an ey,tra mora into the 

head of an Old English foot does not violate the asymmetric 

nature of the foot: the foot is still a left-heavy foot. By 

contrast, as discussed above, mapping F to a light-heavy 

sequence would derive a right-heavy foot, violating the "left

heaviness" of the template. Note that a heavy-heavy-light 

sequence (e.g. taataata) could never be mapped to the template 

FL because HeadMm:off is satisfied by only one heavy syllable, 

and Resolution would not be triggered. 

Old English, in which Minimal structure specifies the 

settings FootMIN : off, HeadMIN : on contrasts with Hixkaryana, 

discussed in Chapter 3. Hixkaryana, like Old English, imposes 

a bimoraic constraint on the head, satisfied through vowel 

lengthening. I argued that Minimal structure specifies 

FootMm:off in Hixkaryana. The result was that a foot template 

could not be satisfied by a single light syllable, and the 
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syllable was de footed before a head was projected. Because of 

this, lengthening does not occur when only a light syllable is 

left over after iterative footing. 

In the next section, I consider three alternatives to the 

account of ternarity provided here and argue that each 

encounters theoretical problems. 

5.1.2 Three Alternatives to the Templatic Analysis. 

The recent metrical literature offers three alternatives 

to the analysis of Old English proposed above. The first is 

available under a new theory of iterative Word formation 

proposed by Hewitt (1991). The second uses a parameter, the 

Foot Parsing Locality Parameter, proposed by Hayes (1991). 

The third alternative, proposed by Hammond (1991) involves 

marking a light syllable extrametrical at the edge of a 

metrical foot, "relativised extrametricality". Each of these 

alternatives uses a different device for excluding a light 

syllable following a foot from the usual metrical footing 

rules. I argue below that none of these alternatives 

adequately accounts for the facts and that each is associated 

with at least one problem from a theoretical point of view. 

I begin with a discussion of the Foot/Word alternative. 1I 

11 The alternative theories Hammond (1990, 1991) Hayes 
(1991), and Hewitt (1991) considered in tnis section are 
pars~ng theories. However, the predictions of these theories 
are rendered in the notation used throughout. 
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5.1.2.1 The Foot/Word Alternative. 

Hewitt proposes that languages may differ in whether 

prosodic constituents are formed horizontally or vertically. 

Hewitt assumes that all prosodic mapping is exhaustive. In 

horizontal exhaustion a string is mapped exhaustively to 

constituents on a particular prosodic tier before ascending to 

the next level in the prosodic hierarchy. In vertical 

exhaustion a constituent is mapped to a string as soon as its 

terminal elements are available, continued until the Prosodic 

Word is reached. I will refer to this analysis as the Footl 

Word analysis. Hewitt's (1991) analysis of Chugach Alutiiq, 

whose metrical behaviour is almost identical to that of Old 

English, is that the metrical constituent is a Word formed by 

pairing a bimoraic foot with a following light syllable, if 

present. Extending this analysis to Old English, the metrical 

representations in (4) would be relabelled as in (22). The 

only possible analysis which accounts for quantity sensitivity 

and trochaic stress while at the same time avoiding a ternary 

foot is an analysis which employs a bimoraic trochee. 

(22) 
a. b. c. 

W W W W w 
1\ I 1\ I I 

I I I 
F \ F F \ F F 
I \ I 1 \ \ I I 
I I I I 

[~] 0 [~] [0] 0 0 [~] [~] 

hea fu des we ru du wor dum 

Crucially, a second heavy syllable, as in wordum, is not 
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associated to the old Word, but projects its own Word. 12 

5.1.2.2 Weak Local Parsinq and Relativised Extrametricality. 

The weak local parsing (Hayes, 1991) and relativised 

extrametricality (Hammond, 1990) alternatives, like the 

Foot/Word account, require a bimoraic foot. Weak local 

parsing and relativised extrametricality are devices which 

permit a metrical parsing algorithm to ignore a single light 

syllable at the edge of a foot. Weak local parsing is a 

setting for the Foot Parsing Locality Parameter in Hayes 

(1991), discussed briefly in Chapter 2, which determines 

whether feet are always parsed adjacently, or whether a single 

light syllable may be "skipped" between feet. Hayes states 

this parameter as (23). 

(23) 
Foot Parsing Locality Parameter. 

i. Unmarked value: Feet must be constructed adja
cently. To be referred to as strong local parsing. 

ii. Marked value: Feet may be constructed separated 
from each other by a single mora (in effect, a 
single light syllable). To be referred to as weak 
local parsing. (Hayes, 1991:258) 

In relativised extrametricality, a light syllable may be 

12 Hewitt's Foot/Word model has the advantage of being 
able to account for different intonation patterns in the 
Chugach and Koniag dialects of Alutiiq solely in terms of the 
vertical-horizontal contrast. It is not clear how the tem
platic theory developed here would account for the same facts. 
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skipped in the parsing algorithm by being made extrametrical 

when it occurs adjacent to a foot. 

Under weak local parsing (Hayes, 1991) and relativised 

extrametricality (Hammond, 1990), the Old English forms in 

(22) would be represented as in (24a) and (24b) respectively. 

As in the Foot/Word account, the foot is a bimoraic trochee. 

(24) 
a. 

b. 

Weak local 

F F 
I I 
I I 

[~] a [~] 

hea fu des 

Relativised 

F F 
I I 
I I 

[~] <a> [~] 
hea fu des 

parsing. 

F 
/ \ 

[a] a a 
we ru du 

extrametricality. 

F 
/ \ 

[a] a <a> 
we ru du 

F F 
I I 
I I 

[~] [~] 

wor dum 

F F 
I I 
I I 

[~] [~] 

wor dum 

Weak local parsing and relativised extrametricality have 

identical metrical effects: both enable a footing algorithm to 

ignore a light syllable at the edge of a foot before assigning 

the next foot (e.g. rhea] fu [des]). It is important that 

only a light syllable may be excluded from metrical footing 

under weak local parsing and relativised extrametricality. 

5.1.2.3 Problems for Foot/Word, Weak Local Parsing and 
Relativised Extrametricality. 

The three alternatives to the templatic account of Old 

English footing are disadvantaged on theoretical grounds: (i) 
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the bimoraic trochee analysis required to account for stress 

in each case is not straightforward, (ii) the bimoraic account 

(at least under the Foot/Word and weak local parsing theories) 

cannot be stated without violating crucial assumptions of the 

theories which require it, and (iii) the Foot/Word, Weak Local 

Parsing and relativised extrametricality theories are 

themselves based on stipulations not required under the 

templatic analysis. 

The problem for a bimoraic analysis of stress is best 

illustrated by the contrast between forms in which an 

initially stressed light syllable is followed by an unstressed 

heavy syllable (cf. berende, magister in (19» and forms in 

which the second, heavy syllable is stressed when the initial 

syllable is light (cf. .:ow rihtwJ.snes, in (14) ) • The 

metrical representations for berende and ~l>erne under the 

three alternative analyses are shown in (25). 

(25 ) 
a. Foot/Word. 

W W W W 
I 1\ I 1\ I I 
F F \ F F \ 
I I \ I I \ I I I I 

[a] [I:] a [I:] [I:] a 
be ren de 0 per ne 

b. Weak local parsing. 

F F F F 
I I I I 
I I I I 

[a] [I:] a [I: ] [I:] a 
be ren de 0 per ne 
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c. Relativised extrametricality. 

F F F F 
I I I I I I I 

[a][~] <a> [~] [~] <a> 
be ren de 0 per ne 

To account for the presence of stress on the initial light 

syllable in berende each of the alternatives must assume that 

a light syllable is sUfficient to satisfy the foot, exactly as 

in the templatic approach (under FootMm:on). The peninitial 

syllable cannot be grouped with the initial syllable because 

it is heavy.13 

The requirement that a light syllable be permitted to 

satisfy the foot is a considerable problem for the Foot/Word 

analysis, since in this case the light syllable must also 

satisfy the Word. Following McCarthy and Prince (1996,1990), 

Hewitt's theory requires that every Word dominate at least two 

morae. The Foot/Word analysis must therefore stipulate the 

result [[~]F]W for Old English as an exception to an otherwise 

universal principle. If this problem is circumvented by 

associating a heavy syllable to the Word in this special, 

subminimal case, then the wrong results are predicted for 

" ,. " lEthelredes: * [[lE]pthel]w[ [re]pdes]w ~nstead of [[lEthel]rehdes. 

Metrical footing in (25) predicts stress on the first and 
/ 

second syllable in each form, thus berende and operne. 

13 This is inconsistent with claims made by Hayes (1991) 
concerning the status of degenerate feet. See Chapter 3. 
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However, this is not what surfaces in berende: as discussed 

earlier, a heavy syllable following a light syllable is never 

stressed. To account for this, it is necessary to posit a 

destressing rule the rightmost foot in a stress clash. The 

pr.oblem is that the rule must be formulated to apply only 

after a stressed light syllable, as in (26). 

(26) 
Post-Light Clash Resolution. 

* => " / * 
I 
I 

J.L 

Rules such as (26) are apparently rare, if they exist at all. 

A more intuitive account would destress immediately following 

the primary stress; however, this does not capture the 

relevant contrast. 

By contrast, the templatic account does not require a 

rule destressing the peninitial syllable of berende since this 

syllable is bound with the initial light syllable in the same 

metrical head. The correct stress pattern is derived in all 

cases by stating that stress occurs on the first mora of the 

head, located according to the analysis presented above. 

To summarise, an analysis which posits that the metrical 

foot in Old English is a bimoraic trochee requires an awkward 

destressing rule not required by the templatic analysis. 

Furthermore, the bimoraic analysis violates the assumption of 

Hayes (1991) that monomoraic feet are banned, and more 
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critically, the central assumption of Hewitt (1990) that a 

Word must dominate two morae. 

In addition to the difficulties specific to the analysis 

of Old English considered above, each alternative encounters 

more general theoretical problems of distribution as well. 

Each of these accounts refers to a light syllable at the edge 

of a foot. The Foot/Word alternative incorporates only a 

light syllable into a Word mapped to the preceding foot. 

Relativised extrametricality targets only light syllables, and 

in weak local parsing only a light syllable may be ignored. 

This attention to quantity in these theories is stipulated: it 

is not explained why any syllable (for example, in quantity 

insensitive systems) should not have the same status. The 

templatic approach does not encounter this problem. In the 

templatic theory, the fact that ternary effects are limited to 

cases where the third syllable is light follows from the 

template selected and from Minimal structure. In §5.1.3 this 

and other advantages of the templatic approach are discussed. 

5.1.3 Discussion: Metrical Ternarity is a Templatic Effect. 

Three strong advantages of the templatic account of 

metrical ternarity can be cited at this point. The first is 

that this account requires only machinery motivated elsewhere 

in the thesis: (i) a template [/J./J. /J.J, (ii) the Minimal 

structure Parameter, and (iii) the assumption that not all 
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languages lengthen a vowel in order to satisfy a bimoraic 

requirement on a metrical head. I argued in Chapter 3 that 

other properties of metrical systems follow from the same 

machinery. By contrast, the Foot/Word, weak local parsing, 

and relativised extrametricality mechanisms are designed 

explicitly to account for ternarity and do no other work in 

metrical systems. 

Second, ternary metrical effects are predicted systema

tically only· under the following three conditions: (i) the 

template is trimoraic and does not specify syllable structure 

(Le. [J.LJ.L J.LJ or [J.L J.LJ.LJ), (ii) Minimal Structure specifies 

HeadMm:off, forcing the head to dominate two morae, and (iii) 

the bimoraic constraint on the head is not satisfied through 

vowel lengthening. Ternary effects are not predicted with 

other templates because all the other templates are binarily 

specified either in terms of syllables ([a aJ and [aJ.LJ.L aJ.LJ.LJ) 

or morae ([J.L J.LJ). Thus, the templatic account explains why 

the nonhead of a ternary foot is always light. As noted 

above, this is stipulated in the Foot/Word, weak local 

parsing, and relativised extrametricality accounts. 

The point that ternary effects are not predicted with 

binarily specified templates can be emphasised by comparing 

Old English and E. Ostyak, discussed in Chapter 3. In both 

languages, footing is trochaic, left-to-right, and imposes a 

bimoraic constraint on the head. The difference is in the 
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canonical foot, [~~~] in Old English and [a a] in E. Ostyak. 

Recall that when a head is not satisfied in E. Ostyak, 

restructuring occurs if possible, as in Old English. However, 

in E. Ostyak, restructuring displaces stress one syllable to 

the right, achieved by shifting the head. The relevant 
, , 

contrast is between [k!tatna] and [tY'Ygskal] with initial 
.... 

heavy stress and [toll1akoto] with peninitial stress when the 

initial syllable is light (heavy vowels are underlined). Head 

shift can be accomplished using exactly the same rule of 

Resolution proposed for Old English. However, in E. Ostyak, 

once the foot is maximised to incorporate a domain, a tri-

syllabic foot is derived. since the canonical template is 

specified for two syllables, del inking from the first syllable 

is obligatory. 
..... 

[tall1ok8t8]. 

(28) 

F 
/ \ 

a :E a a a 
ta Ii. lokota 

Foot 

F 
1\ 
H \ 

/ \ \ 
a :E a a a 

ta Ii 18 k8ta 

Restructuring 

This sequence is illustrated in (28) with 

F 
1\ 
H \ 
1 \ 
a :E a a a 

=> ta Ii. lakata => 

Project head 

F 
1\ 
H \ 
I \ I 

a :E a a a 
=> ta Ii la k8ta 

F 
I 
I 
H 

/ \ 
a :E a a a 

t8 Ii lokata 

satisfy head 

*[a a a]; Delink [a 

=> 
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The ability to derive the difference between E. Ostyak and Old 

English in terms of Resolution and different templates with no 

added stipulation makes the Resolution account offered for 

each language more principled. 

Finally, the view of ternary footing under the templatic 

approach makes a prediction not made by any other metrical 

theory. The maximisation of the foot to include a third 

syllable in this theory occurs after other constraints have 

been satisfied. The prediction is that in cases where a head 

is resolved (i.e. dominates two syllables), a third syllable 

can be incorporated only in the direction of mapping. Thus, 

trochaic ternary constituents such as those derived in Old 

English and Chugach (see Hewitt, 1991; Rice, 1991) can only 

occur when mapping is from left to right. Similarly, iambic 

trisyllabic constituents are predicted only when mapping is 

from right to left (an example of a language consistent with 

the analysis and predictions is Cayuvava). Hewitt's theory 

makes the same prediction. However, in weak local parsing, it 

is possible to state that a syllable is skipped before or 

after footing. Relativised extrametricality makes the same 

claim. To claim otherwise in either theory would be 

stipulati ve. Thus, the prediction concerning direction of 

mapping serves as a test between the templatic theory and the 

theories proposed by Hammond (1990) and Hayes (1991). 

The prediction just noted concerning ternarity and 
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direction of association is consistent with the stress facts 

of Cayuvava (Key, 1967; Levin, 1988b). Levin (1988b) 

(followed by EOS) claims that a trisyllabic foot [a a a) is 

required to account for the iterative pattern of prominence 

illustrated in (29), where stress falls on every third 

syllable from the right edge of the word. The forms in (29) 

are from Key (1967). 

(29) 
6dapa 
aj6kori 
Bari.e.kimi 
rae Lbir1napu 
Cerlkurapapcefice 
BururuCeCeCeriki 

'our canoe' 
'my eye' 
'seed of squash' 
'dampened manioc flour' 
'only three times' 
'they (are) by tens' 

Levin (1988b) argues that word-final syllables in Cayuvava are 

extrametrical, and amphibrachs (trisyllabic feet with medial 

prominence) are constructed from right to left, as in 

[Cer1ku)[rapapce]<fice>.u A difficulty for Levin's account is 

that a disyllabic degenerate foot is stressed in [6da]<pa> and 

[rae i) [bir1na]<pu>, but a monosyllabic degenerate foot in 

[Bu] [rurUCe] [CeCeri]<ki> and [Ba] [ri.e.ki]<mi> is never 

stressed. 

Under the account of ternary footing given here, the 

14 This claim is made for theory-internal reasons not 
critical to the point illustrated; thus, I do not repeat the 
argument. spring (1989) suggests an alternative analysis in 
which ternary feet in Cayuvava are dactylic (left-headed 
ternary feet). spring's proposal is not compatible with the 
prediction made here concerning headedness and direction of 
mapping in ternary systems. 
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ternary foot in Cayuvava is consistent with final extra-

metricality and uneven iambs footed from right to left, 

illustrated in (30). As in Old English, prominence is 

assigned to the leftmost mora of the metrical head. ls 

(30) 
a. b. 

F F F F 
/ \ / \ I / \ 

a [a a] a [0 a] <a> [a a] a [a 0] <a> 
Ce riku ra papa! iia! ra i bi rina pu 

The fact that only disyllabic feet have stress (cf. 

[ra.i] [birina] <pu> as opposed to Ba[ri.~.ki]<mi» is 

consistent with the setting HeadM1N : off. Monosyllabic feet are 

banned by the quantity requirement on the iambic head. The 

fact that they are apparently never repaired is consistent 

with a FootM1N :off constraint (i.e. defooting applies). 

Cayuvava differs from another ternary language, Chugach, in 

that monomoraic feet in Chugach are repaired, motivating 

FootM1N :on in Chugach. 

To reiterate, the claim here is that metrical ternarity 

is always a by-product of complex binary constituent 

structure. This predicts that feet with the structure [0 0 oJ 

are impossible. In Old English the complexity occurs when a 

bimoraic head dominates two syllables. The metrical 

15 Chugach differs in that prominence is assigned to the 
second mora of the head (Rice, 1991). The feet in Chugach and 
Cayuvava are mirror images of one another, [[.x].] and [.[x.]] 
respectively. 
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properties of Cayuvava, previously analysed in terms of a 

primitive ternary foot, are consistent with this analysis. A 

language differing from Cayuvava or Old English only in 

assigning stress to monomoraic feet is predicted not to exist. 

(Notably, Hewitt (1991) does not make this prediction.) 

5.1.4 Reprise: The satisfaction conspiracy. 

In Chapter 3 I argued that while a number of metrical 

phenomena discussed in that chapter could be accommodated 

individually by other metrical theories, only the theory 

developed in this diss~rtation is able to consistently account 

for all of them in terms of a small set of principles. In 

other words, the metrical phenomena discussed, phenomena 

listed in (31), cluster together in a "Satisfaction 

conspiracy", so called because each follows ultimately from 

Template satisfaction and the Minimal Structure Parameter. 

(31) 
a. Scansion for heavy syllables (e.g. Khalkha Mongolian). 

b. Lengthening in head position (e.g. Hixkaryana). 

c. Monomoraic feet okay (e.g. Tubatulabal, S. Paiute) vs. 
monomoraic feet forbidden (e.g. Seminole, Pintupi). 

d. No language with a metrical foot [~~ ~], [~~~] insists 
on the presence of a nonhead. 

e. ROB footing under HeadMm:off and [a a] (e.g. E. Ostyak). 

f. Disyllabic windows in noniterative footing (e.g. E. 
Ostyak) • 
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The processes which result in the effects in (31) apply to 

satisfy (i) constraints on the shape of a foot imposed by the 

canonical template, and (ii) constraints on the minimal 

allowable content of the foot and its head, imposed by the 

Minimal structure Parameter. 

Based on the discussion in this chapter, we may admit the 

additional phenomena in (32) to membership in the Satisfaction 

conspiracy. 

(32) 
a. The nonhead of a ternary metrical foot is always light 

(e.g. Old English, Cayuvava). 

b. Feet larger than the canonical template are possible if 
they do not violate templatic constraints on (a) symmetry 
(e.g. quadrimoraic feet in Old English vs. maximally 
disyllabic feet in E. Ostyak). 

c. In known ternary lang~age, the nonhead is incorporated in 
the direction of footing (e.g. Old English, Cayuvava, 
Chugach (Rice, 1991). 

In §5.2 the issue of ternarity in morphology is 

discussed. 

5.2 Morphological Binarity: The Cupeno Habilitative. 

Cupeno (Takic; Hill, 1968, 1970; Hill and Nolasquez, 

1973) has become known through the work of McCarthy (1984), 

Mccarthy and Prince (1986, 1990) as a language which supports 
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the existence of primitive trisyllabic templates. 16 Thus, the 

first reason for discussing Cupefio here is to provide a 

different account in terms of binary foot structure. 

Admitting a trisyllabic template into the primitive inventory 

of prosodic structures is theoretically undesirable on two 

counts. First, it is incompatible with the position argued by 

Hammond (1990), Hayes (1991), Hewitt (1991), and in the first 

part of this chapter that ternary metrical effects must be 

derived from binary structures. Second, it incorrectly 

predicts the occurrence of systematic ternary effects in 

morphology. Since Cupefio represents the only published 

exception to the second objection, it is important that this 

case be reanalysed. 

The second reason for discussing Cupefio is to set 

straight the record concerning the facts: the McCarthy/ 

McCarthy and Prince account predicts non-occurring 

habilitative forms and is not consistent with metrical facts 

discussed by Hill and Hill (1968). I argue here that an 

alternative based a disyllabic template is not only possible, 

but encounters none of the problems just described. 

In Cupefio habilitative forms (henceforth, HAB) , a 

stressed syllable in a consonant-final verb stem is regularly 

16 I am grateful to Jane Hill, who supplied from her 
field notes many of the HAB forms cited in this section. This 
has made it possible to test several predictions (to be noted) 
not illuminated by the published data on habilitatives. Forms 
provided by Jane Hill are followed by the initials JH. 
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followed by two syllables at the end of the word. HAS forms 

from Hill (1970) (and from Jane Hill, private communication) 

appear in (33). 17 

(33) stem 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

cal 
tew 
helyep 
kelaw 

pacik 
caNne 

pine'wex 
xaleyew 
cekukwily 

ci 
hu 
'ayu 

Habilitative 

ca'a'al 
te'e'ew 
helye'e'ep 
kela'a'aw 

paci'ik 
caNne'ew 

pine'wex 
xaleyew 
cekukwi'ily 

ci' 
hu' 
'ayu 

Gloss 

'husk' 
'see' 
'hiccup' 
'gather wood' 

'leach acorns' 
'be angry' 

'sing enemy songs' 
'fall' 
'joke' JH 

'gather' 
'fart' 
'want' 

In the HAB forms in (33b) and (33a), a final consonant is 

preceded by one or two syllable(s) (respectively) not present 

in the stem. "Extra" syllables have the form 'V, where the 

vowel matches the quality of the last vowel in the stem. The 

second form in (33a) is quadrisyllabic in HAB, showing that 

there is no trisyllabic requirement on HAB forms (cf. ca'a'al, 

paci'ik, pine'wex). In (33c) where a trisyllabic form is 

initially stressed, no extra syllables surface in HAB. 

Finally, (33d) shows that vowel-final forms pattern 

differently from consonant-final forms in (33a,b,c). 

In the remainder of the section, I discuss the analysis 

17 The symbol [e] is used throughout to represent schwa. 
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proposed by McCarthy and Prince (1990) for HAB (the ternary 

analysis) and propose an alternative which appeals to a 

disyllabic template (the binary analysis). 

5.2.1 The Ternary Analysis. 

Mccarthy (1984), McCarthy and Prince (1986, 1990) claim 

that in HAB a trochaic stress foot built on a lexical accent 

[[a] a] plus an optional extrametrical syllable to the right 

(i.e. [[a] a]<a» are mapped to a trisyllabic template from 

left to right. Template mapping occurs only if a final 

extrametrical consonant is present. The output of template 

mapping under this analysis is a dactylic foot [[a] a a]. The 

motivation for the trisyllabic template is that the tonic 

syllable which defines the initial locus of association is 

always followed by two additional syllables in HAB. 

Derivations for kela'a'aw and paci'ik under the ternary 

analysis appear in (34). 

(34) 
a. Base (output of metrical rule). 

[[pa] ci] <k> ke [[la]] <w> 

b. Template. 

[a a a] [a a a] 

[ [pa] c i ] <k> ke [[la]] <w> 



c. 

d. 

e. 

Associate (Left to right). 

[a 
II 

[[p €i] 

a a] 
II 

c i] <k> 

[D" a a] 
II 

ke [[1 a]] <w> 

Template satisfaction (Spread). 

[a a a] 
I I I \ I 

[ [p a] c i] <k> 

paci'ik 

Surface. 

[a a a] 
11// 

ke [[1 a]] <w> 

kela'a'aw 
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Following Spread, glottal stops are inserted prevocalically 

into syllables which do not have onsets (Cupeno syllables 

require onsets). The derivation for monosyllabic forms such 

as ca'a'al is identical in critical respects to that for 

kela'a'aw, though the later form provides the argument for the 

prosodic base in the MP account (if there were no prosodic 

base, then segments in the pre-tonic initial syllable of kelaw 

should associate to the template). 

An empirical problem with the ternary analysis is that 

since the metrical foot is not anchored to the left edge of 

the root (compare ke rla 1 <w> and [paci 1 <k> I, [pine' we 1 <x» . 

Thus, the ternary analysis predicts (non-occurring) roots with 

stress on the third syllable and beyond, for example 

*pine'wex. Mapping the trisyllabic template to such a form 

predicts a corresponding HAB form with the shape 

*pine'we'e'ex. However, roots with third syllable stress are 
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unattested, a fact discussed by Hill and Hill (1968). stress 

in Cupeno accented roots is limited to the first two syllables 

of the root. 18 It follows from the non-occurrence of third 

syllable stress (e.g. *pine'wex) that HAB forms based on such 

a pattern (e.g. *pine'we'e'ex) cannot exist. This is 

accidental in the ternary account. 

A further theoretical problem involves trisyllabic stems. 

The metrical foot in the ternary analysis is derived through 

extrametricality. However, extrametrical material must by 

definition be excluded from the metrically defined base and 

should therefore be unavailable to template mapping. Thus, 

the ternary analysis really predicts *xale'e'yew for (33c) and 

not xaleyew as McCarthy and Prince claim. To der i ve the 

corr'act result, extrametricality must be revoked and the 

syllable licensed through adjunction to the metrical foot 

prior to template mapping. However, even if these steps are 

taken, the ternary account is still stipulative: it requires 

that the final syllable of an initially stressed trisyllabic 

stem always be extrametrical. 

5.2.2 The Binary Analysis. 

The alternative I propose differs from the ternary 

account only in that (i) the base is a binary metrical foot 

18 This generalisation is confirmed by an examination of 
the glossary in Hill and Nolasquez (1973). 
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mapped to the left edge of the stem, (ii) the template for HAS 

is disyllabic, affixed to the right of the prosodic base, and 

(iii) only melody not dominated by the metrical foot maps to 

the template unless Template Satisfaction fails (McCarthy and 

Prince, 1986, 1990) .19 I assume with McCarthy and Prince that 

mapping is conditioned by final consonant extrametricality. 

The ternary analysis (above) is postulated on the assumption 

that template mapping in HAB occurs between a template and a 

prosodic base, the metrical foot. However, the proposal here 

that mapping occurs between a template and the residue of 

metrical footing is logically predicted by the view of 

template mapping in the theory of Prosodic Morphology. 

An advantage of the binary account over the ternary 

analysis is that it correctly predicts the location of stress 

in Cupefio accented roots. Since metrical footing is a prior 

requirement for template mapping in HAB, I demonstrate this 

point as the initial step in the analysis. 

5.2.2.1 stage 1: The Derivation of Accent stress. 

Metrically speaking, Cupefio has two varieties of native 

roots, (i) those which attract stress to a syllable of the 

root (accented roots), and (ii) those which do not attract 

stress (unaccented roots). Only one stress surfaces in Cupefio 

19 Metrical footing is construed as prosodic circum
scription (see McCarthy and Prince, 1990). Therefore, what 
maps to the template is the residue of circumscription. 
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forms. In accented roots, illustrated in (35), the stress 

falls on either the first or second syllable. 20 

( 35) 
a. Accented Roots: Initial stress. 

acimal 
te'xa-t 
wete
yU'xaviS 

'pretty, nice' 
'red face paint' 
'beat, thresh' 
'brains' 

b. Accented Roots: Peninitial stress. 

henuva-t 
ewepe
kavaly'ima-l 
te'wi'a-t 

'Yucca sp.' 
'west' 
'quick, fast' 
'woods, brush' 

The forms in (36) show that the location of root stress is 

unaffected by the presence of affixes in the same form. 

(36) 
Accented Roots: Affixed Forms. 

lumu'i-Iy 
-mixan 

tes.iwe 
neUu 

'measles' 
'belonging' 

'play' 
'have' 

ng-IUmu' a 'my measles' 
ng-mixan 'my belonging' 
pg-mixan 'his belonging' 
cgm-tesiwe-n 'we would play' 
pgm-neNu-wen'ep 'they had' 

In forms containing an unaccented root the location of 

stress is determined by an accented suffix, (37a), or prefix, 

(37b), if present (examples are from Hill and Hill, 1968). 

20 The forms cited in (35) and (36) are from Hill and 
Nolasquez (1973). Those in (37) are from Hill and Hill 
(1968) . Underlined vowels in (36) and (37) are accented 
vowels which are eligible to receive stress under different 
circumstances. See Hill and Hill (1968). 
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Note that the prefixes stressed in (37b) are not stressed in 

(36) where the behaviour of accented roots is demonstrated. 21 

(37) 
a. Unaccented Roots with Accented Suffix. 

tev-qa ' ••• is putting down' 
yex-qgl-l 'while ..• was saying' 
kus-l 'female initiate from outside' 

b. Unaccented Roots with Accented Prefix. 

cem-yex-pi 'us to say' 
ml-sul'e 'my fingernail' 
mi-pe-tew 'he saw them' 

In the absence of any accented element, as in (38), 

stress surfaces on the word-initial syllable (Hill and Hill, 

1968; Hill and Nolasquez, 1973).n 

(38 ) 
Unaccented Forms. word-initial stress. 

kusa-t 
maxem 

'female initiate from outside' (cf. kus-l) 
'you (pl.) give!' « /ma:xa-me/) 

The data just presented show that there is no synchronic 

phonological or morphological basis for predicting the 

location of stress on the first or second syllable of an 

accented root. The forms acimal and yU'xaviS in (35a) and 

kavaly'ima-l and henuva-t in (35b) show that any stressed 

21 Hill and Hill (1968:235) list forty-seven monosyllabic 
and disyllabic unaccented roots. 

22 Loan forms receive stress under different principles. 
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syllable may be open or closed, ruling out a quantitative 

analysis. Initially and peninitially stressed roots may be 

nominal or verbal, excluding a simple morphological 

explanation. The idiosyncratic location of stress in roots in 

(35) and (36) coupled with the fact that roots in (37) do not 

receive stress motivates the claim that stressed roots are 

lexically represented with an accent. n 

stress in accented roots can be derived by mapping on the 

root cycle a disyllabic iamb [a [a]] under FootMm:on at the 

left edge of the stem where the head dominates a lexical 

accent. Metrical derivations for the accented roots henuva-

'Yucca sp.' and wete- 'beat, thresh' are given in (39) .24 

(39) 
a. Accented Root 

* 
henuva 

* 
wete 

h. 

F 
I 

a 
he 

Footing 

F 
\ I 

I 
[a] [a] 
nu va we te 

The requirement that the metrical head dominate an accent 

explains why in native forms only the first or second syllable 

of an accented root receives stress. Hammond (1989b,c) argues 

23 Munro (1991) proposes that accented vowels are the 
synchronic residue of historical quantity sensitive second
mora stress. Munro's proposal is consistent with synchronic 
and diachronic evidence from other uto-Aztecan languages (e. g. 
S. Paiute, Sapir, 1930; Mayo, Hagberg, 1989). 

24 Nothing in this analysis hinges on whether material 
not dominated by the metrical foot is syllabified. 
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that accented vowels are stressed only if they are 

incorporated within a metrical foot. Following Hammond, 

therefore, only an accent within the span of the foot--the 

first two syllables--can receive stress. Under this account, 

any syllable could be represented with an accent in UR, but an 

accent on the third syllable or beyond can never surface with 

prominence. In other words, the present analysis does not 

rule out roots with third syllable stress; however, if they 

exist, we cannot identify them since stress can only be 

assigned to the first or second syllable. 

The present analysis has the further advantage of 

correctly predicting the absence of stress in roots with no 

accents. In this case, metrical footing on the root cycle 

fails since a constraint on the head--that it be accented--is 

not met. The presence of initial stress could be derived 

later by mapping a trochaic foot to the left edge of the word, 

or simply by assigning stress to the initial syllable (i.e. 

grid prominence by End Rule Left, Prince, 1983; Hayes, 1991). 

Having discussed the facts associated with accenting in 

Cupeno roots, we return to the binary account of HAB. 

5.2.2.2 stage 2: Mapping to [0 0]. 

To forms habilitatives I propose that after metrical 

footing a disyllabic template [0 0] is affixed to the metrical 

foot. As in the ternary account, template mapping occurs only 
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if a final extrametrical consonant is present. If a final 

consonant is made extrametrical when stress is assigned, then 

the rule forming HAB needn't derive extrametricality, but may 

simply refer to it as a prior condition.2S Next, [0' 0'] is 

mapped from left to right to melody not included in the 

metrical foot. 26 If no unfooted material is available to 

satisfy [0' 0'], the final mora of the metrical foot is spread 

to empty syllable nodes. In finally stressed roots like cal 

and kelaw, spread is possible because extrametricality ensures 

that the final syllable of the base is open and vowel spread 

is unimpeded. As in the ternary account, a glottal stop is 

inserted into the onsets of syllables satisfied by spread. 

This requirement is independent of HAB since all syllables in 

Cupefio require onsets. since vowel spread satisfies syllables 

but no consonant is available to satisfy the onset, [ , ] 

epenthesis is obligatory. The rule for HAB is stated as (40). 

25 Extrametricality was not shown in (39) because the 
forms footed there were vowel-final. 

26 Right-to-Ieft association to [0' 0'] predicts the wrong 
results in disyllabic forms with initial stress like pacik. 
Here, leil associates to the second syllable of [0' 0'] and the 
last mora of the metrical foot spreads to the first, deriving 
*pa'acik. 



(40) 
Habilitative Formation. 

Template: 
Direction of Mapping: 
Base: 
Minimal structure 

FootMIN : 

Restriction: 
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[a a] 
l~ft to right 
prosodic; metrical foot 

off 
final extrametrical C 

Derivations for paci'ik and kela'a'aw under the binary 

analysis are given in (41). 

( 41) 
a. Base. 

[ [a]] [a [a]] 
II II II 

pac i<k> k e 1 a<w> 

b. Template. 
[ [a]] [a a] [a [a]] [a a] 
II II II 

pac i<k> k e 1 a<w> 

c. Associate. 
[ [a]] [a a] N/A 
II II 

p a c i <k> 

d. Spread. 
[ [a]] [a a] [a [a]] [a a] 
II III II II~ 

p a c i <k> k e 1 a <w> 

e. Surface. 

paci'ik kela'a'aw 

It remains only to explain the behaviour of the vowel-

final HAB forms cited earlier in (33d). Consider these and 
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the additional examples in (42). 

(42) 
a. c1 cl' 'gather' 

hu hu' 'fart' 
kwa kwa' 'eat' JH 

b. 'ayu 'ayu 'want' 
mamu mamu 'wrap up' JH 
kw1ci kw1ci 'wring out' JH 

c. 'aSqetu 'aSqetu 'menstruate' JH 
'iyalmu 'iyalmu 'speak Diguefio' JH 
'iyuune 'iyuune 'fast' JH 

The forms in (42a,b) show that vowel-final stems are not 

mapped to the disyllabic template. This was accounted for by 

restricting template mapping in HAB Formation to occur only 

when a final extrametrical consonant is present. The forms in 

(42a) in particular show that a stem consisting of one light 

syllable is amplified through the insertion of a final glottal 

stop. The forms in (42b,c) show that disyllabic and poly-

syllabic vowel-final stems do not surface with a final glottal 

stop. The epenthesis of a final ['] in HAB forms from mono

moraic stems like /hu/ but in longer stems like /'ayuj is 

consistent with a bimoraic wordM~ constraint in Cupefio. 

Additional support for this analysis comes from two sources. 

First, unsuffixed forms of less than two morae do not occur 

(Jane Hill, personal communication). Second, in the HAB form 

('i-)maa from the stem /maa/ 'leave', no glottal stop is 

inserted. (i- 'alone' is a prefix; that prefixes are not 

counted when glottal insertion applies is shown by HAB 
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('as)-a' 'wear', where glottal insertion does apply to the 

stem la/.) Thus, vowel-final forms are exempt from template 

mapping, and the surface result of two morae in this case is 

due to a language-wide wordMm constraint. 

The analysis of HAB proposed here has three advantages. 

First, the proposed analysis of stress is consistent with the 

metrical facts of Cupefio. Second, under the proposed metrical 

analysis the generalisation that no more than one unstressed 

syllable may precede a tonic syllable (excluding non-occurring 

HAB forms like *pine'we'e'ex from *pine'wex) is predictable 

because the location of stress is a function of a binary 

metrical foot built on a lexical accent at the left edge of 

the root. Third, the reanalysis of Cupefio here removes the 

sole motivation for a trisyllabic template in the analysis of 

a morphological process. 

5.3 Discussion: Ternarity and the Presence of Heads. 

In the first part of Chapter 5 I discussed the derivation 

of a ternary metrical foot in Old English. Ternarity (i.e. 

three syllables) in this case is the superficial result of 

combining a bimoraic head containing two light syllables with 

a domain containing one light syllable, [[a~ a~] a~]. In a 

metrical theory which emphasises binarity (Hayes, 1981, 1991; 

Kager, 1989; Hammond, 1990; see also Dresher, 1989) the basic 

analysis given for Old English and languages like it (e.g. 
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Chugach, Cayuvava) provides us with a way of predicting where 

ternarity may occur ~nd where ternarity must occur in metrical 

systems. 

Old English shows that ternarity may occur in language 

with both light and heavy syllables when a heavy syllable is 

not available to satisfy a bimoraic constraint on the head. 

The connection between ternarity and quantity sensitivity in 

Old English is obvious because this language has both light 

and heavy syllables. 

By contrast, metrical ternarity must occur in a language 

(i) which permits only light syllables (e.g. Cayuvava) and 

(ii) which requires that heads dominate two morae (e.g. Old 

English; Cayuvava; Chugach, Rice, 1991). In this case it is 

predicted that a head will always dominate two syllables. The 

metrical behaviour of Cayuvava is consistent with this 

prediction. The connection between quantity sensitivity and 

ternarity is not so obvious in Cayuvava because the language 

permits only light syllables and the feet are therefore always 

uniform in size and shape, except at the left edge of the 

metrical domain where template mapping ends. 

In the second part of Chapter 5 I reanalysed the 

formation of habilitatives in Cupefio which McCarthy and Prince 

(1986, 1990) have claimed provides evidence that morphology 

admits primitive trisyllabic constituents. I showed that in 

fact, Cupefio receives a more explanatory treatment in terms of 
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a disyllabic template. 

If ternary feet in metrical systems are possible only as 

a function of complex constituent structure, then what of the 

idea that morphological feet may also have ternary structure? 

If morphological feet are specified for head elements, then 

the same complex effects should be attested. Although the 

literature on morphological feet is young, no language 

encountered so far has required a trisyllabic template. The 

only challenge in the literature (to my knowledge), the Cupeno 

habilitative, was reanalysed in this chapter. The absence of 

trisyllabic feet in morphology falls out as a result of the 

Obligatory Metrical Head Hypothesis proposed in this thesis: 

if morphological feet have no heads, then trisyllabic 

sequences can never satisfy canonical templates in morphology 

because complex structure is not possible. It should still 

occasionally be possible to derive ternary morphological feet 

through stray adjunction; however, in this case, the foot will 

always be demonstrably larger than the canonical foot. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE METRICAL TEKPLATJ HYPOTHESIS AND MINIMAL STRUCTURE: 
COMPARISONS WITH OTHER PROPOSALS 

In this chapter I compare the predictions of the Metrical 

Template Hypothesis and Minimal structure with metrical 

theories proposed by EOS, Hammond (1990), and Hayes (1991). 

The discussion focusses on the ways in which EOS, Hammond 

(1990), and Hayes (1991) differ from the templatic theory. In 

particular, the treatment within each theory of phenomena 

presented as part of the Satisfaction Conspiracy in Chapters 

3 and 5 is discussed. These phenomena are reviewed in (1). 

(1) 
a. Monomoraic feet (e.g. Ttibatulabal, S. Paiute) as 

opposed to no monomoraic feet (e.g. seminole). 

b. Lengthening in head position (e.g. Hixkaryana). 

c. Scansion for heavy syllables (e.g. Khalkha Mongolian). 

d. No metrical system using [~~ ~], [~~~] insists on the 
canonical foot, while systems employing [~ ~] or [0 0] 
may. 

e. ROB footing (e.g. E. Ostyak). 

f. Disyllabic windows in noniterative footing (e.g. E. 
Ostyak) • 

g. The nonhead of a ternary metrical foot is always light 
(e.g. Old English, Cayuvava). 

h. Only the templates [~~~], [~~~] license feetlarger than 
the template (e.g. Old English vs. E. Ostyak). 

i. In ternary languages, the nonhead is incorporated in the 
direction of footing (e.g. Old English, Cayuvava). 
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The treatment of the items in (l) was discussed in §3.G 

and in Chapter 5. To summarise briefly, under the theory 

developed in the previous chapters, the items in (la-e) follow 

directly from the Minimal structure Parameter and from 

Template Satisfaction. Languages which permit monomoraic feet 

{see (la» are characterised by the specifications FootMm:on, 

HeadMm:on, indicating that minimal association (i.e., head = 

~; foot ~,a depending on the template) is sufficient to 

satisfy templatic constraints. In languages which do not 

permit monomoraic feet, either the foot or the head is not 

permitted to be minimally associated (i.e. Minimal structure 

specifies either HeadMm:off, FootMm:off, or both). 

Lengthening in head position, (lb), occurs to satisfy a 

constraint on a metrical head under HeadMm:off, which insists 

that the head dominate more than one mora. 

Scansion for heavy syllables, (lc), occurs under the same 

HeadMm:off specification when a language does not have a rule 

which applies to satisfy the constraint on the head. In this 

case, only feet containing heads mapped to syllables which are 

already heavy may remain associated, and therefore receive 

stress. 

No system employing a trimoraic template [~~ ~] or [~ ~~] 

appears to insist on a canonical foot because the greatest 

restriction that can be imposed on a template by Minimal 

Structure is "more than one terminal element" (in this case 
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morae) under HeadMIN : off or FootM]N: off. No combination of 

specifications for Minimal structure can ever insist that 

thre'C:: morae be associated to the template. with the even 

templates ['" "'] and [a a], however, when a HeadMIN : off or 

FootMIN:off specification insists on "more than one" terminal, 

this has the effect of deriving a canonical foot. 

ROB footing, (Ie), occurs when a HeadMIN:off specifica

tion occurs with a QI disyllabic template. The result is a 

foot in which the quantity of the nonhead is unrestricted, but 

where the head must dominate more than one mora. 

The items in (If-h) follow from properties of templates. 

Disyllabic window effects in non iterative footing, (If), 

result when restructuring occurs to repair a foot based on a 

disyllabic template which comes to dominate three syllables 

(see the discussion of E. ostyak in Chapter 5). 

The nonhead of a ternary foot is light, (lg), because 

ternary feet are always based on the templates [~~ ~], [~~~], 

which always dominate light nonheads. 

Feet larger than the canonical template are possible when 

the template is ["'''' "'] or ['" "''''] because an extra mora may be 

incorporated into the head of the foot without disturbing the 

specified assymetry of the foot (e.g. quadrimoraic [[~rel]du] 

in Old English). However, trimoraic feet cannot be derived 

from a bimoraic template (for example) under the present 

theory because this would violate the evenness of the foot 
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(cf. restructuring in winnebago). 

Finally, the item in (li) follows from Maximisation of 

Association. In ternary feet in Old English, the nonhead is 

incorporated in the direction of template mapping because only 

material in this direction is unfooted, and hence available 

for template association. 

6.1 comparison with Essay on stress. 

In this section I compare predictions of templatic 

metrical footing and the metrical parsing theory in EOS (Halle 

and Vergnaud, 1987a). 

The most important ways in which EOS differs from the 

templatic model discussed so far are the following. The first 

is the treatment of quantity sensitivity in terms of accent. 

The second difference, which follows from the different 

treatments of quantity sensitivity, is that EOS has no 

analogue to the Minimal structure Parameter. Third, EOS 

assigns heads after all feet have been constructed while the 

templatic approach assigns heads as each foot is mapped to the 

string. Fourth, EOS but not the templatic approach predicts 

primitive, medially headed ternary constituents. 

EOS proposes that metrical structure is derived by 

applying rules which parse phonological strings parametrically 

into bounded or unbounded constituents. First, every stress

bearing unit (the syllable) is assigned a grid mark. Next, a 
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rule of Boundary construction (EOS, p. 11) forms constituents 

by enclosing within boundaries every two (or three, depending 

on the rule) grid marks from a specified edge of the metrical 

domain. After the entire string has been exhaustively parsed, 

a head is assigned to either the leftmost, rightmost, or 

medial (in ternary feet) element of each constituent (rule 

(17), EOS, p. 10). The effects of Boundary Construction and 

trochaic head assignment are illustrated in (2) under left-to

right parsing and trochaic headedness. 

(2) 

* * * * * 
(1 (1 (1 (1 (1 

Grid 

=> 
(* *) (* *) (*) 

(] (] (] (] (] 

Boundary Construction 

=> 

* * * 
(* *) (* *) (*) 
(] (] (] (] (] 

Trochaic Heading 

Boundary Construction and the head assigning rule (17) perform 

the functions of the Directionality and Headedness parameters 

adopted by the templatic model. Thus, the footing algorithm 

employed in EOS is "assign all feet, then all heads" as 

opposed to "map footj, map headj, then move on" argued for in 

this work. 

After heads have been assigned, a peripheral stress is 

assigned a primary degree of prominence by grouping foot 

constituents into a word. The relevant peripheral element 

(right or left) is made head of the word through the 

assignment of a higher level grid mark. These steps are 

illustrated in (3). 
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(3) 
* 

(* * *) (* * *) 
(* *) (* *) (*) (* *) (* *) (*) 
a a a a a => a a a a a 

Word constituent Primary stress 

In languages where only a primary stress surfaces, 

nonoccurring lower level grids marks (representing secondary 

stress) are erased through a process of Conflation (EOS, pp. 

50-55) which projects the grid of the primary stress plane 

onto the earlier plane as in (4). After Conflation, the 

boundaries of headless constituents are erased. 

(4) 

* (* ) 
(* *) (* *) (*) 
a a a a a 

Conflation 

=> 

* 
(* ) 
(* * * * *) 
a a (] (] (] 

Deconstituentisation 

Exhaustive footing is obligatory in EOS (the Exhaustivity 

Condition, p. 15). Conflation is a device which undoes the 

effects of exhaustivity where there is no evidence from stress 

that feet are present in a string. Serious problems with 

Conflation have been discussed by Hammond (1987b) and Blevins 

(1990). The Exhaustivity Condition and Conflation are 

replaced by the Iterativity parameter in §2.1.1. Deconsti-

tuentisation is an obligatory consequence of Conflation under 

the assumption that every foot constituent must surface with 

a head (the Faithfulness Condition, p. 15-16; this condition 
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will be discussed shortly). Deconstituentisation is analogous 

to defooting in the templatic model when it is not possible to 

provide a foot template with a wellformed head. 

Additional rules and principles ensure (i) that the 

location of heads is recoverable based on how stress is 

assigned to the string (the Recoverability condition, p. 10); 

and (ii) that Boundary Construction incorporates the largest 

substring possible (the Maximality Condition, p. 15, parallel 

to Maximisation of Association). Recoverability has no 

equivalent in the templatic model. 

The Faithfulness Condition, stated in (5), requires some 

discussion (Faithfulness is divided into distinct parts for 

expository purposes). 

(5) 
The Faithfulness Condition. The output metrical 
structure respects the distribution of heads (accented 
elements), in the sense that 

a. each head is associated with constituent 
boundaries in the output structure and that these 
are located at the appropriate positions in the 
sequence. 

b. Constituent boundaries are erased in the output 
when none of the elements enclosed by the 
boundaries is marked as head. (EOS, p. 16) 

The essential components of Faithfulness are that (i) every 

metrical head is required to occur within a foot, (5a), and 

(ii) every metrical foot is associated with a head at the end 

of its derivation. 

Concerning (5a), the occurrence of metrical heads within 
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feet in the template mapping approach follows from the 

assignment of heads to feet after template mapping. In EOS, 

regular metrical parsing also assigns heads to preconstructed 

feet. Thus, the main reason for stating (Sa) explicitly in 

EOS is to guarantee the assignment of constituent structure to 

predetermined heads--i.e. accents. This is essential in EOS 

because this theory does not recognise QS constituents. 

Quantity sensitivity is achieved by accenting heavy syllables 

prior to Boundary Construction and then beginning a new foot 

when the accented element is encountered. The predictions 

under binary footing for sequences containing heavy syllables 

are shown in (6). 

(6) 
* * * * 

* * * * * * (* *) (*) (* *) (*) 
l:: (J (J => I: (J (J => I: (J (J => I: (J (J 

* * * * 

* * * * * * (*) (* *) (*) (* *) 
(J I: (J => (J I: (J => (J I: (J => (J I: (J 

Grid Accent Boundaries Heads 

The statement in (5a) is redundant with respect to QS 

footing in the templatic theory since quantity sensitivity is 

built into the primitive feet [~~], [~~ ~], [~~~], and [(J~~ 

(JJJJJ] adopted in the templatic theory (see §2. 2 .1) or is 

derived through different settings for the Minimal structure 

Parameter (see the discussion of ROB feet in Chapter 3). 

Thus, (5a) remains as a constraint on the realisation of 
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lexical accents. This is necessary given arguments by Hammond 

(1987b, 1989b,c) that accents are diacritics which mark the 

location of a potential metrical head which can surface with 

stress only if incorporated into foot structure. A language 

discussed in Chapter S which supports Hammond's position is 

Cupefio. Restricted to cases of lexical accent, (Sa) has only 

limited relevance for the template mapping theory. 

The second clause of Faithfulness in (Sb) subsumed in the 

template mapping theory by the Obligatory Metrical Head 

Hypothesis, which refers only to the headedness of metrical 

and not of morphological feet. As noted above, the one-to-one 

correspondence between metrical feet and heads is stated in 

the templatic theory (following Hammond, 1990) as the 

Monoheadedness Condition. 

Finally, in addition to the principles and parameters 

just discussed, EOS proposes the two parameters in (7). 

(7) 
a. Head-t~rminal: whether or not the head of the 

constituent is adjacent to one of the constituent 
boundaries. (EOS, p. 9) 

b. Boundedness: whether or not the head of the 
constituent is separated from its constituent 
boundaries by no more than one intervening element. 
(EOS, p. 10) 

The Head Terminal and Boundedness parameters together 

predict the typology of six constituents in (8). 
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(8) 

[+HT, +BND] [+HT, -BND] 
x x x x 

(x x) (x x) (x x x ... ) ( ... x x x) 

[-HT, +BND] [-HT, -BND] 
x x 

(x x x) ( .•• x x x x x ... ) 

The most significant result of the Head Terminal and 

Boundedness parameters is that they predict primitive ternary 

constituents where a metrical head does not abut a constituent 

boundary. Note that in ternary constituents in EOS, only one 

element is designated as head. This is inconsistent with the 

templatic model, which claims that ternarity is possible only 

when a head dominates two syllables. 

Boundedness is irrelevant in the templatic theory where 

the only foot structures recognised are those which result 

from mapping to a template specified by UG. As discussed 

earlier, unbounded effects are derived here through 

non iterative footing or by applying an end rule and assigning 

word structure. 

The manner in which ternary constituents are derived 

under the Head Terminal parameter is not compatible with the 

Metrical Template Hypothesis. A [-head terminal] setting is 

not possible in the template mapping approach because a head 

is viewed as a template, projected at the edge of a metrical 

domain (the foot). That is, if metrical feet are templates, 

then a template is always initially associated as in (9a). A 
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template may be associated to a nonperipheral element as in 

(9b) only if relevant constraints are not met (e.g. heavy 

syllable "scanning" in Khalkha). 

(9) 
a. b. 

F F 

I I 
a a a a a a a a a a 

The requirement under the the Head Terminal parameter 

that ternary feet have medial heads is also incompatible with 

the facts of Old English stress under a ternary analysis. EOS 

predicts medial stress on the in a ternary foot (cf. *berende) 

instead of the attested form berende. Thus, the Head Terminal 

parameter is abandoned in the present theory. 

Even if the theory developed in EOS were modified to 

permit terminal heads in tern3ry constituents (i.e. [x .. ] or 

[ •• xl), EOS would still be unable to account for the Old 

English stress and vowel deletion facts under the treatment of 

quantity sensitivity in terms of accenting. For example, EOS 

is unable to explain why a sequence of three light syllables 

is grouped as a foot, but not a sequence of a heavy followed 

by two light syllables. EOS permits Boundary Construction to 

bind two or three elements into a foot. To capture the 

ternary effect in forms like [[weru]du], it is necessary for 

Boundary Construction to group together three elements, as in 

(10) • To account for initial primary stress, the leftmost 
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element must be made head. 

(10) 

* 
(0' 0' 0') 
we ru du 

since EOS recognises no quantity distinctions, accented heavy 

elements are made head of a ternary foot. However, the 

algorithm still binds three elements into a foot wherever 

possible. This predict.s the derivation in (11) for /heafudu/. 

(11) 
* * 

* * * * * * (* * *) 
I: (] 0' I: 0' (] I: (] a 

hea fu du => hea fu du => hea fu du 

Grid Accent Footing 

A problem with the representations in (10) and (11) predicted 

under the EOS account is that it is no longer possible to 

predict the correct sites for high vowel deletion: in 

[[weru]du], deletion targets the final vowel, deriving 

we(o)rud whereas in [[hea]fu]du, the penultimate vowel 

deletes, deriving heafdu. However, in (10) and (11), the 

deleting vowels occur in different positions of the foot. An 

alternative would be to group light elements ternarily but to 

state that heavy elements are grouped binarily. This, 

however. would require introducing quantity sensitive 

distinctions which would radically alter the character of the 

theory proposed in EOS. 
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As a final note on ternarity, since in EOS ternary feet 

two nonhead elements flank the head, EOS does not make the 

prec]iction made by the templatic model that nonheads in 

ternary feet are incorporated in the direction of footing 

(e.g. Old English, Cayuvava, Chugach). 

Further problems which arise under the EOS treatment of 

quantity are the following. Because accented heavy elements 

always become head of a foot, the EOS approach says nothing 

about nonheads. Thus, EOS cannot account for the difference 

between ROB footing, where a heavy head can combine with any 

syllable, and OB footing where a heavy head may combine only 

with a light syllable. In fact, EOS predicts that ROB feet 

(as in E. Ostyak) should not exist at all: a heavy element 

must be accented and should therefore occur as a head. 

The Minimal structure Parameter which is central to the 

theory developed here is incompatible with EOS since EOS does 

not directly recognise quantity-sensitivity. since EOS has no 

analogue to the Minimal structure Parameter, EOS must 

stipulate (i) lengthening in head position (e.g. Hixkaryana), 

(ii) scansion for heavy syllables (e.g. Khalkha Mongolian), 

and (iii) the difference between languages which permit 

monomoraic feet (e.g. Ttibatulabal, S. Paiute) and those which 

do not (e.g. Seminole). 

Much of the discussion above has focussed on showing that 

the EOS treatment of quantity sensitivity cannot account for 
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metrical effects discussed in earlier chapters. However, a 

more general disadvantage for the EOS approach is that it does 

not capture the generalisation that many of the quantity 

sensitive effects which surface in metrical systems also occur 

in morphology. Only a metrical theory which uses templates 

predicts this result directly. 

Finally, since the EOS view of metrical footing does not 

incorporate templates, EOS says nothing about the points in 

(1d) and (1h), repeated in (12). 

(12) 
a. No metrical system using [~~ ~], [~ ~~] insists on the 

canonical foot, while systems employing [~ ~] or [0 0] 
may. 

b. Only the templates [~~~], [~~~] license feetlarger than 
the template (e.g. Old English vs. E. Ostyak). 

This concludes the discussion of similarities and 

differences between the template mapping approach and EOS. A 

comprehensive overview of the EOS model can be found in 

Dresher (1990). The points made in this section are 

summarised in (13) (the abbreviations MS and TS stand for the 

Minimal structure Parameter and Template satisfaction 

respectively). 
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(13) 

Item Crowhurst (1991) EOS 

Templates: Yes No 

Assigns heads: After EACH foot After ALL feet 

Quantity Templates, MS Assigns accents 
Sensitivity: 

[ [1£] ] VS. *[[1£]]: MS stipulates 
(= 1a) defooting 

Head Lengthening: MS, TS Idiosyncratic 
(H[I£] >H[I£:]) rule (no prin-
(= 1b) cipled reason) 

Distinguishes OB Yes No 
and ROB: 

Predicts ROB: Yes No 
(=1e) 

Heavy syllable Follows from MS, Assign accents, 
scansion (= 1c): template mapping scan for accents 

Handles QS Yes No 
ternary footing 
in Old English: 

Binary structure Yes No 
in ternary feet: 

In the next sections similar comparisons are made with 

the theory proposed by Hayes (1991a) and Hammond (1990). 

6.2 Comparison with Hammond (1990). 

A metrical theory which shares elements with the 

templatic theory developed in this work is proposed in Hammond 

(1990). First, Hammond (1990) also assumes an inventory of 

foot templates, shown in (14). Second, Hammond adopts 

parameters which determine (i) iterativity, (ii) headedness, 
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and (iii) direction of parsing. Third, Hammond (1990) assumes 

maximal binarity, and so predicts that monomoraic feet are 

possible. Hammond (1990) also proposes that morphological 

feet differ from metrical feet in not specifying head 

elements. l 

(14) 
Primitive Foot Inventory of Hammond (1990). 

Metrical Feet Predicted 

Trochees Iambs Morphological feet 

[[a] a] [a [a]] [a a] 

[[J'] J'] [J' [J']] [J.£ J.£] 

[[ aJ'J.£] aJ'J.£] [aJ'J.£ [aJ.£J'l] [aJ'J.£ aJ'J'l 

In Hammond's view, the templates in (14) are metrical 

targets which are realised by parsing a phonological string 

into constituents which approximate the shape specified by the 

template. Quantity insensitive, right-to-left, trochaic 

footing in Hammond's model is exemplified with the Hungarian 

form fe:1EmElEt~n 'on mezzanine' in (15).2 

(15) 

* * * * * 
fe:lEmElEtEn 

Grid 

=> 
(* *) (* *) (*) 
fe:lE mElE tEn 

QI Feet 

=> 

* * * 
(* *) (* *) (*) 
fe:lE mElE tEn 

Heads 

Hammond (1990) presents no arguments that morpho
logical feet have no heads. Arguments to this effect are a 
contribution of this work. 

2 Hammond 
notation as EOS. 

(1990) uses the same constituentised grid 
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Hammond (1990) proposes no equivalent to the Minimal structure 

Parameter and places no minimum on the size of a foot parsed. 

Therefore, degenerate feet are always predicted in forms with 

an odd number of stress-bearing units. In languages which do 

not permit degenerate feet, a rule of defooting rule must be 

stated. 

Hammond differs critically from the templatic theory in 

several respects. The first two concern the primitive 

typology of foot structures in (14). First, (14) includes all 

of the even foot structures adopted by the templatic model, 

but not the uneven structures [p.p. p. ] and [JL p.p.]. Second, 

heads are primitive elements in the metrical feet in (14); 

they are not assigned by rule as claimed by the Obligatory 

Metrical Head Hypothesis. This means that the foot and head 

are mapped to a phonological string at the same time in 

Hammond's theory. Hammond notes that the metrical feet in the 

first and second columns predict the morphological feet in the 

third column of (14) if morphological feet do not have heads. 

Uneven metrical foot structures which surface in 

languages are derived from the moraic iamb [p. [p.]] in Hammond 

(1990) by vowel lengthening in head position, as in 

Hixkaryana. 3 A derivation for m1ha:nan1hno compatible with 

Hammond's theory is given in (16). 

3 Presumably, a consonant could also close the second 
syllable of such a metrical foot through gemination, making 
the syllable heavy. 
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* * * * * 
mlhananlhno 

Grid 

* * (* *) (* *)<*> 

=> 
* * * * <*> 

mlhananlhno => 

Extrametricality 

* * 
(* *)(* *)<*> 

mlha nanlhno => mlha:nanlhno 

Heads Lengthening 

(* *)(* *)<*> 
mlha nanlhno => 

Footing 
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Hammond I S approach is inconsistent with the templatic approach 

developed here because adding a mora to the foot [JL [JL]] 

violates the even nature of the template. As discussed in 

Chapter 5, the templatic model assumes that even foot 

structures must remain even. This provides a principled 

reason for metrical restructuring in Winnebago (Miner, 1979; 

Hale and White Eagle, 1980; EOS; Hammond, 1991; Rice, 1991) 

when a third mora is epenthesised into a bimoraic foot (e.g. 

<hi>[rakro] [honi] [ra] => <hi>[rakoro] [honi] [ra] => 

<hi>[rako] [rohe] [nira], EOS p. 32). Second, there is no 

principled reason for head lengthening under Hammond's 

account, given that the same foot must be used in a language 

like Seminole, where lengthening does not apply (cf. [ac!]). 

In the theory developed here, the difference between languages 

like Hixkaryana and Seminole is expressed in terms of the 

Minimal Structure Parameter, for which Hammond's theory has no 

analogue. 

Precisely because Hammond (1990) has no analogue for 
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Minimal structure, Hammond predicts that monomoraic (QS) and 

monosyllabic (QI) "degenerate" feet are always possible. The 

failure of degenerate feet to surface in some languages is 

handled in terms of defooting. However, whether or not 

defooting applies has no principled explanation, but must be 

stipulated. By contrast, the templatic theory also appeals to 

defooting, but provides a principled explanation under the 

Minimal structure Parameter. 

A further difference between Hammond 

templatic model lies in their respective 

ternarity. Hammond (1990, 1991) claims 

(1990) and the 

treatments of 

that ternary 

structures do not exist. Ternary metrical effects are derived 

through Relativised Extrametricality, where a light syllable 

is made extrametrical adjacent to a foot. Problems with a 

Relativised Extrametricality account of ternarity discussed in 

Chapter 5 were the following. First, this account stipulates 

that the third syllable in a ternary span must be light, and 

does not predict that the same light syllable (the nonhead of 

the ternary foot in the templatic theory) must be incorporated 

in the direction of parsing. 

Fourth, without an analogue to Minimal structure, Hammond 

(1990) cannot account for ROB feet, since no template in 

Hammond's inventory is compatible with a foot that has a heavy 

head and an unrestricted nonhead. If an ROB foot is derived 

from a foot with the shape [a~~ a~~] by deleting a mora from 
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the nonhead in some cases, the prediction is that the same 

should occur in morphology. So far, such a resul t is 

unattested. 

Fifth, Hammond (1990) has no straightforward account for 

the window effect discussed for Eastern Ostyak, where an 

initial light syllable is passed over if the second syllable 

is heavy and can serve as the head of an ROB foot (cf . 

[C1P~]noNni (heavy-heavy), to[lllo]koto (light-heavy». 

Marking an initial light syllable extrametrical would account 

for the pattern exemplified by t8[lll8]k8t8 in Hammond's 

theory, but should also prevent initial stress in [kanto1]j~1 

(cf. *kan[to1j~1]). 

sixth, to explain the cccurrence of stress only on long 

vowels in Khalkha, Hammond must assume that an i terati ve 

metrical rule may scan phonological strings for syllables 

which meet the rule's requirements. As discussed with respect 

to the "Satisfaction Conspiracy", the scanning effect follows 

straightforwardly from the Minimal Structure Parameter and 

Template Satisfaction in the theory developed here, and does 

not require a special scanning device (see §3.6). 

A summary of the significant similarities and differences 

between the templatic model developed in this work and Hammond 

(1990) is presented in (17). 
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(17) 

Item Crowhurst (1991) Hammond (1990) 

Templates: Yes Yes 

Assigns heads: After EACH foot No--heads are 
primitive 

Headedness Only for [J.£J.£ J.£] % No 
defaults: 

Quantity Templates, MS Templates 
Sensitivity: 

[[J.£]] vs. *[[J.£]]: MS stipulates 
(= la) defooting 

Head Lengthening: MS, TS Idiosyncratic 
(H[J.£] > H[J.£:]), rule (no prin-
(= lb) cipled reason) 

Predicts ROB: Yes No 
(= le) 

Heavy syllable Follows from MS, Metrical rule is 
scansion (= 1c) : template mapping permitted to scan 

for heavy vowel 

Ternary footing: Yes No--relativised 

---------------------------- _~~~E.c:!1!.~!:E ~_~~_~~_1:¥ ____ 
a. Light 3rd C1 Yes, predicted by Yes, stipulated 

in ternary template 
effect: ---------------------------- -------------- ---.-----------

b. 3rd C1 is Yes No 
incorporated 
directionally: 

6.3 comparison with Bayes (1991a). 

The metrical theory proposed by Hayes (1991a) is similar 

in many respects to Hammond (1990). The main differences from 

the templatic theory concern (i) the primitive inventory, (ii) 

headedness defaults, (iii) the treatment of monomoraic QS and 

monosyllabic QI feet, (iv) predictions concerning ternarity, 
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and (v) the absence of an equivalent to the Minimal structure 

Parameter. Each of these points is discussed in turn below. 

The inventory of primitive foot structures adopted by 

Hayes (1987, 1991a) is shown in (18).4 

(18) 
Foot Inventory in Hayes (1991). 

syllabic trochee [ [a] a] 

moraic trochee [[J.'] J.'] 

uneven iamb [alL [aJ.'J.']] 

The feet in (18) are the only ones possible under Hayes' 

(1991) view of headedness defaults, to be discussed shortly. 

Like Hammond (1990), Hayes (1991a) assumes without 

argument that heads are primitive elements of metrical feet. 

The presence of heads in primitive foot structures predicts 

that morphological feet also have heads. By contrast, this 

dissertation argues that the prediction concerning morpho

logical feet is false. In the theory developed here, heads 

are assigned explicitly by metrical rules. 

Hayes (1991a) claims that even foot structures are always 

trochaic while uneven feet are always iambic. Thus, Hayes 

(1991a) does away with a parameter which determines the 

location of the head within the foot. In Hayes' theory, the 

iambic/trochaic distinction is governed by a universal 

4 This inventory is also adopted by McCarthy and Prince 
(1986, 1990) for morphology, and by Prince (1991) for metrical 
footing. 
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(19) 
Iambic/Trochaic Law. 

a. Elements contrasting in intensity naturally form 
groupings with initial prominence. 
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b. Elements contrasting in duration naturally form groupings 
with final prominence. (po 71) 

The feet [~ [~]] and [a [a]] adopted in this dissertation and 

by Hammond (1990) are proscribed by (19a) , [[~~] ~] by (19b). 

Hayes notes that [a~~ a~~] is a logically possible foot, given 

(19a), but comments "it is hard to see how such a foot could 

play a role in stress systems, since in most words it could 

only parse a fraction of the syllables" (Hayes, 1991a:72). 

However, evidence for a foot [[a~p.] ap.~] in Lenakel was 

discussed in §2.2.2. Support in the literature for the feet 

[~ [~]] (e.g. Southern Paiute, Winnebago), [a [a]] (e.g. Mayo, 

YidinY) and [[~~] ~] (e.g. Old English, Chugach) shows that 

the Iambic/Trochaic Law is not universal. It may be that (19) 

is best viewed as a markedness statement. However, markedness 

statements are not absolute, and I conclude that the 

Iambic/Trochaic Law is inadequate as a predictor of headedness 

in metrical systems. 

In contrast to the templatic model, Hayes (1991) claims 

that monomoraic QS and monosyllabic QI feet are imp0ssible. 

Hayes states this claim as the Degenerate Foot Parameter. 

Problems with the Degenerate Foot Parameter were discussed in 
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detail in §3.5. 

Like Hammond (1990), Hayes (1991a) does not permit 

ternary constituents. To account for ternarity, Hayes 

proposes a parameter which determines whether or not a 

metrical parsing rule may skip a light syllable between feet. 

This is stated as the Foot Parsing Locality Parameter in (20). 

( 20) 
Foot Parsing Locality Parameter. 

a. Unmarked value: Feet must be constructed adjacently. To 
be referred to as strong local parsing. 

b. Marked value: Feet may be constructed separated from 
each other by a single mora (in effect, a single light 
syllable). To be referred to as weak local parsing. 
(Hayes, 1991:258) 

Weak local parsing in (20b) is incompatible with a theory of 

template mapping because a template must associate to a 

peripheral element in a metrical domain if all constraints are 

satisfied. Thus, if the foot is bimoraic, a light syllable 

adjacent to a bimoraic foot could never be skipped, as in 

(21a), because the light syllable is eligible to associate to 

F. Only the representation in (21b) is possible in the 

templatic model. 

regularly. 

However, Hayes' model predicts (21a) 

( 21) 
a. 

F 
I \ 

F 
I \ 

Weak Local parsing 

b. 
F 

I \ 
F 

I \ 

Templatic Model 
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The only way in which the effect of "skipping" a syllable is 

possible in template mapping is if a template is del inked 

because templatic constraints are not satisfied. This occurs 

in Kbalkha Mongolian where the head must dominate a heavy 

syllable and where vowel lengthening is not an option (see the 

discussion in §3.1). 

Weak local parsing is proposed in. Hayes (1991a) to 

account for ternary metrical effects in languages like Old 

English (Dresher and Lahiri, 1991; Chapter 5), Chugach 

(Hewitt, 1991; Rice, 1991) and Cayuvava (Levin, 1988b). I 

argued in Chapter 5 that weak local parsing is not necessary 

under a templatic approach to ternary footing. Thus, it is 

possible to maintain the view that only strong local parsing 

is possible, obviating the need for the parameter. 

Finally, because Hayes (1991) has no equivalent to the 

Minimal structure Parameter, this model faces the same 

problems as Hammond (1990) with respect to (i) stipulating the 

difference between languages like Hixkaryana and Seminole 

(lengthening vs. no lengthening), (ii) heavy syllable scanning 

in Khalkha, and (iii) deriving ROB feet. 

A summary of the similarities and differences between the 

templatic model and Hayes (1991a) is presented in (22). 
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(22) 
" ... ".:.-

Item Crowhurst (1991) Hayes (1991) 

Templates: Yes Yes 

Assigns heads: After EACH foot No--heads are 
primitive 

Headedness Only for [IJ.IJ. IJ.] % Yes--for all feet 
defaults: 

Quantity Templates, MS Templates 
Sensitivity: 

[[IJ.]] vs. *[[IJ.]]: MS Degenerate Foot 
(= 1a) Parameter 

Head Lengthening: MS, TS Stipulates rule 
(H[IJ.] > H[IJ.:]) (no principled 
(= 1b) reason) 

Predicts ROB: Yes No 
(= 1e) 

Heavy syllable Follows from MS, Metrical rule 
scansion (= 1c) : template mapping scans for heavy C1 

Ternary footing: Yes No--weak local 

---------------------------- -~~~~~~~-----------------
b. Light 3rd C1 in Yes Yes--stipulated 

ternary effect ---------------------------- r----------------------------
c. 3rd a mapped Yes No 

directionally: 

The theories which are most like the templatic theory 

developed in this work are those proposed by Hammond (1990) 

and Hayes (1991). To summarise, the most important similarity 

between the templatic theory and Hammond (1990)/Hayes (1991a) 

is that all three systems incorporate quantity sensitivity 

into templates, though the ways in which this is done differ 

to some extent. Important differences are that (i) only the 

templatic theory claims that heads are assigned exclusively by 
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metrical rules and are not primitive, (ii) Hayes excludes QI 

monosyllabic and QS monomoraic feet while the other two models 

do not, (iii) only Hammond (1990) and Hayes (1991a) 

incorporate devices which permit liqht syllables to be skipped 

in some systems, (iv) only the templatic theory has a device 

which captures generalisations about minimality (the Minimal 

structure Parameter), and (v) the location of heads in feet is 

derived differently in Hayes (1991a) than in the other two 

models. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

7.1 synopsis of Main Points. 

In the introduction to this thesis three similarities and 

three differences between metrical and morphological feet in 

the thesis were discussed. Below, I repeat these points and 

indicate which discussions in the thesis were relevant to 

each. 

(1) 
Similarities: 

a. Both morphological and metrical feet may be satisfied 
subcanonically. 

Differences: 

b. FootMm in metrical systems is universally equivalent to 
HeadMm • FootMm in morphology is bimoraic. 

f. Metrical feet require heads; morphological feet do not. 

g. Metrical feet may have trisyllabic exemplars. 
Morphological feet are strictly binary. 

The similarity in (la) emerges under the premise that 

both metrical and morphological foot structures are derived 

through template association. Under this view, foot 

structures in both systems are subj ect to the Association 

conventions, Template satisfaction and Maximisation of 

Association. The claim that morphological feet are mapped to 

templates and are therefore subject to the Association 

conventions is not controversial. This is the essence of the 
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The proposal that 

metrical footing is also construed as template mapping is 

developed was expressed as the Metrical Template Hypothesis in 

Chapter 1. The predictions of this hypothesis are developed 

in Chapters 2, 3 , and 5. In Chapter 2 I introduced the 

mechanics of metrical template mapping. In Chapter 3 I 

demonstrated that a theory which treats metrical feet and 

heads as templates makes a number of predictions for (i) 

minimali ty, (ii) lengthening in head position, (iii) the 

conditions under which ROB footing is possible, and (iv) 

noniterative metrical rules which apply if a syllable within 

a disyllabic "window" satisfies an essential requirement. In 

Chapter 5 I argued that the templatic view of metrical footing 

can be extended in a natural and uncomplicated way to account 

for iterative ternary metrical effects in languages like Old 

English, Chugach, and Cayuvava. 

The point that both metrical and morphological feet may 

be satisfied subcanonically, (lc), was explored in Chapters 3 

and 4. I argued in these chapters that a parameter, the 

Minimal structure Parameter, determines whether or not a 

template may be associated to minimal structure. In Chapter 

3 I argued that Minimal structure specifies independent 

settings for foot template and for a metrical head projected 

by the foot once templatic constraints on the foot have been 

satisfied. Minimal structure specifications for foot and head 
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determine (i) whether FootM~ is possible, and (ii) whether 

FootMm is monomoraic or bimoraic. I showed that different on 

and off settings for the foot and head predict different sets 

of possible foot structures which surface as the result of a 

metrical process in a language. 

In Chapter 4 I showed that 

different results in morphology. 

morphology is bimoraic, even when 

Minimal structure 

specifically, FootMm 

the foot template 

has 

in 

is 

quantity insensitive (this point is included as (ld) above). 

This result was not expected, given the behaviour of FootMm in 

metrical systems. The finding concerning FootMm in morphology 

was used to argue that morphological feet are not specified 

with heads (point (le», and that for this reason, minimal 

foot in morphology is determined in terms of the universal 

foot inventory as the smallest foot provided by UG, the 

bimoraic foot. 

The proposal that morphological 

contrary to expectation given the 

metrical systems (point (le» was 

feet have no heads, 

behaviour of feet in 

supported by a second 

argument, based on the presence of ternary foot structures in 

metrical systems, but not in morphology (this was the final 

point, in (if». In Chapter 5 I argued that ternary metrical 

feet are possible because both the foot and metrical head may 

be binary. If a binary head is dominated by a binary foot, 

the resulting constituent has the structure [[aa]a] or 
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[a[aa]]. This complex, nested binary structure is not 

possible in morphology if morphological feet do not have 

heads. In making the point that ternary (trisyllabic) 

templates are not available in morphology it was necessary to 

reanalyse the formation of the habilitative in Cupefio, which 

McCarthy (1984) and McCarthy and Prince (1986, 1990) have 

analysed in terms of a trisyllabic template. I showed that an 

analysis in terms of a disyllabic template is possible and has 

advantages from the point of accounting for lexical stress 

facts in Cupefio. 

The points in (1) and the arguments for them summarised 

here form the basis of the thesis. In §7.2 I discuss ways in 

which the theory argued for in this thesis might be falsified. 

7.2 Falsifying the Theory: Implications for Research. 

This thesis is truly a work aiJout template mapping, 

constraints on minimal structure and properties of foot 

structure which follow from these constraints. I believe that 

a templatic approach to metrical footing is appropriate given 

recent advances in phonological and morphological theory under 

the theories of Ito (1986, 1989) and McCarthy and Prince 

(1986, 1990). However, the templatic approach proposed here 

need not have adopted the particular view of minimality 

developed in Chapters 3 and 4. 

The Minimal structure Parameter determines whether or not 
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minimal association to a template is sufficient. One could 

easily imagine a different parameter, call it the Canonical 

structure Parameter, which determines whether or not canonical 

structure is obligatory. Such a parameter could be equally 

compatible with a theory of templatic metrical footing. The 

differences between these two parameters are represented 

schematically in (2). 

(2) 

Minimal structure Canonical Structure 

Permits minimal structure Insists on canonical 
structure 

Upper limit determined by Lower limit determined by 
template head (metrical)/UG (morph. ) 

Constraints on both foot Unclear: what is a 
and head can be characte- canonical metrical head? 
rised by the same parameter 

The main reason for adopting the Minimal structure Parameter 

over the alternative is that some languages forbid minimal 

structure, other languages do not (see Chapters 3 and 4). 

However, languages do not insist on the canonical foot. Under 

the Minimal structure Parameter when FootMm is forbidden, the 

template must associate to more than one of the foundation 

elements of the template. The resul~ of FootMm:off (i.e. 

*FootMm > in languages where the foot template is bimoraic or 

disyllabic is that the language gives the appearance of 

insisting on the canonical foot. The test case is languages 

where a metrical template is [tL/L J,L] or [J,L J,LJ,L]. To my 
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knowledge, no metrical rule employing an uneven template 

insists on the canonical foot. I The discovery of such a 

language would falsify the claims about Minimal structure made 

here. 

The claims about minimal structure, templates, and about 

how heads are assigned to feet predict a number of structures 

which I have not been able to demonstrate. The first is the 

existence of heavy iambs [OJ..l./-L [O/-L/-L)) in metrical systems. The 

second is heavy feet in metrical systems under the setting 

FootMll.:off, which forbids minimal structure. In this case all 

feet would have to have the canonical shape [OJ..l.J..I. OJ..l.J..I.]. The 

third is ROB metrical feet under a FootMm:off setting. Such 

feet would always have the shape [[oJ..l.J..I.] aj or [0 [O/-LJ..I.]]. The 

fact that these predictions have not been confirmed is not 

surprising, since heavy feet and ROB feet are marked. 

The theory also predicts the nonexistence of ROB feet and 

ternary feet in morphology. ROB feet are impossible in 

morphology because the theory proposed here derives them as a 

result of a bimoraic head constraint on disyllabic metrical 

feet. Ternary feet arise through a bimoraic head constraint 

on uneven templates. The discovery of ROB feet in morphology 

In languages where an affixed morphological template 
is involved and minimal structure is forbidden, the canonical 
foot may result because all specified elements in the template 
must be satisfied. Languages where an F template is expanded 
to [J..I./-L J..I.), (J..I. /-LJ..I.) as the result of a morphological rule, the 
results are the s.:.me as in metrical systems. An example is 
Ulwa (McCarthy and Prince, 1990). 
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or of a morphological process which systematically requires a 

tris~Tllabic template would falsify the claim that heads are 

not present in morphological feet. 

In conclusion, the essence of the thesis can be condensed 

into the following short statement: Foot structures in both 

metrical and morphological systems are construed as mapping to 

templates. Empirical differences between metrical and 

morphological feet concern (i) constraints on minimal 

structure for foot and head in metrical systems (where FootMrn 

= 1.1. or 1.1.1-') and for the foot in prosodic morphology (where 

FootMm = 1.1.1-'), and (ii) whether ternary foot structures are 

possible (yes for metrical, no for morphology). Both 

empirical differences are linked to the presence of specified 

heads in metrical feet versus their absence in morphological 

feet. Any findings which show these empirical differences to 

be false in turn falsifies claims of the thesis concerning 

minimal structure and ~he distribution of heads. 
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